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PREFACE 

Theoretically speaking, property is extension of the 

personality of the individual. It serves the purpose of satis

fying the self of the individual in the society. Various theo

ries have been attempted to explain its origin and development. 

However, it is the socialist theory of property which finds 

acceptance in many societies today. 

A proper definition of the concept of property has not 

been given in the statutes governing protection of property or 

in the Indian Constitution. While deciding cases under the 

Indian Penal Code, the courts have however, been interpreting 

the term 'property' in a manner facilitating its accommodation 

within the contours of the socialist theory of property, though 

there was no attempt for any formal theorization. An examinat

ion of the decisions under the Penal Code provisions and Consti

tuent Assembly Debates has reinforced the above view that our 

courts as well as legislature have adopted the socialist concept 

of property. 

Because of the importance of the theory of property in 

the general scheme of this study, it was thought appropriate to 

include a chapter on the theory of property as reflected in our 

i 
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Constitution. It is found that it is the socialist concept of 

property which runs as the common thread through the whole fabric 

of our law--constitutional, statutory or case law. The interests 

protected by the I a',v wi thin the framework of this theory have 

been identified, and it is found that these very same interests 

exist in the sphere of intellectual property as well. 

Be that as it may, while the criminal courts have been 

prompt in affording protection to traditional items of property, 

they do not seem to have been enthusiastic in giving protection 

to intellectual property bi criminal law, the existence of the 

above mentioned interests notwithstanding. It has been argued 

that the C2se for employing criminal law for affording protection 

to intellectual property is stronger particularly in the light of 

the technological developments and the consequent frequent emerg

ence of new items of property. 

Several difficulties had to be encountered in the pre

paration of this study. First and foremost was the dearth of 

material. It being an unbeaten track, published works are scarce; 

other materials are scanty. The whole mass of scattered case law 

produced by various courts at different times had to be scanned 

and evaluated. Indeed, the j~urney through the labyrinthine 

recesses of law in this area has been difficult. vlith the l.imited 

time and resources sincere efforts have been made to do the 
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INTRODUCTION 

It is often said that law originated with the 

institution of property. Society may not exist without property. 

And it would be well-nigh impossible for any society to regulate 

property relations without a legal system. The inter-relation-

ship between law and property was expressed by Bentham thus: 

Property and law are born together; and die 

together. Before laws were made there was 

no property; take away laws, and property 
1 ceases. 

Legal system develops rules governing possession and holding of 

property. It also evolves rules with regard to protection that 

has to be afforded to property. To achieve these purposes law 

requires property to be given a proper meaning. And this meaning 

has to come from the socio-economic-political background. Also, 

the developments in science and technology have had their impact 

on the meaning of property. New items of property have started 

emerging from the socio-politico-economic-technological milieu. 

The new situation thus calls for a reexamination of the concept 

of property for the purpose of affording protection to the differ-

ent forms of property. 

1. Bentham, Theory of L~gislation (Bombay: N.M.Tripathi Pvt.Ltd., 
1975), p.69. 
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The jUdiciary having been constrained by the tradi-

tional notions of property confronted the new situations 

demanding expansion of the arena occupied by property with 

courage. They have started expanding the meaning of property 

without having any regard for theorization. 2 The approach has 

really made many notions in law complex. This is evident from 

the formulations concerning possession. The reason for complex-

ity surrounding the notion of possession, according to Paton, 

is the inevitable and continuing conflict between the logic of 

law and the demands of convenience in particular cases to 

render justice. 3 Thus in fact, the notion of possession was 

not a logical conclusion or an extension of a concept of 

property. 

This unsatisfactory 'state of affairs' seems to be 

the result of an unwillingness of the courts to deal with the 

institution of property in the proper perspectives. The situa-

tion gets aggravated when one has to deal with umpteen number 

of cases calling for including totally new items within the 

4 fold of the property concept. Theoretically speaking, property 

has been looked upon as an extension of the individual's person-

ality or as the means to satisfy the needs of the individual. 

This holding by individual is in public interest. And property 

2. See the discussion of the decisions of Indian courts in 
Chapter I. 

3. See Paton, Jurisprudence (Oxford University Press, 4th edn., 
1972), p.557. 

4. See for details Chapter I. 
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is held for the common good of the society. It is only within 

the framework of this theory that the individual has been per-

mitted to hold some property to satisfy his needs. 

The Constitution has by way of various amendments 

reached the stage where some amounts of property is allowed to 

be held by the individual within the framework of the rule that 

5 
property is meant for the common good. Though there is no 

fundamental right to property it exists as a legal right. It 

could be denied by way of law in public interest though. 

While thus the Constitution embraced the concept of 

property as the extension of the personality of the individual 

within the wide framework of common good, the Indian Penal Code 

dealing with protection of property is silent about the meaning 

and content of property. 

In this situation the courts have been finding it 

difficult to work with the provisions in the Penal Code and 

other statutes inasmuch as the concept of property and the 

attendant notions were not clear to them. Nor have the statutes 

6 been clear about the concepts. This state of flux has made the 

courts to ascribe certain meonings and notions in relation to 

property which may not be amenable to the logic of law becctuse 

5. For details see Chapter II. 
6. There is no proper definition for the concepts like 'entrust

ment', 'fraudul entl y' I 'possession' etc. 
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they were evolved by demands of conveniences in particular 

cases to render justice. This process of creativity has, how

ever, helped the courts to let in new items also within the 

fold of the concept of property. The growth of case law on 

these lines have evaded the attempts to bring the study of 

this area within a theoretical framework. While civil law has 

been employed to settle property disputes among the individuals, 

criminal law has been used to prevent commission of offences 

in relation to property. The basis for the application of 

criminal law seems to have been the protection of the societal 

interest in property. The societal interest includes the indi

vidual interest also. It is in the interest of the society 

that property held by an individual is protected inasmuch as 

in this sense criminal law is protecting the personality of 

the individual. Looked in this perspective, it may be said 

that criminal law should be applied for the protection of pro

perty if the interest of the individuals and society in an 

item of property call for such a step. 

In this context the case law produced by the judi

ciary has to be discussed and the concept of property adopted 

by the statutes deduced from it. The other complementary 

concepts and notions have also to be examined and anaLysed. As 

already pointed out, though the courts started without any 

proper definition for property they interpreted it to contain 

the emerging new forms of property. This became possible only 
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because of the willingness of the courts to expand the concepts 

in tune with the needs of the time. They have had ample free-

dom to interpret the terms because of the absence of any statu-

tory definitions. Of late the Supreme Court has gone to the 

extent of identifying all things with 'any value' as property 

for affording protection. 7 

The concept of intellectual property which could not 

be equated with other forms of property also deserves to be 

analysed. Civil law has been traditionally employed to govern 

the relationship in this arena. However, the spate of techno-

logical developments paved the way for new forms of violations 

against this variety of property. Civil law does not appear 

to be the appropriate tool to contain the ever increasing 

menace of piracy prevalent in this field. The possibilities 

of applying criminal law for affording protection to intellect-

ual property have yet to be explored. Since there is public 

interest as well as individual interests involved in the prote-

ction of intellectual property, it would be in the fitness of 

things if criminal law is employed to ensure protection of 

intellectual property. At present the peculiar nature of these 

7. The observation of Justice Vaidyalingam in Ishwarlal Girdhari
lal Parekh v. state of Maharashtra, A.I.R.1969 s.c 40 while 
considering 'assessment order' as property under section 420 
I. P.C. is characteristic of the approach of the Court: "Even 
if the thing has no money value, in the hand of the person 
cheated, but becomes a thing of value, in the hand of the 
person who may get possession of it, as a result of the cheat
ing practised by him, it would still fall within the connot
ation of the term 'property' in section 420 I.P.C." Id. at 43. 
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properties--incorporeal,invisible and intangible--and the 

different ways in which offences are committed against them 

forced the legislature to enact separate legislation for 

protecting each of them. These forms of properties are looked 

upon differently from the traditional forms of property. The 

statutes limit the individuals' right in these properties only 

for a prescribed period. The new generation of intellectual 

properties which have been created by the technological era 

have also to find their protection under the law which envisaged 

intellectual properties to be some books or some inventions. The 

new items thus demand the law to expand and to spread its wings 

to afford maximum protection. In this context the origin, basis, 

the reason for limiting the rights and the special treatment, 

the various types of rights recognized etc. need detailed 

enquiry. The adequacy of the existing provisions also have to 

be gone into. 

Having regard to the development of law with reference 

to property and intellectual property in particular, it seems 

that a study of the efforts of law and law courts in affording 

protection to property is the need of the hour. Such a study 

may help the legal fraternity to be clear about the policy of 

law and to develop new ways and means to protect property. It 

may also help the courts to develop jurisprudence on proper 

lines. 



Chapter I 

CONCEPT OF PROPERTY AN OVERVIEW 

It was believed that in olden days every human being 

had equal right over the objects of nature. The source of this 

right was traced and expressed by Blackstone thus: 

In the beginning of the world, we are informed by holy 

writ, the all-bountiful Creator gave to man "dominion 

over all the earth; and over the fish of the sea, and 

over the fowl of the air, and over every living thing 

that moveth upon the earth". This is the only true and 

solid foundation of man's dominion over external things, 

\'lhatever airy metaphysical notions may have been stated 

by fanciful writers upon this subject.
1 

When human beings were nomadic, they used these external objects 

for their subsistence. The chief objects of property at that 

stage were movables or chattels consisting of food produce and 

tools for collecting food. 2 As the individuals had equal right 

over the objects of nature, it was accepted that the first occu-

3 pier gets a right to it against all others. But it is not 

1. W.Blackstone, Corrmentaries on the Laws of England (London: 
Thomas Tegg, 1830),Vol.II, pp.2-3. 

2. Id. at 5. 
3. See Blackstone, .£2.cit., pp.3-5. He observed: "Thus the 

ground was in common, and no part of it was the permanent 
property of any man in particular; yet whoever was in the 
occupation of any determined spot of it, for rest, for shade, 
or the like, acquired for the time a sort of ownership, from 
which it would have been unjust, and contrary to the law of 
nature, to have driven him by force; but the instant that he 

(. •• 8) 

7 
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clear whether individual right of occupancy or group occupancy 

was in existence during the earlier days. Authors differ on 

4 this point. Blackstone was of opinion that the individual who 

occupied the thing first got the right, while HaineS and other 

modern writers were of the view that the group or family of 

individuals who occupied the thing got the right. The latter 

view seems to have much credibility. It was in any way clear 

that the basis of the institution of property at that time was 

the desire to provide each man his means of subsistence. 6 

By the change of time and advent of civilisation, 

human beings entered the agricultural era which in turn focused 

attention on immovable property especially land for cultivation 

7 and place for permanent residence. Eventhough the individual 

( f • n • 3 con td • ) 

quitted the use of occupation of it, another might seise it, 
without injustice". Id. at 3. 

Also see H.S.MaIne, Ancient Law (London: Oxford Univer
sity Press, 1959), pp.207-210: Gotius, War and Peace, Book II, 
chap.2, pp.86-89 extracted in Cohen and Cohen, Readings in 
Jurisprudence and Legal Philosophy (Boston: Little Brown & 
Co., 1951), pp.SS-S8; The Institutes of Justinian, "The 
Origin and Justification of Private Property", Book II, 
Title 1 (8th edn., 1888), p.9S extracted in Cohen and Cohen, 
~.cit., pp.SO-52. 

4. See Blackstone, ~.cit., p.9. 
5. See Maine, ~.cit., p.215; A.S.Diamond, Primitive Law Past 

And Present (London: Methuen & Co., 1971), p.188. 
6. See for a detailed discussion of the early form of property, 

R.S.Bhalla, The Institution of Property: Legally, Histori
calIf and Philosophically Regarded (Lucknow: Eastern Book Co., 
1984 I p.45 et seq. 

7. See Blackstone, ~.cit., pp.7,8. 
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had the right to occupy land, use his labour for cultivation 

and utilize the produce for his existence, since people lived 

in groups and had to share this produce equally among them-

selves, the ownership seemed to have been vested in the groups 

for a considerable period. 8 This communal or group holding of 

property.helped these groups to exclude outsiders from inter-

fering with their holding. The exclusive use of the land was 

9 believed to be the essential feature of ownership of property. 

The basis of property even then remained as a means of sub-

sistence, that is, for food and shelter. 

The industrial revolution and technological develop-

ments opened up new areas which helped people to turn to new 

phases of life. These developments turned the communal holding 

of property into that of individual holding. This change helped 

the individuals to increase their production with less labour 

and to live in the society without the help of the group. The 

situation led to the recognition of property in terms of 

8. In this connection, Seagal observed: "If a cultivator shares 
with other members of the community, he may be said to hold 
the land for the benefit of all. The important question is 
not who occupies the soil but what is done with the fruits 
of the soil ". The History of Law (New York: Tudor Puli Co., 
1946), p.S6; See also M.Gluckman, Politics, Law And Ritual 
In Tribal society (Oxford: Blackwell, 1965), p.520 

9 0 See Blackstone, £eocit., poS. 
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10 economic value. The heads of the groups who had control over 

the group and the external objects tried to convert their privi-

leges into their rights. This tendency reflected in the indi-

vidual members of the group also. In the long run owing to the 

changes in the society, the com~unal control over the men and 

external objects were separated and individuals took exclusive 

control over the external objects possessed by them. This in 

turn converted the institution of property into an independent 

institution from the confines of communal control.
11 

When the institution of property lost its communal 

character, men started accumulating wealth to have a luxurious 

life. The trend led to the emergence of new criteria for the 

recognition of an object or thing as property. Apart from the 

economic criteria which had already crept in as a basis for 

recognition of property, owing to the interrelation of indi-

viduals, their rights, obligations, behavioural relationships 

etc. were also considered as valid cri teria \-lhich helped to 

accept nonphysical objects as property. Equity courts also 

12 gave recognition to this. What was lost in this long process 

10. R.S.Bhalla observes: IIThus there started an era of new pro
perty rights and a new life for the institution of property 
where the idea of fulfilling the economic needs of each indi
vidual got a back seat and there came into existence a system 
of private property where social and political power came to 
be associated with economic power". Op.cit., p.64. 

11. Id. at 83,84. -- ---
12. J.J.Robinette, "Protection of Property Interest in Equityll, 

(1932), Can.Bar Rev. 172. The best examples are recognition 
of trust, goodwIll etc. 



of change was, however, the very basis of the institution of 

property, i.e. "the notion of property as an expression of 

self to control, and use to fulfil needs of individual".13 

11 

Institution of property, like any other legal insti-

tution in the society, regulates human conduct. One peculiar 

feature which distinguishes the institution from others is its 

role in regulating the relationship between external objects 

or things and individuals. In other words, it regulates the 

relationship of individuals with respect to the ownership and 

possession of things. To say that a person has ownership in 

a thing means he has the exclusive right to own it and to 

exclude others from interfering with it. Emphasizing the 

principle of exclusiveness, Blackstone observed: 

There is nothing which so generally strikes the 

imagination, and engages the affections of man

kind, as the right of property; or that sole and 

despotic dominion which one man claims and exercises 

over the external things of the world, in total 

exclusion of the right of any other individual in 

the universe. 14 

13. R.S.Bhalla, £E.cit., p.90. But it may be seen that the 
criminal courts while affording protection to property 
rejected the economic or market value as an insignia for 
recognizing property. An object with 'any value' to an 
individual appears to be the new criteria accepted by 
courts for recognition of a ~ing as property. See, 
infra. 

14. Blackstone, op.cit., p.2; See also Grotius, £2.cit., 
pp.86-89. 
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This aspect of exclusiveness along with other contents of 

ownership, possession and thing jointly constitute the legal 

concept of property. 

The word ownership denotes the relation between a 

person and an object fonning the subject matter of his O\'mer-

ship. It consists, according to Salmond, of a complex of 

rights, all of which are rights in rem, being good against all 

th I d d t I . t . f . 1 5 h h' f e wor an no mere y agalns speCl lC person. T e c le 

attributes of ownership are right to possession, right of 

exclusion of others, right to enjoyment etc. 16 Inasmuch as it 

is an embodium of different incidents there was confusion 

whether tre tenn ownership represented a single right or a 

bundle of rights. It is now accepted by the writers that even-

though the concept is an aggregate of bundle of rights such 

bundle is to be considered as a unit to avoid difficulties. 

In this regard the observation of Roscoe Pound is quite perti-

nent: 

15. See Salmond, Jurisprudence (London: Sweet & Maxwell, 12th edn., 
1966), p. 246 • 

16. Salmond classified the incidents into (a) the rights to 
possess a thing; (b) the right to use and enjoy the thing; 
(c) the right to consume, destroy or alienate the thing; 
(d) characteristic of being indetennin<lte in duratIon; and 
(e) the residuary character. Id. at 246, 247. As per Roscoe 
Pound they are: (a) Rights - JUs posidendi, jus prohibendi 
or excludendi; (b) Power - jus disponendi; and (c) Liberties -
jus utendi, Ji!s fruendi and ius abutendI. See Roscoe Pound, 
Jurisprudence \West Pub.Co., i959r-YQl.V, Part-S, p.12S. 



But if ownership is a term for an aggregate or bundle 

of rights (strictor sense), power, liberties and pri

vileges, it is important to think of the aggregate or 

bundle as a unit. Particular rights or powers or lia

bilities or privileges may be cut off for time or place 

or person, but ownership may remain. Then, if the 

separation of the particular right or power or liberty 

or privilege comes to an end, the ownership fills out 

again to its normal content. 17 

13 

It is clear that the chief attribute of ownership is the possess-

ion of the thing to the exclusion of others. The reason for 

giving protection of property in possession of a person was 

explained by Holmes as follows: 

Possession is to be protected because a man by taking 

possession of an object has brought it within the sphere 

of his will. He has extended his personality into or 

over that object. 18 

It appears that Justice Holmes was indirectly giving a meaning 

to the concept of property in the context of affording protect-

ion. The property is given protection when it is possessed by 

an individual because it is then that the individual can extend 

his personality into the property by way of exercising his will. 

The term possession includes actual, constructive or implied, 

and legal possession. In olden days physical control of a 

17. 

18. 

Pound, ~.cit., p.127; for a detailed discussion also see, 
R.S.BhaTIa, £E.cit., pp.7-13. 
O.W.Holmes, The Common Law (London: Macmillan & Co., 1887), 
p.207. 
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thing was the sole idea of possession. Recognition of certain 

advantages to the person in possession of a thing, whether he 

owns it or not, by law made this concept into a state of flux. 

Extending these advantages to persons who had no physical control 

of the things possessed by him added more difficulties. Classi-

fication of physical control into natural possession, custody 

and detention brought the concept of possession into a techni

cality of law. 19 Much came to be written on this concept. 

The classical theories on possession based on Roman 

law advanced by savigny20 and Ihering21 could not satisfactorily 

explain the modern concept of possession which should answer 

new demands, policy and conscience to suit the needs of the 

twentyfirst century. The corrunon law theorists \V'ere also in 

19. See Dias, Jurisprudence (London: Butterworths, 5th edn.,1985), 
pp.274,275. According to him this led to the recognition of 
three situations--a man with physical control without possess
ion and its advantages; with control without possession and 
its advantages; with possession and its advantages without 
physical control; or with both--for giving protection of law. 

20. Savigny's explanation of possession consisted of two ingred
ients--corpus possessionis (effective control) and animus 
domini (the Intention to hold as owner). According to the 
critics the theory failed to explain the possession of bailee, 
borrower, depositor etc. See for a detailed discussion Id. 
at 275-276; R.Pound, £E.cit., p.95 et seq. 

21. According to Ihering, whenever a person looked like an owner 
in relation to a thing, he had possession of it, unless 
possession was denied to him by special rules based on pra
ctical convenience. The animus element to him was simply an 
intelligent awareness of the situation. Though he could 
overcome the difficulties of animus domini of Savigny's 
theory his explanation also created difficulties in those 
cases where law refuses possessory rights to those who are 
in effective physical control. See Dias, ~.cit., p.277. 
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difficulties in formulating an adequate explanation for this 

22 concept in unitary terms. The reason for this complexity 

surrounding the notion of possession, according to Paton, was 

the inevitable and continuing conflict between the logic of law 

and the demands of convenience in particular cases to render 

, t' 23 JUs lce. It is still not clear whether possession is a matter 

of fact or law. Possession in fact deals with the actual physi-

cal control of a thing while possession in law refers to the 

legal incidence. Salmond after distinguishing possession in 

fact and possession in law, stated that possession in fact is a 

'conception' and the only one conception in possession is that 

24 of fact. But Pound expressed the contrary view. According to 

25 him possession is a legal concept. Expressing the difficulty 

22. Salmond expressed the opinion that possession is corpus and 
animus and possession is lost when either corpus or animus 
is lost. Salmond, op.cit., pp.272-273. A similar view was 
expressed by Holmesalso. He observed: "To gain possession, 
then, a man must stand in a certain physical relation to the 
object and to the rest of the world, and must have a certain 
intent". Holmes, £E.cit., p.216. For critici~~m see Dias, 
op.cit., p.288. ---

23. In this connection Paton observed: "The story of the last 
hundred years or so can be told in terms of a struggle bet
ween convenience and theory--theory seeking to discover a 
unit"ary concept in the interests of consistency and harmony 
and the judges seeking to dispose of particular cases so as 
to achieve justice in each case, on the one hand, and to 
establish rules for the just disposition of other cases on 
the other". See Paton, Jurisprudence (Oxford University 
Press, 4th edn.,1972), p.557. 

24. Salmond, Jurisprudence (7th edn. 1924), p.318 et seq. 
25. See Pound, £E.cit., pp.81-86. According to him possession 

is a "conception of legal effect given to physical control 
of an object when coupled with will to exercise that control 
for one's own purposes". Id. at 84. 
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in finding a conclusive answer to this question, Dias concludes 

thus: 

Possession has three aspects: firstly, the relation 

between a person and a thing is a fact. Secondly, the 

advantages attached by law to that relation is a matter 

of law. Thirdly, these advantages are also attributed 

to a person when certain other facts exist. What they 

are in any given type of case is a matter of law. 26 

The early view considering possession as physical 

control has lost its basis both in English law and Roman law 

in modern days. Recognition of the possession of bailor, pledgor, 

depositor, owner of the lost goods etc. who has no direct physi-

cal control of the goods gave new dimensions to the concept of 

possession. Such recognition made the concept a flexible one to 

be tailored to suit convenience and policy. Based on the circum-

stances of each case courts also gave different meaning to the 

concept to render justice. 27 After examining the development of 

the concept of possession in Roman law and English law which is 

now based on particular rules on particular circumstances, Dias 

argued: 

••• all that is needed are these rules, which determine 

what view should be taken of different situations of 

fact. Reference to possession becomes superfluous. 

Possession was a mould in which the earlier doctrines 

were shaped, but these have now so outgrown their 

26. Dias, £2.cit., p.290. 
27. For a critIcal evalu~tion see Dias, £E.cit., p.273 et seq. 
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beginnings that the mould has become a redundant relic. 

What matters now are the rules which determine the inci

dence of possession. Analysis reveals the influence of 

policy behind these rules. 28 

The discussion takes us to the task of eXillnining the 

meaning of thing which is the subject of possession. It is 

normally the 'thing' an individual owns or possesses that is 

considered as the subject matter of protection. What constitute 

'thing' is again a subject of debate. Physical objects or tangi-

ble things were the only subject matter of the 'thing' in olden 

29 
days. Recognition of subject matters like intangible objects, 

obligations, objects with values of interpersonal transferability 

etc. which give advantages to a person, for protection by law 

made the term 'thing' into a vague expression. 30 Using of the 

term 'tbing' to identify both corporeal and incorporeal subject 

matters created much confusion. This in turn converted the 

meaning of 'thing' from physical objects to any object of 

economic value. 

The recognition of rights and obligations as subject 

matter of protection led courts to give protection to the 

28. Id. at 289. 
29. Based on some German writers, Holland defined physi!cal thing 

as "a locally limited portion of volitionless nature: perhaps 
better as 'a permanent external cause of sensation". 
T.E.Holland, Jurisprudence (London: Oxford Clarendan Press, 
13th edn. 1924), p.103. 

30. Some such things are, good-will, copyright, patent, trade 
mark, bills, promissory note, lease, easement, mortgage etc. 
See R.S.Bhalla, £E.cit., pp.25-30. 
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31 'status in employment' as thing or property. It is obvious 

that the present approach is to consider objects having any 

economic value or interpersonal transferability as 'things' to 

ff d t t · 32 a or pro ec lone Bhalla criticizes this approach of limiting 

the characteristic of 'thing' to the idea of money value or 

interpersonal transferability.33 According to him such analysis 

'fails to make conspicuous the very idea of property as a reflect-

ion of human sentiments in terms of man's psychological, philoso-

hi 1 d 1 . t' ,34 p ca an mora asplra lons • He argues that subjective 

31. The Supreme Court in Goldberg v. Kelly, 397 U.S.254 (1970) 
recognized the 'status-in-public sector as employee' as pro
perty to apply the due process of the Constitution. But the 
Court in subsequent cases, Board of Regents v. Roth, 408 U.S. 
558 (1972); Arnett v. Kennedy, 416 U.S. 134 (19~and 
Bishop v. Wood, 426 U.S. 341 (1976), refused to give the 
benefIt. See for a detailed discussion ~Villiam Van Alstyne, 
"Cracks in The New Property : Adjudicative Due Process in 
The Administrative state", 62 Cornell Law Review, 445 (1977). 
Also see, Charles A.Reich, "The New Property", 73 Yale L.J., 
733 (1963-64); A.T.Markose, "The Regulatory Process", in 
G.S.Sharma (Ed.), Property Relations in Independent India: 
Constitutional and Legal Implications (Bombay: N.M.Tripathi 
Pvt.Ltd., 1967), pp.281-287; D.c.Jain, "Concept of Right to 
Public Employment As a New Species of Property": Penumbral 
Judicial Activism", (1986) 4 S.C.C. (J) ., 27. The Privy 
Council in Government of Malaysia v. Selangor pilot Associat
ion, [1978] A.C. 337 held that the liberties of licensed 
pilots to provide pilotage services and to employ others as 
pilots were not property. But Lord Salmon, dissenting, held 
that the business of providing pilotage service and employing 
pilots including the good-will attached to it, and was clearly 
'property' of respondents. Id. at 351. 

32. After an elaborate analysis of the development of the concept 
of 'thing', Bhalla concludes: "So what we have is a conven
ient metaphor whereby all legally protected advantages which 
are interpersonally transferah'.e in law came to be included 
within the category of 'things'." Bhalla, op.cit., p.31. 
Also see R.S.Bhalla, "The Concept of ThingRevisited", 22 
J.I.L.I. 555 (1980). 

33. Id. at 32-35. 
34. Id. at 32. 
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element in the 'thing' which connects the human being with 

an object and which was the basis of thing for the purpose of 

property in olden days must be considered as an insignia of 

property. There are things like 'artistic skill' which cannot 

be expressed in terms of monetary value or interpersonal trans-

ferability. Such things which are of much value to persons 

suffer lack of protection if the 'self element' in the concept 

of property is rejected. So he suggests that things necessary, 

useful, practical for living, whether economical or not, trans-

ferable or not, are to be included within the category of things 

35 that need to be protected by law. 

Generally, things which are the subject matter of 

property are classified into corporeal and incorporeal property. 

Corporeal property consists of movables and immovables, and are 

otherwise called material things. Incorporeal property consists 

of immaterial things such as copyright, patent, trade mark etc. 

and other rights and obligations such as leasehold, servitude, 

36 security etc. 

35. Bhalla classifies the nature of things into: (a) Any physical 
object which under a given legal system is regarded as a 
possible subject matter of rights and duties, is a corporeal 
thing; (b) Any right or obligation considered valuable and 
treated as being transferable between persons without loss 
of its identity is an incorporeal thing; and (c) Any interest, 
value, or advantage which the law treats as having continuing 
existence and identity as essential to human life or to the 
maintenance of human personality is an incorporeal thing. 
Id. at 35. It appears that this proposition of Bhalla has 
already been taken into consideration by the courts in 
providing for protection by criminal law to property. See 
1n fra, n.41 et s~.9:. 

36. See Salmond, 9£.cit., p.413. 'I'he Roman classification of 
Res mancipi and Res ~ maneipi is no more in vogue. See 
Paton, £2.cit., p.512. 
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Difficulties involved in properly explaining the 

concept of property so as to make it workable for the purpose 

of giving protection make criminal law ineffective in extend-

ing protection to property. However, even in olden days pro-

perty was protected from aggression in one way or other. The 

reason for giving protection to property seems to have been 

to maintain social and economic order in society. In this 

regard the observations of Roscoe Pound are worth-noting: 

In civilized society men must be able to assume that 

they may control, for purposes beneficial to themselves, 

what they have discovered and appropriated to their own 

use, what they have created by their own labour, and 

what they have acquired under the existing social and 

economic order. This is a jural postulate of civilized 

society as we know it. The law of property in the widest 

sense including incorporeal property and the growing 

doctrine as to protection of economically advantageous 

relations, gives effect to the social want or demand 

formulated in this postulate. 37 

Law and property are inseparable. The importance of the relation-

ship between the two has been rightly expressed by Bentham thus: 

Property and law are born together, and die together. 

Before laws were made there was no property; take away 

laws, and property ceases. 38 

37. Pound, An Introduction to the Philosophy of Law (New Haven and 
London: Yale University Press, 1954), p.108. 

38. Bentham, Theory of Legislation (Bombay: N.M.Tripathi Pvt. Ltd. 
1975), p.69. 
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CONCEPT OF PROPERTY AS REFLECTED IN THE PENAL CODE 

The framers of the Penal Code were very cautious 

in employing the word property. They chose not to define the 

term probably because of the difficulties involved in attempt-

ing a satisfactory definition. However, the Code has given 

an inclusive definition of the term 'movable property'. Accord-

ing to section 22 "the word 'movable property' are intended to 

include corporeal property of every description, except land 

and things attached to the earth or permanently fastened to 

anything which is attached to the earth". Theft, dishonest 

misappropriation of property, and offences against property 

marks are offences directly affecting movable property. Though 

things attached to land are excluded from the definition of 

immovable property, the severence of them from land amounts to 

to an offence of theft. 39 The definition of movable property 

was clearly intended to protect corporeal movable property or 

material things. The absence of a definition to the term 

property and restricting the definition of movable property 

to corporeal property, compelled the judiciary to explore the 

meaning of property more vigorously. It appears that the 

intention of the framers at that time was to limit the protect-

ion by criminal law to material movable property, and land and 

39. See section 378, Explanation 1, which reads: "A thing so 
long as it is attached to the earth, not being movable 
property, is not the subject of theft; but it becomes capa
ble of being the subject of theft as soon as it is severed 
f rom the earth II • 
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things attached to it. Incorporeal property and things having 

no monetary value seemed to have been excluded from the protect-

ion by criminal law. This appears to be in consonance with the 

then existing notion of protection of property. But the judi-

ciary has been alive in interpreting the word property to make 

it feasible to move in accordance with the mores of the day and 

to accommodate the changes in the notion of property. It can 

also be seen that the terms 'thing', 'possession' and 'ownership' 

which are considered as the components of the concept of property 

remained undefined in the Code. 

An examination of the decisional jurisprudence reveals 

that the absence of definition of the term 'property' and the 

limitation of the definition of the term immovable property to 

corporeal things, tempted the courts to interpret the word 

'property' to include things which are movable, immovable and 

incorporeal, certain rights of the individuals, things having 

no monetary value etc. 

The first addition of a 'thing' having no pecuniary 

value to the concept of property, was hall ticket. 40 In Queen-

41 
!!mpres~ v. ~Easami the question whether hall ticket was 

property under section 415 of the Penal Code for the purpose 

of the offence of cheating came up for consideration. Here the 

40. Certificate issued to an examinee giving permission to 
write the examination. 

41. (1889) I.L.R. 12 Mad.1S1. 



accused falsely representing himself to be Vellore Absalom 

David, induced the officer of the University to issue the 

hall ticket meant for said V.A.David, and with the ticket 

he appeared for the examination. The Madras High Court 

found that the hall ticket was property since it "entitled 

him to enter into the examination room and be there examined 

for matriculation test of the university".42 

The Supreme Court also had an occasion to consider 

a similar question in Abhayanand Mishra v. State of Bihar. 43 

23 

The facts show that on a request from the appellant, represent-

ing himself as a graduate and a school teacher, to appear for 

M.A. Examination, the Patna University authorities despatched 

his adwission card to the school. But it was withheld on 

receipt of information that the particulars stated in the appli-

cation were false. On a charge for attempt to cheat, it was 

contended among other things that since the admission card had 

no pecuniary value it could not be considered 'property'. 

Negativing the contention Raghubar Dayal, J. observed: 

We do not accept the contention for the appellant that 

the admission card has no pecuniary value and is there

fore not property. The admission card as such has no 

pecuniary value, but it has immense value to the candi

date for the examination. without it he cannot secure 

admission to the examination hall and consequently can-
44 not appear at the examination. 

42. Id. at 152. 
43. A.I.R. 1961 S.C. 1698. 
44. Id. at 1700. 
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The reason for accepting hall ticket as property seems to be 

the fact that it confers the holder certain rights or benefits 

exclusively meant for the holder of the ticket. By accepting 

it as property the Court has extended the concept of property 

to include things with limited use for limited time to a parti-

cular individual without any pecuniary value. 

This trend continued and got within the fold of 

'property' 'certificates' without any pecuniary value. In 

Queen-Empress v. Soshi Bhushan 45 the accused sought admission 

in a different college. Here by producing a forged transfer 

certificate in which it was stated that he had completed the 

course of lecturesin Law Class I. He also represented that 

the requisite fee had been remitted. He sought admission to 

the next year course on the strength of the transfer certificate. 

On a charge for the offence of forgery under section 463, 

Penal Code, it was argued that the certificate was not property, 

and hence the offence of forgery was not committed. The Court 

rejected it and stated that it was property since by producing 

it he saved the payment of fee and obtained a claim to be 

admitted in the second year. Relying on this decision the 

Madras High Court held In re Packianathan 46 that a 'health 

45. (1893) I.L.R. 15 All.210; see also Kotamraju Venkatrayadu v. 
Emperor, (1905) I.L.R. 28 Mad. 90, where a forged conduct 
certificate was involved. 

46. A.l.R. 1920 Mad.131. Here the accused was going to Ceylon 
using the permit of another person, Kumaraswami. On product
ion of the permit the Health Officer issued the health certi
ficate. On identifying by the clerk of the Health Officer 
that the accused was not Kumaraswami, a case was filed against 
him under section 415 of I.P.C. for cheating. 
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certificate' issued by a Health Officer was also 'property' 

for the purposes of cheating. 

The above reasoning was reiterated elaborately by 

the Nagpur High Court in Local Government v. Gangaram. 47 In 

this case the accused produced a false certificate shmdng 

that he had passed the examination of fourth Vernacular Standard 

seeking appointment to a post. He was charged for cheating. It 

was contended that the certificate was merely a piece of paper 

without any value. It was also argued that in any case it 

could not be taken as property. The Court responded: 

Whether a certain article is or is not 'property' 

does not depend upon its possessing a money or market 

value. An article may not fetch any money in the 

market and still it may have a value to certain 

persons. In my opinion the certificate which the 

accused obtained from the Deputy Inspector had a 

special value to both of them, though that value could 

not be computed in money. A University diploma of a 

graduate or a license of a licentiate has a particular 

value to its holder and a person stealing it from his 

possession would not be acquitted on the ground that 

it had no value and is therefore no 'property,.48 

Similarly the 'quota transfer certificate' conferring export 

quota rights was held to be 'property' within the meaning of 

47. A.I.R. 1922 Nag.229. 
48. Id. at 231, 232. 
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49 
section 41S by the Madras High Court in ~e J.S.Dhas sin~e that 

document had an independent value. Here the accused, a tea 

estate owner, applied for transfer of export quota rights far 

in excess of what was fixed to his credit. A false endorse-

ment as to the availability of quota was made by the clerk. 

In consequence of the false endorsement by the clerk, the 

transferor was granted the certificate whereby he waS enabled 

to transfer export quota rights far in excess of the quota to 

his credit and made a huge wrongful gain. The Court ruled 

that the certificate constituted property for the purposes of 

sections 420 and 120-B, Penal Code and accordingly both the 

accused and the clerk were adjudged guilty. 

In all these cases it may be seen that the documents 

were accepted as property because in one way or other they 

provided benefit to the person holding them. While the 'trans-

fer certificate' helped the person to get admitted in the 

college without paying the required fee, the 'certificate 

passing examination' helped another to get a job and the 

'quota transfer certificate' conferred right to export more 

materials than the forger was entitled to export. Indeed, 

in one sense in all these cases the object or certificate had 

no money value as such. However it cannot be gainsaid that 

there were some inconvenience involved in all the cases. 

Though the then prevailing notion that the thing should have 

49. A.T.R. 1940 Mad.1SS. 
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monetary value to bring it within the fold of property was 

rejected, the fact that the forgery perpetrated has caused 

some inconvenience to a party has been accepted by the courts. 

A new dimension to the concept was given by recogniz-

ing 'licence' as property. It was the 'driving licence' 

possessed by a person other than the licensee which came to 

be first accepted as property by the Madras High Court in 

50 In re E.K.Krishnan. Here the accused, an assistant to the 

Traffic Head Constable, on an agreement to give driving licence 

without undergoing any test, collected money from applicants, 

filed application for the licences and made necessary entries 

in the records (Test Register) and then got the application 

sent to the various officials so that the licence would be 

issued in due course. He was charged for the offence of 

cheating. It was argued inter alia that the licence did not 

constitute property until it reached the hands of the licensee 

and when it was in the possession of the licencing officer or 

in the hands of appellant it was not property but merely a 

worthless piece of paper. Justice Horwill, speaking for the 

Court rejected the contention thus; 

It is true that it had no monetary value to the 

licencing authority, but apart from the intrinsic 

value of the paper on which it was written it had 

a substantial potential value. As soon as the 

licence reached the hands of the licensee, it had 

50. A.I.R. 1948 Mad.268. 



an actual value; but even before it reached his hands, 

it was of value to the appellant, because without that 

licence he would have been unable to fulfil his agree

ment and to have retained the money that was given to 

him. 51 

Emphasizing the 'special value' other than the 'money value 

or market value' the Rajastan High Court in Ramchander v. 

State52 held that a 'duplicate driving licence', obtained by 
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falsely representing that the original was lost was 'property' 

for the purposes of the offence of cheating under section 420, 

Penal Code. Adopting the line of reasoning resorted to by the 

53 Madras High Court in In re E.K.Krishnan , the Bombay High 

54 Court in Durgadas Tulsiram Sood v. state held that an 

'import licence' in the hands of the authority was 'property' 

within the meaning of section 420. 

Thus the courts had gone to the extent of recognizing 

a thing having no pecuniary value as property eventhough it 

was in the possession of another. Monetary value as an insigni 

of property was again discarded by the courts. The special 

value or benefit to the individual or the satisfaction of the 

needs of a particular individual thus seems to have got pre-

dominance over monetary value in recognizing a thing as propert 

to accord protection. 
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Inclusion of incorporeal property such as chose-in-

action in the term 'property' for the purpose of Penal Code, 

further broadened the concept of 'property' for affording 

protection by criminal law. It is specifically stated in the 

55 Code that movable property includes only corporeal property. 

The question of bestowing protection to chose-in-action came 

to be discussed by the Allahabad High Court in Bishan Prasad v. 

Emperor. 56 Here the accused bid under a false name at an 

auction sale of the 'right to sell drugs', but refused to 

accept it when his bid was finalized. On an action under 

section 185 Penal Code, for illegal bid of property offered 

for sale by authority of public servant, it was contended that 

a sale of such description did not fall within the definition 

of the section and the 'right to sell drugs' was not property. 

Finding the offender guilty under section 185, the Court held 

that "the right to sell drugs, Le. the monopoly granted for a 

57 certain area comes within the definition of property". 

In Manchersha Ardeshri Devierwala v. Ismail Ibrahim 

58 Patel, the Bombay High Court ruled that the right to cut trees, 

which the accused disposed along with all other assets he had 

so as to declare himself insolvent to avoid payment to the 

creditors, was 'property' within the meaning of the Code. 

55. See section 22, I.P.C. 
56. A.I.R. 1915 All.93. See also Shivanarayan Laxminarayan 

Joshi v. state of Maharashtra, A.I.R. 1980 S.C. 439, where 
the Supreme Court upheld the view that chose-In-action was 
property. 

57. Ibid. 
58. A.T.R. 1936 Bom.167. 



Rejecting the contention that the word property in section 

421 included only corporeal property the Court held: 

The word "property" in S.421 is wide enough to include 

a chose-in-action, and it appears to us that we should 

give a wide interpretation to the word here since the 

act of dishonestly transfering a chose-in-action to 

defraud creditors is within the mischief of the 

section. 59 
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But the above-mentioned broad interpretation was not taken note 

of by the Nagpur High Court in Punjaji Chandrabhan v. Maroti 

wan~~O where the Court held that an 'easement right' to carry 

water to the field of the complainant through the drain running 

through the land of the accused did not come within the purview 

of property for the purposes of the offence of mischief under 

section 425, Penal Code. since it was not a tangible property 

capable of being forcibly destroyed. 

At the same time courts have accorded protection even 

to out-dated cheques, which were of no value, stating that value 

of a thing is immaterial in considering it as property, and by 

also interpreting the words 'corporeal property of every descri-

ption' in the definition of immovable property to include 

cheques. In Emperor v. Maula Bakhsh61 the accused was entrusted 

59. Id. at 171, per, Barlee, J. 
60. A.I.R. 1952 Nag.193. Here the accused, the landowner, who 

damaged the drain was held not liable for mischief. 
61. (1905) I.L.R. 27 All.28. See .§.F.Rich v. Emperor, A.I.R.1930 

All.449, where a cheque was held to be property for the 
purposes of the offence of misappropriation. The money 
drawn was misappropriated. 
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with some cancelled cheques for producing them before a court. 

He disappeared with them, but was later arrested. On a charge 

for breach of trust under section 405, Penal Code, it was 

contended that since they had no value they could not be con-

sidered property. Negativing the contention, Justice Knox 

concluded: 

I have come to the conclusion that they were property 

within the meaning of the Indian Penal Code, even 

assuming that they were of no value further than the 

paper upon which they were written. The question of 

value, except so far as section 95 is concerned, 
. it' I 62 appears qul te nuna erla ••• 

Thus what was expressly rejected by the legislature as not 

property for the purpose of giving protection by criminal law 

was included into the concept by the courts. 

By extending the protection of criminal law to 

things like fund, idol, assessment order, passport etc., new 

dimensions were added to the concept of proper~y in criminal 

law. It was in R.K.Dalmia v. Delhi Administration63 , that 

the Supreme Court considered the question whether a 'fund' of 

the company was property for the purpose of interpreting the 

offence of criminal breach of trust. In this case the accused, 

62. Id. at 30. Following this decision the Madras High Court 
in In re Ethirajan, A.I.R. 1955 Mad.264 held that a blank 
cheque leaf taken by a clerk, though valueless, was property. 

63. A. l.R. 1962 S.C.1821. 
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who was the chainnan of the company, along with another person 

transferred the funds of the company so as to purchase shares 

of the company. They had also sold securities and incurred 

loss to the Company. On a charge for criminal breach of trust 

it was contended inter alia that the fund could not be considered 

property within the meaning of section 405, Penal Code. Justice 

Raghubar Dayal, speaking on behalf of the Court repelled the 

contention thus: 

The expression 'fund' in the charge is used in the 

first sense meaning thereby that Dalmia and Chokkani 

had dominion over the amount credited to the Bharat 

Insurance Company in the accounts of the Bank, in

asmuch as they could draw cheques on that amount. 

We are therefore of opinion that the funds 

referred to in the charge did amount to 'property' 

within the meaning of that term in S.405 I.P.c. 64 

In Ahmed v. State65 the accused removed the idol 

of a temple and immersed it in water, and was charged for theft. 

It was argued that the idol kept in a temple was immovable 

property, though it could be moved, since the idol was consi-

dered a juridical person it could not constitute property, to 

be an object of theft. The contention was rejected and the 

Court reasoned: 

An idol which is not attached to earth is usually 

made of some physical substance which has mundane 

value. Sometimes their artistic or historic value 

64. Id. at 1834. 
65. A.I.R. 1967 Raj.190. 



may be quite considerable. All the same I have no 

difficulty in coming to the conclusion that for 

certain purposes an idol may be a juridical person 

but apart from that legal fiction an idol is also 

movable property which can be subject matter of 

theft. 66 

The Supreme Court in Ishwarlal Girdharilal Parekh v. State 

67 of Maharashtra ,held that an income tax assessment order 

constituted 'property' under the Penal Code. In this case, 

on giving false statement about the total income of Premier 

Industries, the accused induced the income-tax authorities 

to assess at a lesser amount than what was due from them. 
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Believing the statement, the authorities assessed for a lesser 

amount than what was actually due. The accused was charged 

under section 420, Penal Code for cheating. This was objected 

on the ground that assessment order was not property. Reject-

ing the contention, the Court opined: 

Under the scheme of Income-Tax Act, it is clear that 

the assessment order determines the total income of 

the assessee, and the tax payable, on the basis of 

such assessment .••• The communicated order of assess

ment, received by an assessee, is in our opinion, 

'property', since it is of great importance to an 

assessee, as containing a computation, of his total 

assessable income and as a determination of his tax 

liability.68 

66. Id. at 192. 
67. A.I.R. 1969 S.C.40. 
68. Id. at 43. 



The argument that only things which have some money value or 

market value could be treated property was rejected thus: 

In our view, the word 'property' occurring in S.420 

I.P.C., does not necessarily mean that the thing, of 

which a delivery is dishonestly desired by the person 

who cheats, must have a money value or a market value, 

in the hand of the person cheated. Even if the thing 

has no money value, in the hand of the person cheated, 

but becomes a thing of value, in the hand of the 

person, who may get possession of it, as a result of 

the cheating practised by him, it would still fall 

within the connotation of the term 'property'in S.420 
69 

I.P.C. 

Thus the Supreme Court categorically spelt out that the 
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criterion for treating a thing as property is to look whether 

it confers any value to the person who holds it. Following 

the spirit of Ishwarla1 70 the Supreme Court in N.M.Chakraborty v. 

71 _S_t_a_t_e ___ o_f __ W __ e_s_t __ B_e_n~g_a_l held that 'passport' was property. The 

accused, who were foreigners, conspired and cheated the pass-

port authorities to issue passport without disclosing their 

real nationality and address. They were convicted by the trial 

court for cheating. The High Court affirmed the conviction. 

Upholding the High Court, the Supreme Court reasoned that 

though passport had no money value as such, since it conferred 

69. Ibid. 
70. A.I.R. 1969 S.C.40. 
71. A.l.R. 1977 S.C.1174. 
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several benefits such as recognition of citizenship, right to 

free passage in the nation, right to travel abroad etc. it is 

of considerable value to the holder. The Court added that pass-

port being a 'tangible thing' capable of being "subject of owner-

ship or exclusive possession", it was property within the meaning 

of sections415 and 420 of the Penal code. 72 

It may be safely concluded from the above discussion 

of case law that the courts have gone ahead in restructuring 

basic criteria for recognizing a thing as property. The then 

existing notion of 'money value' as the basic criterion for 

identifying property was clearly replaced by value or interest 

of any kind to the person concerned. The stress is on the 

question whether the 'thing' confers any benefit to any person 

concerned. The acceptance of 'value or interest of any kind' as 

the insignia for recognizing a thing as property for affording 

protection by criminal law seems to have reintroduced the element 

of 'satisfaction of the self' or the extension of personality of 

73 an individual which was the basis of property in olden days. 

Some of the earlier decisions give support to this 

reading of the philosophy of law. A thing which was not owned 

or possessed by a person was not property for the purpose of 

protection. In other words, if the thing was not an extension 

of the personality of a person or was not satisfying the needs 

72. Id. at 1176. 
73. For details, see ~upra, notes 6, 18, 35. Also see Kenneth J. 

Vandevelde, "The New Property of The Nineteenth Century: The 
Development of The Modern Concept of Property", 29 Buffalo 
L. Rev. 325 (1980). 



of the self of an individual, it was not to be protected as 

property. For eX<1mple, while in Q\jern-Empress v. Bandhu74 a 
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bull owned by none was held not property subject to larceny, in 

l'-1ukand Ram's case75 the Allahabad High Court held that a bull 

dedicated not to a particular deity was also not property that 

75 should be protected under Penal Code. It was, however clari-

fied therein th at if a bull ' .... as dedicated to a deity (a legal 

person) in the shape of an idol, it would surely be considered 

property. 

It appears that the law protects property only if 

the thing to be protected is under either ownership or posse

ssion. 77 A thing which is not subject to ownership or possess-

ion is not considered property for the purpose of affording 

protection under the Penal Code. In other Horos, a thing un-

related to an individual does not attain the status of property 

or come under the concept of property for the purpose of 

protection by criminal law. The money value of the thing is 

not the criterion to treat it as property. 

74. (1885) I.L.R. 8 AII.52. Here a bull set free by a Hindu in 
connection with a funeral ceremony was appropriated by the 
accused. It was held to be not property for it was not only 
subject of ovmership by any person, but the original ov.'!1er 
had surrendered all his rights as its proprietor and had 
given the beast its freedom to go withersoever it chose. 

75. Mukand Ram v. state, A.I.R. 1952 AII.26. Here the bull was 
dedicated to Lord Shiva in connection with a religious cere
mony. It was taken to cattle pound and was later auctioned. 
The accused purchased it and used for ploughing. See Romesh 
Chunder Sannyal v. Hiru Mondal, (1890) I.L.R. 17 Cal.852.--

76. It appears that in these cases the courts were treating the 
bulls as ferae naturae. 

77. For an interpretation of the concept of possession by judi
ciary see infra, Chapter III. 



Chapter II 

INSTITUTION OF PROPERTY AND THE CONSTITUTION 

THE INSTITUTION OF PROPERTY: HISTORICAL EVOLUTION 

The Constitution intends to develop a socialistic 

pattern of society in which every individual must be provided 

with what is due to him to lead a reasonably decent life. This 

necessitates the distribution of wealth for the satisfaction 

of the needs of each individual in the society. To achieve 

this, law has to recognize and protect at least a minimum 

extent of property that is required to fulfil the needs of the 

self of an individual. 

Various theories have emerged to justify the concept 

1 of private property. Some focused their attention on the 

development of the concept from the individual point of view 

while others concentrated on the society to find out the basis 

for the justification of private property. It was believed by 

certain writers that property in olden days was held in common 

by the society, and every individual was permitted to fulfill 

his needs for existence from such property. They never recog-

nized property as a private institution. Based on this assumpt-

ion Greek philosophers like Socrates and Plato argued for the 

1. Roscoe Pound conveniently arranged them into six groups: They 
are: (1) Natural la\'-l theories; (2) metaphysical theories; 
(3) historical theories; (4) positive theories; (5) psycholo
gical theories; and (6) sociological theories. For details, 
see Roscoe Pound, An Introduction to the Philosophy of Law 
(New Haeven and London: Yale University Press, 1922, 3rd 
printing 1974), p.114 et seq. 
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2 
corrununism in holding property. A similar line of thought 

may be perceived among the Roman philosophers. 3 The early 

Christian theory based on Ne\v Testament and writings of 

Rufinus4 , St.Thomas Aquinas5 etc. also agree that property 

used to be held in common. 

But the need for conceding the right of private 
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proper"ty was also rightly recognized. For example in Greece, 

philosophers like Aristotle emphasized the need for recogniz-

ing private property holding that this was necessary for the 

betterment of the society. He observed: 

[It would be the ideal] ;for property ought to be 

generally and in the main private, but common in 

one respect [i.e. in use]. When everyone has his 

own separate sphere of interest, there will not be 

the same ground for quarrels; and the amount of 

interest will increase, because each man will feel 

that he is applying himsel f to v,hat is hi sown. 

And on such a scheme, too, moral goodness [and not, 

as in Plato's scheme, legal compulsion] will en

sure that the property of each is made to serve 

the use of all, in the spirit of the proverb which 

says 'Friends' goods are goods in common. 6 

2. plato, The Republic, Book V. See B.JoHett (Trans.), The 
Dialogues of plato (New York: Random House, 19th prin~ 
1937),Vol.I, p.710 et seq. See also Irwin Edman (Ed.) 
The Works of Plato \New York: The Modern Library, Inc. 
1956), p.419; Richard Schlatter, Private Property (London: 
George Allen & Unwin Ltd., 1951),pp.14 et seq. 

3. See the observation of Cicero, Richard Schlatter, op.cit., 
p.24. 

4. Id. at 42. 
5. Id. at 57. 
6. See Earnest Barker (Ecl.& Tran.), The Politics of Aristotle 

(London: Oxford University Prc:Js,-T§SEff:-p-:-49-:------------
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In Rome also Justinian tried to justify private rights in 

property. Institutes of Justinian, the most influential set 

of text in Roman law, traces the origin of private property 

to the law of nature. Based on the theory of occupation, 

Justinian argued that individuals acquire property. He 

reasoned: 

wild beasts, birds, fish, that is, all animals, which 

live either in the sea, the air, or on the earth, so 

soon as they are taken by anyone, immediately become 

by the law of nations the property of the captor; for 

natural reason gives to the first occupant that which 

had no previous owner. 7 

The renowned natural law theorist, Grotius relying 

on Justinian considered private property as having originated 

in a kind of agreement among men to respect the right of 

occupation at the time of agreement. He argued thus: 

At the creation, and again after the Flood, God gave 

the world to men to use as a common inheritance. They 

lived without strife since they were content to 

consume only those things which the earth freely 

offered. The only private property ltlaS those conslUTI

able goods which each man gathered for his immediate 

7. See The Institutes of Justinian (8th edn. 1888) Book II, 
Title 1, p.95 extracted in Cohen and Cohen, Readings in 
Jurisprudence and Le~Philosophy (Boston: Little Brown & 
Co. 1951),p.51. Theory of occupation was accepted by st. 
Thomas; but for him private property was the creation of 
man. This was further extended by his student Aeqidus 
Rom'emus and observed that it forms part of ius gentium. 
See Rich,:1rd Schlatter, op.cit., p.57. 



use •••• lmpelled by the vices of avarice and ambition 

as well as by the desire to obtain a II more refined 

mode of life ll , men strove to create am acquire more 

and more things, quarrels arose, and the preservation 
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of peace required the institution of private property •••• 

Consequently, private ownership was introduced by a 

kind of agreement, either expressed, as by a division, 

or implied, as by occupation •••• 8 

This theory of occupancy based right of private property was 

accepted by the common law theorist Blackstone. 9 However, it 

was criticized by Maine. According to Maine the theory of 

occupancy was the product of lithe growth of a refined juris

prudence and of a settled condition of the laws ll •10 He added 

that it was directly reverse to the truth of first stage of 

civilization where people lived in groups. The occupant 

according to him "becomes owner, because all things are pre-

sumed to be somebody's property and because no one can be 

pointed out as having a better right than he to the proprietor

ship of this particular thing".ll He asserted that the archaic 

form of property institution was not concentrated on individuals 

b t "t h' 12 u on JOln -owners lp. The theory of occupancy was also 

8. See Grotius, War and Peace Book II, chap.2, pp.86-89 quoted 
in Richard Schlatter, ~.cit., pp.121-128. 

9. See Blackstone, CommentarIeS on the Laws of England 
(London: Thomas Tegg, 1830) Vol.II, pp.2-3. Also see 
Carol M.Rose, "Possession as the Origin of Propertyll, 
52 Uni.Chi.L.Rev., 73 (1985). 

10. See Henry Sumner Maine, Ancient Law (London: Oxford Uni
versity Press, 1959 print},p.212. 

11. Id. at 213. 
12. Id. at 215. 
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criticized as not based on natural law, since natural law 

sought for the equal distribution of wealth to all members 

of the society. Hobbes13 was of the view that agreement among 

men did not originate in natural law inasmuch as such an agree-

ment resulted in unequal distribution of property rights which 

was against the natural law concept of property right. Accord-
14 

ing to Hobbes, private property was the creation of the 'state'. 

Based on natural law principles, John Locke tried 

to explain property right as a natural right, and right to 

private property as an institution of the nature rather than 

creation of mankind. 1S Trying to establish the basis of 

private property as the fruit of the labour of a person who 

occupied it, he argued: 

Though the Earth, and all inferior Creatures be common 

to all Men, yet every Man has a Property in his own 

Person. This no Body has any Right to but himself. 

The Labour of his Body, and the Work of his Hands, 

we may say, are properly his. Whatsoever then he 

removes out of the state that Nature hath provided, 

and left it in, he hath mixed his Labo~ with, and 

joyned to it something that in his own, and thereby 

makes it his property.16 

13. See Thomas Hobbes, Leviathan (Oxford University Press, 1929), 
p.230 et seq. For discussion, see Schlatter, op.cit., 
pp.138-=1"4-Y:-

14. Id. at 231 et seq. 
15. See John Locke-;-Two Treatises of Government, Book II, 

chap.5 (London: Black Swan in Pater-Nofter-RoW 1698), 
S.25 et seq. See also Peter Laslett,John Locke Two Treat
ises Of GOVernment: A Critical Edition (Cambridge: The 
University Press, 2nd edn. 1970),pp.303-320. 

16. ld. section 27. 
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Thus he established that the first occupier of the property must 

be considered the owner of that property excluding others from 

enjoying it. He mixed the theory of occupancy with the theory 

of labour. He was criticized by many for his overemphasis on the 

17 interrelation of liberty and property. Though he argued that 

labourer was not entitled to excess of what was needed to him, 

his emphasis that a labourer can zacquire as much as he wills 

through his labour, failed to explain the concept of acquisition 

of wealth according to the needs of the individuals. 18 He was 

also attacked on the ground that his theory could not stand in an 

industrial era ",here the production was the outcome of the labour 

f f " d" "d I 19 o a group 0 1n 1V1 ua. s. 

As a departure to the traditional natural law theories, 

Kant and Hegel tried to justify private property as an exercise 

of the 'will' of an individual. According to Kant "it is possible 

to have any external object of my will as Mine" if it is rp's 

nullius. "The Act of taking possession (apprehensio)" he said, 

lias being at its beginning the physical appropriation of a 

corporeal thing in space (possessionis physicae), can accord 

with the Law of the external Freedom of all, under no other condi-

t " th t fit i i tit 0 f t i " 20 lon a 0 s pr or . y n respec me .••• Thus it seems 

17. See ~lal ton H. Hami 1 ton, II Property--According to Locke II , 41 Yale 
L.J. 864 (1932). Also see Peter Laslett, op.cit., pp.104-T05: 

18. For a detAiled discussion, see R.S.Bhalla, £2.cit., pp.118-124. 
19. See Walton H.Hamilton, £2.~it., p.878. 
20. See Immanuel Kant, Philosophy of Law (1887) Book II, p. 89 

extracted in Cohen and Cohen, op.clt., p.71. 
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that the theory of Kant has both the idea of occupation and 

21 compact. But Hegel developed the metaphysical theory further 

by avoiding the idea of occupation and considering property as 

the realization of the idea of liberty.22 According to him, 

"a person has the right to direct his will upon any object, as 

his real and positive end. The object then becomes his. As it 

has no end in itself, it receives its meaning and soul from his 

'11" 23 Wl • He added that "since property makes objective my 

personal individual will, it is rightly described as a private 

possession" 24 These 19th century theories could not adequately 

answer the questions posed by modern era when there is scarcity 

of property to meet the needs of all concerned. 25 It is also 

pointed out that the concept of equal distribution of wealth to 

all individuals to satisfy their needs cannot be achieved in 

the present day situations. The utilitarians--Hume and Bentham--

also could not satisfactorily explain and justify private 

26 property. 

The failure of classical theorists to explain satis-

factorily the basis for distribution of wealth equally for the 

satisfaction of the needs of all individuals in the society 

21. See Roscoe Pound, op.cit., p.119. 
22. Id. at 120. 
23. Hegel, Philosophy of Right, pp.51-52, extracted in Cohen 

and Cohen, £l2.cit., p.74; see also Hegel, "Metaphysical 
Basis of 1?roperty", Rational Basis of Legal Institutions, 
The Modern Letal PhiiosfPhy Series TNcw York: Augustus M. 
Kelley Pub., 969 Pr nt Vol.XIV, p.201 et seq. 

24. Id. at 75. - --
25. Roscoe Pound, ~.cit., p.121. 
26. See R.S.Bh~lla, ~£.cit., pp.124-135. 
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led to the emergence of a socialistic approach to the justifi-

cation of private property. The socialist theorists advocated 

the social m-mership of means of production and distribution. 

They argued for the restructuring of the society to extirpate 

the imbalances created in the society by the accumulation of 

wealth in the hands of a few individuals. Taking the thread 

from the labour theory, the early socialist thinkers urged that 

man had no right to any property except that which is the fruit 

of his labour. Writers like Thomas Spence, Ogilvia, Paine etc. 

advocated for the equal distribution of land, then chief instru-

ment of production, which was monopolized and kept in the 

27 hands of a few during the last half of 18th century. They 

emphasized that land should be in the hands of those who were 

willing to work, and they should enjoy the fruits of their 

labour. Godwin28 , who also shared this view went further and 

opined that such appropriation of the fruit of the labour must 

be limited to the satisfaction of the needs of the labourer. 

Explaining the injustice in holding excess of what is needed to 

a person, he observed: 

The Hord property would probably remain; its signifi

cation only would be modified. The mistake does not 

so properly lie in the idea itself, as in the source 

27. See M.Beer (Ed.), The Pioneers of Land Reform (London: 
G.Bell & Sons Ltd.-r9~O). 

28. See "Godwin I s Poli ticC"11 Justice" in H. S. Sal t (Ed.), The 
E ssars on Proper"!:y (London: George Allen & Unwi n Ltd-.-,-
1890 quoted in R.S.8h~lla, 9p.cit., pp.141-143. 



from which it is traced. What I have, if it be nece

ssary for my use, is truly mine; What I have, though 

the fruit of my own industry if unnecessary, it is an 

usurpation for me to retain. 29 

Godwin was obviously looking at property as communal rather 

than as purely individualistic. 
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The socialist theory attained its perfection through 

the writings of Karl Marx. Relying on the theory of labour he 

was emphatic on the need for eradicating the exploitation of 

labourer. Advocating for the conversion of capital into common 

property he argued: 

When, therefore, capital is converted into common 

property, into the property of all members of society, 

personal property is not thereby transferred into 

social property. It is only the social character of 

the property that is changed. It losses its class 

character. 30 

Marx considered the product of the labourer not as his ovm but 

as the product of the whole society of labourers and argued 

for its distribution to each individual according to his reason-

able needs. Stressing the social nature of capital he said, 

29. Id. at 143. 
30. See K.Marx ancl F.Engels, Selected Works in One Volume 

(London: Lawrence & Hi sh<1rt, 1968~p. 47. 



Capital is a collective product, and only by the united 

action of many members, nay, in the last resort, only 

by the united action of all members of society, can it 

be set in motion •••• Capital is, therefore, not a 

1 . t . . 1 31 persona , 1 1S a soc1a power. 
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It appears that, though both the classical and socialist thinkers 

stressed the labour theory of property, the interpretation given 

to it by the socialists helped to treat labour as a social pro-

duct to satisfy the needs of the individual. Thus the principle 

of distribution based on individual's needs rather than on their 

capacities or capabilities in fact yielded an independent crit-

erion for justification of private property, rather for its 

social distrihution. 32 After examining in detail the justifica-

tion of private property based on labour theory of the conservati-

vists and socialists, Bhalla notes: 

If the institution of property has its justification in 

the right to labour all those who are not fit to labour 

will have no property. In short they have no right to 

life; yet there is a clear individual right to all 

necessaries of life and one is deprived of life as soon 

as one takes away the means by which one lives. If the 

institution of priv<lte property has its justification 

in the right to subsistance, the right can be extended 

to everybody. Everyone will be the or.vner of property.33 

31. Ibid. For a cri tical vie\v of Marxian theory, see Lecky, 
"i'lJ\Survey of SociCllist Theories of Property" in Rational 
Basis of Legal Institutions, ~.cit., pp.232-254. 

32. See R.S.Bhalla, ~.cit., p.1Sl. 
33. Id. at p.1S7. 
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Thus it may be concluded that only property that is n~cessary 

for the satisfaction of the self need be recognized, and prote-

cted as private personal property. This has to be done inas-

much as the society cannot function properly without property. 

INSTITUTION OF PROPERTY IN INDIA 

In India even from early days right to property has been 

recognized and protected. Our ancient law givers like Manu, 

Jumutavahana, VijnesHara etc. accepted the concept of private 

h ' 34 O1;mers ~p. Manu justified it on the theory of occupancy. 

statements are quite pertinent: 

Sages, who knew fonner times, consider this earth 

(Pri.thivi) as the wife of King Prithu; and thus they 

pronounce cultivated land to be the property of him, 

who cut away the wood, or who cleared and tilled it; 

and the antelope, of the hunter, who mortally wounded 
't 35 1 • 

His 

This view of Manu got judicial recognition also in The secretary 

36 of state v. Vira Rayan. The Madras High Court there observed: 

According to what may be termed the Hindu Common Law, 

a right to the possession of land is acquired by the 

first person who mClkes a beneficial use of the soil. 37 

34. See for details, Priya Nath Sen, General Principle of Hindu 
Jurisprudenc~ (Allahabad: Allahabad Law Agency, 1984 PrInt), 
pp.39 et seq. 

35. Institutesof Manu ch.J.p.IX, p.44 (GrCldy's ec1n.) quoted in 
Sundararaja Iyengar, Land Tenures in the Madras Preslden~ 
(Madras: The Modern PrIntIng Works, 1916),p.3. 

36. (1885) I.L.R. 9 Mad.175. 
37. Id. at 179, p')r, Sir Chil.rls Turner,c.J. and Muthuswi}l[1¥ 

Ayyar, J. 



This has much similarity to that of the Roman concept of occu-

pancy. Based on this concept property rights were recognized 

which led to concentrution of lands in the hunds of few. Both 

under the Hindu Law and Muslim Law the King--Sovereign--had no 

proprietory right. His only right was to collect taxes from 

38 the landlords for extending protection to property. This led 

to the development of a type of feudul system in India. When 

the British Government took over acrninistration of India, thoug 

they claimed the Crown as the supreme owner of property, they 

perpetuated the feudal system by injecting into it the concepts 

39 then having sway in England. This was reflected in their 

40 legislative policy also. This trend resulted in developing a 

typical landlord-tenant relationship in the pre-independent 

India. 41 The abolition of this system was one of the main 

42 slogan of the Congress during the independent struggle. 

INSTITUTION OF PROPERTY IN THE CONSTITUTION--A RE'rROSPECT 

When India got independence the goal of creation of an 

egalitarian society forced the framers of the Constitution to 

look for a change in the policy as regard to property relations 

Taking into consideration the conflicts of interests involved 

38. See S.Sundararaja Iyengar, oo.cit •• pp.5-16. 
39. Id. at 16-25. -- ---
40. Government of India Act, 1935, section 299. 
41. See generally H.C.L.Merillat, Land And The Constitution In 

India (Bombay: N.M.Tripathi Pvt.Ltd., 1970). 
42. See the spe,.~ch of Nehru in Constituent Assembly; Consti

tuent Assembly Debates Vol.9, p.1195. 
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in the problem, the framers took a balanced approach. Giving 

due weight to the individual interest in property they enshrined 

right to property as a fundamental right. At the same time 

taking into consideration the social needs, 'equal distribution 

of wealth' was included as a directive principle of state 

policy. This approach pregnant with dormant conflicts inevita-

bly resulted in the confrontation between these ideas shortly 

leading to the abrogation of fundamental right to property. 

An attempt was made in the Assembly to introduce into 

the Constitution the due process clause of the U.S.Constitution 

for protecting the individual right to property. But this was 

finally withdrawn because of the apparent dangers involved in 

h 1 43 suc a c_ause. The right to acquire, hold and dispose of 

property was included as a fundamental right. Deprivation of 

property was prohibited except by the authority of law. The 

question as to the quantum of compensation that has to be paid 

in case of acquisition Or requisition for public purpose created 

much difficulty.44 

Focusing on the natural right of individual to own 

45 property, one group in the Constituent Assembly argued for 

43. 

44. 

45. 

See for a detailed discussion, B.Shiva Rao, The Framing of 
India~~~nstitutio~--A Study (New Delhi: The Indian Insti
tute of Pu~ic Administration, 1968), p.281 et seq. Due 
procpss has, however, made its entry later thougn:-
For details, see Granville Austin, The Indian Constitution: 
Cornerstone of A Nation (Bombc1Y: ox-foi=cr-UnTv-ersi ty Press I 
1966), pp.87~Ol; Merillet, £E.cit., p.52 et seq. 
They were B.N.Rau, Syamanandan Sahaya, Thakurdas Bhargava, 
Mohboob Ali 8ai9, Ahmed Ibrahim, Naziruddin Ahmed, Jaspat 
Roy Kapoor etc. For detcd.ls, see B.Shl.va Rao, op.cit., and 
also C0.!:lstJ~~nt_As0cmr~~"yycE~tes Vol.IX, p.ll99 et seq. 
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46 the payment of just compensation while another group owing 

allegiance to socialistic approach on right to property went 

to the extent of arguing that there should be no payment of 

compensation in case of compulsory acquisition for public good. 

Having regard to these conflicting approaches, Javlaharlal Nehru 

spelled out the policy to be adopted in the folloVling words: 

NOw, normally speaking in regard to such acquisition-

what might be called petty acquisition or acquisition 

of small bits of property or even relatively large bits, 

if you like, for the improvement of a town, etc.--the 

law has been clearly laid down. But more and more 

today the community has to deal with large scheme of 

social refonn, social engineering etc., which can hardly 

be considered from the point of vie\v of that individual 

ac~uisition of a small bit of land or structure •••• lf 

we have to take the property, if the state so wills, we 

have to see that fair and equitable compensation is 

gi ven, because \-,e proceed on the basis of fair and equi t

able compensation. But v,hen we consider the equi ty of 

it we have always to remember that the equity does not 

apply only to the individual but to the community. No 

individual can override ultimately the rights of the 

community at lartJe. No community should injure and 

invade the rights of the individual unless it be for the 

most urgent and important reasons. 47 

Article 31 of the Constitution in fact reflected this approach 

which appeared to prefer protection of societal interest to 

46. They were Jaya Prakash Narayan, Domodar Swarup Seth, 
K.T.Shah, Guptan~th Singh etc. For details ser, Constituent 
A~se~_b~_pebat~s Vol.IX, pp.1199-1201 and 1215-1221. 

47. Id. at 1192. 
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individual interest. Placing the amended article before the 

Constituent Assembly Nehru said: 

This draft article which I have the honour to propose 

is the result of a great deal of consultation, is the 

result in fact of the attempt to bring together and 

compromise various approaches to this question. I 

feel that that attempt has in a very large measure 

succeeded. It may not meet the wishes of every indi

vidual who may like to emphasize one part of it more 

than the other. But I think it is a just compromise 

and it does justice and equity not only to the indi

vidual but to the community.48 

Thus the original Art.31 to the Constitution guaranteed 

deprivation of property by law alone. It also guaranteed 

49 payment of compensation as fixed by the legislature. 

As soon as the Constitution was brought into force 

the conflict which emerged inside the Constituent Assembly 

took new shape. The constitutional validity of zamindari 

48. Id. at 1193. 
49. Legislation to abolish the zarnindari system were ear

marked for special treatment, and it was generally pro
vided by sub-clauses (4) and (6) of Art.31 that bills 
pending in state legislatures at the commencement of the 
Constitution and having been passed and obtained the 
assent of the President of India, and any bill passed by 
state legislatures not more than eighteen months and 
certified by the President of India should not be challenged 
for violation of Art.31(2). To achieve the goal of creating 
an egaliterian society specific provisions were included in 
the directive principles of state policy for distribution 
of wealth. Accordingly Art.39(b) and (c) were included 
clearly stating that ownership and control of material 
resources should be distributed to subserve the common 
good and that the operation of economic srstem should not 
result in the concentration of wealth. Th s also makes it 
clear that framers of the Constitution viewed ri9ht to 
property from a socialistic angle. The philosoph1cal stand 
of the Constitution was, it is felt, never understood by 
the judiciary in the proper perspective. 
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abolition legislation came to be challenged on various grounds. 

The litigants were zamindars, who were the descendents of 

persons appointed to collect land revenue on behalf of the 

government. In law the zamindars were not landlords50 to be 

compensated, because they were farmers, had the status of only 

officers of the state. This vi tal fact "las overlooked and 

courts leaned in their favour. Judiciary liberally interpreted 

the Constitution upholding the property rights of the zamindars. 

The result of the approach has been the gradual erosion of the 

concept of private property enshrined in Art.31 which ultimately 

was deleted by way of amendments to the Constitution. 

INSTITUTION OF PROPERTY IN TH1'~ CONSTITUTION--A SURVEY THROUGH 

THE CI,SES AND AMENDMENTS 

In this context it may be interesting and fruitful 

to have a bird's eye view of the development that led to the 

abrogation of the fundamental right to property and the fall 

back on the concept of private property as understood by the 

framers of the Constitution. At the time when Constitution 

was enacted, an individual had two types of property rights. 

As per Art.19(1) (f)51 a citizen had the freedom to acquire, 

hold and dispose of property. The right was of course 

subjected to reasonable restrictions in the interest of 

50. See for details Merillat, op.cit., p.9 et seq. 
51. Art.19(1) (f) before it wasdeleted by Forty-forth Amend

ment in 1978 read: "All citizens shall have the right to 
acquire, hold and dispose of property". 
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wi thout authority of law was enshrined in Art. 31 (1) .53 By 

virtue of Art.31(2)S4 property could be taken possession of 

or acquired for public purpose only by law, and that too on 

payment of compensation. Such law had either to fix the 

amount of compensation or to specify the principles. As an 

additional check on abuse of power by state legislatures, 

constitution made it obligatory that such laws made by a 

state must obtain the assent of the President to get validity.55 

The first blow to the above constitutional scheme 

was given by the decision of Patna High Court in Kameshwar 
56 

Singh I s case. In that the consti tutionali ty of Bihar Land 

52. Art.19(S) read: "Nothing in sub-clause (d), (e) and (f) of 
the said clause shall affect the operation of any existing 
la\v in so far as it imposes, or prevent the State from 
making any law imposing, reasonable restriction on the 
exercise of any of the rights conferred by the said sub
clause either in the interests of the general public or 
for the protection of the interests of any Scheduled Tribe". 

53. Art.31(l) read: "No person shall be deprived of his pro
perty save by authority of law". 

54. Art.31 (2) read: "No property, movable or immovable, includ
ing any interest in, or in any company ov1Oing, any commer
cial or industrial undertaking, shall be taken possession 
of or acquired for public purposes under any law authoriz
ing the t~king of such possession or such acquisition, 
unless the law provides for compensation for the property 
taken possession of or acquired and either fixes the amount 
of the compensation, or specifies the principles on which, 
and the manner in which, the compensation is to be deter
mined and given". 

55. Art.31(3) read: "No such law as is referred to in clause 
(2) made by the legislature of a St0te shall have effect 
unless such law, having been reserved for consideration of 
the President, has received his assent". 

56. Kamesw~r Singh v. State of Bihar, A.T.R. 1951 Pat.91. 
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Reforms Ac-t, 1950, ~ .. ,hich abolished the zamindari system VIas 

questioned. The contention inter alia that there was inade-

quacy of compensation and thdt there was unequal payment of 

compensation was upheld by the Court. The Court declared 

the Act unconstitutional. While the appeal from Bihar High 

Court was pending before the Supreme Court, The Constitution 

(First J'.mendment) Act, 1951 was passed and two new articles, 

31A and 31B were introduced. 57 Art.31A protected legislations 

providing for acquisition of 'estate' or any rights therein or 

their modification from challenge on the ground that it took 

57. Art.31A reads: (1) Notwithstanding anything in the fore
going provisions of this Part, no 1m·, providing for the 
acquisition by the State of any estate or of any rights 
therein or for the extinguishment or modification of any 
such rights shall be deemed to be void on the ground that 
it is inconsistent with, or takes away or abridges any of 
the rights conferred by, any provisions of this part. 

Provided that where such law is a law made by the 
Legislature of a State, the provisions of this article 
shall not apply thereto under such law, having been 
reserved for the consideration of the President, has 
received his assent. 
(2) In this article--(a) the expression 'estate' shall, in 
relation to any local area, have the same meaning as that 
expression or its local equivalent has in the existing law 
relating to land tenures in force in that area and shall 
also include any 1-~gir inam or muafl or other similar 
grant; (b) the expression 'rights' in relati.on to an estate, 
shall include any rights vest~ng in a proprietor, sub
proprietor, under-proprietor, tenure-holder or other 
intermediary and any rights or privileges in respect of 
land revenue. 
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av.lay or abridged any of the rights conferred by Part III of 

the Constitution. Art. 31 B
58 

restricted the scope for challent,:re 

on the plea of violation of fundamental rights. The Acts or 

Regulations specified in the nel\' Ninth Schedule to the Consti-

tution were given immunity from chall~nge based on Part III. 

The Parliament included the impugned Bihar Land Reforms Act 

as 1st entry in the Ninth Schedule. 

Having regard to the amendment, the appeal, Kameswar 

SiE9h59 , was partly alloHed by the Supreme Court. The whole 

Act, except sections 4(b) and 23(f), was held constitutional. 60 

Discussing the power of the Court to interfere on the mC1tters 

of compensation, Mahajan, J. opined: 

Hm.;ever repugnant the impugned law may be to Our sense 

of justice, it is not possible for us to examine its 

contents on the question of quantum of compensation. 

It is for the appropriate legislature to see if it can 

revise some of its unjust provisions which are repug

nant to all notions of justice and are of an illusory 

58. Art.31B reads: "without prejudice to the generality of the 
provisions contained in Art.31A, none of the Acts and 
Regulations specified in the Ninth Schedule nor any of 
the provisions thereof shall be deemed to be void, or ever 
to have become void, on the 'ground that such Act, Regul2.tion 
or provision is inconsistent with, or takes away or abrid
ges any of the rights conferred by, any provisions of this 
part, and notwithstanding any judgment, decree or order of 
any court or tribunal to the contrary, each of the said Acts 
and RegulCltions shall, subject to the pmver of any competent 
Legislature to repeal or amend it, continue in force. 

59. state of Bihar v. Kamcshwar SinQh, A.T.R. 1952 S.C. 252. 
60. pclt-anja1.TSastri, C •• J.-,-anClDCls,-J. held the ""hole Act as 

valid. 
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nature. 'l'he Court's hand s are tied by the provi sions 

of Art.31(4) and tha.t which has been declared by the 

Constitution in clear terms not to be justiciable can

not be made justiciable in an indirect manner by hold

ing that the same subject-matter which is expressly 

barred is contained implicitly in some other entry and 

therefore open to examination. None of these provi

sions, however, fetter the povTer of the court to inquire 

into any other matters the cognizance of which is not 

expressly taken away by the provisions of clause (4) 

and clause A and B of Art.31. 61 

According to the majority62, section 4(b) was unconstitutional 

inasmuch as that section did not lay any principle for deter-

mining the compensation to be paid for acquiring the arrears 

of rent. 63 Section 23(f) was invalidated since it was a 

1 11 '.c 64 co oura) e exerClse OL power. 

Even before the decision of Kames~ar __ Si~9h65, the 

constitutional validity of The Constitution (First Amendment) 

Act, 1951 was questioned before the Supreme Court in Sankari 

Prasad Sin~h~eo v. Union of India66 and the Court unanimously 

61. A.l.R. 1952 S.C. 252, 273. 
62. Majority consistsof Mahajan, Chandrasekhara Aiyer and 

Mukherjea, JJ. 
63. Section 4(b) vested the arrears of rent in the state and 

section 24 provided that fifty per cent of such arrears 
were to be added to the compensation. Thus it was held 
amount to confiscation rAther than acquisition. 

64. SectJon 23(f) required that from four to twelve and a half 
per cent had to be deducted out of the net income on account 
of cost of work for the benefit of raiyats etc. 

65. A.T.R. 1952 s.C. 252. 
66. A.l.R. 1951 s.C. 458. 



upheld Parliament's power to amend every part of the 

constitution including Part IlIon Fundamental Rights. 

Thus the difficulty created by the Patna High Court's 

decision in Kam~shVTar SiE~ in implementing the land reforms 

Ip.gislation was cleared by the amendment and the decisions there-

on. However, this was shortlived. The Supreme Court in a series 

67 of decisions like State of \vest Be_ngal v. Mrs. Bella Baner) ee , 

state of west Bengal v. Subodh Gopal 68, and Dwarkadas Shrinivas 

v. The Sholapur Spinning and Weavi~g Co.Ltd. 69reversed the 

trend. These cases dealt with different and interesting 

questions. While Mrs.Bell~ Banerjee focused on the interpret-

ation of the word 'compensation' in Art.31(2), S~bodh Gopal 

inquired the question whether the deprivation of the "right to 

evict a tenant" would come wi thin Art. 31 (2), and D~.,rarkadas 

Shrinivas in turn interpreted the words "taken possession of" 

in Art.31(2) to include even temporary taking over. It is 

interesting to note here that on examining the above questions 

the Court also looked into the mutuC11 reldtionship of 

Art.19 (1) (f) and Art.31, Art.31 (1) ana Art.31 (2) and also the 

concept of 'police power' and 'eminent domain'. The observa-

tions made by the Court in these cases which tended to run 

counter to the legisla.tive policy in fact led to the Fourth 

Amendrnr::!nt of the Constitution. 

67. A.I.R. 1954 S.C. 170. 
68. A.I.R. 1954 S.C. 92. 
69. A.I.R. 1954 S.C. 119. 



Emphasizing the natural right of individuals in 

property, the Court in Mrs.Bella Ban2rj_~e70 interpreted the 

word compensation in Art.31(2) to mean "just equivalent of 

what the mmer has been deprived of", a notion which was 

clearly rejected by the framers of the Constitution. The 

decision was indeed a retrograde step which hampered the 

implementAtion of land reforms and social welfare schemes. 

The interpretation of the Court, it appears, reflect the 

Blackstonian approach to property rights concentrating only 

on individual interest disregarding the socialistic values. 

In Subodh Gopal 71 , a legislative provision taking 

away the right of an auction purchaser to evict tenants was 

under challenge as violative of Arts.19 (1) (f) and 31. The 

58 

case in fact involved no question of acquisition or requisi-

tion. The Court unanimously, though for widely different 

--_._--------- ---

70. A.T.R. 1954 s.C. 170. Here the land of the petltioner 
was acquired by the state for rehabilitation of the 
migrants as per the provisions of West Bengal (Develop
ment and Planning) Act, 1948. The condition in section 8 
proviso (b) of the Act limiting the payment of compensa
tion not exceeding the murket value of the land as on 
December 31st, 1946 was held violative of Art.31(2) since 
this did not illflount to a just equivalent. 

71. A.T.R. 1954 s.C. 92. Here Subodh Gopal purchased certain 
lands on a revenue sale, and filed suits to evict tenants 
in the land as per the provisions of W.B.Revenue Sales 
Act. While the appeal was pending the provisions were 
amended by the Act of 1950, and thereby declared all the 
pending suits, appeals and other proceedings relating to 
eviction as abated. The constitutionality of those pro
vision~; were question0d. 
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72 reasons , upheld the validity of the provision. It incident-

ally examined the interrelationship betHeen Art.31(l) and (2). 

Patanjali sastri, C.J. explained: 

Clauses (1) and (2) of Art.31 are thus not mutually 

exc].usive in scope and content, but should, in my view, 

be read together and understood as dealing Hi th the 

same subject, namely, the prosecution of the right to 

property by means of the limitations on the Sti'lte pm,Ter 

referred to above, the deprivation contemplated in 

clause (1) being no other than acquisition or taking 

possession of property referred to in clause (2) .73 

Thus the Court rejected the notion that Art.31(l) dealt vrith 

'police power' and Art.31(2) with 'eminent domain,74. This 

led to the rearrangement of Art.31(2) to specifically state 

that Art.31(1) and (2) deal with different SUbjects. 

The words 'taken possession of' in Art.3i (2) \<las 

i t d b h i k d h ·· 75 nterpre e y t e Court n Dwar a as S rln.~vas to include 

the temporary taking over of the management of a company. The 

----_._--------------_ .. _---- ._-----------------------

72. PatanJali Sastri, C.J., Mahajan and Ghulam Hasan, JJ. held 
the Act valid on the ground that the deprivation did not 
come under Art.31(l) and (2). Id.at 102. But Das, J. 
considered right to evict as a right under Art.19(1) (f), 
and held the provision valid since it was a reasonable 
restriction under Art.19(5). Id. at 117. 

73. A.I.R. 1954 s.C. 92 at 98. 
74. Das, J. was of the view that Art.31(1)&(2) dealt with 

different subjects is 'police power' and 'eminent domain'. 
See for details Id. at 107 et seq. 

75. A.I.R. 1951 S.C.-f19. 
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Ordinance, replaced later by a statute, taking over the manage-

ment of the Sholapur Spinning and Weaving Co. for its better 

management without payment of compensation was held violative 

of Art.31(2), since it took away all the rights of the Company 

leaving only the husk of the title. 76 The view expressed by 

Patanjali Sastri, C.J. in Subodh Gopal as to the interrelation 

of Art.31(1) and (2) was followed by Mahajan, J. 77 and the pro-

vision was held unconstitutional for absence of compensation. 

To overcome the difficulty created by these decisions 

The Constitution (Fourth ~mendment) Act, 1955 was passed amend-

ing Art.31(2), 31A and introducing a new sub-clause Art.31(2A). 

By virtue of the amendment, Art.31(2)78 was rearranged and it 

was specifically provided that deprivation under Art.31 (2) 

should be compulsory acquisition or requisition and that too 

for public purpose. The power of the court to examine the 

adequacy of compensation was also taken away. 

76. Here the management of the Company was vested in Government 
and they appointed new directors. They issued a call of 
~.50/- on each preference share and notice was issued. The 
petitioner, a preference shar~holder challenged its validity. 
Before this case an ordinary shareholder had challenged the 
constitutional validity of the Ordinance in Chiranjith Lal v. 
Union of India, A.I.R. 1951 S.C.41. The Court upheld the 
valIdIty on the ground that the fundamental right of the 
petitioner was not violated. Mahajan, J. distinguished the 
case and held that in OWarkadas since the petitioner was a 
preference shareholder the Ordinance infringed his right, 
and thereby the right of the company. 

77. A.I.R. 1954 S.C.119 at p.128. But Das, J. took the opposite 
view based on his observation in Subodh Gopal and Chiranjith 
Lal. See Id. at 130. 

78. Art.31 (2) read: "No property shall be compulsorily acquired 
or requisitioned save for a public purpose and save by autho
rity of a law which provides for compensation for the property 
so acquired or requisitioned and either fixes the amount of 
the compensation or specifies the principles on which, and 
the manner in which, the compensation is to be determined and 
given; and no such law shall be called in question in any 
court on the ground that the compensation provided by that 
law is not adequate M

• 
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79 The new sub-clause 2A further clarified the mean-

ing of compulsory acquisition and requisition. As per the nc\¥ 

sub-cl ause, only cases in which la\., provided for transfer of 

ownership or right to possession would amount to compulsory 

~cquisition or requisition. Thus the damage caused by 

Dwarkadas was rectified. 

Parliament also reformulated Art. 31A (1). The 

amended article provided that acquisition of estate, taking 

over of the management of property for limited period, amalga-

mati on of hvo or more corporations, extinguishment or modifi-

cation of rights of managing agents, agreements for issuing 

minerals etc. could not be deemed to be void on the ground 

thClt it was inconsistent Hith, or took away or abridged any 

80 of the rights conferred by Articles 14, 19 or 31. Thus the 

----------------------

79. Art.31 (2A) read: "Where a la,v does not provide for the 
transfer of the ownership or right to possession of any 
property to the state or to a corporation mmed or con
trolled by the StFlte, it shall not be deemed to provide 
for the compulsory acquisition or requisitioning of pro
perty, notwithstanding that it deprives any person of 
his property". 

80. Art.31A(1) read: Notwithstanding anything contained in 
Art.13, no law providing for--
(a) the acquisition by the State of any estate or of any 

rights therein or the extinguishment or modification 
of any such rights, or 

(b) the taking over of the management of any property by 
the State for a limited period either in the public 
interest or in order to secure the proper management 
of the property, or 

(c) the amalgi1fnation of two or more corporations either 
in the public interest or in order to secure the 
proper m:m3.gpmen t of any of the corporations, or 

(d) the extinguishment or modification of any rights of 
m3D3ging aCJ'~nts, secretaries and treasurers, mi''lDClging 
directors, directors or managers of corporations, or 
of any voUng rif]ht!'; of shareholders thereof, or 

(con td •• ) 
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new article specified the different types of law which were 

protected from the attack of constitutionality. 

Parliament thus reiterated its policy on the 

question of right to property. It asserted the liberty to fix 

the quantum of compensation. The jurisdiction of the court to 

determine the adequacy of compensation was taken away. This 

was done, it appears, to avoid the payment of just equivalent 

compensation in all cases of compulsory acquisition.
81 

Parlia-

ment had no intention to provide adequate compensation in cases 

of large acquisitions for the purpose of nationalization or for 

social development. At the same time it intended, it appears, 

to give adequate protection to small holdings in case of acquisi-

tion. Thus Parliament has reintroduced the socialistic 

(f. n. 80 con td.) 

(e) the extinguishm0.nt or modification of any rights accru
ing by virtue of any agreement, lease or licence for 
the purpose of searching for, or winning, any mineral 
or mineral oil, or the premature termination or cancel
lation of any such agreement, lease or licence, 

shall be deemed to be void on the ground that it is incon
sistent with, or takes away or abridges any of the rights 
conferred by Art.14, Art.19 or Art.31. 

Provided ••.• assent (no change). 
81. The constitutional position as to compensation after the 

foucth amendment was expressed by SerVed thus: "After the 
Fourth Amendment the word 'compensation' could not mean 
'a full and fair rnoney equivalent', for if it did, the la',,, 

1;IOUld have remained unchanged and the fourth amendment would 
have failed of its purpose". See H.M.Seervai, constitutional 
Law o£~n~a:_l\~r~t::_~cal CornmentLlEX (BombdY: N.M.Tilpathl 
Pvt.r.td., 2nd cdn. 197~01.T, p.655. 



concept of property originally adopted by the constitution. 

Corrunenting on the impact created by the Fourth Amendment by 

introducing the concept of inadequate compensation Seervai 

opines: 

It is submitted that by introducing the concept 

of inadequate compensation, the amendment sought 

to achieve the result which, as we have seen, the 

framers of the Constitution believed they had 

achieved in Art.31(2) as originally enacted, 

namely, that in fixing the compensation, or in 

laying down principles of compensation, the legi

slatures were not tied down to the individualistic 

concept of I1 market val ue l1 but could take into 

account imponderable factors like social welfare 

and justice to the cornmuni ty. 82 

63 

The amendment, of course, did not face the acid test 

of con sti tutionali ty immediately. Ho\vever, the Court tried to 

reinforce their earlier view on the subject in the subsequent 

cases. The Supreme Court's decisions in Vajrave~~ v. 

82. Id. at 657. In this connection it may also be noted that 
The constltution (Seventeenth Amendment) Act, 1961 was 
enacted. It introduced a new proviso to Art.31A which made 
obligatory to P,'l.Y market value as compensation in respect 
of acquired land which were under personal cultivation and 
wi thin the ceiling limit. It is indicative of the fact 
that the Parliament intended to protect small holdings used 
for cultivation. This approach was consistent with the 
socialistic concept of property. 
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SP.Dy.collec~EE83 and UI~}c?_I! ____ o(-=T_ndj0. v. M~t~Uorpo~~~ion~f 
India

84 
again tilted the position. In both these decisions 

the Court interpreted the word 'compensation' to mean vlhat was 

spelt out in Mrs.Bella Banerje~.85 It was reasoned in Vajr~velu 

that the very fact of the legislature's retaining the word 

'compensation' even after Fourth Amendment, vTas indicative of 

the legislature's acceptance of the interpretation placed by 

the judiciary on thi'lt term before the amendment VIas passed. 86 

Thus what was rejected by Parliament was brought in again 

by the Court. The policy of the legislature to implement 

Art. 39 (a) , (b) and (c) ,,,ere once again frustrated by these 

decisions. 

83. A.I.R. 1965 s.c. 1017. The petitioner questioned the 
constitutional validity of the Land Acquisition (Madras 
Amendment) Act, 1961, which empowered acquisition of land 
for development of housing schemes for the Government. 
Principle for paymen t of compensation vIas also laid dovm. 
The lands of the petitioner were notified for acquisition. 
He challenged the consti tutionali ty of the Act as violative 
of Arts.14, 19 and 31. It was alleged inter alia that the 
principle for pClyment of compensation inthe ImPUgned Act 
was different from the original Land Acquisition Act. 

84. A.I.R. 1967 s.C. 637. 'l'he constitutional validity of the 
Metal Corporation of India (Acquisition of Undertaking) 
Act, 1965, was chaJlenged on the ground th.Jt the compensa
tion provided VlclS not in conforrnlty with Art.31. As per 
the provisions of the Act cornpensFltion v,a~.;; to be determined 
based on the principles in the schedule. In the schedule 
two types of valuCltion were provided for machinery. For 
the unused machines its value as on the date of purchase 
and for used one the written-down value determined under 
the Income Tax Act. This was contended as unconstitutional. 

85. See A.l.R. 1954 s.C. 170, supra n.70. 
86. A.l.R. 1965 s.C. 1017, 1024-~ per, Subba Rao, J. (as he then 

WClS) • 
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The Court also examined the scope of judicial review 

on the question of adequacy of compensation. The Court was of 

the vievl that they could look into the question only if the 

compensation was illusory, or if the principles prescribed were 

irrelevant to the value of the property at or about the time 

f 't ' 't' 87 o 1 s acqulsl lone It is interesting to note here that 

though Subba Rao, J. while deciding Vajr~velu observed that 

compensation meant 'just equivalent', he failed to apply the 

principle to the facts of that case. The benefit was refused 

88 on the ground that adequacy could not be questioned. But the 

Court invalidated the Act on the ground that it violated Art.14. 

At the same time Subba Rao, C.J. struck dOvITI a similar laYl as 

violative of Art.31 on the ground of inadequacy of compensation 

, M tIc t' 89 1n ~_~~pora Ion. Ho\vcver, the ra tio laid do\.-m in the se 

87. Ibid. 
88. Re-fusing to struck dOvID the Act as violative of Art.31 (2), 

Subba Rao,J. observed: "In awarding compensation if the 
potential value of the land is excluded, it cannot be said 
that the compensation awarded is the just equivalent of what 
the owner has been deprived of. But such an exclusion only 
pertains to the method of ascertaining the compensation. One 
of the elements that should properly be taken into account 
in fixing the compensation is omitted: it results in the in
adequacy of the compensation but that in itself does not 
constitute fraud on pOHer, as we have explained earlier. We, 
therefore, hold thctt the Amending Act, does not offend 
Art.31(2) of the Constitution". Id. at 1026. See for critical 
view, Seervai, Qp.cli..., pp.659,660. See also Upendra Bax!, 
"'I'he Little Done, The Vast Undone--Some Reflections on Read
ing Granville Austin's The Indian Constitution", 9 J.I.L.I. 
323 at p.374 et seq. 

89. A.l.R. 1967 S-:C.637. Striking down the impugned Act as 
violati ve Subba Rao, C.J. opined: "Judged by the said test, 
is manifest that the two principles laid down in clause (b) 
of Para II of the Schedule to the Act, namely (i) compensa
tion equated to the ccst price in the case of unused machi
nery in good condition, and (ii) written-down value as 
understood in the Income-Tax law is the value of used 

(cantd ..• ) 
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revie,.ling the previous dec! sions the Cour t expressed the di ffi-

culty creLlted by the decisions in implementing the policy 

of Parliament in the following words: 

The decisions of this Court in the two cases--Mrs.Bella 

Ba~~~j~t:::_:_~ ___ cas~ (1954 SCR 5S8) and Subo~b-.9_()'pal 

Bose's case (1954 SCR 587) were therefore likely to 

give rise to fonnidable problems when the principles 

specified by the Legislature as well as the amounts 

determined by the application of those principles, were 

declared justiciable. By qualifying 'equivalent' by 

the adjuctive 'just', the inquiry was made more contro

versialj and apart from the practical difficulties, the 

law declared by this Court also placed serious obstacles 

in giving effect to the Directive Principles of state 

Policy incorpordted in Article 39. 91 

Shah, J. held that the observations in Vajravelu interpreting 

the word compensation to mean 'just equivalent' was obiter.
92 

(f.n.89 contd.) 

90. 

91. 
92. 

machinery, are irrelevant to the fixation of the value of 
the said machinery as on the date of acqui si tion. It 
fo1lo""s th<:lt the impugned Act has not provided for 'compen
sation' within the meaning of Art.31(2) of the Constitution 
and therefore, it is void". Id. at 643. 
§tatt::: __ ~~Gujara~ v. ShantilaY-Mang~l Das, A.I.R. 1969 S.C. 
634. Here t~ peti tioner questIoned the validity of the 
Bombay Tm'lD Planning Act, 1955 on the ground that the land 
value assessed based on the market value on the date of the 
declaration of intentlon was not adequate. 
Id. at 648. 
Id. at 651. 
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, 't ' 'f h 1 93 Slnce l was a wrong lnterpretatlon 0 . t e aWe The Shantilal 

Court ruled that after the Fourth Amendment the word compen-

s~tion did not mean just equivalent. But tl~ Court held that 

they had the pm-ver to look into the matter if the compensation 

fixed was illusory or the principles laid down were irrelevant 

to the deterrninr}tion of compensation. 94 It appears that the 

reasoning of the Court was in tune wi th the intension of 

P I ' t 95 ar lamen- • It is true that the Court has not discussed the 

theories justifying private property. But the socialistic 

values which ParliC)Jllent \oras trying to inject into our 

constitutional provisions have been recognized and accepted 

by the Court. However, the correct interpretation of the law 

laid down by Shah, J. in ~antilal was discnrded by himself 

h 'l d 'd' 'l- k ' I" 96 w L e e2llng tile Ban,' Natlona lsatl_on Cctse. Disregarding 

the importance of Art.39 and the observdtion made in Shantilal 

as to the serious obstacles placed by previous decisions in 

implementing directive principles in Art.39, Shah, J. relied on 

the Blackstonian theory of private property to give a bene-

ficial interpretation to the individual interest involved in 

97 the case. The court reasoned: 

93. Id. at 652, 653. 
94. Id. at 650. 
95. Sec for a critical view, Seervai, op.cit., pp.662-668. 
96. R.C.Cooper v. Un~on of India, A.I.R. T9Io S.C. 564. Here 

toe cons tTtutionali ty of the Bclnkin9 Companies (Acquisi
tion and Transfer of Undertaking) Ordinance, 1969 and 
Act, 1969 were under challenge. The Act natIonalized 14 
scheduled banks. The principle laid down for compensa
tion--m~rket value of the assets or the ascertainpd valu~, 
i.e. ten times the rent, whichever was less--vras challenged 
as violative of Art.31(2). 

97. Id. at 605-606. 



The constltution guara.ntees a right to compensation-

an equivalent in money of the property compulsorily 
98 acquired. That is the basic guarantee. 
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The Court also eXill!1ined the mutual relationship of Art.19(1) (f) 

and Art.31 and held that they dealt with the same subject. 99 

The Constitution (Twenty-fifth Amendment) Act, 1971 

was the result of Bank Nationalisation Case. The word 'compen-

sation' in Art. 31 (2) was replaced by the word 'amount'. A new 

sub-clause (2B)100 was added to Art.31 separating the new 

relation created between Art.31 (2) and Art.19 (1) (f) by the 

Bank Nationalisation Case. To give predominance to directive 

principles stated in Art.39 over fundamental rights (Arts.14, 

19 d 31) Art , 1 31 ' '- d d 101 an a new lC e C was lnLro lice . As per this 

article a law made for giving effect to the principles stated 

in ArL.39(a) and (b) should not be deemed to be void on the 

----.----.----.--.---~-.. -.------. 

98. Id. at 614. The Court in fact interfered only in two 
sped. fi.c i terns where no componsation was provided, v i2. 
good-will an.-::1 unexpired term of lea.sehold rights. 

99. Id. at 597. 
100. Art.31 (28) reads: "Nothing in sul,-clause (f) of clause (1) 

of Article 19 shall affect any such law ns is referred to 
in clause (2) ". 

101. Art. 31C reads: "Notwi thsta.ndi ng anything con tai ned in 
Article 13, no law giving effect to the policy of the 
stFlte to',vards securin<;] the principles specified in 
clause (b) or clause (c) of Article 39 shall be deemed 
to be void on the ground that it is inconsistent with, or 
takes away or abridges any of the rights conferred by 
Article 14, Article 19 or Article 31; and no law contain
ing a declaration that it is for giving effect to such 
policy sh.:'Ill be called in questlon in any court on the 
ground th,").t it dOl?s not give ef feet to such policy 

Provided that ~lcre such law is made by the Legisla
ture of a state tile provisions of this Article shall not 
apply thereto unless such lnw, having been reserved for 
the cons:!.clerati.on of the Presld('~nt, has received his assent". 
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ground that it took aYlay or abridged any rights conferred by 

Arts.14, 19 and 31. The jurisdiction of courts to enqu{re into 

the validity of such laws was also taken away. Thus Parliament 

once again tried to iden-tify the socialistic values of the concept 

of right to property to achieve the goal of creating an egali ta--

rian society. 

The constitutional validity of the Amendment was questioned. 

'1'he legislative wisdom of the Twenty-fi fth Amendment WClS fin211y 

recognized by the judiciary in Kesavananda Bharati v. state of 

102 
~_~~~!_~. Majori ty judges refused to interpret the word 'amount' 

used in Art.31(2) to mean just equivalent of the market value of 

the property. It was also held that the Court had no power to go 

into the question of adequacy of the amount fixed. But it asserted 

that if the principle applied in fixing the amount had no r2tional 

basis with the value of property and the amount fixed was illusory, 

the court would interfere. 103 The Court also vCllidated the nei'! 

Art.3ie confinning pOYler to make law giving predominance to 

directive principles (Art.39(b)&(c» over fundamental rights 

(Arts.14, 19 and 31), but the second part of Art.31C providing 

for conclusive determinatioll of the nature of the legislation was 

h ld ' I'd 104 e lnVQ l • Again, the Court accepted the social values 

involved in enforcing property rights while protecting individual 

rlghts. 

-------------------

102. A.l.R. 1973 s.C. 1461. 
103. Id. at 1554, 1555, 1606, 1639, 1640, 1718, 1776, 1824, 1961 etc 
104. Id. at 1718, 11'17, 1824, 1895, 1967, 2055 etc. 



The need for recognizing right to property as a 

fundamental right, was rightly emphasized by Mathew, J. in 

his dissent thus: 

The framers of the Constitution reg2rded the right 

to acquire and hold properLy as a fundalliental right 

for the reason that a dignified hwnan life is impossi

ble without it •••• In short, the ~y~ce£l=-_~_~_EFopel.~l~_l:~ 

not __ ~E __ ~E~~~1~E?_SLj._?eil~ but is founded on man's niJtural 

impulse to extend his own personality. In the long 

run, a man cannot exist, cannot make good his right to 

marriage or found family unless he is entitled to 

oltmership through acquisition of property.10S 

Perhaps with tt~ exception of this brilliant exposition of 

the basis of property, no judge cared to inquire into the 

jurisprudential basis of institution of property. Nor was 

there any atternpt to restructuring the concept of private 
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property fr~n historY--Constitutional debates and other docu-

ments. Such an attempt was not m;:Jde in the earlier decisions 

also. In a nutshell, the decision made it clear that 

Purliarncnt had pm'tee to muke Imvs giving predominance to 

directive prin,ciples over fundarnen Lal right.s relating to 

property and that the individual hud right to approL~ch the 

courL in edse hif'> right.s ha.d been cur-tailed beyond a certain 

limit. Thus it could be said thclt both the societal and 

individual interests had been taken care of though societal 

interests may be aIIm-led to out'tlciqh incHvidual interest. 

105. ld. dt 19S5-19'JC, (crn[>hasis mine) 



Emboldened by thi s deci sion ParI iamenl en?,clec1 

constitution (Forty-second Amendment) Act, 1976 decluring 

thut lc'.\-ls made in pursuance of Paxt IV of the Constitution 

will have predominance over fundamental rigllts. The amendment 

subsli tuted the vlOrds II the prj nciples speci fied in clause (b) 

or (c) of Article 39 11 in Art.31C with vlords lIall or any of the 

principles laid dm-m in Purt IV" .106 This amendment paved the 

way for the total removal of right. to proper ty from funclClmental 

rights Part of the Constitution. 

The Const:tt.ution (Forty-fourth Arnendrnen t) Act, 1978 

went a little further. It removed the right to property from 

Parot III of the Constitution. Article 19(1) (f) and 

Art.31 were deleted. The protection given to the educational 

minorities under Art.31 wu.s reassured to them by introducing 

107 Art. 30 (1 A) in the Consti tution. A new chupter--Chapter IV--

entitled "Right to Property" consisting of Art. 300A alone vl:lS 

introduced in Part XII of the Con~;tllution with a ViC'~l to 

106. Constitutionality of Forty-second AmeneJmenL ',v2S qlv'?stioned 
in Mtn0rv~ Mills Ltd. v. Union of IndiCl, A.T.R. 1980 S.C. 
178g:-·~·"tt-was--arglie-c1 inte(=-c\T:I~lth-,-l.tfhc amendrnc:~nt intro-
duced in Art. 31C abrog;-lfce] lfie--basic structure of the 
Constitution inasmuch as it gctve predominance to Pdrt IV 
over Arts.14 and 19 in Part III. Mctjority upheld this 
argum nL und held the amendment unconstitutional. 

107. Article 30 (1 A) re.xl s: II In m.~lkin(J any law p rov id i ng for the 
compulsory acr]ulsition of any properLy of an educdtionc:,l 
instituti.on est~blished and administered by a minority, 
referred to in CL:1US.~ (1), the state s1\ 111 ensure thetL the 
arnoun t fixed by Or de tcrrnincd under such 1 Flvl for the 
acquisition of such property as would not restrict or abro
gdte the rlght. gUClr;-mb:"'ed uncler th:lt CL1US(~II. 



making the right to property a legal right. In other words, 

it has been stripped off its higher status of being a funda-

mental right. The nc';" Art. 300A is the reincarnation of fonner 

Art.31(1): 

No person shall be deprived of his property save 

by authority of law. 

Articles 31A, 31B and 31C which ';·lere introduced to protect 

legislation dealing with agrarian reforms are retained in 

Part III. 

The net effect of the~3c developments is that the 

citizen bas lost not only his fundamental freedom to acquire, 

hold and dispose of property, which is of great importance for 

the enjoyment of other freedoms, but his fundamental right to 

get mOilolary compensation in case of compulsory acquisition or 

. i' f h' f bl . 108 requls tlon 0: lS property or pu _ lC purpose. An un--

limi tf'!d pOi-n'r was given to the legislature to deprive property 

through laIN. Of cOIn-sc, a lim! ted ri<jht to clctim market value 

as cOlnpensation in case oE acquisition of lond \"i thin the 

108. It is ar!]uec1 by SOnte authors thut right to property is 
still there as a fundarn'''ntal right. Sec H.M.Seervai, 
Cons ti tutiona 1 L;:Hv of Incli a (Bombay: N. M. '1' ripa th i Pvt. 
L-td:-;3rd-e-cin-.---T9-8-,n-;--p-p~fC'-76-1 094 iT. K. Tope, "Forty-
fourth Am'~ndrncnt cH1<3 the Right to Property", (1979) 4 
S.c.c.(Jl.) 27. 



ceiling limit wIder personal cultivation for livelihood or 

building and structures has been retained. l09 Thi.s is to safe-

guard and ensure retention of some kinds of pers~nal property 

which is niC!cessary to fulfil the needs of the individual. 

Land comprises the major component of property, 

partIcularly in a country like India the majority of the popu-

lation has adopted agriculture as the main occupation. It is 

therefore natural that the provisions reflect an impression 

that the fram,~rs reI iecl much on I and whenever they deal t with 

property. The concept of private property seems to have been 

accepted subject to the condition that if the property is 

required for public purpose it. can be acquired and the private 

interest has to recognize this limitation. However, if the 

property is lanel which is absolutely necess,]ry for an inc1.i.vidual 

for his livelihood, it Cdn be acquired only after paying him 

compensation for his re~;cttlefnent. 'l'hus the philosophy of the 

Cons ti tuU.on a:.; its tanc1s today seem.::; to reflect the socialist 

vieVi of property in which propert.y can be said to be hold by 

the comf;1un:!.ly for t.h2 COl1:rncm gc)oc1. In the schem,~ the limited 

right to po.=;rsondl properLy is also accorrJTloclated. 

109. Art.3 A proviso reads: "Provided further that where any law 
makes any provi':.ion for the acquisit ion by the state of any 
estate and where any land cornprlsed therein is held by a 
person under his persona] cultivation, it shall not be law 
ful for the State to acquire any portion of SUch land as is 
within the ceiling limit applicable to him under any law 
for Lhe tirne beine] in forc~ or any bul1ding or structure 
standing thereon or appertinenl thereto, unless the law 
relatl.nqto the aCllui~dtion of SUch l,:md, builcUng or 
structure, provides foe p.)ym'~nt of cOlllpcns':'ltion at a rdte 
which shdll not he less than th.:! market valut:> thereof". 
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The constitut~ondl concept of property, it appears, 

cannot be a wick-I" one, inasmuch as it speaks of landed property 

alone. Even when it speaks about the need to pCly compensation, 

it mentions the land cul tivat.ed by the individudl for his per

sonal purpose. This view of property is just inadequate to 

meet the needs of the presen t-·day society. 

The concept of properly has to take within its sweep 

many a thing 1 ike wages I employment, in tellectual properties 

etc. Then havin<j regard to the present position the effect 

would be that the individual would be left with no fundamental 

right to cornpE"m:3iJ.tion even when hls right of property which is 

used for his livelihoOd, L e. righL to hold pul1lic post, right. 

to wages etc. are interfered with. Such a situation would be 

chaotic. It miJ.Y be argued that thc~ individual can safeguard 

his interes t by invoking Art.300A wh.i.ch incorpordtes a legal 

right that Cdn be annulled by way of a la'.-' pi:1.ssec1 by the legi

slature. It cannot be said thiJ.t such a provision affords 

adequ3te protection to the individual to safegudrd his personal 

property. This is evident from the p~st atl.i.tu~cs of the legi

s latul-e in dE~aling w1.·th the cornpcn~'dt.ion issues. 

'I'he pO'de r to fix cornpcns ation in the case 0 f acqllis i-

tion of private property was vested w.1t.h Parliament. However, 

this power was not properly cxcrcjsed. Instead of utilizing 

this pO'rler to fix appropriiJ.t.e compensation, in cases of complll

sory acquisition th,~ mc!jority pi1rty in pm-ler exercised this 



power, it was alleged, to collect election funds and other bene-

fits from big capiLalists by threatenin0 them that their property 

would be acquired vii th inadequate compensation if they did not 

comvly with t.he requc~st for donation or other benefits. 110 

'l'he jUdicictry whose po<;!er in these matters was looked 

i th .. 111 hI' t 1 upon w. . SUspl.c1.on as a so, 1 appearcc, remained reticent. 

Even the activist judges failed to attempt to lay down a clear 

policy. Appurently thc~re have been no Jurisprudential inquiry 

r: i h d .. 112 into the concept o£ property n t e eCl.Slons. The amendments 

110. See Seervai, Constitutional Law of India (Bombay: N.M.Tripathi 
Pvt. Ltd. 3rd ecln-.-1SfS-Li), --V"o:i.-~II:--p--:f6sff:· 

111. The framers of the Constitution never had the idea to 
completely exclude the power of court in these matters. The 
policy was st.ated by Nehru thus: "No Supreme Court and no 
jUdiciary can stand in judgment Over the sovereign will of 
ParI iament repre,,(~nting the will of the eati re comrnun i ty. 
If we go wrong here and there it can point it ouL, but in the 
ultim2te an31ysis, wh<C"!re the future of the cornnnmity is 
coneen-wel, no judic:L:l.ry can cOllie in the \vay •••• As wise 
people, their duty it is to sec that in a moment of passion, 
in a moment of excitement, even the representatives of the 
people do not ge· wrong, they might. In the detachec1 atmos
phere of the court, they should see to it that nothing is 
done thctt mdY be aguinst th.~ Constitution, that may be 
against the good of the country, that. mdY be against the 
comrmmity in the larger sense of the terrn. Therefore, if 
such a thing occurs, they should draw attentJon to that 
fClct, but it is obviow; that no court, no system of judi
ciary can fUlIctic\[ in the natnre of a thi.rd House, as a 
ki.nd of Third House of correctton. So it is import.ant. 
thCit ",,11th th .. t:; limitation the jUdiciary should function". 
C020_~!- t~~~!!_~A,~:?_e~1~lY_Q~e.ate~. Vol. 9, pp. 1195-1196. 

112. 'l'here is perhaps an exception in the ob~3erva.t:lon of 
Justice Mathew in Kesavrlnandd, A.T.R. 1973 S.C. 1461 at 
1956. St~e ~~p'~a n :n)-5~-·----· 
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Criminal law, in consonance wIth its polity of 

prevention of crimes, focusses its attention mainly on the 

maintenance of peace and harmony in the society by using its 

coercive powers. Naturally it aims to ensure order and to 

maintA.in ~t~~t~~~ g_,!~ so far as the holding of property is 

concerned. It does not deal with the questions involving 

the ownership of property; civil law does take care of such 

issues. The situation has made it necessary for the crirninal 

law to be concerned with possession, a concept which has not 

been defined by any sl~tute. The judiciary has been concerned 

wi th this task and a good amount of case le1\-' has been prodtlced 

around the concept. 

In the 1<1\1 of theft it is the deprivation of possess

ion vTi-thout the consent of the possessor which crimin:ll la\y 

seeks to prevent. But in the ca.sc of la.\'! of extortion possess

ion is deprived of by u::;:in<] force against the will of the 

possessor. In certain cases though the property is procured 

from the possc::;sor with his consent or wilful act, if the 

pcoperty is c()nvc~rted ur;:rainst the interest oE the possessor, 

the len'! treats such acts as offences of crimi nal misappropriat

ion and criminCll bn"ach of trust. 

In short, any person who is in possession of the 

property is entitled to get the protection of criminal law. 

It is not m<1nc1:1tory th<,t possessor must be the; owner of the 
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pLopcrty. BCC<3'_lSe of this emphasis on possession, on SOII1e 

occasions even the true oltmer is held liable for cOlnrni t ting 

15 
offence agoins t his own property. The COrl':P.pt of possession 

as accepted by thp criminal law embraces the concepts of actuul 

possession, construct,i,ve possession, lcg<ll possession etc .16 

A significC'lnt feature of the protection afforded to 

property through criminal la\-! is the extension of right of 

private defence to protect property. This rJght of self 

defence is aV<lilable to protect not only one's own property, 

bul also to oLher's property. The laT,l permits in certain 

circwnstances even taking the life of the offender to protect 

17 
property. Rc,\sonable apprehension of causlng danger to the 

property is sufficient to entitle a person to avail this 

right. 'I'he fecllners of the Code had restricted this right 

only to offences whi.ch imrnediately affect the possession of 

property or CFluses c1c'IT\age to it. The 0 f fences agai nst which 

this right is availClble are robbery, hou3e-breaking by night" 

mischief by fire to hurn2n dwelling plC'lces or' plilces where 

property is kept, Clnd theft, mischief Or hou:=o:c-trespass under 

such circumsL'lnces as may reasonably cause apprehE'!l1sion th3t 

deZ1th or gricvoLls hur L \..,111 be the COil sequence if such right 

of private defence is noL exercised. The provisions enZ1bling 

1 ~) . 

16. 
17. 

See KZ1mlZ1 Put V. Emperor, A.l.R. 1926 All 
Vecra'sarniN-~1Tck0.r;:-'-i\~-I-:R. 1931 Mad. 18. 
¥'c)i-a:'-cfc'fii-rfecCdT scussion I see in f I'd no t es 
l\nl_1C\_c:1_!S_!:~c~~ v. ~!:~J::~:, A. I • R. 19 5-2-S-:-C. 165. 

382; In re 

233,240,244 etc. 
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the individuZll to exercise right of private defence do really 

inclicate that property, is allowed, to be defended as part of 

the self. Thus here also the statute treZlts personal property 

as extension of the individual's personality which should be 

defended in public interest. 

It is evi(len t th Cl t the frC:lmers of the Code made an 

effective attempt to protec-L property from all conceivable 

means of unlawful attack. 'l'he definition of the offences, 

their arranqement an(1 the enhanced punishments prescribed 

for the aggravated forms of offences clearly reveal this 

intention. 

The Law Co~nission of India in their Forty-second 

Report made a thorough examination of the offences against 

property. They have identified the loopholes and suggested 

remedies. They noticed the absence of provisions for ofFence 

like theft of temple property, theft of property of victims 

of calamity, blackmail, cheating the government, corruption 

etc., and suggested new pruvisions. It has also been 5U<]g-

ested by the Cori\lnission thclt punishment for certain offences 

18 should be enhill1ced. 

18. See La';! Commlssion of India, Forty-second Report, Indian 
Peni11 Cocle, (Cove rnment of Indra;---MTriTs ti~y---6-rl;~n'r, - June-
Tsf''iTr~---pp:?'83-318. These recolllfnend-J.tions werp. incorpor-i1ted 
in the 19'12 I.P.C. NncnClmcnt Bill which could not be 
enucted. See Report of the Joint Select CO[\lI;littec, The 
Gd::etle or Illdi7i--Ex-Cr-,1-o-rcHrl;1ry-,-par:-t-.---Yr---secEfon2 (1976), 
pp.51G/82-95. 
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The mental element in respect of property offences 

is signified by som·~ terms such as 'intentionally', 'dis-

honestly', 'fraudulently' and 'knowingly'. It has been 

stated by courts in several cases that whenever the word 

'intention' is used, the actual intention of the accused 

must be considered, and the knowledge of likelihood of 

causing harm would not be sufficient to constitute guilty 

. d 19 mln. The terms 'dishonestly' and 'fraudulently' are 

used in muny sections alternatively. 'l'he term 'dishonestly' 

is concerned with wrongful loss or wrongful gain of property. 

But 'fraudulently' is wide enough to include all types of 

of fences. The impc}ct thF~se tenns have on the general scheme 

of the 0 ffence.s is great Clnd worth detailed examination. 'l'he 

schc~rne of 1 aw rnClY be eX(lmincd by way of an analysis of the 

jurisprudence surrounding SOHl~ of thcc>e concepts. 

19. See for example, ~~1}:.~2.Q v. ~b5:~ma, (1918) LL.R. 41 
156 i ~re _P-r::~~I~~ma.s:b,-tn.slT'a R~d(1J:., A. I R. 1960 A. P. 569. 
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ENTRUSTHEN'r 

One of the major offences against property under 

the Penal Code is criminal breach of trust. Sections 405 to 

409 deal with the various forms of criminal breach of trust. 

~'lhile section 405 defines the offence of criminul breach of 

trust, the other sections deal with the aggravated forms of 

the oEfence. Section 405 of the Penal Code reads: 

t'Jhocver, being in any manner entrusted wi th property, 

or with any dominion over property, dishonestly mis

appropriat.es or converts to his ovm use that property, 

or dishonestly uses or disposes of that property in 

violation of any direction of la\V prescribing the mex'le 

in which such trust is to be discharged, or of any 

legal contrect, express or implied, which he has mCldc 

touching the discharge of such tcust, or wilfully 

suffers any other person so to do, commits 'criminal 

breach of tru,~t I. 

The lnw of crirnin.::l breach of tcust protects property that is 

given to a persoll for a specific purpose from being unlawfully 

misappropriab:.:d or converted to the: bene fi t of that person. 

'1'0 constitute an offence under this section there mU:3t be an 

entrustment of property to the accused. The dishonest con-

version of such proper ty sUb::;equently by the: person \vi th whom 

it is entrusted amounts to the off'ence of crlrnini1l br8ach of 

tcust. 
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'l'hough tht~ genosis of the of fence of dishonest 

conversion of property could be traced to the co~non law 

offence of larceny in England, an offence similar in nature 

to thClt of breach of trust contained in section '105 is absent 

20 
in English law. 

It is cleClr that there must be entrustment and dis-

hon~::.,t misappropeiation to constitute the 0 ffence of criminal 

brec\ch of trust. The term 'entrustment,' is not defined in 

the Code. So \'fhi'lt constitutes an entrus tment has been a 

subject of judicial interpretation b2sed on the facts and 

circumstances of each case. An inquiry into this assumes much 

importance in the light of the recent decision of the Supreme 

Court in Pratibh~ Rani v. 

Before exomining the dcci s,lon it appCClrs necessary 

to loo]~ in to the history of the concept of E''l truJ trnent. It is 

clsar from section 405 th;lt enLeu~;tm9nt need not be by ..... 'Cly of 

a trust or conteact aJ per 1ClH. The use of the word 'in any 

mClrmee en t eus ted' accommodates wi thi n the section an en trust-

ment 0 thor. th;}n by Vluy of tru st or con te,}c L. HhClt consti tu tes 

an entrustment inth(~ Clhsence of a trust or an express contract 

is a mutLer which received much judicial attention. It is 

only from the f{lcts and ci.rcumst.Fmces of each Cdse that one 

20. See vel<:\{J<lla Venkc\ til RCc1cly v. Kovvue i Chi nn(l Venka t;':l Reddy I 
A. I. 'R-.-f 9-.n-ffan~J-.--:f'rT:------ ----------,- --------.-.,------ .. --------

21. A.T.R. 1985 S.c. 628: (1985) 2 S.C.C. 370. 
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can derive the incident.s of the conceIlt of entru stment. It 

is therefore fruitful to examine the judicial decisions in 

this respect to trdce out the incidents of entrustmen·t. 

accused was in the service of a zamindar and his duty was to 

m.=J.kc payment into the collectorate the revenue in respect. of 

the zamindary before due dates. Certain sum of money was 

sent to him before the due date without any specific instru-

ction. On receipt of the money the accused paid a portion 

into the account, altered the entry in the challan indicating 

the illnount actually paid. It was sent to his employer. He 

vias i0_te~ _~1.~2 charged for the offence of criminal breach of 

trust under section 408 of the Penal Code, and was convicted 

by the lovwr cour-t. Before the Calcu tta High Court it vlas 

con-Ler)(Jec1 that the charge under th(~ section was not sustain-

able, inasmuch as the money was not alleged to have been sen t 

to the accused for the specific purpo.se of paying the z<'lIrl1.ndary 

revenue. NegiJt.iving the contention, the Court observed: 

Though there were no express instructions to the 

accused as to how he was to appropriate the money 

that wa~:; sent to hint, yet bfc!aring in mind thf! close 

proximity of the dQte of the remittance to the last 

day for tho payl!lcnt of the..! Mdrch instalment of 

Governrn~nt revenue, and seeing that the cha..ll~ns, 

22. (1891) I.L.R. 27. Cell. 313. 



as altered, Hh.i.ch were sent by the appellant to his 

employer, and which in their altered state showed 

the amounts thdt were really payable as revenue 

covered very nearly the whol(~ amount remitted, we 

think it but reasOtl3.ble to infer that the accused 

was avlare of the implied pl.1rposc for which the money 
23 

had been sen t. 
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The reasoning makes it clear that to consLitute entrustment, 

there must be a direction as to the \..,ray in which the thing 

handed over must be dealt with. Here in the absence of such 

an express direction, the Court inferred such direction from 

the circumstances of the case and held that the elements of 

the offence of breach of trust were present. 

The Full Bench of LOHer BtUlrt21 Chief Court in 

~_g_a __ I?.<::>_.~ei~. v. ~_~\I?.9J;9.£24, considered elaborately the doctrine 

of entr1..lstrn~~nt. Here there Vias an agreement for the supply of 

10,000 bc\skets of paddy at the mcJrket rah~. An amount of 

~.10,000 was advanced for this purpose with a condition not to 

use the money for any other purpose. Five promissory notes 

(Vlithout interest) for ~.~,OOO each Vlcre also executed as 

secur.i. ty for the advance. Accordi.ng to the con tract the 

supplier had to bear the 10sse3, if any, incurred before the 

paddy reached tht; company. The accused was ch<1rged for dis-

honestly using part of the money advanced. The majority of 

23. Td. at 3~0. ppr, B~nerjee and S~le, JJ. 
2 <1. (T9 1 2 ) 1 7 I. C • --_. 8 ? 4 • 
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tl ., 25 
1e J uoges though for different reasons, held thClt there 

was no entrustment of money to constitute the offence of 

breach of trust. Fox, C.J. reasoned that the payment bClsed 

on the documents was an advance to use it in a certain way. 

This was not consiclered to be an entrustment, because the 

payment creiJted a debt and the obligation was to dischdrge 

it and not to pay back the same coins as in the case of 

26 
trust. 

But Ormond, J. examined the inCJrcdients of entrust-

ment by looking at the intention of the parties at the time 

of creation of the agreement. According to him the execution 

of promi s~;ory notes for the money advanced mFlde the accused 

the ow~er of the money. Similarly, the agreement to use the 

money foe pur-chasing p,,,ddy and supplying it to the company 

at the market rate on the day of delivery indicated the inten-

tion th 3 t the uccusec1 held to purchi'\se pLlddy and then sell it 

to the company. These fctcts negatived the creation of a 

27 tru::;t and hc~ held tlF!t there \-las no e. trustrnt~nt. 

Justice Robinson also took the vip-\v that the payment 

of money was un advance and not entrustment. According to 

him the execution of promissory noles and the presence of the 

25. They were Charles Fox, C.J., Onnond, Robinson and 
Parlett, JJ. H,Clrtnoll, J. dissentinc;. 

26. (1912) 17 I.C. 824, 829. 
27. Id. at 830,831. 
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idea. of plofit 2nd loss neg'::1t.ivecl t.h,_ concept of entrust-

28 
ment.. The cOllsiderat.ion to the accused VI:JS the chance of 

making profit and the fact that. he would have to bear the 

loss showed th!t the legal ownership in the advance vested 

in hinl. The money was given not as loen, nor VIas it. a 

trust. It was advanced to ena.hle the accused to do that 

whLch would be for complainont's benefit, and the accused 

was prepared to undertake the Hork on the chance of making 

a profi-t. All these factors, according t.o Justice Robinson, 

made the aovance a. lo<:m vrith a. condition attached (which 

was not fulfillerl) and 1 egatived entrustment. 29 

In the dissenting judgment HC:Jctnoll, J. held that 

there vias entrustment.. He took the redl essence of the 

agrcem'::nt between the parties as the su.£,)ply of paddy by the 

appe llant with th(~ money 0 f the company. 'I'he money was 

handed over to hjm for this purpose. This accordinQ to him 

constituted the element of entrusbaent. The confidence re-

posed by the compcmy that the accusco would only use the 

money for the purch;-is(~ of pFlcllly, and its violation was held 

su fficien t to cons ti tute bri'~C1ch of trus t. 30 
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change of ownership ctc. to finel out the real intention of 

the parties at the time of handing over the money to negative 

entrustment of properly. So to constitute entrustment the 

handing over of property must be with a specific intention 

for a specific purpose without the idea of transferring 

o"Ymership. The paymcn t of money as advance or wi th an idea 

of making profit also ncg~tives entrustment. This interpret-

ation restricts the application of section 405 in a broad 

way as interpreted by Hartnoll, J. 31 

A similar view was followed by the Calcutta High 

32 Court also in Karlai L2.1 Dutta v. state. In this C"lSC the 

Court examined whether there W2S entrustment when money was 

paid to a je,':eller for m;:;king oUHments. Here the complain-

ant instructed the appellC':ut to make a chur (neck chain) and 

paid ~.30n/- as the cost for gold and cost for making it. 

But he failed to deliver thE' ChUL' or return the money. He 

was convic ted by the tvlagis trCltc for criminal breach of trust. 

On revision the High Court reversed. As to the question 

wheLhec thece was entrustment, Harries, C.J. observed: 

In fa.ct, the money cannot be said to have been 

entrusted to the petitioner. It was in fact a 

pa.yrnen t in adv<Jnce for the ch~~r: which WClS to be 

mi1c.1e. That being so, the money become tht:~ money 

of the peti t ionor the moment it W<1S paid to him 

31. Ibid. 
3 2. A-~-T:· H. 1 9 51 Cal 20 Ci • 



and though the pcti tioner is guilty of dishon(~3t 

or dishonourable conduct in not making the chu~> 

he cannot be said to have misappropriated the 

96 

b . . d h' d' b h' 33 money ecause 1t was pal. to 1m an 1t ecame lS. 

The reasoning seems to be in line with the decision of 

'k34 h h h' f d ' 'I !:!g~9_ S~~_ t oug t 13 was not re erre· to 1n K~na~~~_ 

Dutta. But there is some di f ference beblcen the two deci-

sions. In EJ9..?_.!'_~ __ Se_~~ the Burma Court held that there \-hiS 

no ent.rustment based on different facts. Along with the 

fact of the advance of money, the existence of promissory 

notes, and the idea of profi t and los;::; etc. vlere also con-

sidered. The advance given in that case was also not the 

actucll price of peddy. In Kanai La1 the money given was 

the actual price of ~b~~r:: includinq the charges for making it. 

The intention of the cornplainC1nt was to get h:lck the money 

handed over in the form of chur. The mon0Y handed over was 

for a specific purpose with a direction to do a particular 

act. The transaction also created a fiduciary relationship 

between the parties. 

In this circumstance it appears that the reasoning 

of thc'! letlrned Chlef Justice is no t conducive to give effect 

to the concept of entrusbnent in section 405. The Court 

should hove considered the intenUon of the parties to 

33. Id. at 207; Bo~c, J. concurred. 
3 tl. n 91 2 ) 1 7 I. C. 82 4 • 
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ascert0in whether the concept of entrustment was present in 

handing over the money. It is evIdent that the complainant 

tried to creCl.te a fiduciary relationship ,·Ii th the accused and 

he trusted hi[o. The Cour·t failed to appreciate these factors 

in rejecting the presence of entrustment. 

The Rajastan High Court also examined a similar 

issue in State v. tvli thalal. 35 The Court held that the h'::1Oding 

over of money or gold to a goldsmith for making ornaments 

amounted to entrust~ment. Here the cornpl;:1.inants handed over 

money with gold to Mithalal, a goldsmith, for the purpose of 

making ornul1lcnts. Mithalal misappropriated the money and gold, 

and absconded. The accused Has chctrged for bre3ch of trust. 

Th '-.' . t t . t t d h' l' K' L 1 36 1 e 1"IClg~ s ra e acqul e .un re ylng on anal a.. On app2a 

it was 3rgued before the High Court of Raj astan that Kanai IJal 

hFld no applicdtion to the facts of the casc. On the question 

of lentnlstment l , ~'lanchoo, C.J. held that lentrustment vLi.ll 

arise whenever some thin,], it be money or any other thing, is 

given to a person wi th some direction as to hmv it should be 

d It 'th,37 ea . W.l. • 

The Cour l:. di stlngul shed the case of Kana~~a ~ in 

two wClys. Two types of transactions were involved in this 

case. In the firs t type gold WLIS given to tht~ golds01l th for 

35. A.l.R. 1956 Haj. 20. The Cdse w()s rem."lnclec1 for fresh 
dispos.:1]. 

36. A.T.R. 1951 C.:11. 20G. 
37. st~~t_c-: v. ~~~!:-.b...lldl_, A.T.R. 1956 Raj. 20; DelVe', J. concurred. 
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making ornaments. Here the Court held that there was entrust-

ment since the purpose. of giving gold \'1a3 to m(}ke ornaments 

and this was given with specific direction. 38 Kanai Lal was 

held inapplicable in2srnuch as it dedIt vlith a case of payment 

f f k ' 39 
0- money or ma lng ornoments. 

In the second type of transaction, money was given 

to the goldsmith for making ornaments. According to the. Court 

paymen·t of money to a goldsmith vli th a direct.ion that he should 

purchase a certain quantity of gold ancl make ornaments would 

40 amount to entrustment. The Court thus gave stress to the 

in-Lentioll of the parties a-t the time of handing over the pro-

perty. Th'::! Court distinguished ~_~l!:1~J-.. _L~ on the ground that 

here money was pa.id to a goldsmith, whereds in Kana~_L'il money 

was paid to a jeweller and the payment amoun1:ed only to an 

advance, and not the price of the article. 41 It appe,~rs that 

the decision is in tune with the object of section 405 though 

the way in which Kanai Lal was distinguished does not seem to 

be correct. 

app<1ren tly g,"}vc the co r.rE~C t in lerpre tation to en trustmen t. 

In this case tho Court held that hancling over of a cycle for 

--_._._------.-_ ...... _-------_._---_._---_._._-._-----._ .. _----_. __ ._-_._ .. _._ .. _-_ .. -
38. Ihid. 
39. YSTcl. 
40 . IcC-at 20-21. 
41. r})jc1. 
42. A.T.R. 1951 Punj. 103. 
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a temporary use constituted entrustment. Jage Rilln borrowed 

a cycle from Durl Chand, the complainant,promising to return 

it after two or three days. But he failed to return it. On 

enquiry it was found tha-t the accused immedi ately after borrow-

ing the cycle sold it to one Kashmiri. Lal for Rs.125/-. He \\I'as 

acquitted by the trIal court on the ground that there was no 

entrustment because the cycle was handed over to the accused 

for temporary use on his request. The High Court reversed and 

Bhand~ri, J. observed: 

The word 'trust' which appears in the section is a 

comprehensive expre~:;sion which has been used not 

only to cover the relationship of trustee and bene

ficiary but also those of bailor and bailee, master 

and servant, pledger and pledgee, guardian and ward 

and all other relationship between the complainant 

and the accus, ~d. The expression 'entrusted' has a 

corresponding meaning and en~races all cases in 

\vhich goods are 'entrusted I (that is voluntarily 

handed over for a specific purpose) and are dis

honestly disposed of in violation of any direction 

of law or in violation of the contract. 43 

The Court treated the relationship of the parties in the case 

as bailor and bailee, since the complainant hild delivered the 

bicycle to the respondent for a specific purpose and specific 

period upon a contract that after the expiry of the said 

period it would be returned to him.44 

43. rd. at 105. 
41. I5id. 
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'1'his makes it clear thClt to constitute entrustment 

the parties must have an iniention at the time of handing over 

the property as to the specific purpose for which the property 

is given, and also as to the return of the property when the 

purpose is achieved. 

The Supreme Couet h0d the occasion to examine the 

concept of entrustm~n t in J~_~wc:~n!-rai Man_~a~ _Akh?ney v. Stat~ 

45 
of B_().~lb~y. JasHcmtrai WdS the mannging director of the 

Exchange Bank of India and Africa, with pOl.-ler of attorney to 

engage in certain transactions for the company. The Cawbay 

Hi ndu Merchants Co--operative Bank directed the Exchange B-mk 

to purchase governmen t securi tie s worth Rs. 75, 000/-. These were 

kept in the Exchange Bank as security for overdraft. But the 

Co--opero-tive Ba.nk never operuted the f~1cility of overdraft. 

Owing to finuncial eli fflcul ties t_he Exchange Bank took some 

loan from Canura bank by pledging sornE'.~ securities including 

that of the Co-operative Bank. This was against the terms of 

contrac t. When the Ccmara Bank dernuuded the rep ayrne n t of loan 

the Exchange Bank took anotht~r loan from Nerwunj i Dalal ancl Co. 

pledging the same securities and repaid the loan of Canara 

Bank. When the Exchange Bank failen to repay the loans of 

Dal nl and Co., af tel' repea ted dell1Cll1cl s they sold the secur i tie s 

pledg,,~d and realized thclr debt. Later the Co-opera ti ve Bank 

demanded their securities. Re<llizing the difficult position, 

45. A. 1 • R. 195 6 S.c. 5 '/5 • 
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the Direc tors of thc~ BLInk approached the High Court, and the 

Court declared me -atorium. A liquidator WOlS appointed to 

\-lind up the company. The agent of the liquid ator lodged 

information to the police charging the appellant with breach 

of trust in respect of a numb.:2t" of securt Lies including that 

of the Co-opera-tive Bank. He was convicted. On appeal in the 

Supreme Court it \·;as argued ~_nter.~ alia that the re was no 

entrustment to constitute the offence under section 405 inas-

much as the parties never contemplatec] the creation of a trust 

in the strict sense of the term. The Court negatived this and 

held that section 405 did not "contemplate the creation of a 

trust with all the technicalities of the la',·, of trust ll when it 

spoke of a person being in any manner entrusted with property. 

According to Justice Sinha Hhat sectton 405 contemplated was 

"the creation of a relationship \-JhererJY the m·mer of property 

makes it over to another person to be retained by him until a 

certain event ll
•
46 Here the depositing of the: securities by 

the Co-operative B~nk for overdraft facility was considered an 

entrustment, since it involved a specific purpose and an obli

gation to n~ tUTn the proper ty when the purpose vlZlS ful fi lIed. 

According to the Court, those securities, in law continued to 

be the property of the Co-operative Bank and as it never 

borrowed any mon'2Y fcom the Exch,3.n'Jc Bnnk, the latter hacl no 

interest in those securities which it could tcansfer in any 

------ -------------------------------------------

46. Id. at 502. 



47 way to a third party. The entrustment was to thA Exchange 

Bank itself. But it being a non-person and the appellant held 

the power of attorney to transact business on behalf of the 

bank, the Court held that the appellant vIas "entrusted with 

the property in a derivative 5cnse".48 

Thus the Court made it cle2r that there need not be 

a trust in the legal sense to constitute en~rustment. It is 

the relationship created by the parties for a specific purpose 

and hunding over of property with the intention of getting it 

back when the purpose is achieved thC1t constitutes enLrustment. 

The Court. has rei·terated the elements of the concept 

of entrustment in .§.~~!:.~_o_~ __ u~_t_~~_YE~de_?h v • .§abu Ram ..!!p~.9~y~ .• 49 

BClbu Ram, a sub-inspector of police, while returoiwJ after 

mC1king an investigation of a crime of theft met Mr.Tika Ram in 

suspicious c:i.rcurnstclOcPs. He sean hed him and found a bundle 

of currency notes. After counting and ascertaining that it. was 

his OvlIl money, thE! officer returned it. But T.ika Ram sub-

scquently found a shortage of Rs. ?50/-. He filed a complaint to 

the Superintendent of Police. On inquiry Babu R<.lfO was found 

guil ty and was dislnissecl ft'om service by the DIG. This order 

was challenged hefore the High Couet ancl thA High Court set 

47. I d. at 5 [; 3 • 
48. Ibid. 
49. A.I.R. 1961 S.C. 

~ t~-'::I_~._~.9~ I A. I • R • 
751. See also R.K.D~lmi~ v. Delhi Admini-
1962 S.c. 1821. 

-------------- --- ----------_. 
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aside the order. Before the Supreme Court Olle of the questions 

for consideration was whether Babu Ram had committed the offence 

of breach of trust. It was contended that there was no entrust-

ment of property by Tika Ram \vithin the meaning of section 405. 

Rejecting the contention, Subba Roo, J. observed: 

In the instcmt case the respondent, being a police 

officer, was legally entitled to scorch a person found 

under suspicious circumstances; and Tika Ram in hand

ing over the bundle of notes to the police officer 

must have done so in the confidence that he would get 

back the notes from him \·;hen the suspicion was cleared. 

In these circumstances, there cannot be any difficulty 

in holding thot the currency notes Were alleged to 

have been handed over by Tika Ram to the respondent for 

a ~pecific purpose •••• We, therefore, hold that if the 

currency notes were taken by the respondent in dis

charge of his duty for inspection and return, he was 

certainly entrusted with the noLes within the meaning 

of 8.405 Indian Penal Code. 50 

Thus the Court too\:: into consideration the intention of the 

parties and the specific purpose for which money was handed 

over to ascertain whE_~thcr there W(}S entrus Llilent. In other 

words, it is the intention of the parties at the time of hand-

ing over the property to perform a porticular purpOse coupled 

with the belief that the property would be returned after 

the intention is accomplished, and the estctblishmcnt of a 

fiduciilry reliltionship between the pilrtics, th~t constitute 

en trus tmen t. 

50. Id. at 756. 
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'l'he Court in this case has inferred tho existenc(~ 

of these elements from the facts of the case. Unlike the 

previous cases there was no specific direction as to the way 

in which property hcl(' to be dealt with while handinq over the 

property. Thus the Court has slightly extended the concept of 

entrustment. to c<'lses where there was no specific direction but 

could be inferred from the circumstances. 

Applying the sarne rule the Suyreme Court in Sta~~ 
51 

o( __ ~uJ~rC!t v. J~_~~~~.£l.!:..la~_E_a_tJ)al ell: upheld the acqui t tal of 

Jelswantlal by the High Court for misappropriation of CClO2nt 

sold to him by the goverr~ent for the construction of a build-

ing. The cem('nt was handed over to the accllsed, a contractor, 

by the government for the purpose of construction of govern-

me nt building. It was alleged that the transfer was by way 

of sale, and this was not disproved by the prosecution. The 

accused rnisClppn-:>priClted the cement. Since the ol,-ID-:.rship of 

the property "'/elS vested wi th the accused the Cour-t held that 

there vIas no en trus Lrnent.. In K~l-_~~ti1£._Si~9,!:1. v. ~_:ta b:':_~_~ 
52 

.§5.h...:-?E the Patn Ll High COUt:" t_ convic tncl the con trac tor for mis-

appropriatinC) the cement allotted by -the Government, because 

the agreement only provided for adjustment of the price and 

specifically stated that the prope rty in the materials supplied 

\-dll conti.nuc~ witl;l t.he Government. 

51. A.T.R. 19G8 S.C. 700. 
52. 1978 CeLL.,T. 663, 666. 
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A further extension of the concept of entrustmE:.'nt 

Som Nath was a Traffic Assistant in Indian Airlines, 

and was in charge of reservation of seats at Jaipur. It was the 

prClctice of Indian Airlines at Jaipur to reserve seats for 

passengers from oLher st(,1tions, when scats allotted to Jaipur 

were full. The approximate telephone charges for such arrange-

ment were usually collected from the passengers. The appellant 

collected Rs.184. 90 by T,.,a.y of such charges, but deposited wi th 

the Indian Airlines only Rs. 44.91. The ~oc1us 0Eera~~_~ follO\ved 

by him was to demo.nd higher amounts for the trunk call chC1rges 

and to issue receipts for t.hose amounts on behalf of Indian 

Airlines, but after makin:} the calls he Hould alter the counter-

foil with the actual amoun·t of trunk call charges. He was 

charged for breach of trus t and was cony ic ted by the trial court a 

the High Court uph2ld it. On appeal to the Supreme Court, it 

was contended that the excess money collected did not become 

the property of Airlirv~s, since they were not legally enti tIed 

to it and consequently ·there could not be an entrustment of the 

money by the Airlines to the accused. It could not be treClted 

as the properLy of the pa.ssenger, it was arguec], because he had 

parted vii th it when the pa.yment VIas effected, and Has no longer 

interested in it. It was further contended that any amount could 

be s(lid to be entrusted only if it WdS lawfully made over. Since 

the appellant obtalnod the um01..1nt: by che:!ting, the handing over 

53. A.I.R. 1972 s.c. 1490. 
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of money could not bp. treated as cn trustrn'-'nt. Explaining the 

concept of entrustment in section 405, Justice Jaganmohan Reddy 

observed: 

The section does not provide tl lt the entrustment of 

the property should be by someone or the amount 

recei ved mus l be the property of the person on villose 

behalf it is received. As long as the accused is 

given possession of property for a specific purpose 

or to deal with i·t in a particular manner I the owner

ship being in some person other than the accused, he 

can be said to be entrusted with that property to be 

applied in accordance with the terms of entrustment 

and for the beneEi t of the O'Jncr. The expression 

'entrusted' in section 409 is used in a wide sense 

and includes all cases in \·,hich property is voluntarily 

har.ded over for a specific purpose and is dishonestly 

disposed of conLrary to the terms on which possession 

has been handed over. 54 

Thus it is clear th~t voluntary handing over for a specific 

purpose must be present to constitute entrustment. The Court 

said that when money Has h3nded over to a person who wU.s autho-

rized to receive it on beh~lf of another, he could be said to 

be entcusted with the money.55 Similarly the Court said that 

the person on whose behalf mOrlf~y Wi:iS collected beci}me the O\'fDer 

as soon as the amount was handed over to the person so autho-

56 rized to collect on his behalf. 

54. Id. at 1493. 
55. rEid. 
56. Ibid-. 
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In this case Dle money was paid to the Airlines 

and was accepted by the 2ccused on behalf of the CorporCltion, 

and hence the handing over of money to the accused vIas held 

57 entrustment. The Court looked into the fiduciary relation-

ship between the Corporation and its employee. The dishonest 

way in which he acquired excess money them legally due to the 

Corporution was disreg,:nded by the Court to find out the inci-

derlts of entrustment. Though there was an involuntary transfer 

of property by the passengers to the accused, since the money 

was paid to the Corporation and accepted on behalf of the 

Corporation the involuntari.ness was not taK:en into consider-

ation in ascertaining whether there was entrustment. 

A ne\{ dimension was given to the concept of 'entrust-

ment' in the case of misappropriation of property by partners 

in a firm. There existed difference of opinion as to the 

question whether a partner could be charged for criminal breach 

of trust in case where one of the partners misappropriates 

partnership property. The Calcutta High Court in Th~_9_l!enn v. 

Q~_bgX __ ~_o.?_rn~.£58, ~h!1._p~n9~-_c:~n_2~~:!_1 v. G~:Ei_~ll:_~r~~l_<:t.~ 59, h.~}_a }~~~ha v. 

r.~_0~_0.."!:-__ aI~c:l_~~....:-,,::~ a:in60, the Bomb <:q High Court in Ja~J~_r.?a-t:..b 

R0.:ib_u!:l.iJJ::~_9.~s v. ~!!.IP_~TO.£61, the t·1adras HiCJh COUT: t in ~_0_tX~-
h ·' -h - ' 1 ] - 62 -1 h P t ~'1 !,..0F_~'y_0El_Cl_klY_~_~:....2:_ v. K().~ __ ~~~1_1!:2:_~¥_0_·_:.:1_B.:~ , an, t e a n a rll 9 -I 

57. Id. at 1494. It was contended that the accused had no 
In ten t ion to receive the excess money on beh ,:tl f of the 
Corporation. The contention was rejected as irrelevant. 

58. 
59. 
60. 
61. 
62. 

21 Itl. R. (C r .) 59 i quo ted inA. I • R . 1 951 CaL 69 I 7 1 - 7 2 ( F • B . ) • 
A.l.R. 1933 Cal. 582. 
A.l.R. 1940 CCll. 371. 
A. I • R. 1932 Dorn. 57. 
A.l.R. 1910 MJd. 265. 
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63 
Court in Bhuc1har Mal v. Ramchc:mcler expressed the view tha.t a 

partner could be charged for the offence undeL" section 405 if 

there \Vas entrustment. But the CalcuttCl High Court in an 

64 
earlier decision, Deb~_YJ~s~S~ v. N~ger Mull ,had held that 

partner could not be chClrgcd for breClch of trust in case of 

misappropria tion of par Lnershlp property. 'I'he matter WClS rc-

eXClmined by a Full Bench of the Calcutta High Court in Bhub~.Q 

rvlohan DCls v. Surenc1rCl Bohan Das. 6 5 In this case Bhuban and 

Surendra were partners of a firm dealing with the business of 

selling ghee, butter, and stationary articles. Owing to 

communal dis turbanct~ in 1950 some articles were removed to the 

house of Bhuban for sn.fety wi"th the consent of Sureodra. But 

this was not replaced even after the repeated demands by 

Sureocl rei after normalcy was restored. So Surenc1ra fi led a 

complaint and proc(~cdings w1der section 406 were instituted. 

The petitioner (Bhuban) filed a revision petition before the 

High Court to quash the proceedings. The question before the 

Full Bench was whether a proceeding under section 406 could be 

initiated against a partner in respect of property belonging 

to both of thern as partners. 

After considerJnglhe 1e<]<1.1 rela tion,;hip of the partners 

under the Partnership Act, the COLlct un<lnimously held that since 

there was no sep~rate share of property in partnership business 

63. A.T.R. 1920 Pd.t. 112. 
64. (1908) I.L.R. 35 Cal. 1108. 
65. A.T.R. 1951 Cal. 69 (F.B.). 
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before the accounLs were settled, and every partner had the 

ovmership over the entire property the questlon of entrustment 

f th h f t th t 'bl 66 o e s are 0 one 0 ano er was no- POSSl e. The Court 

observec] : 

Unless the relationship of partnership imposes on one 

partner- holding properLy fiduciary obligations, then 

it appears to me that it cannot be said that, that 

pC'Ttner if he hold s property of the partnership vIi th 

the consent of the others, has been entrusted with it 

and thi:!.t he is guil ty of a fraud on his trust in not 

accounting to his co-partners for th-~ property. 67 

The Court added that if ther-e existed a special agreement to 

create a ~iduciary relationship in respect of some property the 

partner could be charged for br-each of trus t. Harries, C .,J. 

opined' 

Whether or not a partner can be said to have been 

entrusted with property must depend upon whether 

there is any special agreement between the parties. 

If there is no special agreement he docs not receive 

property in a fiduciary capacity. It might be thc.'\t 

if there 't/<J.S a special agreem'C':nt beb-leen the partners 

then it could be said that a partner was entr-usted 

, th t 'th d ' , 't 6 8 
Wl propcr-y or Wl- omlnlon over 1 • 

-- ------------------ --------- ----------- - ----------- ------------------------------ -- -------

66. Id. at 71. 
67. Ibid. 
6 8. 'iZ'f.--at 7 3 . 



It appears tl \at the Court excluded the presence of the concept 

of en-trustment because the property vias jointly owned and 

possessed by both the parties. This is also the reason for 

not implying a fiduciary relationship behle(;n the parties. The 

reasoning of the Court is correct and in accordance \"lith the 

object of section 405. 

The view ... ·!uS approved by the Supreme Court in Ve~j i 

Ra9l:t.:~~j}_~~~e_! v. S-tr-J~~_~f Hah_~£~~b_~E~. 69 Jus-tice Nudholkar 

observed: 

In order to establish 'entrustment of dominion' over 

property to an accused person the mere existence of 

that person's d"minion over property is not enough. 

It r,\llst be further shmvn ·that his dominion Vias the 

resul t of en trustr[1~nt. Therefore, as rightly pointed 

out by Harries, C.J., the prosecution must establish 

thdt dominion over the assets or a particular asset 

of the partnership vlas, by a special agreement betHeen 

the parties, entrusted to the accused person. If in 

the absence of such a special agreement a partner 

receives money belonging to the purtnership he cannot 

be sairl to have received it in a fiduciary capacity 

or in other words cannot be held to have been 'ent.rusted' 

Vlith dominion over partnership properties. 70 

69. A.l.R. 1965 s.c. 1433. Here the appellant w~s in ch~rge of 
the adrninistcation of the firm conductin<] the busjn~ss of 
construction of buildi.ng. The ch3rge was that he misappro
priated an amount of ~.8,905/-. The Court quashed the pro
ce~din<] npg~tivln<] the contontion of specl.al a<]recment as 
to th0 administr,3.tion of finn since he W3D a partner. See 
also, MohClrn!lIed 1\b<lul SCltt;:lr v. state of lmclhra PrClclesh, 
1\. I • R • -T95[r--!\,-P.-55~5=---- ---- -~---------------.-.-~----

70. 10. at 1435-1436. 
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Thus it is clear that an owner cannot be said to be entrusted 

wi th hi s own property for the purpose of sect.ion 405. Thi s 

seems to be the reason for the stress on special agreement 

creating fiduciary relationship to attract section 405. 

The courts gave a new interpretation to the concept 

of entrustment in the case of properties involved in matri-

monial relationships. The matter first c~ne to be examined by 

the Punj ab ancl Haryana High Court. They examined Vlhether 

there could be entrustment of ~tridha~ property (exclusive 

property of the Vlife) to the husband and his relations, when 

the wife entered the matrornonial home in Bhai_Sh~~ang _Singh v. 

Smt.Virinder Kaur. 71 The Court held that a proceeding could 

be taken agains t the parcnts-in-lat,v of the married woman for 

criminal breach of trust in respect of her stridha.t::t. property. 

It was alleged that certain ornalnen ts of their da1...l<Jhter-in-l aw 

were kept under the custody of the petitioners, and wel.e never 

allowed to be used by Kaur. They refused to return them even 

after repeated demands. On complaint, the mugistrate took 

cognizance of the offence. The petitioners approached the 

High Court to quash the proceedin(]s on the ground that there 

could not be an entrustmcn·t of ~_tr!9!1_c~~ property since it VIas 

given for the use of both p3rties and VIas joint property. It 

VIas also contended that the remedy open in such cases was 

under section 27 of Hindu Marriage Act and not under section 

405 of the Penril Code. 

71. 1979 Cri.L.J. 493. 
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After examining the concept of 2-t~F_~_dh~.!2 and the 

purpose for which it was given, the Court said that "it might 

be that some of the articles which \Yere presented to her are 

for the use of both the spouses but the ornaments and things 

of the like nature are certainly meant for her and her alone".72 

So in such cases the Court held tha.t when she alleged conversion, 

a court must give legal effect. Based on this reasoning the 

Court dismissed the petition and ocder.ed to proceed with the 

trial. 

It appears that the Court only examined the concept 

of stridhan and the right of married Ii/oman over it. After 

concluding that she had the absolute ol,vnership on the property, 

the Court held that there was entrustment as soon as she 

entered the matrimonial home. The Couet never ventured to 

examine the legal incidents of the concept of entrustment as 

laid down by the Supeeme COLlrt in previous deci Edons, and to 

inquire whether such incidents were present. The Court also 

failed to look into the relationship of tile parties in the 

matrimoninl home and the intention at the time of hunding over 

the property. The decision seems to be wrong and contrary 

to the settled law laid down by the Supreme Court in the 

previous cases. 

72. Td. at 497. 
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However, a Full Bench of the same High Court in 

Vinod _KLU'2.~..£. __ S~_thi. v. S1:.a1:.!?_~f P~mj ae 
7

3 rev ie\,red the question 

overruled Bha~ She_r: ___ .J~r:_S~~!:l9~ and negatived the presence of 

entrustment in such cases. The precise ql~stion in this case 

before the Full Bench was this: Do the bonds of matrimony 

inhibit a prosecution for breach of trust be-twixt the spouses 

inter se and in particular wi th regard to the wife IS do\..,rry? 

The main conb:~nt.ion of the petitioners was thCit the 

basic prerequisite of entrustment of property or dominion over 

property to take cognizance under section 405 did not arise in 

stridhan property so long as the marriage subsisted. To 

support this, they argued that a Hinclu \;rife by the very f'3ctum 

of her marriage could not own or possess property separately 

from her husband during the subsistance of the marriage. It 

was also contended that if at all she could hold stridhan 

property it became joint property the moment she entered the 

mut.rimonial home. The Court afLer making an elaborate dis-

cussion as to the concept of stridhan anc:! the rights of a 

73. A.l.R. 1982 P.& H. 372. Here on the occasion of the 
marriage bet'deen Veena Rani and Vinoc1 Kumar, VecnCl Rani 
received som~ orn2mcnts, valuClhle clothes, furniture and 
other household articles besides Rs.21,000/- from her parents 
and relations. She also recelved some items from her husband 
and mother-in-law. It was alleged that all these articles 
were entrusted wIth the husband and pClrents-In-Iaw. After 
the marriage she WJS ill-treated for more dowry and was 
expelled from the house without returning the articles, when 
she failed to bring more mon€!y from her parents. Based on 
a complaint the magistrate took coglli7.<mce. The HIgh Court 
quashed the proceedings. 
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married "'''oman on her ~-t:.:~_"~.9!:.9n property based on pristine and 

modern Hindu law, including Hindu Succession Act and Hindu 

74 Marriage Act, negatived this strange argument. The Court 

held tha t she must be considered the ovmer of the property, 

and sllch m-mership did not vanish as soon as she crossed the 

threshold of the matrinonial home. 75 

Another contentioll raised \'laS that the articles 

given during marriage were intended for common use and enjoy-

mont by the couple, and cc10 never be considered as the exclu-

sive proper"ty of the 'VIi fe, and no question of any entrustment 

of those articles to the husbAnd or his relations could possibly 

arise. As to the first part of this contention the Court held 

that though there ' .. lere possibilities of joint use of certain 

articles the mere joint enjo~nent did not necessarily divest a 

Hindu wife of her exclusive ownership or made it joint property 

76 by the mere factLUH of such use. After examining the provi-

sions of Hindu Succession Act, Hindu Marriage Act, Order 32A 

of Civil Procedure Code and the ratio of: Bh-,~_:!:'_.§b"~F __ ~")n_~_in_9h 77 

Chtef Justice S.S.SanclhaHdla. concluded: 

To conclude on this aspect, I find nothing in the 

cod i flcn tion of Hindu La',., \'iidch in any HcJY aboli shes 

the concept of slr.ic1hunu or the right of a Hindu wife 

74. Id. at 386. 
75. leI. at 381. 
76. Id. at 38S. 
77. 1"979 Cr.l..L.J. 493. 



to exclusive incli vidual o"mership. Indeed the resul t

ant effect of such enactment is to put the Hindu female 

wholly at par with the Hindu male, if not at a higher 

pedestal vrith regClrd to individual ownership of the 
78 property. 

But the Court ~.,as sceptic about. the presence of entrust 

ment in matrimonial home. The Court relied on the observation of 

the Full Bench of Punjab ann Haryana High Court in Kailash 

Vati v. Ayodh~~ __ I?~_~l:<::_~.~h 79 as to the interpreta.tion of the 

concept of matrimonial hrnne. The Kailash Vati Court had 

emphdsizcd the conjugal relationship and the mutual rights 

and obligations of the spouses . h " ] h 80 h 1n t e mCltr1m0111a. orne. T e 

Court observed: 

In the light of the above it would be farcical to 

assume that despite the factum of a mctrriage and a 

cornmon matdrflo!yial home the tHO spouses would stand 

in a kind of a formal relati.onship where each is 

entrusted with or has been passed dominion over the 

exclusive property of the other. Rathor it appears 

to me that the conjugal relationship and the exist-

ence of a nwtrirllonial horne aut.omatically obviates any 

such hypertcchn iC<:l1 i ties of an en tru::;tment or dominion 

over property. It socms inapt to conceive the relation

ship as a day-to-day entrustment of the property of the 

husb;md to the cu:=;tody of the wi fo or vice versa of the 
81 

property of the wife to the husband. 

78. A.l.R. 1982 P.F~ H. 372,387. 
79. (1977) I.L.R. 1 P.& H. 642 quot(~d in A.T.R. 1982 P.& H. 372. 
80. A.l.R. 1982 PJ,( H. 372,309. 
81. I h id . 



The Court also held th2t the existence of matrimonial horne 

presumed a jointness of custody and possession of property 

OhTIed by the spouses and the fact root out the concept 

82 of entrustment. Assuming that violation of contract or 

violation of the direction of laH as to the entrustment of 

property arc the prerequisites of section 406, the Court ruled 

out the possibility of the existence of the prerequisites in 

matrimonial relationships. The Court opined: 

Once it is held as above, that property within the 

m2trimonial home is in the joint possession and 

custody (despite rights of the individual ownership 

therein) then these very prerequisites of entrust

ment or drnninion over property cannot be easily 

satisfied betwixt the spouses inter se. 83 

To buttress its conclusion that the concept of 

entrustment w:~ s absen t in joint posse s8ion, the Court relied 

on decisions on exclusion of the concept of entrustment in 

partnership. It was conceded that there ',-/as difference bet-

ween the incidence of partnership and matrimonial relatjon-

81 ships. In the fOrIncr2ase there is jointncss of o,,-mcr-ship 

an(l possesslorl, whereas in the la-tter there is only jointness 

of possession. The Court also str0ssed the absence of 

requisite rne_r.t~":!. rea to constitute crimlnal liability in nntri

monial relations. 8S 

82. Ihid. 
83. Ief:---at 300. 
84. lel. at 390--301. 
85. icT. at 393. 
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The Court thus in categorical terms excluded the 

presence of entrustment in m?J.trimonial transactions based on 

the jointness of possession of property in matrimonial home. 

It appears that though the decision is correct, the Court 

failed to examine the concept of entrustment. as laid dmvn by 

the Supreme couct in previous cases and to find out vlhether 

it was present in the case in hand. Had the Court made such 

an attempt this conclusion would have been reached without 

much difficulty. 

Be that as it may, Vinod __ ~uma~ ratio seems to be in 

consonQnce with the general notion of protection aFforded by 

cr iminal I aVl to property. Hh:1t criminal lard seeks to protect 

is the po,;session of property and not the m'lDership. This is 

true wi t.h the case of offence of breach of trust al so. Section 

405 does not even make it obligatory that the entrustment must 

be by the owner of the property. The SuprE:rne Cour-t had made it 

clear that mer-e dominion of property by a person did not consti-

tute entrustment nor there could be an entrustrnent of property 

to the owner himself. 86 '1'his sho'ds that there must be some 

act which makes it clear that the person handing over property 

must intend to create a type of fiduciary relationship with the 

other. This is absent in ordinary matrimonial relationships.87 

A wife can never have such an intention in ordinary cases vfuen 

she hands over her property to the husband. 

----- -----------------------------------------------

86. See Vel j i R<1].h<'v j} Pilte 1 v. 
19658. C :--1"43 T.-- -------

87. HClr 1 ,~e lh si nqh i\h 1 m·/,Il i cl. V. 
2cf10-,--2-0-'r1 :---- ------------

st~te of M~harashtr~, A.l.R. ----_._---_._-----------------



However, V~!!.~~_~urnc:r vIas overruled by the Supreme 

Court in P~_a_~L?h~Bani v. ~\l.£'~U K~a£. 88 The facts shaH that 

the appellant filed a complaint against her husband and his 

father, brother and brother-in-law alleging breach of trust of 

dowry articles in the form of jewellery, wearing apparel etc., 

worth Rs.60,000/- entrusted to them by her parents. vlhen the 

Magistrate started proceedings against the respondents, they 

approuched the High Court uncler section 482, Criminal p'rocedure 

Code for quashing the proceedin<]s. 'I'he High Court relying on 

Vi~?.§_ Kl.U~~ar quashed the proceedings. On appeal, the Supreme 

Court held that a proceeding could be initiated aguinst the 

husband for breuch of trust of stridhan property of the wife. 89 

On a plain reuding of the judgment it appeurs that 

th? Court hctc1 failed to evaluate the concept of entrustment in 

section 405, and its application to the property given as 

stridhan. With respect, it may have to be said that the attempt 

of the Supreme Cour t was to cd. tici7.e the Punj ub and Haryana 

Hi<]h Court's deci sian of V~_r:t0c!_~~m~ ru ther thun to analyse the 

case in the ligh t or: i t2j 0\111 previous dcci sions. It appear!:; 

is illogical for the follO'.ving reusons. 



in such property and the husband had only limited right to use 

't 90 1 • Based on this reasoning the Court held that stridhan 

could not be treate(J joint property of husband and wife, when 

the wi fe entered the mc-:1trimonia.l home. The Court reasoned that 

"the entrustment to him is just like something vlhich the wife 

keeps in a h'1n~< anli can "'i thdral:l any amount, vlhenever she likes 

without any hitch or hindrance and the husband cannot use the 

~tri.9..!'a~ for his personal purposes unless he obtains the tacit 

consent of his vTife". 91 This seems to be someVlhat a strained 

interpreta.tion. The usual impression is thi'lt when the wife 

enters the matrimonial home the property forms part of the 

household for comr;-:on enj oyr;1cn t. The re,-'sonj_ng, in the practical 

context, seems to be illogical. 

The Court criticized vinod KunFlr in its conclusion 

that str.ldhan bec2me joint property of the spouses when the 

married wornen entered the matrimonial horne. 92 It is felt that 

90. Id. at 377. 
91. Id. at 385. 
92. To buttresE> its stand the Court relied on the follo'vTing 

observcltion in Vinorl KUnlclr: "To concludc:~, it nccessari ly 
£ollo\Vs from the-a-(ore-.s __ ~ld discussion that the very concept 
of the mcltrilllonL::ll horne connotes a J~-~T1_tE~~~_o_~_pS'_~~~~~~on 
and custody by the spouses even with reg<1rd to the movable 
pro-.)eil-:Cr,s--exclu:d vely oHncd by euch of them. It is, there
fore, inapt to view the same in view of the conjugal relat
ionship as invol vin'] any entrustmcmt or pc=ts cd n9 0 f dominion 
over property dily-to-day by the husban~ to the wifc or vicc
versa. conscquently, bdrring a special written agreement to 
the contrclIY no quesLion of any entrustment or dominion over 
property would norm~lly arise durin0 coverture or its immi
nent break-up. Therefore, the very essential prerequisites 
and the core jn<]redJenL;; of the offence unt1er s.406 of 
the Penal Code would be lacking in a c1vlrge of criminc11 
bre,}ch of teu;; t 0 [ proper ty by one spOU:3e a'] <I i ns t the 
other". A.T.R. 198? P.[£ H. 372, 39·1 (emph,-)sis mine). 
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the Court's reading of ,~~'}~?.i_Kuma£ was wrong. Vinoc1 Kumar 

never said that ~tE_:Iil.b_2'l became joint property of the spouses. 

Instead the Court in categorical terms said that stridhan 

was the absolute property of the married woman, and it would 

not become joint property of the spouses ~~en the wife entered 

th t · . I h 93 e ma rlmonla orne. What the Court held was that there 

horne, which has no relevance to entrustrnent. It appears that 

Justice Fazal Ali has failed to distinguish between the concept 

of 'joint property' and 'joint possession of property'. In 

j oint property the element of transfer of o"mership ari ses, 

while in joint possession of property there is no transfer of 

ownership. what the hu::::band receives is an interest to possess 

and use the property along \-lith his wife for the benefit of 

both. It is in this context that the Vinod Kumar Court held 

that the concept of entrustment could not be invoked in matri-

monial relationship. This conclusion was reached by the Court 

only after examining in detail the concept of matrimonial home 

and the relationship of husband and wife il!_ter: 94 se. It is 

strongly felt that Fazal Ali, J. has failed to look into these 

aspects while he held that there could be an entrustment of 

stridhan to the husban~ as soon as the woman entered the matri-

monicll horne. In this context it is interesting to quote 

him in some detail, 

93. A • I • R. 1 982 P .,cl H. 3 7 2 , 389 - 3 9 4 • 
94. Ibid. See also Ka:flash Vati v. Ayod~}~~~rakll_sh, (1977) 

:I.L.R. 1 Punj. &fI:li-:-6-,r2~--
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We are surprised hOY! could the High Court penni t the 

husband to cast his covetous eyes on the absolute and 

personal property of his \-/ife merely because it is kept 

in his custody, thereby reducing the custody to a legal 

farce. On the other hand, it seems to us tha"t even if 

the person :1 property of the wife is jointly kept, it 

would be deemed to be expressly or impliedly kept in the 

custody of the husband and if he dishonestly misappro

priates or refuses to return the same, he is certainly 

guilty of criminal breach of trust and there can be no 

escape from this legal conseQuence. 95 

It seems that such an interpretation of entrustment in section 

405 is contrary to the very law laid down by the Supreme Court 

in previous cases. 'tIe have already seen thut the Court in a 

nurnber of decisions96 has lrlid dmm the legdl requirements to 

constitute entn ",trnent. It is the intention of the parties at 

the time of hanrUng over the property that consti tutes the 

major element of entrusbnent. The voluntary h~nding over of 

property for a specific purpose with a specific direction by 

cre~tjng a fiduciary relationship, and the intention of return-

in9 it back in one foun or another when the purpose is achieved 

constitute the concept of entrustment. 



Justice Varadarajan, it is submitted. has rightly appre-

ciated this position, though not in clear terms, in his dissent. 

He expressed doubt about the presence of entrustment in handing 

over of property during marriage ceremonies in the light of the 

98 observations from previous decisions of the Supreme Court. 

Relying on Vinod Kumar he held that there could not be a prosecut-

ion under section 405 in the absence of a special entrustment or 

separate agreement by the wife to the husbar.d as to her stridhan. 99 

It is true that the married woman is the absolute owner 

of the stridhan. This is accepted and recognized by the law 

100 governing property of woman. The Supreme Court also accepted 

the view. However, it is the law that the husband is not totally 

101 denied the right to use such property. Similarly, section 27 

98. Id. at 402. 
99. Id. at 411. 

100. See section 14 of the Hindu Succession Act, 1956. 
101. The rights of the husband under the prestine Hindu law over 

wife's property based on the writings of Manu and others were 
stated by Gooroodas Banerjee as follows: 

••• and by the law as expounded by the commentators 
of the different schools, the unqualified dominion 
of the husband is limited to only some descriptions 
of the wife's property, while as regards the rest 
he is allowed only a qualified right of use under 
certain circumstances specifically defined. 

Gooroodas Banerjee, Hindu Law of Marriare and Stridhana, 
p.340 quoted in Pratibha Rani's case, ( 985) 2 s.c.c. 370, 
375. 

This shows that the husband has absolute right to hold and 
dispose of wife's property in certain cases. But his right 
is limited in other cases. In this regard, N.R.Raghavachariar 
observed: 

Ordinarily, the husband has no manner of right or 
interest in it. But in times of extreme distress, as 
in famine, illness or imprisonment, or for the per
formance of indispensable duty the husband can take 
and utilize it for his personal purposes, though even 
then he is morally bound to restore it or its value 
when able to do so. 

N.R.Raghavachariar, Hindu Law (5th ed.). p.533: quoted in 
(1985) 2 S.C.C. 376. See also Maine's Treatise on Hindu Law 
(11th ed.), pp.736-737 quoted in 1979 Cri.L.J. 493. 495. 



of Hindu Marriage Act provides for the civil court to make 

necessary provision in the decree in respect of property 

presented at or about the time of marriage which may belong 

jointly to both the husband and wife. This also evidences 

the recognition of the right of possession of the property 

of wi fe by the husband. Thus both in the old and ne\-I 1 avl 

the right of the husband to possess and use the stridhan has 

been recognized. In such circurnst2Dces the argument of the 

Court that thor is entrustment wi thin the meclOing of section 

405 seems to be contrary to the basic principles of criminal 

law. To invoke the la~·, of breach of trust agoinst. the hus-

band who ha.s a 1 egol right to use the ~~£.~9ha~ amounts stretch-

ing the concept of entrustillent beyond its basic frame. 

It may be inferred from the above analysis that in 

ordinory cases there cannot be an intention on the part of 

the wife to create a fiduciary relationship to fonn a trust 

while she hands over the property. Such handing over 1.s never 

intended to be for a specific purpose with specific direction. 

If a·t all tLere can be a purpose and direction it is for the 

use of the property jointly for the common ben·2fi t. There can 

also be no intention of returning the property given for 

common benefit. '1'his sho\-13 the absence of entr.ustment as 

reflected in section 405 and interpreted by the Supreme Court. 

In tlh3se circumstances section 405 can be invoked, as rightly 

. 1 b t' 1 j 102 sale y JUS_lce Varac~ra an and Punjab and HarYClnCl High 

102. (1985) 2 S.C.C. 370, ~11. 
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103 Court , only if there is a special agreement as to the disposal 

of property. In its absence the remedy opened is to knock at the 

doors of civil court rather than rushing to criminal courts. 

From the above discussion it may be safely concluded 

that though the term entrustment is not defined in the Penal Code, 

the courts have laid down clear guidelines to decide whether there 

is an entrustment in particular transactions. Based on the obser-

vation of the courts the legal incidence of entrustment can be 

summed up as follows: 

a) There must be a voluntary handing over of property by 

one person to another; 

b) The handing over must be with an intention to achieve 

a specific purpose and with a direction to do the act 

in a particular manner; 

c) The transaction must create a fiduciary relationship 

between the parties, and; 

d) There must be an intention on the part of the person 

handing over the property to take back the property 

handed over in one form or the other when the purpose 

is achieved. 

It is the law that there is no entrustment where there is jointness 

of ownership or possession. Exclusion of the concept in cases 

where property was handed over with an intention to transfer the 

ownership shows the attitude of the court against the employment 

of criminal law in solving the disputes in such cases. The inter-

pretation of courts also helped to afford more protection to proper 

103. A.I.R. 1982 P.& H. 372, 394. 



FRAUDULENTLY 

Another term which invited divergent judicial inter-

pretation in this area is 'fraud'. In the Penal Code the terms 

'fraudulently' and 'intent to defraud' are used in a number of 

sections. lOti Even though 'fraudulently' is defined in the Code, 

the tentlS' inten·t to de fraud' and 'fraud' have not been defined 

by the Code. Section 25 of the Penal Code lays down: 

A person is said to do a thing fraudulently if he does 

that thing with intent to defraud but not otherwise. 

The absence of definitions of the terms 'intent to defraud' and 

'de:raud' has led to the pronouncem,2!nt of conflicting decisions 

by various High Courts. 

Under the EngLish l<1w also the terms 'fraud' or 'intent 

to defrauc'l.' have not been defined. The term 'defraud' was inter-

preted by English courts in different ways. In H~ycE~Xt v. 

105 
Cr~~j~c;'y while disposing a case for action for damages, Justice 

Le Blanc defined fraud, 

By fraud, I understand an intention to deceive; whether 

it be from any expectClti on of adv;.mtage to the party 

himself or from ill-will tow3rds the otter is immaterial. 106 

104. See sections 206 to 210, 415, 421 to 424, 463, 464, 471, 474, 
477, 477A, 482, 487 etc. 

105.102 E.R. 303: (1801) 2 Ea.:::;t 92. 
106. ld. at 309. 
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Bu t Ju s ti ce Buck 1 ey I r:t_ r~_.!-,g_n.~l?_~._~~~ G l_<?bE? __ ~i!1c3.!.l ce._g9E.p<?£c3~;~~:)[~ 

Ltd.,107 while deciding a question whether there was a prima 

facie case against the director of the Corporation for the 

offence of forgery to take action at the expense of the company 

durin9 the w.Lncling-up proceedings, defined fraud as follows: 

To deceive is, I apprehend, to induce a man to believe 

that a thing is true ,,!hich is false, and which the 

person practising the dECceit knows or believes to be 

false. To defraud is to deprive by deceit: it is by 

deceit to induce a man to act to his injury. More 

tersely it may be put, that to deceive is by falsehood 

to induce a state of mind; to defraud is by deceit to 

induce a course of action. 10B 

This makes it cleClr that to constitute an act fraud in criminal 

laH, there must be an intention to deceive and the act must cause 

injury to another. 

Sir James Steprl2n also adopted a similar viev!. After 

examining the English decisions and explaining the difficulty in 

defining thE; tenn fraud, Sh'!phcn SUS19csted; 

I shull not attempt to construct a definition which will 

meet every case which might be suggested, but there is 

Ii ttle dunger in suying that whenever the words 'fraud' 

107. [1903J 1 Ch. 728. See also, Regina v. Hennanr0uli,-!_~~_urcus, 
(1846) 2 CAR & K 356: 175 E.R. 147 and Regina v. Fruncis 
Ernsley Toshack, (1819) 1 Den 402: 169 E-.R-.-:r41. ------

1 08 . [ 1 ~r(DJr-·Ch:--"i 2 8 , 7 3 2 - 7 3 3 • 



or 'intent to defraud' or 'fraudulently' occur in the 

definition of a crime two elements at least are essen

ti al to the cOITuni ssion of the crime: namely, firs t, 

deceit or an intention to deceive or in some cases 

mere secrecy; and secondly, either actual injury or 

possible injury or an intent to expose some person 

either to actual injury or to a risk of possible injury 

by means of that deceit or secrecy.109 

He also suggested a practical test to find out the fraudulent 

character of a deception for criminal purpose. The test is: 

Did the author of the deceit derive any advantage from 

it which he could not have had if the truth had been 

knm-m? If so, it is hardly possible that that advantage 

should not have had an equivalent in loss or risk of 

loss~ to someone else; and if so, there was fraud. 110 • 

It appears that the explanation of Stephen lays much stress 

on the injury caused to the person deceived. His explanation 

of the term has no application to a case where there is decept-

ion without an actual or possible injury. This explanation, as 

rightly apprehended by Stephen, failed to aCCOrIHIlOc1i3te all types 

of fraud. 



In this Cclse af·ter examining the definitioll given by Justice 

Buckley 1n_~_e I:.?ndOI?....9}:O~~~_l!_~_nce. Cor.:por-'l~i_o_l!..~tQ. I 112 the 

128 

Court observed that the vic'", vIas a narrow one arguing that there 

WClS no reason to limit the 'intention to deceive' only to econo-

mic loss or injuries. According to Justice Hi1bery, 

It is sufficient if the intention is to deprive him 

of a right or to induce him to do something contrary 

to what it would have been his duty to do, had he not 

been deceived. 113 

Here the Court held Welham, who by forged agreE'ments induced the 

hire-purchase finance company to advance money, guilty of forgery, 

though it "lt/u.S not proved that he had an intention to cause loss 

114 115 
to the cornpany. The view wU.s approved by the House of Lords. 

This .shows the conflict of views as to the elements of fraud, and 

the difficulty of applying Stephen's explanation in all circum-

stances. 

The same difficulty was felt in the Indian la'd also. 

'I\hc~ v ie\1 fo11m-led by the Engli sh cour ts and surnm3ri zed by Stephen 

wU.s shared by the eorly Indian scholars. Syed Sh(,lInshul Buda 

examining the concept of 'frCludulently' opJnec1: 

112. 
113. 

114. 
115. 

[1903] 1 Ch. 728. 
[1960J 1 All E.R. 260, 264 (for himself and Lord Parker, C.J., 
Cass .. ~ls, Salmon and Edmund Davie:3, JJ.). 
Id. at 266. 
~~~hi1r~ v. ~~~P., [1961J A.C. 103. 



It is essential thot in order to amount to legal fraud, 

besides deception, there must be an intention to cause 

injury or an infraction of a legal right. 116 

129 

The justification for opting this vie,-, 'das further explained by 

the learned author as follows: 

Deception like falsehood is merely a moral wrong. The 

law does not ordinarily punish a falsehood unless it is 

calculated to injure someone else. In the same way a 

mere deception is not punishable unless it has a similar 

effect. The world, one might think, would be happier if 

a falsehood or a deception were made punishable, irrespect

ive of consequences, but punishment has not alHays helped 

in hastening the millennium and experience has shm'ln thut 

it is not always conducive to the welll::eing of society 

to c.::-eate offencf>s of mere moral wrongs, by which I mean 

wrongs which do not tend directly to the injury of others. 117 

Conceding the fact that the term has not been adequately defined 

in the Penal Code to include injury also, the author further 

observes: 

Leav1rH] asi(le the clumsiness of the definition a:ld the 

tautology that is involved in speaking of fraudulent 

execution of a document with intent to commit fraud, 

for that is whClt it corne::; to referentially, the defini

tion makes no mention of any intention to injure, and 

116. Syed Shamshul Huda, The Principles of the La\1 of Crimes in 
Bri ti sh IncH a (Tclgore-Lr1\V-Lec-~tures-:--i 90:f'reprinEf;'d-in 1982, 
Luckno ... ',':E-astern Book Co.), P .199. 

117. Ibid. 



this is to be read into the defini tion by holding that 

I fraudulently I or 'intent to defraud I includes, besides 

deception, an intention to injure. 118 

130 

This explanation, as tha.t of Stephen, also seems inadequate to 

accorrunodate all types of frauds. 

In the beginni.ng the judges of the High Courts relied 

on English decisions to decide whether there was fraud in parti-

cular cases. In some cases they said that there was a fraudulent 

act but failed to explain the contents of the term I fraudulently I • 

In some other cases the judges defined the term 'fraudulently' 

to mean dishonestly, i.e. in terms of wrongful gain and wrongful 

loss. The judges failed to fonnulate a uniform rule that was 

applicable to all cases. After the publication of Stephen's work 

some judges tried to follow the explanation of Stephen as to the 

term fraud. Some judges refused to accept this definition, on the 

ground that it was a narrmv explanation of the concept of fraud. 

'l'he basic conflict was on the question whether- injur-y was nece-

ssary to constitute fr-aud. The judges who suppor-ted Stephen 

insisted the presence of injury. They in certain cir-c1..lIostances 

held that there was injury lr/hile in SOrtlC other circumstcmce even 

inference of injury wos not rcsorted to. HavIng regdrd to thi s 

difficulty another- group of judges took the view that injury need 

not be considered necessary to prove £rauf1 committed by a per-son. 

118. Id. at 201. 



An examination of the important decisions of the 

various High Courts and Supn;Inc Court interpreting the terms 

'fraudulently' and 'intent to defraud' differently is attempted 

here with a view to drawi ng some concl us i.on to improve the 

definition of fraud so as to make it applicable to all the cases 

~ffording more protection to property. 

the accused, manager 

of Dalsukhram presented an application before the t1amlatdar 

seeking assistance for the recovery of rents due from the 

tenants of Dalsukhrc-;.m. The signat.ure of Dalsukhram was affix~d by 

Bhavanishankar without any authority. He Has charged for forgery. 

The Sessions Judge found it proved that the accused unauthorizedly 

signed the petition intending to deceive Mamlatdar, and convicted 

him since he had dishonest intention. But on revision the Bombay 

High Court held that mere intention to deceive was not sufficient 

120 to prove fraudulent act. Melvill and Nanabhai Hari Das, JJ. 

121 relying on R~q. v. Mar~u~ held that there mus t be some injury 

to constitute forgery. Since the rents were actually due, and 

the lundlord had no complaint about it the Court held tha·t there 

was no wrongful loss or wrongful gain to the parties. The con ten-

tion that the signature wus forged to avoid a civil suit for 

recovery of rent and thereby to save money was not accepted by 

t 1,. t 122 
11e Cour • 

119. 
120. 
121. 
122. 

(1874) 11 Born. H. C . R. 3. 
Id. at 4. 
"2-C J{ K. 356. 
(1874) 11 Bom. H. C. R. 3, 4. 
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Thus the Court stressed the need for actual injury 

to some person by the deception of the accused to make the act 

fraudulent. '1'he Court also considered the presence of wrongful 

gain and wrongful loss as the elements of fraud. This interpret-

ation seems not plausible. 

Chief Justice Couch of the Calcutta High Court in 

Queen v. Lal Mahomed123 held that the terms 'fraudulently' and 

'dishonestly' in section 415 were used in the same sense. The 

Court interpreted the term 'fraudulently' also to mean dishonestly, 

that is to C2use wrongful loss and wrongful gain. Here the 

accused, a clerk in relief work camp, bought rice from the officer 

of the relief camp at the rate of 16 seers per rupee on condition 

that he would sell it at the rate of 15 seers per rupee. But he 

actually sold it at the rate of 12 seers per rupee. He was con-

vic·ted by the t-lagi strate for cheating. Sessions Judge found 

that he hod intention to cheat at the time of the transaction, 

and referred the matter to the High Court. The High Court inter-

preting the definition of cheating in section 415 based on the 

illustxati.on to the section, held thC'lt the words 'frauclulently' 

and 'dishonestly' were used in the same sense. After examining 

the definitions, Couch, C.J. ruled that since there was no wrong-

ful loss to the Relief Sup,~rintendent nor a wrongful gain to the 

accused he could not be punished for cheatinfj. Here the selling 

of ri.ce at a higher price aguinst the condition did indicate his 

int.ention to moke unlawful gC'lin. In fact he received some gain 

123. (1871) 27. H.H.(Cr.) 82. 



by selling the rice at a higher rate. Thts was h01ever, not 

considered by the Court. Apart from this the reading of the 

Court that 'dishonestly' and 'fraudulentJy' were used in the 

same sense also seems to be wrong. It is clear from the section 

that they are used alternatively. Tbe definitions of the two 

terms are also different. 

In E~press of In~i~ v. Fat~b124 the Allahabad High 

Court also failed to examine the meaning of the term 'fraudulently' 

before acquitling the accused for altering the numbtT of the plot 

in a sale deed after its registration. It was found after regi-

stra tion that the survey number mentioned in t.he deed '""as wrong. 

The accused corrected the nt~ber of the plot. The corrected 

document was produced before the civil court as proof of possess-

ion and title to the land. He was convicted by the trial court. 

Reversing the trial court, Justice Ma}@ood stated: 

The identity of the property which the deed of sale 

purported to convey could not possibly be affected 

by t.he al teration of the figures, and the substi tution 

of one number for the other could not po:=;sibly defraud 

anyone or have the effect of causing wrongful loss or 

wrongful gain to any person •..• However foolish or 

blameable the conduct of the prisoner m~y be, the 

alteration cannot be called I forgery , within the 

124. (1882) I.L.R. 5 All. 217. See also EmEress of Indi.a v. 
JiHan<'1nd, (1882) I.L.R. 5 All. 221. -ButEhTs-Ease was 
di s-sen fC'd by the Calcu t t3 High Court in 1,01 it MohCln S(]rkar v. 
T1.2~ ___ Ou~5::.!2:~E!:pr:-~_sS.' (1804) I.L.R. 22 Cal.-jTT:~-1ndEm2_e-ror-v. 
Rash Bcharf Das, (1908) I.L.R. 35 C<ll 4S0. 



meaning of S.463, nor can the sale-deed after the 

alteration be designated 'a forged document' as 

contemplated by S.470 of the Penal Code, the most 

important element of the offence, namely wrongful 

loss or wrongful gain, or the intent to defraud being 

totally wanting in the case. 125 

The reasoning was given by the Court without analysing the 

necessary ingredients of the term 'fraud'. The Court had only 

taken into consideration the ultimate result of the conduct of 

the accused, but not the effect of the actual conduct in con-

sidering whether his conduct was fraudulent or not. The act of 

correcting the registered documsnt by the accused himself was a 

wrong act, since it VIas prohibited. This aspect of the conduct 

of the accused was not taken care of by the Court while dccid--

ing whether his conduct was fraudulent. Had the Court taken 

into consideration this aspect, the result would have been the 

other way round. The difficulty was caused because of the 

a-tternpt of the court to explain the term fraudulenLly in terms 

of wrongful gain and wrongful loss. 

A very narrow interpretatlon to the word 'fraudu-

lently' was given by Justice Mitter of Calcutta High Court in 

126 
J~n _M~~f:!0n:t.':2.9 ___ ~n~ ____ Jab~£Ji~112.?0~d v • .Ql!e~t?-=~~.n:P["~_~~. Here the 

appellants in order to get recognition from a settlement officer 

125. 
126. 

(1882) I.L.R. 5 All. 217, 220. 
(1881) I.L.R. 10 Cal. 581. Justice Norris concurred. 
also Queen-Empress v. Sheo Dayal, (18D5) I.L.R. 7 All. 
Que('n-=-~-:-rnDres s v-.--Hi1r,-}dh'1~T189-2) I. L. R. 19 CCll. 380. 
--.--.----~-----~ --------_. __ .. 

See 
459; 



that they were entitled to the title of .!os!c,-~£ produced a 

forged sunn~!..~ purporting to have been granted by the Raj a of 

Cachar. This was alleged to have been forged and the appellants 

were convictecl for forgery. On appeal, acquitting the appellants 

of the char,]e of forgery, Justice Mit ter opined: 

Without defining precisely what would constitute 

'an intent to defraud', we are clear that it cannot 

be held in this case that the appellants produced the 

~~nnu~ to 'defraud' the Settlement Officer, and there

fore it cannot be said that they used the document 

'fraudulently' as defined in S.25 of the Indian Penal 

Code. 127 

It is clec:r that the interpretation is wrong and this was 

d · t d f . b t d .. 128 A I' f 1sscn e rom 1n su sequen eC1S1ons. n ana YS1S 0 

these decisions shows the trend of thinking of the three High 

Courts to'iv.::lrds the end of nineteenth century as to the meaning 

of 'fraud'. They had not attempted to define or analyse the 

true elements of fraud in detail. Since the words 'dishonest.ly' 

and 'fraudulently' are used together in many sections, the 

Courts showed a tendency to follow the definition of 'dishonesty' 

to 'fraudulently' also. They resorted to the English decisions 

in certain cases. The approach seem3 to be wrong since 

-~---.---.--~----.- -'--"- -- .. _-- --.~----------------.---------------------.----------

127. Id. at 587. See also Qucr:-n-Empress v. Girdh )ri Lal, (1886) 
r:-L. R. 8 All. 654. ---~~--~--.--- ---------~~-

128. See Queen-Empress v. Soshi Bhushan, (1893) I. L. R. 15 All. 
210; Que-en--Empress v:-HC1clracffti1-n,(1892) I.L.R. 19 Cal. 380; 
Ko tcm'r_~j~~~_nkcI"t:.raycd,-~-v-:Em.2'?~~.?r:, (1905) I. L. R. 28 H<1d. 90 
TF'.R.1; Queen-Empress v.Khadu~;in0h, (1897-98) I.IJ.R. 22 
BOIn. 768 etc-. ~-------- --~----~---



'dishonestly' and 'fraudulently' deal with two different aspects. 

This fact was realized by the judges in subs quent cases and 

they separated the two concepts. 

A slight change to this trend of int_erpretFltion of 

the term 'fraud' can be seen in the judgment of t-1i tter and 

Grant, JJ. of the Calcutta High Court in ~?dul Hamid v. The 

129 Empress. The appellant, a typist in the sub-divisional 

office at Budrack, fals2ly endorsed the application for the 

post of third clerkship in the same office to the Collector, 

and forged the letter of appointment of the Collector. Based 

on the forged letter he took charge. HOwever, the forgery was 

detected and he was proceeded against on the charge of forgery. 

The Sessions Judge convicted him. On appeal, upholding the 

conviction of the Sessions Judge the Calcutta High Court 

observed: 

He, therefore, mCld9 these two docwnents falsely with 

a view to deceive the Collector of Balasore and the 

Sub-divisional Officer of Budruck respectively and 

with the intention of gaining a pecuniary advantFlge 

by securing his appointment -to the pos t which was 

vaCrlnt in the Sub-divisional Office of Budruck. That 

being so, we think that he mude these documents fraudu

lently ""ithin the mecming of S.25 of the IndiFln Penal 
~ 130 Cooe, .... 

129. (1886) I.L.R. 13 C.=:tl. 349. See also O~~~g-=~!!lpre~_.:>. v. 
Appasc1mi, (1889) I.L.R. 12 Meld. 151; Queen-Empress v. 
so-;h1 8hush~-m, (1893) I.L.R. 15 All. 2"To. 

1 30. I a-.--at-j-S-1--:--



Though the Court did not examine the ingredients of fraud, it 

convicted the accused based on his wrongful act with intent to 

make a pecuniary advantage. The Court stressed the pecuniary 

advantage intended to be derived, to conclude that his act was 

fraudulent. Here the Court gave emphasis not to the injury 

caused to the parties, but the intention of the accused to 

derive an advantage. Intention alone was held sufficient to 

render it fraudulent. 

A quite differen-t atti tude was adopted by the Bombay 

The accused 

who passed the public service examination, at the age of 23 

al tered his age in the certi ficate from 23 to 20 to incluce the 

Collector to give him an employment. He was charge-sheeted for 

forgery. The Sessions Judge of Poona acquitted him on tt~ ground 

that his act did not amount to defrauding the Collector. The 

Bombay High Court relying on illustration (1<:) of section 464
132 

133 
and the observation of Justice Le Blanc in H2y~r~t v. ~E_~asy. 

reversed and directed re-trial. Thus the Court focused its 

attention on the deception rather than on the actual harm c2usec1. 

This seems to be a wider interpretation to the term 'fraud' so 

131. (1889) I.L.R. 13 Born. 515 (Note). 
132. Illustrdtion (k) to section 464 reuds: "A without B's autho

rity writes a letter and signs it in Bls name certifying to 
Als cha.racter, intending thereby to obtain employment undt Z. 
A has cOlruni t.ted forgery inasmuch as he in tended to deceive Z 
by the forged certificate, and thereby to induce Z to enter 
into an express or implied contract for service." 

133. Supra n.l05. 
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as to include wi thin its sweep all form::; of unlawful conduct 

agaiwt property vlhethcr it resulted in injury or not. It has 

to be remembered here that Ha¥~.-.£~ft: VIas a sui-t for damages for 

a fraudulent act. The Bombay High Court examined the definition 

of fraud in civil cases to dispose of a criminal matter. This 

shoHS that if intention to deceive is there, there need not be 

a further harm to make an act fraudulent in criminal la"1. The 

stress seems to be on the wrongful conduct of the accused with 

a malicious intention rather than on the actual harm caused by 

the act to the other party. 

Relying on the decision of V~_~~~~ __ N.~raxan, the 

convicted the accused for the alteration of a challan. The 

accused vTho was in the services of a zamindar with a duty to 

pay the land revenue to the government collectorate on due date, 

received the amount from the zamindar. He deposited only a 

portion of the revenue ancl altered the challan with the actual 

amoun t due and sent it to the zamindar. He \vZlS charged for the 

offences of criminnl breach of trust, forgery and using forged 

document and was convicted by the Sessions Judge. Before the 

High Court it was inJ:_er ali_,,: argued tha.t there vias no intention 

to comrni t fraud or to ac t di shone stly. It was also argued that 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

134. (1894) I.L.R. 22 Cal. 313; see also Queen-Empress v. 
Mlll';-10_10:lf:~~ ___ ~a~e<I __ ~h,'m, (1898) I. TJ. R. ilATr.--Ti3-.-
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fraudulently meant dishonestly. Negativing the contention, 

Banerjee and Sale, JJ. held: 

••• we think the word 'fraudulently' must mean something 

different from 'dishonestly'. It must be taken to mean 

as defined in S.25 of the Penal Code 'with intent to 

defraud', and this was the vie\v taken by the Bombay 

High Court in the case of Qu_een_-Er~2-~~..?_~ v. Vj~ t2!.al. 

Narayan._~~_-:''hi ••.. We are of opinion therefore, that 

the forgery in this case, for the abetement of which 

alone, upon the evidence adduced, it would be safe to 

convict the appellant, was sufficiently constituted by 
135 the alteration in the cha.llan. 

Thus the old notion, that the two concepts 'fraudulently' and 

'dishonestly' were one and the same, was totally rejected by 

the Calcutta High Court. 

The Full Bench of Calcutta High Court again in 

Queen-~.!!:'pre-?~ v. A1?!?~s ~u:136 tried to ascertain the real mean-

ing of the term 'fraudulently'. In this case Abbas Ali produced 

a forged certificate showing competency as an Engineroom First 

Tindul purporting to be signed ·by one H.Abern, Chief Engineer 

of the Stea.'11 Lilunch ~;!_~9l along wi th the application for the 

qua.lifylng ex~mination for engine drivers. He was convicted. 

135. Id. at 322. See also Queen-Empress v. Abbas Ali, 
I.L.R. 25 Cal. 512, 52r;-Babu RamRai v~Em£ei-'o-r, 
I.L.R. 32 Cal. 775, 779; Em~oror v. Chanan __ Sin~, 
1929 Lah. 152. 

(1897) 
(1905 ) 
A.T.R. 

136. (1897) I.L.R. 25 C<.ll. 512 (F.B.). (Sir Francis MacleLln, 
Kt.C.J., Q'KineLlly, Macpherson, Trevelyan and Jenkins, JJ.). 
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On appeal, after referring to the definition of fraudulently 

in section 25 and the previous decisions of the Calcutta High 

137 Court Chief Justice Maclean opined: 

As a definition this provision is obviously imperfect, 

and perhaps introduces an element of doubt, which did 

not previously exist; for it leaves it to be determined, 

and tha t really is the point on vlhich the present case 

turns, whether thp word 'defraud ' as used in S.25 implies 

the deprivation or intended deprivation of property as a 

part or result of the fraud. The word defraud is of 

double meaning in the sense that it either mayor may not 

imply deprivation, and as it is not defined in the Code 

and is not, so far as We are aware, to be found in the 

Code except in s.25, its meaning must be sought by a 

consideration of the context in which the word fraudu

lent.ly is found. 138 

After examining the context in which the word is used in 

sections 467 and 471, the Court concluded that the word 'fraudu-

lently' should not be confined to transactions of which only 

d i t . o'c f 1 3 9 epr va -loon l_ property orms a part .• The Court followed 

140 
the English decisIon, ReSI. v. ~~~?..!!.-::'--<;_1:: ' to trace the defini-

tion of 'intent to defraud I and held that Abbas Ali was rightly 

convicted for the offence of forgery. The Court did not examine 

whether an actual injury was required to COfl::;ti tute a fraudulent 

--- .-._------------- -------------.----

137. Q~~~en-Em_J?_~~::::s. v. H<:lrcv1han, (1892) I.L.R. 19 Cal. 380. 
TOther juc'lgc~::; concurrc-cr-y--: 

138. (1887) I.L.R. 25 Cal. 512, 521. 
139. Id. at 521. 
140. TI81-9) 1- COx.C.C. 33. 
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act. 'l'he thrust VIas on the qUestion \vhether fraudulently could 

be confined only to C(lses of deprivation of property. The 

conclusion that it cannot be confined to such ca.ses alone seems 

to be the correct interpreta.tion of the law. 

But the Division Bench of Culcutta High Court took 

a different view and refused to convict the accused in Bahu 

R~~C::~. v. E~per:-.()_£141 for the offence of cheating by impel sona-

tion. The accused (Ramdilal), the karta of a Joint Hindu Family, 

in his representative character applied for the withdrawal of 

surplus sale proceeds stc:mdin,..: in the credit of the joint family 

in the Treasury. The Collector directed him to produce a power 

of attorney or to cause all the members to appe<lr and admit his 

authority to sign on their behalf. All the members except two 

minors appeared. For the minors two other persons Vlere presented 

and the mODRY WU3 Vlithc1rClHn. Later one of the minors applied for 

his share. But realizing thClt the KartCl received the money on 

his beholf, he requested to strike of the petition. But -the 

Collector 0",,1ng to some:! doubt ordered an inqui.ry and the irregll-

larit.y was brought to li911 t. The kclrt(l and the sureties were 

charged for chcatin<] cmn was conv ic ted by the 10\-Jer COlle ts. After 

eXc1minint] the de fi. nl tion of I di shone stly I and I frCludulen tly I 

Justice Henderson of Calcutta High Court observed: 

Apparently, hO'.-Tcver, the Hord I fraudulen tly lis not 

confined to tran.sc'l.ctions in which there is wrongful 

ga.in on the one! hi:mt1, or wrongful loss on the other, 

1<11. (1905) I.L.R. 32 C<ll. 775. (IIcnclec;on on(l ecicH, JJ.). 
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consideration of the wrongful act committed by the accused to 

conclude \vhether there VIas fraud. It came out in evidence and 

also found by the Court that there was deception and the 

Collector was actually deceived. In that light the Court could 

have held that there was a fraudulent conduct and the commission 

of the offence of cheating. The Court also failed to describe 

what were the necessary ingredients of the term defraud. From 

the decision it has to be inferred that deception alone is not 

sufficient to commi t fraud. The Court al so has not follmled 

any of the previous decisions where in similar circumstances 

the conduct was held fraudulent. The Court failed to examine 

whether the word 'fraudulently' used in the definition of 

'cheating' along Vlith dec~ption carried a different meaning, 

than it was used in other sections especially in the offence of 

forgery. It is true that only in this sectiou 'deception' and 

'fraudulently' are used together. In these circumstances the 

decision cannot be considered a correct interpretation of the 

term 'f rand I • 

The Full Bench of the l'-12dras High Court in K()tamr~jy 

Veyk_C1.!~_aya~_t~ v. E:mpe_ror146 examined the concept of 'fL-audulently'. 

In this case in order to obtain adl :ission to the Matriculation 

Examination of the Madras University as a private candidate, the 

accused was required to produce a certificate signed by the 

headmaster of a recognized high school that he W()5 of good 

146. (1905) I.L.R. 28 Mad. 90 (F'.B.). (i\rnold ~'/hite, C.J., 
Subrahrn<lni "I Ayyar, Davie s, Benson and Bodclam, J J .) . 
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character and had attained his twentieth year. He fabricated 

the headmaster's signature to such a certificate and forwarded 

it to the Registrar along with his application. He was con-

o d b hOd 0 0 h 0 0 14 7 f th vlcte y t e Maglstrate an on reVlSlon t e maJorLty 0 e 

Judges of the Madras High Court, though for different reasons, 

upheld the conviction. 

Chief Justice Arnold White held that the accused made 

the document with intent to defraud. The learlled Judge relying 

on Abbas Ali148 held that the two elements of fraud, viz., 

intention to secure a benefit or advantage to the party deceiv-

ing and an intention to cause loss or detriment to the other 

149 party, were pres2nt in the present casco The reasoning of 

Arnold White, C.J. to reach this conclusion is worth-noting: 

It is not necessary to decide whether an intention to 

secure a benefit or advantage to the party deceiving 

by means of the deceit in itself constitutes an inten

tion to defraud. I may observe, however, in this 

connection that by S./.4 of the Code a person does a 

thing dishonestly who does it with the intention of 

causing wrongful gain or wrongful loss. It is not 

necessary that there should be an intention to cause 

both. On the analogy of this definition it might be 

said that either an intention to secure a benefit or 

advantage on the one hond, or to cause loss or detri

ment on the other, by means of deceit, is an intent 

to defre-IUd .150 

147. Arnold White, C.J., Benson and Boddarn, JJ. upheld the con-
viction. Subrahmania Ayyar and Davies, JJ. dissented. 

148. Supra n.136. 
149. Tf90-S) I.L.R. 28 MCld. 90, 96-97. 
150. Id. at 97. 
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Though the conclusion reached by the learned Chief Justice in 

convicting the accused is correct, the reasoning adopted seems 

unconvincing. The Chief Justice relying on the definition of 

'dishonestly' held thctt the same elements were necessary for 

fraudulent acts. This seems to be a wrong approach. The bolO 

concepts are entirely different, and carries different ideas 

though on some occasions like the present case they travel 

together. The difference bebveen these two concepts, and they 

mean different things, was expressly stated by the Calcutta High 

151 
Court in the decision of Abbas Ali and other cases. Even 

though reference was made to ~l?Q~~_li_ by the learned Chief 

Justice, he failed to utilize its ratio properly. Such inter-

pretation fai led to accornmodClte a wrongful conduct vlhere the se 

two elements are absent in the strict sense. Similarly, the 

Chief Justice has referred to ~~thal_~~r~ya~, but failed to 

utilize the ratio of the case. It was held in Vi~hal_~_arC'lxan 

that question of advantage or loss need not be considered. The 

Chief Justice thought it unnecessary to discuss the question 

. th 152 1n e case. Had the learned Chief Justice followed the 

ratio of V~ th~_~_~_~r,?-xan, the same result as rellched by him could 

have been carried at and couJd have treated 'fraudulently' and 

'dishonestly' differently. It could have been argued that since 

there was wrongful loss and wrongful gain there was dishonesty 

and since there was deception, the element 'fraudulently' was 

also present. 

151. See supr~ n.136. 
152. (1905j-r-:L.R. 2£3 fvlc\(l. 90,97. 
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Justice Benson, who supported the judgment of the 

Chief Justice, gave a broader interpretation to the term 

'fraudulently'. Justice Benson also relied on Abbas Ali and 

rightly held that 'dishonestly' and 'fraudulently' deal t \-,i th 

tHO different aspects. 153 After eXClmining t.he various sections 

in the Penal Code in Hhich the term 'fraudulently' is used, and 

the reasoning of the Abbas Ali Court and the illustration (k) 

to section 463, Justice Benson came to the conclusion: 

It follmvs that the framers of the Code regi1rded the 

writing of such a letter as a frau(l.ulent act, though 

it did not necessarily involve any loss or injury or 

intended loss or injury to z. 

Those decisions, therefore, which proceed on 

the ground that an act is not fraudulent unless it 

causes or is intended to cause loss or injury to 

someone would seem to take too norrow a view of the 

meaning of the word 'fraudulently' as used in the 

Cocle .154 

This seems to be the correct appro()ch to the concept of fraud. 

Jus Lice Ben.son al so analyst;c} the Cdse in terms of advuntagc and 

loss. According to him the accused intended to get an adv2ntage 

by appeC1ring in the exarn:tnCltion v/ithout fulfilling the condition. 

The University also incurred lo~s or irljury by getting themselves 

induced to declare a person as matriculate without. fulfilling 

the conditions. 15S 

153. Id. at 112. 
151. Id . at 113. 
155. Id. at 114. 
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160 case. Confining the definition of fraud to cases in which 

injury is caused any person or to the general public. creates 

problems in interpretation. This is evident from the inter-

pretation given by Justice Benson and Justice Subrahmania Ayyar 

in this case. On the same facts while one judge inferred injury 

to the University the other refused to do so. It is felt that 

the explanation to the term 'fraudulently' must not be confined 

in terms of injury. 

case. The accused by mdking a false representation that he was 

an employee of the Calcutta Municipality obtained Rs.10/- by way 

of subscription from the Health Officer of that Corporation 

towards the funds of a charitable societ.y. The money was duly 

handed over by the accused to the society. but later he was 

charged for the offence of cheating and vias convicted by the 

trial court. The Calcutta High Court reversed on the ground that 

there was no deception since there was no wrongful loss or wrong-

f I . 162 u galn. The conclusion was reached by interpreting the 

term I fraudulently' to mean "making wrongful gain or loss by 

deception". It may be true that there was actually no harm 

caused by the act. But it is equally true that the money was 

given only because of the false representation mude by the 

accused. The accused induced the Health Officer to believe 

what was not and based on that false belief the officer acted. 

160. Id. at 114. 
161. TI90S) I.L.R. 33 Cal. 50. 
162. Ibid. 
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Should this conduct not be taken into consideration to decide 

whether there is a fraudulent act? Is this fact not sufficient 

for a person to be held fraudulent? Is something else (injury) 

also always necessary to constitute fraud? Is not this conduct 

of the accused to be made punishable? Why did the courts want 

to leave such conduct as not punishable? These questions re-

mained unansHered when Pargiter and 'Yloodroffe, JJ. decided that 

the accused was not guilty of cheating. Had the Court followed 

163 the ratio of Vithal Narayan or the reasoning of Justice Benson 

in Venkatarayad~164, these questions would not have arisen, and 

the conduct of the accused would have been made an offence of 

cheating. In the offence of cheating it is alvlays fel t that 

the courts refused to infer such injury. The reason may be 

because of the need of deception and fraudulent inducement to 

constitu1:e cheating. 

Justice Mookerjee of the Calcutta High Court in 

Surendr:-a~at~ Gr~se v. F.mpero~165 accepted the definition given 

166 by Stephen. In this case the accused affixed his signature 

to a ~_~buliat:, which was not required by laH to be attested by 

witness, after its execution and registr:-ation below the names 

of attesting witness. The d, cument was produced before the 

163. 
164. 
165. 

166. 

.§~~1pyi1 n. 131. 
SUJ2...ra n. 146. 
Tr910) I.L.R. 38 Cal. 75. See also Kall:din v. Empe~C?r, 
A.l.R. 1919 All. 387; Ram SaruE v. EmpcE_or, A.l.R. 1918 
Pat. 640; Abdul ~~:iur~~ Emperor, A.l.R. 1921 All. 356; 
chothm()l Naraycmli v. Ramachandra GovindFlm, A.l.R. 1954 
M:-R.-73;~~]~~?~E~~apea v. -Lc~Jitkt~~.!~.Fl~-A-=-i--=-R--=- 1954 Mys. 119. 
Sel"! su~~-a n. 109. 
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court in a section 145 <Criminal Procedure Code) proceedings to 

prove possession. He was charged and convicted for the offence 

of forgery. His appeal to the Calcutta High Court was heard by 

Harington and Tenuon, JJ. They differed in their opinion. 

According to Harington, J. no offence was committed since the 

putting of signature did not alter the character of the document 

or nature of the contract and it was not mandatory that the docu

ment should be attested. 167 On the other hand Justice Teunon 

took the view that since the document was produced to prove 

possession as against a third person, the signature of the 

attesting witness was importan t and held that there '\vas frauc1u-

1 t · . 168 en- lntentlon. Since there was difference of opinion the 

matter was referred to Mookerjee, J. He followed the conclusion 

of Harington, J. but for different reasons. According to the 

learned Judge, insertion of name could not form a dishonest or 

fraudulent act as defined in sections 24 and 25 of the Penal 

C d 169 o e. Relying on stephen and decisions based on Stephen's 

explanation, the learned Judge observed: 

The expression, 'intent to defraud' implies conduct 

coupled wi tll in t.ention to deceive and the reby to 

injure; in other words, 'defraud I involves tHO con-

ceptions, namely, deceit and injury to the person 

deceived, that is, infringement of SOlne legal right 

possessed by him, but not necessarily deprivation of 

property.170 

---------------------------------

167. 
168. 
169. 
170. 

(1901) I.L.R. 
Id. at 8·1. 
Id. at 89. 
Id. at 89-90. 

38 Cal. 75, 78. 
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Accordingly it was held that the accused had no intention to 

cause wrongful gain to him or wrongful loss to another when 

he inserted his name as an attesting witness. The Court reasoned 

that though the insertion of the name increased the apparent 

evidentiary value of the instrument, it could not be said that 

it was done with intent to defraud. Based on this reasoning, 

it was held that there was no material alteration and the 

conduct of the accused was not fraudulent. 171 Justice Mookerjee 

did not say anything about the view expressed by Justice Tenunon 

and as to the intention of the accused in altering the document. 

A contrary interpretation of the term fraud was 

taken by Justice Page of the same High Court in Emperor v. Mohit 

172 Kumar Mukerjee. After referring to the interpretation of this 

word by various High Courts and the definition given by Stephen, 

the Court opined: 

With great respect I am unable to accept the view that 

the term I fraudulently' in 5.471 of the Indian Penal 

Code, necessarily connotes deceit and injury to the 

person deceived. It may, but it need not, do so.173 

After explaining the difficulty in defining the term fraudulently 

the court reasoned: 

The ramification of fraud, and the varied garbs in 

which it appears, make it undesirable to attempt to 

find an exhaustive definition of the term':' fraudulently' 

171. Ibid. 
172. A.I.R. 1926 :al. 89. 
173. Id. at 92. 



or 'intent to defraud'; and to do so is unn~cessary, 

for each case must turn on its own facts, and when 

the facts are known, it is seldom difficult to draw 

a conclusion as to whether at the material time, a 

fraudulent intention "las present in the mind of the 
174 accused. 

The accused in this case produced a receipt to acknowledge the 

payment of a sum of Rs. 50, 000/- as salamJ- in respect of a 

sub-lease of certain mining rights in lands of which the firm of 

Dickie & Co. was the lessee. The Company became insolvent. In 

the course of insolvency proceedings the document Has produced as 

genuine. It WLlS found that the accused Mohit as a partner of 

this firm executed the lease in favour of the other and the docu-

ment and receipt ""ere forged. The High Court held that conviction 

recorded by the lower court was right. It appears that the Court 

has taken a bal anced vieVl so as to inc I ucle wi thi n the sweep of 

the term fraud appropriate cases in which there is clear case of 

deception but. no actual injury. But the difficulty still remains 

as to the criteria that are to be applied to decide which types of 

facts and circumstances would constitute such cases. 

A step further to the similar line of reasoning was 

adopted by Devac10ss an(l Waller, JJ. of the Madras High Court In 

re Sivanunda MudClli. 175 The petitioner altered the Tamil numeral 

._------_._--

174. Ibid. 
175. A:CR. 1926 Mad. 1072. See also Kalyanm c"1l Mulchi1nd t-Ianlari v 

Emperor, A.I.H. 1937 Ni1g. 89; BaijNi1tl1Bhaqat-v.-Empc-ror,-
A. I. R. 1910 Pdt. 486; ~m~For v.--Al?~~11~~!:F:;na~c!~-A. I • ~f944 
Li'l.h. 300; R.R.Chdri v. ~~.''lte, A.I.R. 1959 All. 149. 



27 into 32 in a registered deed of partition between him and 

one Kaliyayi and filed it in a court as evidence to support to 

his claim in a clvil suit. He was held quilty of having committed 

forgery. It vlas ar(.;jued before the Madras High Court that since 

he acquired the title of the disputed land by prescription and 

was proved othendse than by documen-t fort]ed he could not have 

intended to cause wrongful loss to anybody or any advantage to 

constitute forgery. Negativing this Devadoss, J. observed: 

It is not the detrimen-t to any person that is the essen

tial ingredient in the intention to defraud. If a 

person induces another to believe in a certain state of 

things which do not exist by the production of a document 

which is false in material parts, the intention to defraud 

is made out. 176 

After exu.mining the previous case la';{ and the explanation given 

by Stephen, the Court concluded: 

On a consideration of the cases above referred to I 

have no hesitation in coming to the conclusion that 

in order to do a thing fraudulently it is not nece

ssary that the person doing it should intend, or the 

doing of it should have the necessary consequence of 

causing wrongful loss to any person. It is sufficient 

if the doing of it is intended to defraud someone 

without ultimately acquiring unlawful gain or causing 

wrongful 10ss.177 

--------------------

176. Id. at 1073, (Justice vlallcr concurred). 
177. Icl. at 1077. 



This interpretation, it appe2rs, is Vlide enough to accommodate 

in the framework of fraud all types of deception whether it is 

followed by an injury or not. 

The emphasis is not on the result of the deceptive 

conduct alone, but on the conduct itself vlhich induces another 

to do certain act. According to the Court, the wrongful decept-

ion alone is sufficient to constitute a fraudulent act. This 

broad interpretation was subsequently followed by various High 

178 Courts. 

The Bombay High Court Vias not prepared to follow 

thi s broad interpretation gi von by the r1adras High Court. 

In Sanjiv Ra~nappa v. Emperor179 the restrictive definition of 

the word 'fraud ' by Stephen and the judgments follo'ding it, was 

accepted. The accused, a suh-inspector, arrested certain persons 

in connection with theft and kept them in the police custody to 

extort confession. As a result of the maltreatment one of 

them committed suicide. When an inquiry was starteCl based on 

the complaint, the accused altered the entries in the police 

diary to muke evidence favourable to his defence. He was prose-

cuted and was convicted by the trial court on the charge of 

_._-------_._----- -------------------

178. See, Kalyanmal Mulchand t1arwiJri v. Emp_er9r, A.T.R. 1937 
Nag. 39; Buiju Nath Bhagat v. Emperor, A.T.R. 1940 Pat. 
486; Emperor v. Abc1ul--Harnlc1, A:r-:-R-:--1944 Lah. 380; R.H.Chari 
v. S t i1 te-;-A-: I . R .1959 All;-14 9 • 

179. A. I~-:-r932 Born. 545. 
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forgery. The High Court refused to convict him for forgery 

since there was no fraud committed by him. According to 

Justice Buker in order to make an act of forgery there must be 

sowe advantage on the one side with corresponding loss on the 

180 other. 

It appears that the Court did not appreciate the 

conduct of the accused realistically. The accused's act was 

sufficient to infer fraudulent conduct. The facts show that he 

had altered the entries in the official records to gain an 

advantage of not being punished for the wrongful act. The 

injury caused was against the general public. The Court failed 

to appreciate these factors while acquitting him. This signi-

fies injustice caused to the parties in following Stephen's 

definition of fraud. No unifonn result can be achieved. So 

it is strongly felt that the broader interpretation may be 

accepted to render justice to all. 

181 Pradesh had the opportunity to examine the concept of fraud 

used in the offence of cheating and for0ery. The appellants 

were members of a Manl<:lTi trading family and had wholesale 

business in cloth and supply of foodgrains. They had accounts 

in various banks with overdraft and other credit facilities. 

Owing to financial difficulties they obtcl.ined short term credit 

180. ld. at 547. Broomfield, J. concurred. 
181. ~:T.R. 1963 s.c. 666. See also State of Ker~la v. PQreed --------------- ---.--

PiJ}a~, A.T.R. 1973 S.c. 326. 
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to the tune of Rs.80 lakhs by resorting to ingenious methods. 

The method adopted wa.s to book small consignments say, two or 

three bags of rape seed, poppy seed or mustard seed from various 

railway stations and obtain the railway receipts. These receipts 

were then tampered with by altering the number of bags, weight 

and freight charges and deposited with the bank for obtaining 

credit. Based on these receipts the bank issued demand drafts 

or hunc1ies and were also discounted. They used to take delivery 

of goods by indicating the loss of receipts and making alter-

native arrangement of producing endorsement bond with indemnity. 

By the end of December 1949 some hundies returned unhonoured 

along wi th the forged raih"ay receipts and on inquiry the fraud 

was brought to light. They were charged for cheating, forgery 

and conspiracy and were convicted by the trial court. Before 

the Supreme Court it was inteE alia argued that though they had 

mc:mipulated the receipts they had no intention to cause loss to 

the bank since they were paying the credit and was ready to pay 

the rest and so they could not be punished for the offences 

charged. As to the question of fraud, Mudholkar, J. held that 

to constitute fraudulent act the intention to cause injury to 

th d f d d t b bl ' h d 182 e person e rau emus e esta 1S e • The Court did not 

make any elaborate discussion on this since dishonesty was proved 

and the accused were punished for the offence of cheating. 

The Supreme Court again in Dr.Virnla v. Delhi Admini

stration183 elaboratRly considered the elements of fraud. Here 

----.------.--- ----------------------- ._-----_._---------------

182. A.T.H. 1963 s.c. 666,674 ("For S.~T.Imilll1, K.Subba Rao, 
N.Rajagopala AyyclI1<]cc, JJ. also). 

183. A.T.R. 1963 s.c. 1572. 



the appellant purchased an Austin 10 H.P. car in the name of 

her 6 month old daughter Nalini. The money was paid by the 

appellant, but the registration was transferred to Nalini's 

name. For the purpose of transferring the insurance policy, 

the appellant went to the office of the insurance company and 

signed the necessary fonn as Nalini. subsequently when the car 

met with an accident she filed two clajms, and the documents 

were again signed by her as Nalini. When money was allotted 

she received it and acknowledged the receipt as Nalini. Later 

this was found out and she was charged for forgery, cheating 

etc. The Sessions Court acquitted her but was reversed by the 

High Court. Before the Supreme Court it was argued that she 

did not act fraudulently since she had no intention to cause 

any injury or loss to the insurance company. 

After examining the ingredients of the offence of 

forgery and the explanation of the tenn fraud by Stephen and 

the relevant judgments, Justice Subba Rao, speaking for the 

Court, summarized: 

••• the expression I defraud I involves tt,.lO elemen ts, 

namely, deceit and injury to the person deceived. 

Injury is something other tl'an economic loss that 

is, depri vat:ion of property, whether movable or 

irrunovcJble, or of money, and it will include any harm 

whatever caused to any person in body, mind, reputation 

or such other. In short, it is a non-economic or non

pecuniary loss. A benefit or advantage to the 



deceiver will almost always cause loss or detriment 

to the deceived. Even in those rare cases where 

there is a ~enefit 0~.?dv2ntage to the deceiver, but 

~~ correspondi_!2.SLl:oss ~~~he d_~ceived, the second 

condition is satisfied. 184 

158 

Even though this explanation was formulated, Justice Subba Rao 

refused to apply it to the present ca.se. As to the guilt of 

the appellant, Subba Rao, J. opined: 

Certainly, Dr.Vimla \-laS guilty of deceit, for though 

her name was Vimla, she signed in all the relevant 

papers as Nalini and made the insurance company 

believe that her name was Nalini, but the said 

deceit did not either secure to her adv2ntage or 

cause any non-economic loss or injury to the 

insurance company.185 

The Court held the appellant not guilty of any offence. 

Although the Court reusoned that on some occasions the element 

of actual injury was not necessary to constitute an act fraudu-

lent, that reasoning was not applied in the instant case. The 

Couet refused to apply it because it was felt that she did not 

secure any adv2ntage from the trunsaction. 

Here it was admitted by the appellant that such a 

transaction was entered into to obtain some relief from income 

----------- ---------------------

184. Ide at 1576-1577 (emphasis mine). See also Daniel Hailey 
~r(-llcott v. StrIte, A.I.R. 1960 Mild. 349. 

185. Id-~---~1577-.-----
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tax. The Court also did not give much weight to the important 

fact that the insurance company vlould not have paid the money 

had the fact that Nalini was a minor was disclosed to the 

company. Had the Court appreciated these facts it could have 

easily come to the conclusion that she had an intention to gain 

some advantage by the act of deceit. 

It is also quite pertinent to note that almost all 

the cases186 referred to by the Court were in support of the 

explanation given by Stephen that fraud has tHO elements--

intention to deceive and causing of injury. Even though 

Haycraft v. Cr~a~x was referred to, the Court failed to apply 

its ratio. Justice Subba Rao specifically stated that no judg-

187 
men t cont.rary to the Stephen I s vie,.., was cited by the Bar. 

But this does not appear to be correct. In Empero~ v. Abdul 

Hamid188, a decision referred to by Justice Subba Rao, Justice 

Sale of Lahore High Court referring to Haycraft said that injury 

was not alHays necessary to constitute fraud. To the first 

contention in that case that an intent to cause injury was an 

essential ingredient in the offence of forgery, Justice Sale 

said that such a con tcntion Has not in accordance Hi th the tenns 

------_._------_ .. _-------_ .. _-----------

186. The cases referred are: HiJ.yc:raf-t: v. Creasy, (1801) 2 East 92; 
In re London and Glob-C! Finance Corporation Ltd., [1903] 1 Ch. 
721f;-}3.-.- v:- w~X~,::~~, -rr9-6-0l-1---A1.-r-E:-R.·-26-Cr:--Ko_~a~aEaju 

VenkC:ltC:lrayadu v. Emperor, (1905) I.L.R. 28 Mad. 90: Surendra 
N~tn.-GEose·Y-; Empero~\1910) I.L.R. 38 Cal. 75; sanjrv--
Ratnai;p-av. Empe-r·or~-A.I .R. 1932 Born. 545: and Emperor v. 
AbClul H<::Imid,A-:-r."R-:- 1941 Luh. 380. 

187. A.i.R~1963 S.C. 1572, 1576. 
188. A.l.R. 1914 Lah. 380. 
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of the statutory definition. 189 After referring to Stephen's 

view and the decisions supporting for and against the vie'" of 

Stephen, Justice Sale observed: 

It appears to me that the definition of fraud given 

by Leblanc, J. in (1801) 2 East 92, that "by fraud 

is mean~_an~ntention __ !-o_?_",:ceivei. wh~_-t:.her ~~be from 

~ny_ expectation of ~v~ntage to the party himsel f, 

or from ill-will to'.-lards the other is irrunaterial" is 

a definition vlhich is consi stent wi th one of the 

elements under S.463, Penal Code, and that it is not 

essential that the element of injury to others should 

always be pro<.;ed. In the present case it is clear 

that in being a party to the fabrication of these 

docwnents A1::x:1.ul Hu.mid intended to deceive the depart

ment and thereby socure an advantage to himself. This 

is within the definition of S.463 and, in our view, 

therefore, amounts to forgery.190 

In the lighL of these observ.ations, it is to be said that Justice 

Subba. Rao has wron<)ly interpreted the ratio of Abdul I:.Iamid and 

took it as favouring Stephen's view. It may be true that Justice 

Sale in Abdul Hamid did not say that even in the absence of an 

advantage a person could be liable for the offence of fraudulent 

act. But since he relied on the observation of Justice Leblanc 

in HClYS2.raft, this has to be inferred. Justice Sale did not make 

189. Id. at 382. 
190. ld. at 383 (emphasis original) 



this clear in that case because in tha.t case it vlas proved that 

191 the accused had gained an advantage. 

Relying on D~yi~la, Justice Subba Rao in G.S.Bansal 

v. Tl!~ D~~1:J-_!,dmin}~t~a_tion192, held the accused guilty of 

forgery. In that case Janaki Prasad, the father of the accused, 

had three National Savings Certificates and a?plied for the 

transfer of these certificates. While his application was pend-

ing, he died. v~en the prescribed forms were sent by the authori-

ties, Bensal, who was an Under Secretary in the Ministry of Home 

Affairs and the only son of Janaki Prasad, filled the forms and 

affixed the signature of his father, att.ested and presented to 

the post office. After receiving the certificates he affixed 

the sign<'lture of his fCl.ther, attested the signature and authorized 

one BhaVlanishank3r for encashing it. This vIas traced out and he 

was convicted. Before the Supreme Court it vIas contended that 

he "vas not guilty under section 464 since he had received the 

money which was admittedly due to him as the sole heir of his 

191. We have already discussed many cases like Vith<-tl Narayan, 
(1889) I. L . R. 13 Born. 515n; f-lohi t Kum~l r Muk"" rTee;-A :T~-r~-.-
1926 Cal. 89; In re Sivana.nda-MuclCl11-;--A-~I--:-~ r9-26 Mad.l072i 
Baiji Nath Bhagat~-A.I.R.-f946--pat-.-486i R.R.Chari, aA.l.R. 
1959AIT-:-14-getc. where it was clearly sF~lte-dthat inten
tion to deceive alone was sufficient to constitute fraudu
lent conduct. In the absence of the discussion of these 
cases ratio of Dr.Vimla's court could not be considered as a 
correct lc:!'..". 

192. A.l.R. 1963 s.c. 1577 (for himself and Raghubar Dayal and 
J.R.Mudholk~r, JJ.). See also Dr.S.Dutt v. State of Uttar 
Pradesh, (1967) 1 S.C.J. 92. Here--Ehe accused-I>roduce~ 
for-qed-diploma certificllte to ShOH his qu<-tlification as a 
criminologist at the request of the Court. Since it was 
not produced voluntarily the court held him not liable. 
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father and therefore, he did not either gain an advantage for 

himself or cause any injury to another. Much reliance was 

placed on D~.Vimla's case. Distinguishing the facts of Dr.Vimla 

but basing on the reasoning adopted in Dr. Vimla;, the Court held 

that Bensal was guilty of fraudulent act. According to the Court 

two ways were open to Bensal to get money--one by producing a 

succession certificate and the other by satisfying the Post-

Master-General after three months of the death of his father by 

evidence that he is the only heir and entitled to the money.193 

By the device adopted by him, the Court said, he could overcome 

the difficulty and thereby got wrongful gain to him by saving 

the expenditure for obtaining the succession certificate. By 

this act he had also gained an advantage of escaping from the 

trouble of satisfying the authorities that he was the sole heir 

194 of the deceased. Justice Subba Rao distinguished Dr.Viml~ 

as follm'ls: 

... in short Dr.Vimla put through the relevant trans

actions in the name of her minor daughter for reasons 

best known -to herself, that is to say, the real owner 

of the car was Dr.Vimla and she only used the name of 

her minor daughter. Neither she got any economic or 

non-economic adva.ntage by making the said false docu

ments nor the Insurance Company incurred any economic 

or non-economic loss by her so doing. Therefore, this 

Court held that she was not guilty of forgery. But in 

the present case, the appellant clearly secured an 

economic advcmti1ge by making the false documents by 

193. Id. at 1579. 
194. Id. at 1580. 



(i) saving the money which he would have otherwise 

spent in obtaining a succession certificate, and 

(ii) getting the money belonging to his father as 

his heir. Even otherwise he secured a non-economic 

advantage as he got himself relieved of the trouble 

of getting the cerLificate of proof to the satis

faction of the rationing authority and the Post 

Master General of his credential to receive the 

money. He was, therefore, guilty of making the 

false documents both dishonestly and fraudulently.195 
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On an analysis of the case it appears that Justice 

Subba Rao has diluted the requirement of the second element--

proof of actual injury to the opposite party--in Stephen's 

explanation to the concept of fraud. Of course, the seeds for 

this was sowen by His Lordship in Dr.Vimla. To recall his 

observation, 

Even in those rare cases where there is a benefit 

or advantage to the deceiver, but no corresponding 

loss to the deceived, the second condition is 

satisfied. 196 

Be..0s~_ Court did not inquire into the actual injury caused to 

tlv. Post-Master-General or the r<1tioning authori ty owing to the 

wrongful conduct of Bensal. But the Court exc:mlinec1 the benefit 

and advantoge gained by Bensal to establish that his conduct was 

fraudulent. Based on the benefit gained by Bensal the Court 

195. Id. at 1581. 
196. ~l.R. 1963 S.C. 1572, 1576-77. 
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concluded that the second element was satisfied and that his 

conduct was fraudulent. This seems to be a welcome step. 

Had Justice Subba Rao adopted the reasoning resorted 

held responsible. This is so because in Dr.Vimla it came in 

evidence that the Insurance Company would not have given the money 

had they were a\"lare of the fact that Nalini was a minor. In that 

case she \.,rould have been compelled to take some other steps to 

prove that she was the guardian and was in need of money to get 

the insurance a~ount. By resorting to the false method she had 

escaped from these troubles to get the money. As held in Bensal, 

this fact should have been treated as an advantage to her, and 

the conduct to be fraudulent. Justice Subba Rao ignored these 

aspects in Dr.~im~~. These cases do indicate the uncertainty 

created by the judges in this area. 

The Law Commission in its Forty-second Report has 

also reviewed the unsatisf~ctory definition of fraudulently in 

the Penul Code. After examining the old views and the viel;[ of 

the Supreme Court in Dr.Vimla, the Commission suggested for a 

new definition to the term fraudulently as follows: 

A person is said to do a thing fraudulently if he 

does that thing with intent to deceive another and, 

by such deceit, either to cause injury to any person 

or to induce any person to act to his disadvantage. 197 

---"---

197. Ser:' Law Commission of India, 42nd Report, "Indian Penal 
Code~-6vciI1rnent of Inc1Ta~-"~iTnfstry -of-La\"" June 1971) ,p.31. 
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This definition was included in the I.P.C.Amendment Bill, 1972. 

A slight change was introduced into it by the Joint Select 

Committee and proposed the following definition: 

A person is said to do a thing 'fraudulently' if he 

does that thing with intent to deceive another and, 

by such deceit, either to cause injury or damage to 

body, mind reput3tion or property of any person or to 

induce any person to act to his disadvantage. 198 

Though the rigour of the Stephen's definition was diluted it 

appeurs that this definition would not solve the uncertainty 

created by the judges. The requirement of injury is specifically 

included. But it is sufficient to constitute fraudulently if 

there is any damage or disadvantage to the person deceived in 

the absence of injury. In this circumstances the accused can 

escape from liability if there is no injury, damage or disadvant-

age to the other person though the accused guined some advantage 

by his wrongful conduct. The difficulty can be solved only if 

the insistence on injury or d~lage or disadvantage to the other 

person is ignored. If the accused has an intention to deceive 

and ac tuully made ano ther to do \vhat he would not have done had 

he not been deceived, irrespective of the fact that whether there 

was an actual injury caused to the other by this act, the accused's 

conduct must be considered as fraudulent. This interpretation may 

perhaps help the I.P.C. to afford more protection to the pecuniary 

interests of the people. 

198. The Ga~ette of India Extraordinary Part II Sec.2, 1986, 
p.516/36. 
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DISHONESTLY 

The term 'dishonestly' plays a pivotal role in the 

enforcement of the Penal Code provisions dealing vIi th property 

offences. Dishonest intention forms an important element in 

the majority of the offences against property. Realizing its 

importance the framers of the Code incorporated a very elaborate 

and comprehensive definition of the concept of dishonestly. 

Under the Code, sections 23 and 24 together give an exhaustive 

definition of the concept. While section 24 defines 'dis-

honestly', section 23 gives the definition of terms, 'wrongful 

gain' and 'wrongful loss'. 

Section 24 defines dishonestly as follows: 

Whoever does anything with the intention of causing 

wrongful gain to one person or wrongful loss to 

another person, is said to do that thing 'dishonestly'. 

So the most important requirement of 'dishonestly' is an inten-

tion of causing wrongful gain to one or wrongful loss to another. 

Section 23 of the Code defines 'wrongful gain' and 'wrongful 

loss' as follows: 

'Wrongful gain' is gain by unl~wful means of property 

to which the person gaining is not legally entitled. 

'Wrongful loss' is the loss by unlawful means of 

property to which the person losing it is legally 

en titled. 



A person is said to gain wrongfully when such 

person retains wrongfully, as well as when such 

person acquires wrongfully. A person is said to 

lose wrongfully when such person is wrongfully kept 

out of any property, as well as when such person is 

wrongfully deprived of property. 
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According to the definition, to constitute 'wrongful gain' there 

must be a gain by unla\"ful means of property by a person, who is 

not legally entitled to it. Apart from this, the second part of 

the definition also makes wrongful retention as well as wrongful 

acquisition of property a wrongful gain. Loss of property by 

unlaHful means to a person who is legally entitled to it makes 

the loss a wrongful one. Wrongful deprivation of property as 

well as wrongfully keeping out a person of his property has also 

been made wrongful loss by the second part of the definition. 

Thus confining the definition of 'wrongful gain' and 

'wrongful loss' to property, the framers limited the concept of 

dishonestly to property offences. It is evident from the defini

tion that the framers even intended to prevent wrongful retention 

and wrongful acquisition of property. So also they envisaged 

the prevention of wrongful deprivation of property and wrongful 

keeping out of a person from his property. This has widened the 

scope of the concept of 'dishonestly'. So, whenever the term 

'dishonestly' is used the term includes the intention to do any 

one of the following elerw-'nts: 
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a) gain of property by unlavlful means by a person not 

legally entitled to it; 

b) loss of property by unlawful means to a legally 

entitled person; 

c) wrongful retention of property; 

d) wrongful acquisition of property; 

e) wrongful keeping out of a person from his property; and 

f) wrongful deprivation of property. 

Though the framers took abundant caution in defining 'dishonestly' 

some difficulties are still experienced in the application of the 

concept. The courts have succeeded in interpreting the terms 

correctly, and in giving neH meaning and content to the concept 

of 'dishonestly' so as to afford protection to property. 

One of the qUE~S tions that came up for the considera-

tion of the courts is whether both wrongful gain anc1 wrongful 

loss must be present to constitute 'dishonestly'. The courts 

have unanimously held that either wrongful gain or wrongful loss 

was sufficient to constitute 'dishonestly,.199 The position was 

clearly explained by the Raj astan High Court in ~hrned v. s~_ate .. 200 

------------------------------------------------------------

199. See Queen-Empress v. Sri churn Chungo, (1895) I.L.R. 22 Cal. 
1017-rF~; Nabf Baksh v. Queen-Empress, (1897) I.L.R. 25 
Cal. 417; Kotam.£aE=V~.!1ku.trayaduv-=--Emperor, (1905) I. L. R. 
28 Mad. 90-rF. B. Y etc. 

200. A.l.R. 1967 Raj. 190. 
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Here the accused vras charged for theft of an idol from a temple. 

He later immersed it in water. It was inter alia argued that 

there was no dishonest intention since the accused had not 

obtained any gain out of his act. Justice Beri concluded: 

In order to ascertain the existence or otherwise of 

dishonest intention it is not necessary that there 



such a right is not enough to preclude the officer 

in charge of that office from having actual physical 

possession of his office building or deprive him of 

a right to exclude all interference with it if nece

ssary.232 

185 

One of the major problems that came for consideration 

of the courts, was regarding the type of possession required to 

constitute an offence against property. In other Hords, the 

question was l,olhether actual physical possession must be there 

in all cases or whether constructive Or legal possession was 

sufficient to constitute an offence. The courts have followed 

different standards for movable and immovable property in this 

respect. While courts afforded protection to actual possessor 

of movable property disregarding the ovmership or ti tIe, in 

case of immovable property on some occasions, courts also recog-

nized constructive and legal possession. 

It is unanimously accepted by all courts that actual 

physical possession must be there to afford protection to movable 

property. The Madras High Couet in S~1?2:-~l~L~.~~.0_~~o v. Ba~aram 

] . 2 3 3 f d t . th t h . t 1 Puc 1 re use 0 convlct e ten an w 0 was In ac ua. possess-

ion of the varam crops (crop's sharing) for the theft of the 

232. A.l.R. 1963 Raj. 19, 21, per, Modi, J. For a contrary view, 
see Bas~nt~ Kum~r Gon v. St~te, A.l.R. 1956 Cal. 118. 

233. (1903}IT,:-R-.-2~r·fa(r: 481":--See also Ram Brich Lal v. 
Er~peror, A.l.R. 1935 Pat. 472; T~r_rt.chan.9--S-clh--v:--~mpe_~or, 
A.l.R. 1910 Pat. 701. 
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share of the zaminder. The accused harvested the crop includ-

ing the share of the zamindar in his absence to avoid damage. 

\.-.[hen the accused was prosecuted by the zarnindar for theft of 

his share the trial court convicted him on the ground of dis-

honest removal. But the High Court reversed since the crops 

were in his actual possession. According to the Court as per 

the ryot in a zamindClri holding on a vaE~m tenure, the tenant 

has the possession of the whole crop till he delivers the share 

of zamindar. So the Court held that even the removal of the 

whole crop by the tenant was not taking of anything out of the 

. f th . ~ 234 possesslon 0 e Zamlnoar. 

Here the Court recognized and accepted the actual 

physical possession of the tenant against the legal and constru-

ctive possession of the owner of the property. In la\v the o\-,mer 

can possess property through the tenant. But for affording 

protection of property by criminal law for movable property, 

the Court has stressed the need for actual physical possession 

by the party claiming property. Here the real OHncr of the 

property was denied protection of his property since he had no 

actual possession. 

A similar view was taken by the Madras High Court in 

Nataraje Mudaliar v. D~~~~Lgam(::ml __ ~_~~~lia~. 235 In this case the 

accused a third party, cut and removed a tree from the land 

234. In. at ~83. 
235. A.-I.R. 1931 Mud. 241. Facts of the cClse did not st"te the 

interest of tha accused in the treos. 
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which was in the possession of a tenant on lease. The complain-

ant, the landlord, was the owner of the tree. The tenant was 

in actual physical possession of the property. The accused was 

convicted for theft. The High Court reversed since the complain-

236 ant was not in actual possession of the property. 

There is difference between Balaram Pudi and 

Nataraja Mudaliar. It is true that Balaram Pudi was not referred 

to in Nataraj a Mudal i ar. In BaI2.E'am _Pudi the removal was done by 

the person who was in actual possession of the progerty, and the 

real owner was the conplainant. But in Nataraja Mudaliar the 

removal was done by a third party from the actual possession of 

the tenant. Only because the case was filed by the oltmer who 

was not in actual possession of property the Court refused to 

afford protection. Had the case been filed by the tenant the 

Court would have held differently. Thus by emphasizing the 

meaning of possession in the offence of theft as actual physical 

possession the Court refused to convict offenders for their 

wrongful act agai.nst property and the O\ffier was denied protection 

of his property. Had the Court recognized the constructl ve 

possession of the O\-Jner this difficulty could have been avoided. 

The Patna High Court in Ram Brich Lal v. 

236. Id. at 242. It was also held that tile trial was viti~ted 
bi illegalities since the accused was not questioned under 
S.342 Cr.P.C. after the close of pros0cution evidence. 

237. A.l.R. 1935 Pat. 472. The tenant who cut and removed tree 
from the holding was h~ld to be in po:.;session of the tree 
and w~s acquitted. 
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238 
and Tarachand Sah v. E~_~.F0~> and the Orissa High Court in 

Brillohachari Martha v. state239 have protected the claim of the 

persons in actual possession against the ultimate owner. Thus 

it is the law that in case of offences against movable property, 

a court will consider only the actual physical possession of the 

property to afford protection. 

But in the Ci'lse of offences against immovable property 

there was difference of opinion as to the meaning of possession. 

Some courts have expressed the vieH that the protection must be 

afforded only to the actual possessor of the property, whereas 

certain other courts included constructive possession also for 

according protection. Since trespass is an offence mainly 

designed to protect immovable property, the term possession used 

in section 441 240 was subjected to different types of inter-

pretation. 

238. A.I.R. 1940 Pat. 701. Here the mortgagee, who cut and 
removed some trees from the mortgage property, was held in 
possession of property and was acquitted. 

239. A.I.R. 1959 Ori. 207. Here the accused cut and removed some 
mango trees ohiDed by the Government. But these trees were 
under the possession of the accused as property of the 
villi'lge deity. So he was held to be in possession of trees 
though the title was with the Governmt:'nt. 

240. Section 441 reads: "vJhoever enters into or upon propprty in 
the possession of another with intent to commit an offence 
or to intimidate, insult or annoy any person in possession 
of such property, or having lawfully entered into or upon 
such property, unlawflJlly remains there with intent thereby 
to intimidate, insult or annoy any such person, or with 
intent to commit an offence, is said to commit 'criminal 
trespass". 
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question whether the word 'possession' used in section 441 

was confined to actual possession or not. The facts disclose 

that Gobind Prasad mortgage0 some houses to one Ram Ratan on 

condi tion that he \vould sell it to him subsequen tly if he fails 

to redeem the mortgage. Ram Ratan filed a suit based on this 

and a decree was obtained for the possession of the houses and 

evicted the petitioner from the house legally. But Gobind 

Prasad did not leave the house. Ram Ratan filed a case for 

criminal trespass and the petitioners were convicted by the 

trial court. In the High Court it Has argued that the term 

possession used in section 441 contemplated only actual possess-

ion. Accepting the contention, the Court held that possession 

242 contemplated and intended by section 441 must be actual. 

Thus the Court gave stress to the actual physical possession 

for affording protection to immovable property, and the legal 

possession of the o\vner of property was not recogni zed. This 

was held so by the Court apparently for the maintenance of 

243 
peClce. 

Relying on Gobind Prasad the same High Court in 

244 Motilal v. En:tpero~ also emphasized the importance of actual 

physical possession. In this case both the accused and 

2 41. ( 1 879) I. L . R. 2 All. 46 5 • 
242. Id. at 468. 
243. Id. at 467. 
244. A.l.R. 1925 All. 540. The property was in the possession of 

Mr3.B~santi. It belonged to her husb~nd. She died. Kannaiyala1 
claimed it as the cousin of the husband of the deceased. The 
accused claimed it as the adopted son. 
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complCtinant (Kanhaiyalal) were the claimants of property includ-

ing a shop. The property was in the possession of a tenant, and 

Kanhaiyalal obtained a decree for evicting him. After this the 

tenant gave notice of his intention to vacate. He vacated, but 

before Kanhaiyalal took actual possession, the accused took 

physical possession of the shop and locked it. He was proceeded 

against for trespass. He was convicted for trespass. It was 

contended in the High Court that the shop was not in the possess-

ion of Kanhaiyalal within the meaning of section 441. Accepting 

this, the Court observed: 

First of all it is to be remembered that intimidation, 

insult or annoyance can in most cases arise only if 

the premises are in fCtct in the actual physical poss

essIon of somebody, as for instance, the actuCtl owner, 

his wife, servant, agent, licensee or other person. 

They are at all events results which more naturally 

follow when premises are occupied thdn when vaccmt. 245 

The Court held that Kanhaiyalal \vas not in possession of the 

shop and the legal possession he had was different from being 

'in possession' within the me<lning of section 411 of the Penal 

C d 
246 o e. This emphasizes the requirement of actual physical 

possession of immov<1ble pLoperty by the complainant to get 

-----------.-- ------------------_.----

245. ~~. at 540 per,Mears, C.J. 
246. Id. at 541.-A similnr view W<1S expressed in Bisrnill~~ v. 

Emperor, A.T.R. 1929 Ouc1h 369; Lalchcmd pitumi1l v. Emperor, 
A.I.-R-:-1933 Sind 396; sati..sh Chdn~-Jr~lv·~ 'l'he Klng, A.T.~-
1949 Cal. 107; GU.£?_!':ll~ingh v-. A-bJi~_i.pa_~s,-f..--:-r-~-R. 1967 
Punj. 2tl4. 
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protection of property. While stressing the need for actual 

physical possession of the property by the complainant, the 

Court recognized and accepted the possession of property of 

the complainant by wife etc., as actual physical possession 

of the complainant. But at the same time the Court refused to 

accept legal possession of the property of the complainant also 

as actual possession of the property by the complainant. 

The Bombay High Court in Imperatrix v. Keshavlal 

Jekrishna247 took the vieH that an owner who is not in actual 

possession of the property could bring an action for trespass. 

Here the accused claiming ownership entered the property of 

the complctini=lnt Hhich \Vas in the actual possession of a tenant. 

He destroyed the seeds SOHn therein. He was convicted for 

criminal trespass by the trial court. The question of title 

was not considered. In the High Court it was argued that since 

the complainant was not himself in possession of the land, 

section 441 could not be applied. This was negatived by the 

Court and held that 'any person in possession' did not mean 

'a complainant in possession'. According to the Court since it 

was a criminal act any person can file the complaint. 248 
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Lahore High Court in Fa~_irchan.9.. v. Fakir. 250 The broCld inter-

pretation helps the real owner of the property to ensure protect-

ion of property though they are not in actual possession. 

Following the above interpret"tion, the Madras High 

Court in (Sheik) Hy~_~~~ahib v. Sabjan.sahib
251 

held thdt the 

decision of Gobind Prasad was a narrow one and reduced the 

section to a 'ridiculous limits'. Here the accused broke open 

the house which the complainant obtained possession in due 

course of laH. FolloHing Gobin~-.!'rasad the trial court acquit-

ted on the vie\v that the complainant was not in actual physical 

possession of the property. Reversing Justice Jackson observed 

that constructive possession was also included in the word 

possession in section 441, I.P.C. and set aside the acquittal 

and ordered for re_trial. 252 

The Allahabad High Court distinguished Motilal v. 

253 254 Emperor in Mahadeo v. F.m2eror to hold that the o\-mer need 

not be in actual possession to get protection of criminal law. 

In this case the complainant, the mortgagee was entitled to 

250. (1922) 69 I.C. 379. Here a stranger trespassed into the 
land possessed by the tenant of the complainant, the land
lord. 

251. A.I.R. 1931 Mad. 560; See also Chinna Venkataesu v. Pedda 
Kesillllma, A.T.R. 1931 Mad. 231; RaI1STdh~ir--v-:--Emperor, A.l.R. 
1942 Oudh 104. 

252. A.l.R. 1931 Mdd. 560. 
253. A.l.R. 1925 All. 540. 
254. A.l.R. 1934 All. 1025. Here the right of the accused in the 

property was not stated in the facts. 
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possession. He let out the premises to a sub-tenant and the 

sub-tenant was in possession of the property. The accused 

ejected the sub-tenant wrongly and took possession. When the 

mortgagee filed a case it was contended by the accused that 

since the mortgagee had no actual possession of property he 

could not file a case under section 441, I.P.C. The accused 

relied on Motilal. Distingliishing Motil-al, the Court held that 

no general proposition of law was laid down in th:3.t case. The 

Court also added that in Motilal the house in connection was 

vacant, whereas in the present case the land vTas in the possess-

255 ion of the tenant. The Court also held thClt the r1agistrate 

can take cognizance at the instance of any person if he is satis-

fied that the ingredients of the offence is present. 

The position was reiterClted by the same High Court in 

Sm_~ S~bh~~~ v. Sta_~~. 256 Emphasizing i ts e~rlier view the Court 

observed: 

The argument that the person against whom criminal 

trespass is committed should be actually present on 

the property at the time when the illegal act of 

taking forcible possession is committed by a person 

is rather startling. If a person in actuCll possession 

of a house or shop goes away temporarily leaving it 

locked and in his absence a third person, without any 

right, breaks open the lock and occupies the building, 

-------------------------------------

255. Id. at 1026. 
256. A.I.R. 1954 All. 193. Here the accu~>e(l who was lawfully 

evicted frolll the house enteron into th(~ house which was 
locked by the accu~ed after t~kin0 possession. 



it ,--muld be absurd to hold that the trespasser \Vas not 

guilty of criminal trespass because of the temporary 

absence of the person in actual possession. 257 

After examining the previous cases the Judicial 

194 

Cownissioner's Court of Himachal Pradesh in sant v. Union of 

India258 explained the position thus: 

The concept of possession embraces both actual and 

constructive possession. Possession may exist in law 

but not in f2ct and such possession is termed as con

structive. The Roman la\\Tyers distinguished possession 

in fact as poss~~_~io na~~~ali~ and possession in la\-I 

as possessio civilis. It is trite law that every 

owner of property is presumed to be in possession of 

it unless the contrary is proved. The word 'possess

ion' as used in the aforesaid section is, therefore, 

wide enough to include not only actual and physical 

but also constructive possession. The legislature 

must be deemed to have been a'.;are of the legal connot

ation of the word 'possession' when it used that word 

in S.441, I.P.C. If the intention of the legislature 

had been that actual and physical possession should be 

an ingredient of criminal trespass nothing would have 

been easier for it than to have qualified the word 

possession with the words 'actual and physical,.259 

The eXuminC'ltion of the case la\{ clearly reveals that the trend 

was to limit thE! protection of criminetl law to persons in actual 

257. Id. at 193-194. 
258. A.I.R. 1962 H.P. 1. Here the accused was prosecuted for 

trespassing into governrnen t proper ty. He pleaded guilty. 
259. Id. at 2. See also St~te v. HuriBul~lbh, A.T.R. 1963 Raj.19. 
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physical possession of immovable property. But a new trend 

is set by some High Courts in recent times to recognize constru-

ctive and legal possession of immovable property of the complai-

nant as possession to extend the vTings of criminal law. It is 

felt that this interpretation accommodating constructive and 

legal possession also within the concept of possession, is more 

appropriate. This will help to afford more protection to 

immovable property. 

Be that as it m2y, the urge of the courts to afford 

protection to actual possessor of property so as to maintain 

peace and harmony in the society is reflected in the view that 

even the possession of a trespasser should not be disturbed 

260 except through the process of law. It is not the policy of 

the law to render help to trespassers. But once he could esta-

blish that he is in peaceful possession of property for some 

period of time law comes for his rescue. The courts in several 

cases have held that if a trespasser h2s a 'settled possession' 

of property, he must be given the protection of criminal law. 

Though the need for protecting the peaceful possession 

of the trespasser has been recognized frolil olden days,261 it 

was the L3hore High Court for the first time spelled out the 

260. See Munshi Ram v. Delhi Administration, A.I.R. 1968 s.C. 
702;-LakshrnT-Tiwariv. St"te of BIhar; A.I.R. 1972 s.c. 
1058; R"mRattan v: Sti1teo-rUttdrPradesh, A.I.R. 1977 
S.C. 6Tgetc-.-- "-"-"---------

261. See In re the Petition of Gohind Pras(ld, (1879) I.L.R. 2 
All.-~f6-5-.-"-----------"---"-----------
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principles governing this issue. The Court clarified that the 

trespasser could claim protection only if he had got 'settled 

possession'. It was so explained in Muhammad Khan v. crown. 262 

The facts show that there was dispute regarding title and 

possession of a piece of land between the parties. On parti-

tion the land was allotted to one of them and possession was 

also handed over to him. When he attempted to cultivate the 

land, the appellants attacked him and his parties resulting the 

death of one of his party members. During the trial the appell-

ants took the plea of private defence and argued that they had 

possession of the property and had used force to protect the 

same. It was found by the Court that the possession of the 

appellant amounted only to that of a trespasser and that such 

possession was not settled. 263 The Court spelt out the principle 

as follows: 

Possession which a trespasser is entitled to defend 

against a rightful owner must be settled possession 

extending over a sufficiently long period and acqui

esced in by the true owner. A casual act of possess

ion would not have the effect of interrupting the 

possession of the rightful owner. 264 

The Courts examined the period required to constitute 

settled possession in various cases. 265 The concept of settled 

262. A.I.R. 1949 Lah. 128. 
263. Id. at 130. 
264. Id. at 131. The Court held that the act of appellant amounted 

to criminal trespass and convicted him rejecting the plea of 
private defence. 

265. See Ambika Singh v. state, A.I.R. 1961 All. 38; Munshi Ram v. 
DelhI AdmInIstration, A.I.R. 1968 s.c. 702; Lakshmi TIwari v. 
state of BIhar, A.I.R. 1972 s.c. 1058; Ram Rattan v. State of 
Uttar Pradesh, A.I.R. 1977 S.c. 619; State of Orissa v. 
Bhagahat Mahanta, 1978 Cri.L.J. 1566. 
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possession came to be elaborately discussed by the Supreme 

Court in Pur_em SL~CJ~ v. Stat~_of _Punj al?. 266 Here the appellants 

were usufructory mortgagees in respect of certain lands and 

they transferred the rights to the complainant. Later the 

appellants purchased the equity of redemption, and redeemed 

the mortgage, but failed to recover possession. He forcefully 

took possession of the property. After one month, the quondam 

mortgagee attempted to reenter the property and breach of peace 

ensued. It was proved that the property was in the possession 

of the appellants one month before the incident. The question 

was whether this period was sufficient to have 'settled possess-

ion' to get protection of criminal law. The lower courts refused 

to extend the criminal law protection. But the Supreme Court 

extended the protection of criminal len·" to safeguard the inte-

rest of the appellants. As to the concept of settled possession, 

Justice Fazal Ali observed: 

There is no special charm or magic in the words 

'settled possession' nor is it a ritualistic formula 

which can be confined in a strait-jacket but it has 

been used to mean such clear and effective possession 

of a person, even if he is a trespasser, who gets the 

right under the criminal law to defend his property 
. , h ,267 agalnst attac~ even by t e true o~ner. 

This m~kes it cle~r th~t the basis of extending protection to 

property afforded by the crimj.n~l law is not the protection of 

266. A.I.R. 1975 s.c. 1671. 
267. Id. at 1681. 
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the real owner of the property, but that of the person in 

actual physical possession of the property. The object is to 

preserve peace and public tranquility and thereby to protect 

property from destruction. In this process the courts seem to 

have afforded protection also to the real owners in appropriate 

cases by interpreting the term possessIon to avoid injustice 

being caused. 

The above discussion irrestibly leads one to the 

conclusion that the judiciary has been straining every nerve 

to afford maximwTI protection to property though it has had no 

proper definition either in the statute or in approved judi-

cial expositions. The judiciary has evolved a working defini-

tion for property and created an impressive decisional juris-

prudence around it so as to enable it to embrace ne\., forms of 

property also within the fold of the new meaning ascribed to 

it by them. 

Similarly the framers of the CO<..l.e used in many 

sections the term property without qualifying it as movable 

or immovable property. Though there was difference of opinion 

among the various High Courts in interpretation, the Supreme 

t i ] . 268 t t t h t b'- . it Cour n Da __ nna se a res t e con roversy y mar<-lng 

clear that protection must be afforded to both movable and 

immovable property irrespective of the fact thc~ tit had not 

----------------------------------------.-------------

268. Discussed, supra n.13. 
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been specifically stated in the sections. 'I'he approach also 

signifies that the courts have been insistent on affording 

protection to property so as to enable them to spread the winus 

of criminal law around different kinds of property which emerged 

out of the new socio-politico technological melieu. This has 

been made possible by placing wider interpretation on the 

accepted notions in law such as entrustment, fraudulently etc. 

Though the Penal Code is replete with repetitions of 

terms such as 'entrustment', 'fraudulently', 'dishonestly', 

'possession' etc. in the chapter of property offences it is 

conspicuous that none of these terms has been defined properly 

in the Code. Nor is there a definition for property, as dis-

cussed above. It is in these circwnstances that the judiciary 

had recourse to the purposes of the provisions in the chapter 

entitled offences against property, i.e. for the protection of 

property. Indeed, having regard to the jurisprudence created 

by our judiciary, it has to be said to their credit that they 

have been successful in affording maximum protection to property. 

They achieved this by a creative interpretation of the terms 

empJ.oyed in the Code. This is evident in relation to property 

offences, particularly from the interpretation given to the 

b h . b 269 th tenn entrustment y t e Supreme Court 1n ~~_~ __ R~m ,Som_N~_ 

.270 t Pur]. e c. However this has not been the case with the other 

-------.. --.----- --------------------_._----_._---------

269. Discussed sunra n.49. -- -- --270. Di scussed E.~lpra n. 53. 
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terms. There have surely been conflicts of opinion \-lith regard 

to their meaning among the High Courts. 

Though an earnest attempt "-las m0de by the courts to 

evolve a proper meaning to the tenn fraudulently, the courts 

could not come to an unanimous opinion. Several High Courts 

have tried to give it a wider interpretation. However, the 

Supreme Court has not been supporting this trend. It has been 

giving the term 'fraudulently' a limited meaning till the deci-

i · I 271 s on 1n Bansa • still it is felt that a broad approach 

rejecting the need for injury as a precondition, to constitute 

fraudulent act, should be adopted to afford maximum protection 

to property. 

The interpretation put on the terms 'dishonestly' and 

'possession' has been, in a sense, pragmatic. The purpose of 

maintaining law and order is better served by this kind of 

interpretation inasmuch as the possessor of the property, rather 

than the owner, is protected by the criminal law. In this context 

the notion of possession received a very disciplined interpret-

ation Hhich is in consonance with the policy of criminal law. 

Be that as it may, the analysis of the statutory 

provisions and the decisions makes it clear that the offences 

are designed to protect only certain forms of property. Though 

271. Discussed surr~ n.192. 
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the concept of property has been broadened by the decisional 

jurisprudence to include the ne,v fonns of property emerging 

from the new socio-economic and technological situation, 

protection to all these ne'd forms of property cannot be ensured 

with the help of provisions in the Code inasmuch as they are 

designed to protect only then extant forms of property. In 

other words, the Code hus been found to be of not much use in 

containing the violations of the ne", items of property as it was 

tailored to suit the needs of the Victorian era. The evolution 

and development of copyright, patent etc. has called for new 

legal norms. The legislatures have responded with new legisla

tion on copyright, patent etc. However, the possibilities of 

criminal law in affording protection to these fonns of property 

have yet to be ac1equClte ly explored. Such an inquiry assumes much 

importance in the present context when the distinction between 

intellectual property and other traditional forms of property 

for the purposes of protection by criminal law, is getting 

thinner day by day. 



Chapter N 

INTELLEcrU}\.L PROPERTY: l'mANING AND CONTENT 

INTRODUC'1' ION 

Intellectual property, in its literal sense, means 

·the things which emanate from the exercise of the hU.i11an ·brain. 1 

It is the product emerging out of the jntellectual labour of a 

human being. It involves the visible expression of a mental 

2 conception, the \-lork of both brain und hand. The two chief 

items are the writings of authors, and inventions made by 

inventors. In its broadest sense, the term 'inlellectual 

property I includes, on one level, ideas, concepts, kno\-l-how, 

and other creative abstractions, and on a second level, the 

literary, artistic or mechanical expressions that embody such 

abstractions. 3 

Just like other [01111S of things these have also been 

identified as property on the basis of the general understanding 

1. See Jeremy phi 11ips, 1.!1tl."'.9_duc_tion to Intellectual property Law 
(London: Butterworths, 1986), p.3. 

2. Simonds, "Natural Right of Property in Intellectual Product
ion", 1 Yale L.J. 16 (1891-92). 

3. See John M. Conley Clnd Robert M. Bryan, "A Unifying Theory for 
the Litigation of Computer Software Copyright Cases ", 63 North 
Carolina Law Review 563, 567 (1985). 

202 
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4 of the concept of property. Blackstone explained the dcvelop-

ment thus: 

\'-1hen a man by the exertion of his rational powers has 

produced an original work, he seems to have clearly a 

right to dispose of that idcont . .ical work as he pleases, 

and any attempt to vary the disposition he has made of 

it, appears to be an invasion of that right. 5 

The basic difference between this form of property and other 

forms is that, in intellectual property the focus is on the 

produce of the mind, and not on the product itself. 6 For 

example, in literary property (copyright) it is not the book 

which is termed property, but the intellectual creation, which 

composes ideas, conceptions, sentiments, thoughts etc. fixed 

in a particular form that is considered property for protection. 7 

It is incorporeal, invisible and intangible in nature. 

In the legal sense, intellectual property means a 

bundle of rights recognized by the legal system. The O",'l1er is 

given the exclusive right to enjoy this bundle of rights as a 

form of property. The rights usually available to an o,mer of 

------------------~----

4. See generally, Eaton S.Drone, A Treatise on the Law of 
proper!:.Y-.i:~1nte}._-!ectua-!_productTons\.1879,-New Jersey: 
RothmC'!ns, Reprints INC, 1972~See also, Kenneth J.Vandevelde, 
liThe New Property of the Nineteenth Century: The Development 
of the Iviodern Concept of Propertyll, 29 B~ffal~.!:~ev. 325 
(1980) • 

5. Blackstone, Comnentaries on the Law ~~~~nd, Book II, 
Chapter 26, pp.405-06. 

6. See Jeremy Phillips, on.cit., p.3. 
7. Eaton S.Drone, ~£.cit:~ p.6. 
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corporeal properly CQn also be enjoyed by the OViller of intellect-

ual property. Therefore the owner of intellectual property has 

the right to transfer, assign or bequeath this fonn of property. 

But the perpetual right available to the ov-mer of corporeal form 

of property is not available to the intellectual property. 'rhe 

period during which the right in intellectual property can be 

enjoyed is limited by law. So it is always treated as a limited 

monopoly. Such limitation is based on public interest. The 

individual right of intellectual property would vanish after 

the expiry of the specified period. Thereafter it forms part 

of common property of the public. Because of the peculiar 

features, this fOLm of property is recognized and protected by 

separate legislation. Some countries included in their consti

tution itself provisions for its protection.
8 

Traditionally only a few items were inclUded in the 

category of intellectual property. At present, generally copy-

right, designs, patents and trade mark are classified as 

intellectual property. But by the development of arts, science 

and technology, many new items have been included in this catc-

gory. The inclusion of new items calls for are-evaluation 

of the basic philosophy under ~~ich the concept of intellectual 

,------------------ --------------------------

8. united States Const.itution Art.l,section 8 reads: "to promote 
the progress of science and useful arts, by securing for 
limited times to authors and inventors the exclusive right 
to their respective \vri tings and discoveries". 
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property originated ~nd developed. On an an81Y5i5 of the 

various factors it is found that the concept needs a new 

theoretical backing. On its ndture it calls for different 

treatment. Hence a separate part for dealing with intellect-

ual property exclusively. 

COPYRIGHT 

Law relating to copyright deals with protection of 

rights on certain types of viorks resul ting from the intellect-

ual labour of humdn beings. Though it originated as a right 

to protect the intellectual labour of a man in his books, in 

modern times it is extended to protect the intellectual labour 

of a man in literary, dr2matic, musical and artistic works. 

The reason for the development has been rightly put by Philip 

wittenberg thus: 

The law of literary property evolved not only from 

the creative impulse of man, but also from the 

inhibitions and prohibitions with v[hich writing has 

ever been involved. From creation for pleasure and 

aesthetic enjo:yment came the notion in acquisitive 

societies of payment and profit. From autocrncy and 

despotism came prohibition and censorship. All of 

these commingled to give rise sl:'v!ly to law governing 

literary property. 9 

-----------------

9. See Philip wittenberg, !h~ I,aw~ Literary PropeE!Y (New 
York: World Publ.Co., 1957~ p.l3. 
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Even from very early times lhere h<:1(.1 been a tendE,ncy 

to protect intellectual creation of m~nkind just like other 

forms of property. 10 Wilhin the framework of the general theory 

on property propounded by great lheorists like Grotius, 

Pufendorf, Locke, Blackstone etc. writers tried to identify 

11 intellectual production of literary works also as property. 

Blackstone tried to justify the inclusion of these works within 

the meaning of property thus: 

There is still another species of property, whi.ch 

(if it subsists by the common law) being grounded 

on lQbour and invention, is more properly reducible 

to the head of occupancy than any other; since the 

right of occupancy itself is supposed by Mr. Locke, and 

many others, to be founded on the personal labour of 

the occup2nt. !>..nd this is the right which an 2uthor 

may be supposed to have in his own original literary 

compositions: so that no other person without his 

leave may publish or make profit of the copies. 12 

After examining various theories of property, Eaton S.Drone 

found in labour theory the justification of the concept of 

property in literary production. He explained: 

No theory, no explanation, no consideration, has 

been adv2nced by the great writers to account for 

the invio12bility of property in the produce of 

10. For a detailed discussion on theories of property, see 
supra, Chaps.I and II. 

11. See Eaton S.Drone, op.cit., p.3 et ~~. 
12. Blackstone, .QE.. cit. :--pp-: 405, 406-.-



bodily Idbour, which does not apply with equi}l force 

and directness to property in the fruits of intelleGt

ual industry. No vital qualities h<lve been a.ssigned 

to one which are not equally inherent in the other. ••• 

In other words, neither in its origin nor in its essen

tial qualities is literary property sui generis; but 
-- ------ 13 

it is simply a division, a species, of gencrol property. 

Copinger also identified property in copyright with labour theory 

and observed: 

Nothing can with great propriety be called a man's 

property than the fruit of his brain. The property 

in any article or substance accruing to him by reason 

of his own mechanical labour is never denied him: the 

labour of his mind is no less arduous and consequently 

no less worthy of the protection of the law. 14 

Thus the justification for recognizing property in intellectual 

creation lies in the principle that a man cannot be denied of 

the fruits of his labour especially that of the brain. 

"Literary property", says Eaton, "is not in the material which 

preserves the author's prodUction ... , but in the intellectual 

creation, which is composed of ideas, conceptions, sentiments, 

thoughts. It is in an invisible intangible creation of the mind, 

fixed in form dnd 15 communicated to others by language". 

13. 

14. 

15. 

Eaton S.Drone, ~.cit., p.5. See also R.F.VJhale, ~92Y-.!".i:9ht, 
Evolution, Theory 2nd Practice (London: Longman, 1970) 
pp.17~7 • 
Copinger and Skone James, On Copyright, E.P.Skone J2mes et al. 
(Eds.) (Lonclon: SyJeet & Maxwell, 26thecn. 1980), p.4. 
See Eaton S.Drone, op . .:::it., p.6. 
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The law reloting to copyright had a chequered 

history. It originated not as a shield to protect authors' 

right but as a s' .... ord to prevent unauthori zed publ ication of 

books. The concept of copyright arose as an exclusive right 

of the author to copy the literature produced by him. Even 

before the enactment of legislation the right had been reco

gnfzed and protected, based on common law princip1es. 16 

Before invention of printing, copies of books were 

taken by hand. Consent of the author was not sought for copying 

nor was he paid for taking copies of the books then. The 

authors were also not conscious of their right. 17 The invention 

of printing enabled production of books easy and cheap, and 

publishers started making money out of it. This made the 

authors conscious of their right in copy leading to the birth 

f h ' t 'ht 18 o t lsnnew proper y rlg • lmother reason [or the emergence 

of the right Has the spate of pUblications of literature against 

Church and the King. Since there VJas no control in F.:ngland over 

16. There are four decisions of Chancery Court which granted 
injunction protecting copyright to authors. Cited in 
~JJ.lar v. TaY!-0r, (1769) 4 Burr. 2303: 98 E.R. 201 (K.B.). 

17. See Augustine Birrell, seven~.Jes;tures on the I~aw and History 
of Copyright in300ks (1899, NeH York: l'.ugustus M.Kelley, 
Publishers, reprinted 1971), p.41 et sea. After examining 
the hist.ory he wrote: lilt is therefor--e--a fact of great 
significance that at no time during the manuscript period was 
any c1 aim for au-thor I s copyright made or asserted. It is 
useless to say there was no need for such a claim. True it 
is that the books reproduced by the copysts were, for the 
most part, old books--either of devotion, psalters, homilies, 
and the like, or the classical authors; but the same is 
largely true at the present day; and there are no members of 
the genus irritabile more jealous of their rights and more 
envious of- ea-chother IS reput2tion than rival editors, annot
ators, and compilers". Id. at 47-48. 

18. Id. at 48,49. 
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-Lhe press and printing, mi3ny a publicC:ltion was brought out 

, against the Church and King. In order to protect them some 

control on printing was introduced. The con-Lrol was ensured 

first by Letters Patent, issued giving right to publish certain 

works. Later Stationers Company was formed and the sole right 

to publish was given to its members. The matters to be published 

had to be registered and copies given -Lo the libr,c;ries. 19 The 

star Chamber also by its decree prohibited publicC:ltion wi-Lhout 
.. 20 
llcence. Till this period though many restrictions were 

imposed, there was no express provision protecting or recogniz-

ing any right of the author. It was in the Licensing Act of 

Charles II (1662) which was enacted \-Jhen star Chamber vias 

abolished, for the first time that the property right of the 

h . d 21 aut ors was recognlze • The Act expressly prohibited the 

publication of a book without the consent of the author. Though 

the major purpose was to control printing, the restriction 

imposed on -Lhe press helped the authors to protect their property 

by vlay of giving or vii thholding consent. Corrunenting on this 

development after an analysis of various enactments, Eaton says: 

It is plain, then, that the primary and chief object of 

all the decrees, ordinances, and Acts promulgC:lted, 

either by the star Chamber or by PArliament, prior to 

the act of Anne, in 1710, was the regulation of the 

press, and the suppression of all writings obnoxious 

to the government or the church. But most, if not all, 

19. Id. at 56 et seq. 
20. See Eaton S--=-Drone, op.cit., p.54. 
21. Id. at 57-59; also ·see Imgusi:ine Birrell, op.::.it., pp.64-65. 



of ~hem contajncd clauses rrcognising property in 

books, ond providing [or its protectlon. Vlhat ~he 

extent of this protection was, or what was the exact 

::>_tatu s of 1 i tcrary property, c;]nnot be preci sely 

determined. 22 

Thus the sole right of the a.uthor to tC'lke copy of 

his book, which was in existence by practice, \'JAS recognized, 

reinforced, and accepted in law ~lile introducing restrictions 

on printing. Based on this, publishers used to purchase right 

to copy books from the authors before publishing them and kept 

73 
this right as a perpetual one. 

The evil of piracy increased to a 12rge extent when 

the term of Licensing Act expired. There was a hue and cry 

from authors, printers and book-sellers for legislative protect-

ion which resul t.ed in the enactment of the first direct 1egi-

slation in the field of copyright, 8 Anne c.19 (1709). The 

preamble clearly st<~ted that the intention was to curb this 

unauthorized practice and to encourage literary works.
24 

There 

22. Id. at 58. 
23. See Eaton, ?p.cit., pp.61-68. 
24. The prccnnb1e read: IIPrinters, book-sellers, ;;nd other per

sons have of late frequently taken the liberty of printing, 
reprinting, and publishing, or causing to be printed, re
printed, and published, books And other writings, without 
the consent of the authors or proprietors of such books and 
writings, to their very great detriment, and too often to 
the ruin of them and their families; and that the object of 
the act is to prevent such practices for the future, and for 
the encouragement of learned men to compose ond write useful 
booksll. Quoted in Eaton, op.cit., p.69. 



were many significant features of the legislation. The Act 

declared the author's exclusive right of copying and publishing 

books. For the first time the right 'vIas limited for a specific 

25 period. The Act also introduced penal liability for violation 

of the right. 

The questions, whether the authors had copyright in 

common law and if so v:hether it is abrogi:lted or abridged by the 

statute law come up for consideration in courts. The chancery 

. 1 26 d .. t' . t' f Court J.n severa cases grante lnJunc ).on agalns pJTacy 0 

printed books not protected by the statute on the assumption that 

the copyright was perpetual in common 1 a '\0', dnd had not been taken 

away or abridged by the statute of Anne. The view was approved 

27 
by the King's Bench in lliillar v. Taylor. After making a thorough 

examination of the then exi sting 1aHs--both CC'l se 1a\." and statutory 

provisions--majority of judges concluded that there was common 

law copyright in books, and it was not taken away by the statute 

28 of Anne nor destroyed by the publication of the books. HOviever, 

the House of Lords in Donaldson 29 v. Becke.t took a contrary view. 

------------- -----------------. 

25. The copyright for published work ,,,as limited to 21 years and 
unpublished work for fourteen years from the date of first 
publication. If the author was still living at the end of 
this period, t:he ri ght continued for another term of fourteen 
yeEl.rs. 

26. They are ~re v. \'lalker (1657), 110tte v. Falkner (1735), 
Tonson v. \'Jalker Ti739) etc. ci tedln Milrar:-V:-Tay10r (1769) 
~urr. 2325; 98 E.R. 201, 228. 

27. 98 E.R. 201: (1769) 4 Burr. 2325. 
28. 98 E.R. 201 (K.B.). The majority constituted of Lord Mansfield, 

C.J. and Justices Aston and vJil1es, Just.ice Yates dissented. 
See for a detailed discussion, Eaton S.Drone,op.cit., pp.20-37. 

29. (1774) 4 Burr.2407: 98 E.R. 257. This \Vas an appeal brought 
from Court of Chancery against the injunction granted in con
formity with the law 1cdd dO'vIn in 11i1~~r v • .Tayl~~. 



Though the majori ty held that there was common L-iW copyright 

, bJ' I d k 30 d h t 1 b bl' , 31 1n an unpu .lS1e wor , an t at was no ost y pu 1catlon , 

they expressed the view that the common law right after publi-

32 cation was taken away by the statute of Anne. 

Lord Ca,lden Vlho moved the judgment of the House placed 

justifica1::ion for limiting the copyright not onn property theory 

but on public interest and other matters. This is clear from 

His Lordship's reasoning: 

I f there be any thing in the Iwrld common to all man

kind, science and learning are in their nature public 

juris, and they ought to be as free and general as air 

or water. They forget their creator as well as their 

fellolt/-creatures, who wish to monopolize }--.is noblest 

gifts and greatest benefits •.• Those great men, those 

favoured mortals, those sublime spirits, who share that 

ray of divinity which vIe call genius, are entrusted by 

Providence with the delegated power of imparting to 

their fellow creatures that instruction which heaven 

meant for universal benefit. They must not be niggards 

to the world, or hoard up for themselves the common 

stock •..• Knovlledge has no value or use for the solitary 

OVJDer: to be enjoyed, it must be comnunicated .••• Glory 

is the reward of science, and those who deserve it 

-------------------.---~------- .. ---~---. ------

30. There were twelve judges including Lord Mansfield. But 
Lord Mansfield did not express any opinion. Out of eleven 
ten expressed the view that there was copyright. 

31. Eight judges held that copyright was not lost by publication. 
32. six judges held that the right was taken avlay by statute, 

while five of them vim-led that the right was not taken away. 
Lord Mansfield did not express any view. 



scorn all meaner views. I speak not of the scribblers 

for breao, who tease the press with their wretched 

productions: ••.• Some authors are as careless about 

profi t as others are rap;,\ci ous of it; and what a si tua

tion would the public be in, with regard to literature, 

if there were no means of compelling a second impress

ion of a useful work to be put forth, or w~it till a 

wife and children are to be provided for by the sale of 

an edition! All our learning will be locked up in the 

hands of the Tonsons and the Lintons of the age, who 

will set \-"That price upon it their avarice chooses to 

demand, till the public become as much their slaves as 

their ovm hackney compilers are. 33 

Thus the House without properly considering the concept of 

property in literary work as developed by the common law practice 

rendered the judgment basing on public interest in sharing the 

benefit arising out of the thoughts of authors who according to 

the Court had been blessed with genius by the divine povler. 

Commenting on the decision, Eaton opined: 

Contrary to right and reason, it declared that literary 

property may be lost by the only act--publication--which 

renders it useful; contrary to the intention of that 

body, as it had been judicially interpreted for half a 

century, it decided that Parliament, in legislating for 

the encouragement of learned men to compose and write 

useful books, meant to afford such encouragement by 

taking from authors for more than it gave to them; contrary 

to these and other considerations, it fixed in English 

jurisprudence an unjust 1 w, which has ruled the legisla

tures and courts of England and knerica for a century.34 

----------------------------------- --------
33. 17 Cobb.Parl.Hist. 999, quoted in Eaton, op.cit., pp.39-40. 
34. See Eaton, ?p.cit., p.40. ----
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Alarmed by the judgment the publi~3hers who purch(}sed 

lot of copyright and the Universities applied to Parltament for 

perpetual copyright. '1'he applicatj on by the publ ishers, though 

approve-d by the House of Commons, was rejected by the Lords. At 

the same time Ule Universities and other educational institu-

tions were allowed to 1101d in p(~rpetui ty the copyright in books 

given [or the advancement of learnjng. 35 

The decision of House of Lords influenced the U.S. 

36 Supreme Court and WriS followed in Wheaton v. Peters. 'i'he 

Court also held that the copyright in the United states was 

creation of statute and there was no common law copyright.
37 

It has to be noted here that the statute of Anne 

did not refer to the then exist:ing corrunon lavr remedy. The pro-

visions in the Act dealt only vrith criminal remedies. So even 

after the decision of the House of Lords, the courts in England 

granted civil remedies as per common la,,., against piracy of books 

h ' h t' t d 'tl' th t t t ' d 38 w lC were no reg1s ere, Wl 11n e s a u-ory perla. 

-------_. 

35. Id. at 73. 
36. '~T834) 8 Peters 591: 33 u.s. 591 (1834). 
37. 33 u.s. 591, 661-662, per,M'Lean, J. for the n"jority. 

Justices Thomson and BaTawin dissented and expressed that 
there was common law copyright following the argument of 
Lord Mansfield, Blackstol etc. based on property theory, 
and also held that it was not taken away by the statute. 
33 u.s. 591, 669 et seq. See for an elaborate discussion, 
Eaton, op.cit., p:43 et seq. 

38. See for'~xample, .?e<?~f~r(fv. !i9_od, (1798) 7 Term Report 620: 
101 E.R. 1164. 
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Another attcrnpt to regain the perpetual copyright 

was made before Parliament of Queen Victoria under the leader-

ship of Sergeant TalfolJrd when the Copyright l\ct was placed 

for reconsideration in 1837. Sergeant Ta1fourd, supported by 

persons like Wordsworlh, Sir walter Scott, Professor Wilson, 

Charles Dickens, Robert Brovming etc. argued for perpetual 

copyright based on property th,.:ory and its need for encouraging 

creation of literary work. 39 The emphatic argument advanced 

by them was countered by Lord Macaulay basing on Lord Camden's 

and Justice Yate' s reasonings. Without basing his argurnen ts 

on property concept, Lord Macaulay argued for limiting the 

right and expressed the principle of copyright thus: 

It is a tax on readers for the purpose of giving a 

bounty to writers. The tax is an exceedingly bad one; 

it is a tax on one of tl-, most innocent and most 

salutary human pleasures, ,md never let us forget, 

that a tax on innocent pleasures is a premium on 
.. 1 40 

V1C10US P easures. 

The Copyright Act of 1842 was passed by the Victorian Parliament 

extending the limit of copyright even after the lifetime of the 

author. It is/however, clear that all the trappings of the 

concept of property in COmmon law have not been given to the 

concept of copyright. The emphasis on the public interest 

involved in literary works diluted the author's right in it. 

39. For details, see Eaton, op.cit., pp.74-76. 
40. Lady Trevelyan, (Ed.), 8 !"1a~aul~'s Works, p.200, quoted in 

Eaton, 9P.~it., p.82. 
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viewed in this background the concept of copyright seems to be 

the result of a compromise bet'deen the individuCil interest and 

the public interest. 

Mr.Eaton S.Drone criticized the approach of the 

judiciary ~s well as the legislature to be against justice and 

reason. He argued -Lhat the COrnmon law property existed before 

the statute of Anne, did not lose either by way of publication 

or by the provisions of the statute of Anne. Based on the 

theories and principles of property he argued that the property 

41 right could be lost either by abandonment or contract. He 

reasoned that the act of publication was neither an act of 

abandonment nor a contract to give property right to the public. 

SimiJ~rly, relying on the judgment of Mansfield in Millar v. 

Taylor, he argued that there was no express pLovision in the 

statute of Anne taking away the common law copyright. Since 

according to him property could be taken away by government only 

on the basis of concept of eminent domain and it had not been 

invoked in the case of copyright, the decision of House of Lords 

42 was bad law. 

with a view to clearing confusion express provision 

was included in the Copyright Act of 1911 declaring copyright 

-------------

41. Eaton, op.cit., pp.9-16. 
42. rd. at 16-20: 



a statu"tory right and abolishing "the common laYl right. 43 Thus 

the law of copyright has now been converted into absolu"tely a 

J. t J. ' 1 t 44 s~a u~ory rlgl • 

It is evident that t.he concept of copyright did 

emerge as a right to copy the books written by an author. The 

statute of Anne, which is "the first legislation concerning copy-

right also focused on books and the right to copy it. But by 

the frequent changes in the society many 1Il0re items were given 

copyright and many more rights were embraced by the concept of 

copyright. h 
,45 

T us engravlngs , 46 sculptures , f ' t 47 lne ar.s , 

d 48 t ' '1 b ramas ,e c. were glven copyrlglt y ~2parate sta"tutes. All 

these legislation Ylere codified and put in the Copyright Act, 

1911. Adding more items and more rights the l.:1vl in England 

was finally revised and codified in Copyright Act of 1956. 

43. section 31 of Copyright Act, 1911 read: "Abrogation of 
Common law rights:- No person shall be entitled to copy
right or any similar right in any literary, dramatic, 
musical, or artistic vork, \o,;hether published or unpublished, 
otherwise than under and in accordance with the provisions 
of this Act or of any other statutory enactment for the 
time being in force, but nothing in this section shall be 
construed as abrogating any right or jurisdiction to restrain 
a breach of trust or confidence ll

• 

44. In this context it is interesting to note that in spite of 
these provisions some (ourts in India still hold the view 
that there is comrnon law right for authors. This seems to 
be a wrong interpretation inasmuch as even in England there 
is no conunon 12w right of copyright. See infra n.52. 

45. Engraving Copyright Act, 1734 (8 Geo. 2, c:-F31-:-
46. sculpture Copyright Act, 1814 (54 Geo. 3, c.56). 
47. Fine Arts Copyright Act, 1862. 
48. Dramatic Copyright Act, 1833 commonly known as Bulwer 

Lytton's Act (3. and 4 Will. 4, c.15). 
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In India the first legislation on copyright was 

enacted in 1842--Indian Copyright Act, 1847 (Act XX of 1847).49 

This was on the lines of the English copyright Act, 1842 

enacted by the Victorian Parli~Hnent. 'rhe provisions of both 

50 ]\cts were in force ti 11 the Copyright llCt, 1911 was cnGcted. 

The English Act of 1911 was also extended to India and necessary 

modification for its application was made by the Indian Copyright 

Act, 1914. Corresponding to the changes introduced in England, 

Indian law also has been changed and reenacted in 1957. The 

present law relating to copyright is governed by the Indian 

Copyright Act, 1957. The Act in clear terms explains the mean-

ing and content of copyright. It is specifically stated in the 

Act that copyright is available only according to the provisions 

of the Act or any law in force in connection .wlth it. 51 This 

makes it clear that copyright is a statutory right. In other 

vJOrds, common law right is not available in India. Since we 

follovled the statutory provisions in English Acts t..he law in 

force was the law of England. Vlithout examining the position of 

law, the courts in some cases 52 held that common li1w right was 

available to C'luthors. The decisions are Virong, being per 

incurium. Even in Eng12.nd no such common law right exists • 

. -------------- ------

49. It is not clear VlhRther thRre was any law or custom before 
1847 governing copyright in India. 

50. See Mac Millan v. Khan Bahadur Shamsul Ulama M.Zaka, (1895) 
I. L. ~19Bom -; 557-~-------------------

51. See section 16 of the Copyright Act, 1957. 
52. See Nav Sahitya Prakash v. Imand Kllmar, A.I.R. 1981 All. 

200, 204; Madhavan v. S.K.Nayar, f§-87 (2) K.L.T. 47, 55; 
~u2P~~~_~~E9.~n~~ka~~~~sITIt~.Ramalakshmi, 1986 Cri.L.J. 
522, 524. 



As per the Act, copyright subsists only in 

(~) original literary, dram~tic, musical and artistic works; 

(b) cinematograph films and (c) records. 53 To become entitled 

to copyright in publ ished ",'orks, the \..,rOrks must be first 

published outside India. In case of Horks first published 

outside India, the author must on the date of such publication, 

and in case the author was dead at that date, be a citizen, 

54 to be entitled for copyri~lt. 

In case of lmpublished work, other than architect-

ural work of art, the author at the date of making the work 

must be a citizen or domiciled in India to. get copyright. 55 

But in case of an architectural work of art, the work must 

locate in India, and must have an artistic character and 

" . 56 oeslgn • 

The Act also made it clear that the copyright shall 

not subsist if the cinematograph film or record is made 

infringing any literary, dramatic or musical work. The copy-

right in cinematograph film or record is independent from 

the copyright of the work from which it 'das made. 57 

According to the definition in the Act, 'literary 

work' includes tables and compilations, and computer programmes, 

53. Section 13(1). 
54. Section 13(2)(i). 
55. Section 13 (2) (ii). 
56. Section 13(2) (iii) and (2) (5). 
57. Section 13(3) and (4) • 



that is to say, programmes recorded on any disc, ti'1pe, perfo-

rated media or other information storage device, which if fed 

into or located in a computer or computer bosed equipment is 

bl f d · . ft' 58 c~pa e 0 repro uClng any ln orma 10n. It is an jnclusive 

definition. The judiciary )las in many cases interpreted the 

term literary work widely to embrace many items. 

The English Court in Universi ty_ of_London Press 

Ltd. v. ~niversity Tutorial Press Ltd. 59 examined the meaning 

of the term 'literary work'. Here the Court considered ,,,,hether 

the question papers set for examination could be treated a 

Ii terary viOrk. Justice Peterson explained the term literary 

\-lork thus: 

It may be difficult to define 'liter<3ry ,,",ork' as used 

in this Act, but it seems to be plain that it is not 

confined to 'literary work' in the sense in VJhich that 

phrase is applied, for instance, to Meredith's novels 

and the writings of Robert Louis stevenson. In speak

ing of such vIri tings as literary works, one thinks of 

the quality the style, and the literary finish which 

exhibit •••• In my view the words 'literary Hork' co\er 

work which is expressed in print or writing, irrespect

ive of the question whether the quality or style is 

high. The word 'literary' seems to be used in a sense 

somewhat similar to the use of the word 'literature' 

in political or electioneering literature and refers 

to written or printed matter. 60 

58. Section 2(0). The computer programme is included in the 
definition by the Copyright (Amendment) Act, 1984. 

59. [ 1 916] 2 Ch. 601. 
60. Id. at 608. 
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The broad interpretation was followed jn India also. The 

Patna High Court in Jagdis.b~r~sa~ Gl~a v. Parmeshwar Prasad 

~iI}.!l!!61 and the Allcthabad High Court in AgaFYlala Publi~hin9: 

!Iouse~_Kh_~..£J~ v. BC:"J.I~d of .J-ligh School <'lnd Intermediate Education, 

u.p.62 following the English interpretation, held that question 

papers set for examination \-Jere literary works. 

The courts have also examined the meaning of the 

term 'original' used in the definition. The English Court in 

univers~ty ~.~ London.Pr~!3~ Ltd. v. University Tutorial Press 

Ltd. 63 observed: 

61. 
62. 

63. 
64. 

The word 'original' does not in this connection mean 

that the 'dork must be the expression of original or 

inventive thought. Copyright Acts are not concerned 

wi th the originality of ideas, but vii th the expression 

of thought, and, in t.he case of 'literary work', wi th 

the expression of thought in print or writing. The 

originali ty vlhich is required relates to the expression 

of the thought. But the Act does not require that the 

expression must be in an original or novel form, but 

that the "lork must not be copied from another work-

that it should originate from the author. 64 

._----_ .. _---------

A.T.R. 1966 Pat. 33. 
A.I.R. 1967 All. 91. See also Shyam Lal paharia v. Gaya 
Prasad Gupta 'Rasal', A.I.R. 1971 All. 192; Mac Millan-co. 
K.J.Cooper, A.I.R. 1924 P.C. 75; Satsang v. Kiran Chandra 
Mukh~adhyay, A.I.R. 1972 Cal. 533 etc. 
[T9T6J-2 Ch. 601. 
Id. at 608-609. 

v. 



This shows that the tC?rm is usC?d in a liberal sense. It is not 

on the originality of ideas copyright stresses, but on the origi-

65 nality of expression of thoughts. This was also followed by 

66 the Indian Courts. The test to be applied was stated by the 

M.P. High Court in ~1/!:l~_PJ:.~_~E~BaJ:il]]~~~-'lFya!_?ya v. 

Koshal67 thus: 

Shivratanlal 

The real test in adjudging the originality of a work 

is whether it involved any skill, labour tmd know

ledge of the author and that being fulfilled, he could 

be 'protected by law', and no one else was permitted 

to steal or appropriate to himself the result of his 

labour, skill and learning. 68 

Thus it is clear that to become a literary work the work need 

not have new ideas but must have a new -Itlay of presentation. It 

is also clear that \'o'h;jt is protected by the Act is the form in 

which the ideas are expressed and not the idea itself.
69 

65. 

66. 

67. 
68. 
69. 

-----------------------------

See generally, Leon R.Yankwich, "Originality in the Law of 
Intellectu. 1 Property" in The Los Angeles Copyright Society 
et al (Ed.), Copyright and Related Topics:A Choice of 
Articles, (Loslmgeles: Uni versi ty- of Cal • Pres~T964), p.466. 
See Ma-cI'1illan ;:;nd Co. v. KoJ.Cooper, AoI.R. 1924 P.C. 75; 
Agarv:!al~ublrsh1.ng House,Khurja v. Board of High School 
2nd--Intermediate E-ducafIon,u:J?:"; A.I-:-R. 19-67-All~ 91: 
GOVrrJdanv.Gop2rak-rr~Jlnan Kone, A.loR. 1955 Mado 391; 
f_~Cun!liC1h_~ co'-v.~BaTraj ~co., A.I.R. 1961 Mad. 111. 
A.loR. 1970 M.P. 261. 
Id. at 267, per,A.P.Sen, J. 
See R.G.lillano-v. !,-1/s. Delux Films, A.l.R. 1978 S.C. 1613; 
GopalDasV:-JagannathPra~cad, A---:l.R. 1938 All. 266: 
BrGi thvlai te v:-u-Trust-eeso-:f-ihe Port of Madrc:l.s, (1956) 2 
!'-1.L.J. 486; Pikev. Nic110l-a-s-:--[1869) 5 Ch~pp.Cases 251: 
!?a~er v. Se19cn-; 101u.s~-·99 (1879): ~~ v. _~tein, 347 
U.S. 201 0953) etc. 



In co~;;e of a \~'ork publi 011cd by the a.utLor j n his 

lifetime the copyright will subsist till fifty years after the 

death of the author. In other cases the period is limited to 

f 'ft f d t fbI' t' 70 1 Y years -rom a-e 0 pu lea lone The violation of the 

above rights are termed infringement of copyri9ht. Both civil 

and criminal remedies are prescribed in the Act. 71 

A new item recently introduced into the category of 

literary works is computer progrcmmes. A computer system may 

be divided into two parts consisting of hardware and software. 

Bardv!are usually constitutes the "mechanical, magnetic, electro-

72 
nic and electrical devices" of a computer. This consists of 

a central Processing unit (cPU) 73, the memory t~nits74 and the 

input-output devices. 75 The term software is nsed to describe 

all of -Lhe different types of computer programmes. Computer 

prograrnrnes are basically divided into 'application programmes' 

---------------~.---"--"-----------

70. See sections 22-29 of the Copyright Act, 1957. 
71. See Chapter V. 
72. See Jeff }1aynard, pic:!:io~E¥ o.i..'pat:.a Pr~ces~ing (London: 

Butterv.'orths, 2nd ean., 1981T, p.86. 
73. The CPU is the integrated circuit, or microchip, that exe

cutes programme s as in slructed by the programmer or the user. 
Id. at 27. 

74. }'Iemory device contains the various computer progr2JT\ITles and 
data to be processed by -Lhe computer and are stored in mag
netic tapes, disks, and microchips. The computer operating 
system progralTune also is stored and is knm·,rn as Read Only 
}1emory (ROM), see !,>pE.~ Compute.F Inc. v. E.'.~_a~lkl in Computer 
Co., 714 F.2d 1240(3d. eire 1983). 

75. This is the media through which the user and computer 
cownunicate. Consists of Card readers, Keyboards, printers 
and cathode ray terminals. See A.Ralston and C.Meek (Eds.), 
~.~r.!~12e.9i a of __ ~g~np,:!!_er_~_<?~n.<?~ (New York: Van Nostrand 
RelnhoJ_d Co., 19,6" pp.666-,07. 



und 'operating system programmes'. Applic<'ltion prograllllnc's <'Ire 

designed to do specific tasks to be executed through the computer 

and the operating system progratruncs ure used to manage the 

internal functions of the computer to filcilitate use of appli

cation prograrnrne. 76 These two types of programmes can be 

h'ritten in three levels of computer language--high level, lower 

level and lowest level. High level language, wllich is commonly 

used, are BASIC, COBOL, FORTRAN etc. This consists of English 

words and symbols and are easy to learn. 77 Lower level language 

is assembly language which consists of alphanmneric labels. This 

12nguage is also easily understandable by programmer. statements 

of these two languages are referred to as written in 'source 

code,.78 The third, lowest level, language is the machine 

language. This is a binary language using two symbols '0' and 

'1' called 'bits'. This is the only language which can be 

followed by the machine but very difficult for the prograrruner to 

utilize. statements in machine language are referred to as 

written in 'object code,.79 

76. See Apple Computer Inc. v. Franklin Computer Corp., 714 F.2d 
1240--00. Cir ~-'-1983T:--Also- see-Wes1e-y M-:La-ng-;-rrThe Semi-
conductor Chip Protection Act: A New Weapon in the War against 
Computer Software Piracy", (1986) utah~aw Review 417, 422 
et seq. 

77. "TEier:-
78. "fbid. See also Christopher n .l-1islow, "Computer Microcode: 

Testing the Limits of Software Copyrightability", 65 
Boston University Law Review 735, 741-744 (1985). 

79. Ibla.:-See aTS6JOhnM.ConTey and Robert M.Beyan, "A Unifying 
Theory for the Litigation of Computer Sofb..,rare Copyright 
cases", 63 !'Jorth Carolina Law Rev. 563, 564-67 (1985). 



computer programncs are usually written in source 

code by the progri3mmer. Since programmes in source code is 

not capdble of bej ng follovled by the computer this is usually 

translatfOd into object code by c;nother programme for the use of 

computer. If it is written in assembly language a programme 

called 'assembler', and if written in high level language--

BASIC, COBOL etc. -·-8 programme called 'compiler or interpreter' 

is used to translate it into object code. 80 

To be used in a computer, object code must be avail

able in a memory device such as floppy disk81 or a 'read only 

memory' (ROM). The ROM is an internal perm2nent memory device 

consisting of a semiconductor chip which is incorporated into 

82 the circui to~y of the computer. When the corr.puter programme 

written in the source code is fed into the computer the assembler 

or compiler, as the case may be, tr. nslate this into object code. 

By using the object code computer Cell be instructed to perform 

the particular task and the result can be obtained. 

The important question before us is whether these 

t\·,ro - - source code 2nd obj ect code--must be treated c.s computer 

80. See J.Boyce, Microprocessor and Microcomputer Basics (New 
Jersey: Prent·rceHaJ:T~--191·9l-p-:266-.-Se-eaJ: s-C)'Note r-; "Copy-
right Protection of Comput.er Program Object Code", 96 Harv.L. 
Rev. 1725, 1724-25 (1983). 

81. A'"I""floppy disk' is a flexible magnetic disk of Nylon Plastic 
usually 5.25 or 8 inches in diameter. Information is stored 
on the disk in concentric tracks of tiny magnetized regions. 
See IINote", 96 Harv.JJ.Rev. 1725. 

82. See Apple Computer-fn-c.v. Franklin Computer Corp., 714 F.2d 
1240-rJd:-ci-r~·T§"83f-. ------
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programme for affording legal protection as an intellectual 

property. It is also doubtful whether computer operating 

system progr~mme is covered by the copyright law. It is now 

well accepted that copyright law is the best media to protect 

83 the computer prograrrunes. It is to be noted here that the 

WIPO has not taken a decision as to the best fonn of protection 

of computer software since the conceptual basis was not clear. 84 

There is no difference of opinion for treating source code as 

85 a computer programme for affording protection of copyright law. 

But there have been considerable doubt as to whether object code 

can also be treated as a computer programme for affording 

protection. 

Copyright law protects only original work put in a 

parU_cular form. 'rhe basic doubt has been whether object code 

is an original work written in a particular form. Some authors 

expressed the view that object code must be protected as a 

------------------

83. See Report of the National Conunission on New Technological 
Uses ofCopyrignted Horks-~CONTU)\Y~f79-Uni teasta-tesYquoted 
in ApplecOinputer-Inc.'·-v-:- Franklin Computer Corp., 714 F.2d 
12400-d. Cir. 1983T:" See also "n11te-Paper_~:>n'~ntel}ectual 
Proper_ty~_ndJ_nnova,!:ion, Cmnd. 9712 H.M.S.O. April 1986, 
quoted in David I.Bainbridge, "Computers and copyright" 
(Reports of Committees) 50 M.L.R. 202 (1987). 

84. See W.I.P.O: Legal Protectionof Computer Sofhlare, 17 J.World 
Trade Law, 537 (1983), quoted in 7 U.N.S.H.L.J. 161 (198~-

85. For a-aiscussion of the species of intellectual property in 
computer programme, see John M.Conley and Robert M.Bryan, 
?p.£it., pp.567-569. 
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copyright subject matter. 86 The ~~eric2n Court of Appeal in 

Apple Computer Inc. v. Fr~nk I_in Coml?uter __ C9~. 87 categorically 

observed that the object code constituted a computer programme 

and was covered by the provisions of Copyright Act. As to the 

question whether operating system programmes are an appropriate 

subject of copyright, the Court opined: 

Both types of programs instruct the computer to do 

something. 'rherefore, it should make no difference 

for purpose of S.102(b) whether these instructions 

tell the computer to help prepare an jncome tax 

return (the task of an application program) or to 

translate a high level language program from source 

code into its binary language object code form •••• 

Since it is only the instructions which are protected, 

a 'process' is no more involved because the instruct

ions in an operating system program may be used to 

activate the operation of the computer than it would 

be if instructions \-lere written in ordinary English 

in a manual which described the necessary steps to 

activate an intricate complicated machine. There is, 

therefore, no reason to afford any less copyright 

protection to the instructions in an operating system 

program than to the instruction in an application 
88 program. 

______________________ • ____ 0 ____ _ 

86. Note, "Copyright Protection of Computer Program Object Code", 
96 Harv.L.Rev. 1725 (1983). Cere denied, 104 S.ct. 690 (1984). 

87. 714 F.2d 1240 (3d.Cir. 1983) 
In this case Apple, one of the computer industry leaders,manu
factured and marketed personal computers. Latest manufacturer 
was Apple II computers. Franklin the defendant, manufactured 
and sold the ACE 100 personal computer. The ACE 100 was design
ed to be 'Apple Compatible' so that peripheral equipment and 
software developed for use with the Apple II computer could be 
used in conjunction with the ACE 100. It was alleged by Apple 
that Frankline copied the Apple's operating system com~uter 
progr.:mune to achieve this. See also, Williams ElectronJ_cs 
Inc. v. Artic International, Inc., 68"5"-F~LQ8TI)Tjd--.Cri--:T98~); 
Apple cornpui-er Inc=v-.JfOr~nuya-International Inc, 725 F.2d 
-S-Ll--cra--:-tT r .f9l341-:- ---- -

88. Ibid. 
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Some authors criticized 89 the decision while others expressed 

90 the view that the decision was the correct exposition of law. 

To overcome the difficulty and to afford more protection to 

object code, Congress recently came out with a separate legisla-

tion called Semiconductor Chip Protection Act, 1984. The Act 

extends a special form of protection to one device that is 

internal to the computer technologies--the semiconductor chip. 

The 'mask work' fixed in a semiconductor chip product is protected 

91 for ten ye rs from the date of registration or on its use. 

Recently the Australian High Court took a different 

view. In C0I!lput~£.~_g9~ __ l?_g~td. v. 8J>..pl~ compyteE_Inc.
92 

it \Vas 

held that programmes in the object code Here not covered by the 

copyright law. Negativing the argument t.hat object code programmes 

-----_._._--------------_._--_ .. _--._._---_._-_._--
89. 

90. 
91. 

92. 

See Andrew G.Rodau, "Protecting Computer Software: After Apple 
Computer Inc. v. Franklin Computer Corp., 714 F.2d 1240 (3d-.
Cir.-19831-,-Does copyrTghtProvTde-fFie-Best Protection?", 57 
Temple_.;.a~Q_u~-ter~ 527 (1984). 
See Chrlstopher M.M1Slow, op.cit. 
For a cri tical eval uation of the Act, see \'!esley M. Lang, liThe 
Semiconductor Chip Protection Act: A New \'Jeapon in the War 
Against Computer Software Piracy", (1986) Utha Law Review 
417; l'-1i tchell S. Ei tel, "Microcode Copyrigh-t and the Protect
ion of Microprocessors Under Current Intellectual Property 
Law", 21 Columbia Journal of Law and Social Problf'ms 53 (1987). 
(1986) 60 A.L.J.R. 31"3-. The-appeila-~t-S importE~dand sold in 
Australia 'Vlombat' computers. The respondents made, sold and 
distributed 'Apple' computers. 'VJombat' computers \-lere com
patible with 'Apple' computers, could use their programmes, 
and were so advertised. Apple computer filed a suit for 
infringement of their copyright. This was filed before the 
1984 l.,mendJ,c::nt Act, which included computer programme al so 
as literary work. The trial court refused injunction. On 
appeal, the Federal Court reversed and granted injunction. 
Hence the appeal to High Court. 
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embodied in 1..he ROM's vJere Ii terary v;orks, Chief Justice Gibbs 

reasoned: 

As has been shown, these programmes existed in the 

form of a sequence of electrical impulses, or possibly 

in the pattern of circuits that when activated 

generated those electrical impulses. On any view they 

\-Jere not expressed in writing or print. Although the 

electrical impulses could be represented by words or 

figures, the impulses themselves did not represent or 

reproduce any words and figures. They were not visible 

or otherwise perceptible, and they were not, and were 

not intended to be, capable by themselves of conveying 

a meaning which could be understood by human beings. 

Obvious1y, the patterns of the circuits in the ROM's 

also did not represent or reproduce any words or 

figures, and were incapable of conveying any meaning. 

It is true that the object programmes might have been 

printed out in binary or hexadecimal form, but the 

question whether any ::;uch written expression of the 

programmes would have been a literary work is not the 

question that now falls for decision. We are concerned 

with the object programmes embodied in 1..he ROM's and it 

seems clearly to follow from the cases already cited, 

which decided that a literary work is a work expressed 

in print or v-lri ting, -that they were not Ii terary works. 93 

The majority also opined that the object code was not the 

94 adoption of the programme in source code. The deci sion vias 

93. Id. at 316. Brennan and Deane, JJ. concurred. But 
Manson and Wilson, JJ. di..- ~3ented. For cri tical view of the 
case, see Jill McKeough, "Semiconductor Chip Protection: 
Copyright or Sui Generis?", 9 U.N.S.W.L.J. 101 (1986). 

94 • (1986) 60 A. L:-J." R. 31 3 , 317, 3 -26~-----
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based on the law of copyright in Australia before the 1984 

Amendment. By the 1984 l\mcndment computer programme also has 

been inc 1 uded as a Ii terary \-lork. The defini tion of computer 

programme makes it clear that progrG.rrunes in object code is also 

95 protected. 

In England the Hhitford Report on the Law of 

Copyright <:Hld Designs (1977) and the Green Paper on "Reform 

of the Law Relating to Copyright, Design nnd Performers 

Protection" recommended protection of computer software. To 

ful fi 1 thi s, Copyright (Computer Sofblare) l'-.rnendment Act, 1985 

was brought into force affording protection to computer pro

grarmnes. The Act included computer programmes as literary work. 96 

The term computer programme has not been defir.ed. According to 

the l'-.ct, "a version of the progriJmme in which it is converted 

into or out of a computer language or code, or into a different 

97 computer language or code is an adaptation of the programme". 

It appears that by this provision the prograrrU11e in object code 

will also get the protection of copyright law in England. 

95. For a critical eV21uation, see steven stern, "Computer Soft
ware Protection After the 1984 Copyright statutory Amend
ments", 60 A.L.J. 333 (1986). The definition of computer 
programme reads: "Computer program mec~ns an expression, in 
any language, code or notation, of a set of instructions 
(whether with or without related information) intended, 
either directly or after either or both of the following: 
(a) conversion to another language, code or notation; (b) 
reproduction in a different material form, to cause a 
device having digital information processing capabilities 
to perform a particular function". See section 3(f) of 
Copyright l' .. inendment Act, 1984, quoted in steven Stern, 
op.cit., p.333. 

96. See Copyright (Computer Sofh!are) Amendment Act, 1985, 
section 1. 

97. Id., section 2. 



It is in this context that one has to eX2mine 

",hether the meaning given to computer progr<1mme in Indian 

Copyright Act takes in all forms of computer programmes. 

section 2(0) of Copyright Act explains computer programme as 

follows: 

Prografuoes recorded on any disc, tape, perforated 

rnedia or ot.her information storage device, which, 

if fed into or located in a computer or computer 

based equipment is capable of reproducing any 

information. 98 

The Act does not contain a definition of computer progrcrnr.le. 

It is clear that all programmes recorded in any information 

storage device is entitled to protection if it can, on being 

fed into or located in a computer, reproduce any information. 

Thus it appears that the object code recorded in floppy disk 

or ROfJI is covered by the Act. It is also felt that both appli-

cation programme and operating system programm are protected. 

This is so inasmuch as the pl.-ogramme need only be capable of 

reproducing an information \·,hen fed into or located in a 

computer. HOi-vever, since the Act did not define computer 

progr2ffirne and has not made explicit whether all the programmes 

form part of the term I computer programme I, the courts may 

interpret the term narrowly and deny protection to operating 

98. See section 2(0) of the Indian Copyright Act, 1957. 



system programmes on the ground that they ,ire used for the 

vlorking of hardwi=lre or they nre part of the hi=lrd\·Jare. 

Apnrt from the meoning of the term computer 

progr2ITlJIle, there is no other provision in the Act designed to 

protect copyright. It is true that the provisions applicable 

to literary v:orks are applicable to computer progr':>nlInes. Con-

sidering the speciAl nature of computer programme, it appears 

that these provisions dre inadequate to afford effective pro-

tection. Case law is yet to corne in this area. The experience 

in other jurisdictions shows that copyright law alone may not 

99 afford adequate protection to all forms of computer prograrmnes. 

Other items inclu.ded and protected by the Act in 

the first category are dramatic \ .. Tork, musical vlOrks and artistic 

works. Dramatic "'ork is defined to II incl ude any piece of 

reci tation, choreographic work or entert<'l.inment in dumb sho ... " 

the scenic arrangement or acting form of which is fixed in 

writing or otherwise but does not include a cinem<'l.tograph film. lIiOO 

This is also an inclusive definition. 

'I1usical work I according to the Act "means any 

combination of melody and harmony or either of them, printed, 

reduced to \\Trit.ing or otherwise graphically produced or 

99. For details, see Chapter V. 
100. section 2(h). 
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"101 reproduced. lmd 'arti stic ",!ork' 1 02 means ,,( i) a painting, 

a sculpture, a drawing (including a diagrC"!rn, map, chart or 

1 ) . 103 1 h 104 h h p an , an cngravlng or a plotograp , w et er or not any 

such work possess artistic quality; (ii) an architectural work 

of ort10S ; <lnd (iii) <:lny other \-mrk of artistic craftsmanship". 

The definition of the first category thus seems to 

be very wide. Almost all types of works connected with writing 

and art seems to have been included in the definition so as to 

afford copyright. 

The second category in which copyright subsists is 

cinematograph films. This is defined to incl'L'.de "the sound 

track, if any, and 'cinematograph' shall be c0nstrued as includ-

ing any work produced by any process analogous to cinemato

graphy,,106. An explanation Has added to the definition in 1984 

to include video films also. 'The explanation runs as follows: 

"For the purpose of this clause, 'video films' shall also be 

101. section 2(p). 
102. section 2 (c) • 
103. section 2(i) speaks: "'engravings' include etching, litho

graphs, vwod-cuts, prints and other similar works, not being 
photographs". 

104. section 2(s) reads: "'photograph' includes photo-lithograph 
<'lnd any works produced by any process analogous to photo
graphy but does not include any part of a cinematograph 
film". 

105. section 2 (b) reads: '" archi tectural "vork of <'lrt' means any 
building or structure having an artistic character or 
design, or any model for such building or structure". 

106. Section 2(f). 
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deemed to be ,·:ork produced by a process analogous to cinemato-

107 graphy". Thus cinematograph films include video films. 

'Records' are the third and last category for 

whi ch copyright subsists. '1'hi s "means any di sc, tape, perfora-

ted roll or other device jn which sounds are embodied so as to 

be capable of bc:d ng reproduced therefrom, other than a sound 

track associated with a cinematograph film".108 Copyright is 

available only to the i terns ''''hich fall in the above mentioned 

categories. 

An interesting and important question as to 

\vhether the performance of a cine artistein fiJm is protected 

by the copyright lavl come before the Bombay High Court for 
109 

considelation in ~/s~_~ortune_Films ~Ete~na~ional v. Dev Anand. 

Dev Anand, a cine artiste, had acted in a Hindi film, "Darling 

Darling" produced by the appellants. As per tlle agreement a 

remuneration of about Rs. 7, 00, 000 had to be paid to the artiste 

before the release of the film in certain specified territories. 

It was also stated in the agreement thi':it the copyright in his 

vlOrk will vest with him till the amount was paid. The film was 

------------

107. Inserted by 1984 l'JTlenoment Act. Before introducing the 
amendment, some of the High Courts had interpreted the term 
'cinematograph' in the Cinema Regulation Act to include 
video films. See e.g. Restaurant Lee v. State of M.P., 
A.I.R. 1983 M.P. 146; Dlnesl-ikumar Hanuman Prasad Tiwari v. 
Sti':ite of Maharashtra, A-:r.R~984D-om. 34; Entertaining 
Enterpris-e-sv~-state of Tamil Nadu, A.I .R. r~r84 Mad. 278. 

108. 'Section 2Tx). ----------------------
1 09. A. I • R. 1 979 Born. 1 7 • 
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relcosed before payment of 1-he Amount. The plaintiff obtained 

an injunction restruining the producer from releasing the film, 

invoking the provisions of Copyright Act. This was challenged 

before the High Court. It was contended by the appellants that 

there Vias no copyright in the perfonounce of em artist in film 

inasmuch as it Vias not a 'work' as per the Copyright Act, and 

so was not entitled to an injunction. On the other hand, on 

behalf of 1-he plaintiff it was argued that the performance of 

an actor was covered by the definition of 'artistic work' or 

'dramatic work' j_n the Copyright Act. It VIas also contended 

that a cinematograph film would include portions of the film 

or components of the film, and an artistic's \-lork in the film 

must be regarded as a component or a part of the film which 

would be entitled to protection falling within the definition 

110 of 'work' • 

After examining the definitions of the terms 

'artistic ""ork', 'author',' cinematograph film', 'dramatic work', 

'performance' and 'work', Justice Desai concluded that perform-

ance of an artiste has not been recognized and included as a 

. ht' th . h 111 t h . l' f h r1g 1n - e Copyr1g t Act. As 0 t e 1nc US10n 0 t e 

ri~lt of performance of the cine artiste within the definition 

of cinematograph film, Justice Desai observed: 
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entire film Inay cover portions of the film in the sense 

that the OHner of the copyright in the film will be 

entitled to the right in portions of the film; but this 

idea or concept cannot be extended to encompass an idea 

that there would be one owner of the cinematograph film 

and different OHners of portions thereof in the sense 

of performers who have collectively played roles in the 

t ' i t 112 IIlO ·lon p c ·ure. 

The Court further observed that since the performance of an 

artiste did not fall in the defini t.ion of artistic work, dramatic 

vwrk or cinematograph film and the copyright Act did not recog

nize it as a 'Hork' ... ,i thin the meuning of the Act. 113 

1m analysis of the reasoning of the decision makes 

it clear that the opinion of the Court is in conformity with 

the present scheme of t.he Copyright Act. It is true that the 

present concept of copyright as reflected in the legislation 

did not envisage the protection of the perfonnance of an artiste. 

But the question as to whether 1a\., has to recognize and protect 

such rights has necessarily to be gone into. 

In this context it is worth mentioning the obser-

vation of Justice V.R.Krishna Iyer, though obiter, as to the 

rights of a singer, in .Ind_~anl'e~i_<?rmi~-.B.:h9ht_~ocl:_ety v. 

Eastern India Motion Picture Association. 114 After examining 

112. Id. at 24. 
113. Ibid. 
114. A.I.R. 1977 s.C. 1443. 



the copyright in musical 'dork the learned Judge opined: 

This means that the composer alone has copyright jn 

a musical work. The singer has none. This disentitle

mont of the musician or group of musical artists to 

copyright is un-Indian, because the major attraction 

which lends monetal.Y value to a musical performance is 

not the music maker, so much as the musician. Perhaps, 

bot.h deserve to be recognised by the copyright law. 

I moke this observation only because art in one sense 

depends on the ethos 2nd the esthetic best of a people, 

2nd while universal protection of intellectual and 

est.hetic property of creators of 'work' is on inter

national obligation, each country in its law must prot

ect such rights wherever originality is contributed. 

So viewed, apart from the music composer. the singer 

must be conferred a right. Of course, law-making is 

the province of Parliament, but the court must communi

cate to the laVJ-maker such infirmities as exist in the 

law extant. 115 

This adds more strength and vitality to t.he demand for protect-

ion of performer's right in arts. It cannot be gainsaid that 

there is intellectual labour or creation in the performance of 

artistes. It is equally true that, that alone is not capable 

of producing the work of art. If the philosophy of copyright 

is the protection of intellectual labour of individual, and 

the public interest, the rights of the artiste in artistic 

works cannot be brushed aside on the ground that the present 

legislation is not wide enough to accommodate them. Either 

115. Id. at 1453-54. 
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by including a new head of right called 'performer's right' 

or by enacting a sep~rate legislation their rights must be 

protected. 

In Engl~nd though the present Copyright Act is 

silent Clbout these rights, the Dramatic and Musical Performer's 

Protection Act, 1958 t2kes care of the ri~lt of performers. The 

Act "Jas primarily enacted for affording protection through 

criminal law. HO\-'Gver, the judiciary has invoked the provisions 

to extend to civil remedies a1so. 116 The recent trend in 

Englr.nd is to afford, more protection to the rights of per-

117 formers' by treating their right as a separate category. 

An interesting question as to the copyright of a 

cartoonist in his c2rtoons came up before the Kerala High 

Court in V.T.Thom~ v. Malayala Manorama CO.Ltd. 118 Here 

V.T.Thomas, popularly kno"!D as Toms, had been publishing a 

cartoon series entitled "Boban and Molly" through the cartoon 

pages of the vleekly named Malayala Manorama owned and published 

by the respondent. He started publishing it in the weekly 

0___________ _ ______________ _ 
116. See Ex Parte Inl'-=,dd Records Ltd., [1978J Ch. 122; Lonrho 

~td.-v.- §}lerl_ Petroleum Co. Ltd. (No.2), [1982J A.C. 173; 
B~~~o~poration v. Pollard, [1983] Ch. 135; Rickless and 
9th~~ v. UnI ted !,r~ists Corporation and others, [1987J 
2 \>1. L • R • 94 5 ( C • D . 

117. See 1,-lhi te pa)er~I2. Intel..~!?ctual P~~erty and Innovation 
(London: H.M.S.D., Cmnd. 9712 April 1986). See also 
Jeremy Philips, Introduction to Intellectual Property 
Law (London: Butter"m-rths;-I98E01, pp.187-190 and Addendum 
topreface. 

118. 1988 (1) K.L.T. 433. 
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from 1957 onwards. To start with the remuneration was for each 

piece. Later, he was appointed sub-8ditor of the weekly to 

draw "Boban and Holly" every week. By its continuous publication 

the series and the main characters in the series attained much 

popularity among the readers. Toms retired on the 30th of June 

1987. HO"1rJever, the weekly continued the publ ica tion of the 

cartoon page entitled "Boban and Molly" by engaging some other 

cartoonist. Both. Toms and Banorama had published separate comic 

books by the name "Toms Comics" and "Manorama Comics" respectively 

incorporating the pieces of cartoon already published in the 

weekly. 

Mr.Toms after his retirement joined another publi-

cation Kala Kaumudl and started publishing the cartoon, "Boban 

and Molly" in it. Aggrieved by this, the respondent obtained 

exparte interim injunction against Torns and Kala Kaumudi prevent-

ing them from publishing the cartoon. On appeal, the High Court 

examined the question whether the respondent had the copyright 

in the cartoon under section 17(c)119 of the Copyright Act, and 

------------------ -------- -----------------------------

119. section 17 reads: "Subject to the provisions of this Act, 
the author of a work shall be the first owner of the copy-
right therein: Provided that--
( a) 
(b) ••.• 
(c) in the case of a work made in the course of the author's 
employment under a contract of service or apprenticeship, 
to which clause (a) or clause (b) does not apply, the 
employer shall, in the absence of any agreement to the 
contrary, be the first owner of the copyright therein". 
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... :hether jJjr.Toms hus the right to continue the publication of 

h t . 1 d' 120 d b h 1 f f h t e car oon In ~~~~u~~~. It was argue on e a 0 t e 

respondent that as per section 17(c), it was the 'author' of 

the cartoon Gnd by virtue of its interpretation it continued to 

be the author even as regords the future cartoons based on 

"Boban and t-10lly". 

After examining section 17 and the C~finition of 

'author' in section 2(d)121 the Court concluded that the appellant 

was the author of the cartoon characters "Boban and Molly", and 

he had copyright in it. Justice sukumaran reasoned: 

Toms is the person v,ho clothes the idea in form. He 

is not a mere shorthand wri ter transcribi!lg an author's 

stenographed wOL·ds. Toms is t.he person who impregnates 

an idea; one who actually executes a design. It is 

Tom's hands which fix the picture upon the paper. Toms 

is therefore the author. In a sense, his authorship of 

the content and form of the cartoon series \-lay back in 

1957 (at a time when he was not the employee of Manor2ma 

as is inf~rable from paragraph 21 of the plaint itself) 

ordinarily entitles him to the copyright. 122 

120. The Court did not inquire the rights of cartoons already 
published, and no interim order was passed in that respect. 

121. section 2 (d) reads: "Author means,-- (i) in relation to a 
literary or dramatic work, the author of the Hork; (ii) in 
relation to a musical work, the composer; (iii) in relation 
to an artistic ",'ork other than a photograph, the artist; 
(iv) in relation to a photograph, the person taking the 
photograph; (v) in relation to a cinematograph film, the 
o~~er of the film at the time of its completion; and (vi) in 
relation to a record, the ovmer of the original plate from 
which the record is made, at the time of the making of the 
plate; ...... 

122. 1988 (1) K.L.T. 433, 436. 
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The Court said that section 17(c) postulated only artistic work 

made by the employee while he \'1as in the course of employment, 

and added that by the termination of such employment, the appli-

cation of section 17(c) wouJd also come to an end. Court 

concluded that the respondent had no arguable case as to the 

future artistic productions of the appellant. As to the right 

of the appellant, Court observed: 

It would then follow that as regards the future produ

ctions of Toms, there is no inhibition arising out of 

the statutory sanction under s.17(c). He is free to 

draw. He is independent to take his brush and draw the 

lines and create the figures. He can give life to his 

characters as he wishes; and he can present them in 

such media as he prefers. 123 

Based on this reasoning the Court stayed the effect of order 

passed by the lower court precluding Toms from drawing the cartoon 

series and preventing-the publishers Kala Kaumudi from publishing 

it. 

In arriving at this conclusion it seems that the 

Court understood the term cartoon as a piece depicting an episode 

with the main characters. There may be several such pieces. The 

caL-toonist has copyright in such pieces drawn by him using the 

regular characters. It also seems to be the reasoning that by 

virtue of section 17(c) of the Copyright Act, the cartoonist's 

123. Ibid. 
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copyright in the pieces he drew, while in service, would stand 

transferred to the employer. Since the c~rtoonist retired, 

the Court concluded that the cartoonist could have tre copyright 

in the pieces which he may draw in future. In this view of the 

matter it may be doubted Hhether Toms could retain his copyright 

inasmuch as it could be argued that he had contracted out his 

copyright. 

Indeed, the Court has not ventured to treat, the 

series as such and the different pieces using the main cha-ca

cters in different episodes, as two distinct items [or the 

purpose of according copyright. If the case was looked at in 

that perspective it is felt that, it ',-muld have helped the court 

to conclude that the copyright of the pieces d8picting different 

f,:pisoces drawn by the cartoonist as an employee would vest with 

the employer, vlhereas the series entitled "Boban and Molly" 

\-lOuld remain with the author who has in fact floated the idea of 

such a series for the first time and had depicted and named the 

main characters. A question may be raised as to the nature of 

the cartoonist's proprietory interest in the series as such. 

It may be doubted ".,,}1ether it is wi thin the meaning of copyright 

as provided for in the Copyright Act. It seems that this inte

rest is a sort of intellectual property right acquired by the 

author by virtue of his ability, in cultivating a sense of 

acceptance of the series and characters among the reading public. 

It could pe~ haps compare "vi th the interest in trade marks. Vie"Jed 



in this perspective it may be right to say th~t the c~rtoon

ist has copyright in the series, ap~rt from the different 

pieces which he had produced while in elnployment. And this 

right is inextricably associated with the public's interest 

in getting the original cartoonist's pieces of cartoons us

ing the main characters "Boban and f'lolly". 

Be that as it may, the inclusion of the cartoonist's 

right in the series within the meaning of copyright as defined 

under the Copyright Act needs stretching the language of the 

statutory provision. It may be necessary to widen the defini

tion or to think of some new provision to include this form of 

property interest. The ne\., fonns of intellect"--lal property such 

as computer programmes, performer's right, musician's rights, 

cartoonist's right etc. have been tried to be brought with 

under the provisions of the copyright Act. ".s has already 

been discussed, many of these items cannot be brought under 

the coverage of the Copyright Act, though basically the reason 

for their protection seems to be the same as in the cuse of 

copyright. A new legislation or even different pieces of 

legislation, if need be, should be enacted to provide for 

the protection of new forms of intellectual property emerging 

out of the technological advancements. 
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DESIGNS 

The theoreticGl basis for the protection of designs 

is similar to that of copyright. Designs have been identified 

and recognized as a form of intellectual property. Copyright has 

been given to it through separate legislation. Though in the 

beginning this 'VIas identified along wi th copyright, subsequently 

because of its as~oci~tion with industry, it has been grouped 

with patent. Designs were first protected in India along with 

patents in 1872 by Patents and Designs Protection Act, 1872. 

This Vlas consolidated in 1883. When patent and Designs l\ct, 1911 

was passed separate provisions were included to protect designs. 

By the enactment of Patents Act in 1970, the Act of 1911 contains 

only provisions for protecting designs. The Act defined 'design' 

as follo'Vls: 

'Design' means only the features of shape, configura

tion, pattern or ornament applied to any article by 

any industrial process or means, Hhether manual, mecha

nical or chemical, separate or combined, Vlhich in the 

finished article appeal to and are judged solely by the 

eye; but does not include any mode or principle of 

construction or anything Vlhich is in substance a mere 

mechanical device, and does not Include any trade mark 

as defIned in clause (v) of sub-sec. (1) of S.2 of the 

Trade and Merchandise Marks Act, 1958; or property mark 

as defined in section 479 of the Indian Penal Code. 124 

According to the Act the registered designs are entitled to 

125 get copyright for five years. Copyright for the purposes 

124. The Designs Act, 1911, section 2(5). 
125. Section 47. 
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of the Act means the exclusive right to apply a design to <my 

126 article in any class in which the design is registered. 

certain acts are considered as violation of copy-

right in design. Applying the registered design for sale to 

any class of goods in which the design is registered, and the 

fraudulent or obvious imitation of design are considered as un-

lawful. Similarly importation of goods for sale in which the 

design was applied without the consent of the proprietor is also 

prohibited. 127 The violators are liable to pay a sum not exceed-

ing five hundred rupees as contract debt. 'rhe proprietor may 

1 "1' 128 btl h d ' ., bl e ect a C1Vl SUlt , u on y one met 0 1S perm1ssl e. 

Criminal law has not been employed in protecti~g copyright in 

designs. 

The above discussion indicates that the law 

protects copyright and designs not only to safeguard the inte-

rests of the individual concerned but also for the benefits of 

the public. Thus it may be equated with copyright in the matter 

of protection. 

126. section 2 (4). 
127. Section 53 (1) • 
128. Section 53 (2). 
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PATENT 

Patent is a statutory grant of monopoly for working 

129 an invention and vending the resulting product. This is 

conferred for a limited period and the right includes the 

. ht tId th f . hit' 1 30 1 t rlg 0 exc u e 0- ersrom uSlng t e nven lone T1e erm 

originated from Letters Patent, i.e. open letters (literae 

131 patentes) issued by the Crown in olden days. 

The theory under which the modern patent system 

functions in England VIas explained by Blanco wl1ite thus: 

The basic theory of the patent system is simple and 

reasonable. It is desirable in the public interest 

that industrial techniques should be improved. In 

order to encourage improvement, and to encourage 

also the disclosure of improvements in preference 

to their use in secret, any person devising an 

improvement in a manufactured article, or in machi

nery or methods of making it, may upon disclosure of 

------------------------
129. See N.Rajagopala Ayyangar, Report on the Revision of the 

Patents Law (Govt. of India:-T959) , np~9--. ---
130. See Terrell, Law of Patents (London: Sweet & MaxVlell, 

13th edn. 1982), p.l. 
131. The reason for calling these grants as letters patent .,.;as 

explained by Blackstone thus: "These grants .•• literae 
:eatentes: so called because they are not sealed up, but 
exposed to open view, with the great seal pendant at the 
bottom; and are usually directed or addressed by the King 
to all his subjects at large". See Blackstone, Commentaries 
~~ the L?W of England Book II, Chap.21, s.II, p.34-6-;----



his improvement at the Patent Office demand to be 

given monopoly in the use of it for a period of 

sixteen years. After that period it passes into 

the public domain; and the temporary monopoly is 

not objectionable, for if it had not been for the 

inventor who devised and disclosed the improvement 

nobody .... lould have been able to use it at that or 

any other time, since nobody would have known about 

it. Furthennore, the giving of the monopoly en

courages the putting into practice of the invention, 

for the only way the inventor can make a profit from 

it (or even recover the fee for his patent) is by 

putting it into practice: either by using it him

self, and deriving an adv.cmtage over his competitors 

by its use, or by allowing others to use it in 

return for royalties. 132 

247 

This reflected the balancing of the tHo-fold interest involved 

in the patent system. On the one side public interest necessi-

tates the improvement of technological invention and industrial 

grO\\rth for the development of the nation. On the other side for 

achieving this we have to recognize and protect the rights of 

the inventor. The pdme object seems to be the industrial growth 

rather than the protection of the rights of the inventors. The 

rights of the inventors were taken care of by permitting them for 

a limited period to exclusively enjoy the fruits of their 

132. T.A.Blanco White, patents for Inventions (stevens, ed.,3rd 
ed. 1962), quoted in M.A.L.Banks, The British Patent System: 
Report of the Committee to Examine--fh-ep0tent System and 
patent Law 01er Majesty's statIonary Office, 197~p.1. 
See also Anthony William Deller (Ed.), Deller's l'Jalker on 
Patents (New York: Baker, Voorhis & Co. Inc. ~nd edn. 1964) 
Vol_ :1-,-p. 40. 
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invention. The justification for this limited monopoly was 

explained in the statement of objects and re("3sons of the Bill 

prepared by the Board of Trade in England in connection with 

Patents and Designs Amendment Bill of 1919 thus: 

A monopoly being contrary to the common law right 

can only be justified by SOme consideration moving 

to the public. The consideration justifying the 

grant of a monopoly for a new invention is not only 

the disclosure to the public of information which 

they can use when the period of monopoly expires but 

the benefi t to trade by the nevv invention being 

brought into cormnercial use during that period. The 

public therefore are entitled to have the monopoly 

so framed and guarded that they are not deprived of 

this consideration. 133 

'fhis was further explained by Swan Com.mittee as 

follows: 

••• the opportunity of acquiring exclusive rights 

in an invention stimulates technical progress, mainly 

in four ways: first, that it encourages research and 

inventions; second, that it induces an inventor to 

disclose his discoveries instead of keeping them as a 

trade secret; third, that it offers a rewaJ_d for the 

expense of developing inventions to the stage at vmich 

they are corr~ercially practicable; and fourth, that it 

provides an inducement to invest capital in new lines 

133. Quoted in N.Rajagopala Ayyang2r, ~~.~~t., p.ll. , 



of production Hhich m1.<jht not appear profi t;~lb] e if 

m6ny competing producers embarked on them simulta

neously.134 
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Thus requirement for disclosure of the invention to Lhe public 

is considered as one of the main basis for patent system. This 

helps the public to utilize it Vlhen the period of monopoly is 

over. 

These principles have been followed in the Indian 

patent system also. This vIas spel t out in the report on the 

revision of the patents law135 as well as by the Supreme Court. 

Justice Sarkaria in M/s.Bishwanath Prasad Radh8Y shyam v. 

!-1/S. H.M. Industries136 observed: 

The object of Patent LaW is to encourage scientific 

research, new technology cmd industrial progress. 

Grant of exclusive privilege to o~n, use or sell 

the method or the product patented for a limited 

period, stimulates nevI inventions of cOlTUnercial 

utility. The price of the grant of the monopoly is 

the disclosure of the invention at the Patent 

Office, which, after the expiry of the fixed period 

f h I . h bl . d . 137 o t e monopo y, passes 1nto t ~ pu 1C omaln. 

134. See Kenneth Swan, Second Interim Report of the Dep2rtmental 
COITUnittee en the Patents and-D-esignsAct,- para 9, (1946), 
quoted i n- Banks~op. c1.-t .-;- p .1 O·~---·---

135. See N.Rajagopala Ayyangar, op.cit., p.17. 
136. A.I.R. 1982 S.C. 1444. -- --
137. Ide at 1447-48. 
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It is obvious thi'lt the modern patent system concentrates on 

the recognition and protection of the intellectual labour of 

the inventor for the development of technological progress of 

the society. Apart from this, it focuses much attention on 

the disclosure of the invention to the public for public good. 

'rhe ultimate benefi t in any case is to the publ ic rather than 

to the inventor. 

The origin of the patent system in England has been 

intrinsically connected with the development of industry. 

Since Englcmd \.,as ve~y backward in industri al development, 

growth of industry was the sale object when the patent system 

emerged in England. It was for the growth of textile industry 

during the thirteenth and fourteenth century that various grants 

were given by the Crown to foreign traders to establish industry 

. h 1 138 In t e rea m. The reason for offering grant at that time, 

according to Seabrone Davies, was that: 

••• since the Crown has made the grant of privileges, 

it is for the patentee to fulfil his side of the 

bargain by using his utmost endeavours to secure the 

benefi ts which he has led the Crown to be 1 ieve "'.'Quld 

result from the grant. The 'consideration' is the 

putting in practice of the invention or the establish

ment of the new industry or trade in such a way as 

------------

138. See E. Hyndham HuJ me, "The Hist~ory of the Patent System under 
the Prerogative and at Common Law", 12 L.Q.R. 141 (1896); 
Romon A.Klitzke, "Historical Background--ofthe English 
Patent Law", 41 ~ouTna~of~b~~at~_n_t O(~_i_c:e Society 615 
(1959) • 



'to secure the memory of this invention' and to 

'make certain that the knovlledge of it should remain 

known to our people.'139 
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During that period the grant was issued to anyone who brings 

the industry to Cornrnonvleal th. It was not necessary that he 

h h d ' d hi' 140 "1 1 must be t e person W 0 eVlse t e nvcntlon. Slml ar y, 

the CrO\-m was not conceIned whether the invention for which 

grant was given was a new manufacture. The patentee was also 

b d d '1 hi' i 141 not oun to lSC ose s lnvent on. The only condition 

\-:as to establish a new industry in the realm and teach the 

trade to those willing to learn. 142 It appears that the basic 

theory of the protection of these types of property, i.e. 

protection of the intellectual labour of the man, has not been 

recognized and considered as basis of patent system at that 

time. This is evident inasmuch as grants "Jere issued to any 

one who brought an invention to Commonwealth whether he be an 

inventor or not. 

139. See D.Seabrone Davies, liThe Early History of the Patent 
Specification", 50 L.Q.R. 86,99 (1934). 

140. See E .Hyndham Hulme:-IIThe History of the Patent System under 
the Prerogative and at Corrunon Lavl--A Sequel", 16 L.Q.R. 44, 
55 (1900). 

141. See E.Hyndham Hulme, "On the Consideration of the patent 
Grant, Past and Present", 13 L.Q.R. 313 (l897). 

142. See E. rlyndham Hulme, "The History-of the Patent System under 
the Prerogative and at Corrunon Law", 12 ~.Q~. 141, 153 
(1896) • 



The judiciary aJ so ex~'mined the scheme of patent 

grant in those period in Da-.!:~cy v. Allein143 and clothVlorkers 

f I . h 144 o PSW1C case. The Court spelled out the justification 

for the grant thus: 

But if a man hath brought in a new invention and a 

new trade within ~he kingdom in peril of his life 

and consumption of his estate or stock, etc., or 

if a man hath made a new discovery of any thing, in 

such cases the king of this grace and favour in re

compense of his costs and travail may grant by 

charter unto him that he shall only use such a trade 

or trafique for a certain time, because at first 

people of the kingdom are ignorant, and have not the 

knowledge and skill to use it. But when • .... he patent 
145 

is expired the king cannot make a new grant thereof. 

Thus it is clear that in olden days neither disclosure of the 

invention to the public nor the protection of the intellectual 

labour of the inventor was the consideration or basis of the 

patent system. Industrial grm.,rth ",as the immediate object of 

granting patent monopoly at that time. 

During the period of Henry IV a statute \-las intro-

duced in 1399 regarding the issue of patent grants and a clause 

\-:as i ncl uded in it to produce a description of the invention 

143. 1 w.P.C. 1 Moore K.B. 671. 
144. Godbolt's Reports K.B. 252. 
145. Ibid. quoted in Terrell, op.~~~., p.3. 
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146 for grrlnting patent. Even then the Crown used to exempt 

the production of description while granting patent. So in 

practice the patentee never disclosed his invention to the 

public. 147 A strict insistence on disclosure of the invention 

was made during 1611. But the specifications filed during that 

period were only outlines of the inventions involved and from 

that no one could learn the technical details of the invention 

to put it in practice. 148 

There was much criticism as to the abuse of the 

monopoly system. Many patent grants were revoked by procla-

. d til t d' t . t th 149 matlons an r a s arte ln cour s agalns some 0 ers. 

This led the Parliament to come out with a legislation in 

1624 known as statute of Monopolies (21 Jac 1, Ch.3). The 

foundations of the modern patent system were laid down in 

section 6 which read: 

Provided also (and be it declared and enacted) that 

any declaration before mentioned shall not extend to 

any letters patent and grants of privilege, for the 

term of fourteen years or under, hereafter to be 

made, to the sole working or making of any manner of 

new manufactures, within this realm, to be the true 

and first inventor and inventors of such manufactures, 

which others, at the time of making such letters-patent 
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and grant, shall not use, so as also tlK~y be not contra

ry to the law, nor mischievous to the state, by raising 

prices of 

generally 

commodities at home, 

inconvenient.l~ 
or hurt of trade, or 

This demonstrates that to obtain the privilege the invention 

must be a 'new manner of manufacture' and the patentee must be 

the 'true and first inventor'. Thus the element of novelty was 

introduced. The period of the grant was also limited to fourteen 

years. Accoroing to Hulme, the statutory provision was the codi-

fication of the common law practice of the patent system in the 

151 17th century. The statute has not specified the consider-

ation of the monopoly except the introduction of the words 

" nevl manner of manufacture". Though the test of novelty was 

introduced, since it was not defined in the statute it was 

limited to the practice of art or prior user within the memory 

152 of man. It is clear that only 'true and first inventor' 

was eligible for patent monopoly. Since the term Has left 

undefined, for a considerable period of time a person who 

'brings the invention' was also given the monopoly right. So 

150. See Terrell, op.cit., p.4. The words in bracket were repeale 
by the S.L.R.Act1888. For a full text of statute of Mono
polies see De~ler's Walker on Patents, supra at 31-34. 

151. See E.l-Jyndham Hu-im~-'-'The History()fthepatent System under 
the Prerogative and at Common Law--A Sequel" 16 L.O.R. 44 
(1900) and E .l·Jyndham Hulme, "On the History of Patent Law 
in the Seventeenth and Eighteenth Centuries", 18 L.O.R. 280 
(1902). 

152. E.Wyndhan Hulme, 18 L.Q.R. 280, 282. 
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it may be concluded that even dud ng this period the main 

consideration for gr~nting patent rights was the development 

of industry in the realm. 153 

Specification of the invention as a consideration ~ 

of the monopoly was the outcome of the growth of patent system 

in the seventeenth century. Two explanations were offered for 

the origin of specification. One view was that it originated 

at the instance of the patentees themselves. They included the 

specification in the applications for grant to distinguish their 

inventions from previous devices, to get priority and for easy 

f . f . f . t 154 proo ln case 0 ln -rlngemen • The other view was that the 

specification was necessary to enable the Law Officer to know 

exactly the nature of the grant made for the purpose of settling 

th d · t d t . d i f t t .. 1 . t' 155 e lSpU e, an ·0 aVOl ssue o· gran 0 Slml ar lnven lons. 

Seabrone Davies is of the view that the true explanation was the 

156 combination of the t\vO views expressed above. Eut Hulme 

expressed the view that specification originated by way of 

157 suggestion from the patentees themselves for their safety. 

After examining sturtevant's Patent and Treatise of Mettallica, 

153. E.vlyndham Hulme, 16 L.Q.R. 44. 
154. See D.Seabrone Davies;-op.cit., p.269; also Hulme 13 L.Q.R. 

313, 317. This was supported by the specifications in the 
Sturtevant's Patent and Treatise of Metallica and Nasmyths 
Patent. 

155. D.Seabrone Davies, op.cit., p.269. 
156. Ibid. -- ---
157. Hulme, 13 L.O.R. 313, 317. 
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1611-12 (Patent Office Supplement to Latters Patent No.1) and 

Nasmyth's Patent and Specification, 1711-12, two patent grants 

issued at that tjme, Hulme concluded: 

From these cases we may deduce the origin of the 

specification, viz. that the practice arose at the 

suggestion, and for the benefit, of the grcntee with 

the view of making the grant more certain, and not 

primarily as constituting the full disclosure of the 

invention now required at law for the instruction of 

the public. 158 

This mCl.kes it clear that specification of invention originated 

not as a consideration for grant of patent keeping in view the 

public benefit. 

Lord Mansfield in categorical terms stated that the 

consideration of patent monopoly should be the disclosure of the 

invention for the benefit of the public. His Lordship in 

Liardet v. Johnson159 emphasized the need for the specification 

of the invention in detail. He laid down the basis of patent 

monopoly as follows: 

158. Ibid. 
159. M~ing Post, Feb. 23 1778 (No.1667, p.2 col.4) (K.B.). The 

relevant portions of the judgment are extracted in 18 L.Q.R. 
283-287. In this case, Liardet had a patent for his new 
invention on stucco or composition, to imitate stone, for 
covering the outside of building. Johnson also obtained a 
patent imitating his patent and executed many works. Liardet 
filed a case for infringement of his patent. One of the 
question was vlhether the patent and specification of Liardet 
were sufficient to support the exclusive privilege. Court 
gave verdict in favour of Liardet. 



For the condition of giving encouragement is this: 

that you must specify upon record your jnvention in 

such a way as shall teach an artist, when your term 

is out, to make it- and to make it as well as you 

by your directions; for then at the end of the term, 

the public have the benefit of it. The inventor has 

the benefit during the term, and the public have the 

benefit 2fter. 160 

Thus the Court said in clear terms that the object of patent 

monopoly was the disclosure of the invention to the public so 

that they could use it after the expiry of the term. The Court 

also laid dO\ffi that the specification must be elaborate and 

clear, so that another could utilize it in future. Thus at 

the end of the eighteenth century the theoretical foundation 

for the grant of patent monopoly had changed from the sole idea 

of industrial growth to the need for written disclosure of the 

invention for public benefit. The crucial test for the grant 

of monopoly was the absolute novelty of the invention both in 

practice 2nd as regards the published literature of the art 

wi thin the realm. 161 

Though the basis of the modern patent system was laid 

down by the statute of t-1onopolies, the statute remained idle 

for practical purposes for a considerable period.
162 

Except 

------------------

160. Liardet v. Johnson,Morning post, Feb. 23, 1778 extracted 
lIlTsL.o.R-. 280, 285. 

161. See Hulme, 13 TJ.O.R. 313, 318. 
162. Terrell, op.cit.~--P.4. 
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some changes mC1de to the system by the end of nineteenth 

century, the law continued to be the same as stated in the 

statute of I'10nopolies ;md interpreted by Lord Mansfield. The 

criterion for the grant of patent at the end of century was 

that the invention must be a manner of manufacture, and it 

must be disclosed clearly. It was also necessary that the 

invention must be novel and must be brought by the true and 

f · t' t 163 _lrs lnven or. Though the disclosure of the invention has 

been accepted and followed as the true basis of patent monopoly, 

the idea of protection of the intellectual labour of the inventor 

did not gain acceptance till the nineteenth century. Though the 

grant of patent was restricted to the true and first inventor 

by the statute of Monopolies the term 'true and first inventor' 

has been interpreted to mean the 'bringer in' of the invention 

to the realm. 

In olden days at common law the patentee need only 

be a 'bringer in' of the invention and must have taken certain 

'steps tm-.'ards intrOducing an industry' in the country as 

164 discussed above. There was no definition to the term 'true 

and first inventor' in the statute of Monopolies. So on the 

basis of common practice the term 'true and first inventor' v!as 

interpreted to mean the 'true and first founder or institutor' 

165 of the manufacture. Jessel, M.R. in Pljmpton v. 
166 Malcolmson 

163. The terms manner of manufacture and novelty, were subjected to 
judicial interpretation. For details, see infra. 

164. See supra notes 150-153. 
165. E.V1.}lu]me, 18 L.Q.R. ?80. See also Terrell, La\.; of Patents 

(London: Sweet-&" Maxwell, 11th ed. 1965), pp-:'-"2-3-T9. 
166. (1876) 3 Ch. D • 531. 
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had explained this development: 

As I understand, shortly after the passing of the 

statute, the question arose whether a man could be 

called a first and true inventor who, in the popular 

sense, had never invented anything, but who having 

learned abroad (that is out of the realm, in a foreign 

country, because it has been decided that Scotland is 

within the realm for this purpose) that somebody else 

had invented something, quietly copied the invention, 

and brought it over to this country, and then tooK 

out a patent. As I said before, in the popular sense 

he had invented nothing. But it was decided, and now, 

therefore, is the legal sense and meaning of the 

Statute, that he was a first and true inventor within 

he 167 t statute, •••• 

For a considerable period of time this interpretation had been 

followed and bOth the 'devisor' of the invention and 'intro-

ducer' were treated as 'true and first inventor'. There was 

no statutory rule in England till recently to prevent such 

168 persons from taking patent. 

The principle for limiting the meaning of the true 

and first inventor to the actual devisor was laid down by 

169 Tindal, C.J. in Cornish v. Keene His Lordship reasoned: 

Sometimes it is a material question to determine 

whether the party who got the patent was the real 

and original inventor or not; because these patents 

167. Id. at 555. 
168. See Terrell, Law of Patents (11th edn.),p. 25. 
169. 1 W.P.C. 501, quoted in Terrell, £E.cit., p.28; see also 

Tennant's case, 1 W.P.C. 125 n quotea-In Terrell, £E.cit., 
pp.27-28. -



are granted as a reward, not only for the benefit 

conferred upon the public by the discovery, but 

also to the ingenuity of the first inventor; and 

although it is proved that it is a new discovery, 

so far as the world is concerned, yet if anybody 

is able to show that although that [i.e. publica

tion to the world] Has ne\'l--that the party who got 

the patent 'das not the man whose ingenuity first 

discovered it, that he borrowed it from A or B, or 

had taken it from a book that was printed in England, 

and which was open to all the world-then, although 

the public had the benefit of it, it would be an 

important question vlhether he was the first and ori-
o 1 0 f 0 170 glna lnventor 0 It. 

The principle was folloHed in many cases in England and the 

term 'true and first inventor' was limited to the actual 

~ 0 f th 0 t 0 d h 0 0 1 71 oeVlsor 0 e lnven lon an lS asslgnees. Thus by the 

creative interpretation of the term the protection of the 
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intellectual labour of the inventor also formed the basis for 

the grant of patent. \'Jhen the Patent la\., in England was codi-

f o d 0 1883 0 0 0 5(2)172 0 d d le ln a provlslon, sectlon was lntro uce to 

give statutory recognition to this right recognized by way of 

judicial interpretation. This was followed in the subsequent 

170. Id. at 507, quoted in Terrell, op.cit., p.28. 
171. See Terrell, op.cit., pp.28-29. 
172. Section 5(2) read: "An application must contain a decla

ration to the effect that the applicant is in possession 
of an invention, vlhereof he, or in the Ci)se of a joint 
application, one or more of the applicants, claims or 
claim to be the true and first inventor or inventors, and 
for which he or they desires or desire to obtain a patent; 
and must be accompanied by either a provisional or complete 
specification". 
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patent legislation a1so. 173 Though it VIas mode mand<3tory that 

there must be a declaration to the true and first inventor, 

the patent legislation till 1977 did not contain an explanation 

to the term 'inventor' to mean the 'actual devisor' of the 

invention. But by virtue of the decisions, patent was granted 

only to the actual devisor or his assignee in England. Only 

in the Patent Act of 1977 it was expressly stated in section 

7(3) that 'inventor' means the actual devisor of the invention. 

Now it has been statutorily recognized that patent is available 

only to the actual devisor of the invention. 

In India also there was some difficulty as to the 

meaning of the term "true 2nd first inventor". Though the right 

was given to any person--citizen or not--to apply for patent, 

he \o:as bound to declare that he was the true and first inventor 

. 1 1 . f h· 174 or asslgnee or ega representatlve ate lnventor. As a 

further clari fication it vIas al so made mandatory that in case 

---------

173. See section 1 of Patents and Designs Act, 1907, sections 1 
and 2(3) of Patent Act, 1949. 

174. See section 3 of the Patents and Designs Act, 1911. Section 
3 of the Act read: "(1) An application for a patent may be 
made by any person ,,,hether he is a citizen of India or not, 
and v .. hether alone or jointly with 2.ny other person... (3) 
The application must contain a declaration to the effect 
that the applicant is in possession of an invention, \-lhere
of he, or in the case of a joint application one at least 
of the applicants, claims to be the true and first inventor 
or the legal representative or assign of such inventor and 
for which he desires to obt;=;in a patent, and must be 
accompanied by either a provisional or complete specifica
tion and by the prescribed fee. (4) Hhere the true ond 
first inventor is not a party to the application, the appli
cation must contain a statement of his name, and such parti
culars for his identifications as may be prescribed, and 
the applicant must show that he is the legal representative 
or assign of such inventor". 
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~. 'true and first inventor' was not a party to the C'tl'plica-

tion his name and details must be stated in the applicat.ion. 

But the term 'true <'md first inventor' was left undefined. In 

the forms prescribed under Patent Rules it was, however, 

mentioned 'communicatee' also C'tS a person entitled to file appli

cation as 'true and first inventor,.175 Assuming that 'importer' 

also is included within the term, the Patent Enquiry Committee 

recommended to include both 'importer' and 'co~nunicatee' in 

the definition of 'true and first inventor' and it vIas so 

included in the Patent Bill. 176 But after a review of the 

subject, Rajagopala Ayyangar Committee recommended to exclude 

those two categories from the definition. 177 Accepting this 

in the Patent Act of 1970, the term 'true and first inventor' 

was defined to exclude 'importer' cmd 'communicatee,.1 78 

The analysis reveals that the main object of the 

present patent system is the protection of the intellectual 

labour of the inventor. The public interest value of the 

patents is simultaneously recognized. The patent system was 

evolved for the first time to serve the public interest in 

developing industries. But now it reached a stage where much 

175. See Justice N.Rajagopala Ayyangar, op.cit., p.47. 
176. Ibid. 
177. rcr:-at 48. 
178. 'Section 2 (y) reads: '" true and first inventor' does not 

inclUde either the first importer of an invention into 
India, or a person to Hhom an invention is first cOlflmuni
c2ted from outside India". 
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emphasis is given to the individual interest. It is nOH 

statutorily declared in Englimd and India that patent grants 

are issued only to the actual devisor of the invention. It is 

also mandatory that the invention must be disclosed to the 

public in a clear and descriptive manner so that one can uti-

1ize it at the end of the statutory period of monopoly. 

Unlike English system, Indian patent system originated 

and developed through legislation. The first Indian Patent Act 

was enacted in 1856 (Act VI of 1856) which Has amended in 1859. 

This was in similar terms with that of the English l',ct of 1852. 

In 1872 the Patents and Design Protection Act was passed. This 

was further consolidated in 1883 in line vlith the English Prote-

ction of Inventions Act of 1883. In 1911 Indian Patents and 

Design Act (Act II of 1911) Has enacted on the lines of the 

English Act of 1907. For the first time the administration was 

brought under the control of a controller. i'then India got 

independence, the patent system was subjected to revieH by 

179 committees and the present Act--Indian Patent Act, 1970 was 

brought into force. The basis of the Indian patent system is 

the same as that of the English system. 

The term 'invention' is defined in the Act to mean, 

any new and useful--

179. See Dr. Bakshi Tek Ch2nd, Repo~~ of ~he Pat~~t Enquiry 
Co~~t1::e~948-1950, (1950) and Justice N .Raj agopala 
Ayyangar, op.cit. 
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i) art, process, method or manner of m~nufacture; 

ii) machine, apparatus or other article; 

iii) substance produced by manufacture, and includes any 

new and useful improvement of any of them, and 

alleged invention. 

The new definition only reformulated the judicial interpretation 

of the term 'invention' in olden days. It is clear from the 

defini tion that to get p3tent, the invention must be 'nevI' and 

'useful'. The legislature expressly excluded certain inventions 

from its purview. Under section 3 of the Act the following are 

not considered inventions: 

a) an invention which i s frivolous or v/hich claims any

thing obviously contrary to well established natural 

laws; 

b) an invention the primary or intended use of which 

would be contrary to lavl or morality or injurious 

to public health; 

c) the mere discovery of a scientific principle or the 

formulation of on abstract theory; 

d) the mere discovery of any nevI property or new use 

for a knohn substcmce or of the mere use of a knm·m 

process, machine or apparatus unless~ such known 

process results in a new product or employs at least 

one new reactant; 



e) a substimce obtClined by a mere a(1Jnixture resul ting 

only in the aggregation of the properties of the 

components thereof or a process for producing such 

substAnce; 

f) the mere arrangement or re-arrangement or dupli

cation of known devices each functioning independ

ently of one another in a known way; 

g) a method or process of testing applicable during 
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the process of manufacture for rendering the machine, 

apparatus or other equipment more efficient or for 

the improvement or restoration of the existing 

machine, apparatus or other equipment or for the 

improvement or control of manufacture; 

h) a method of agriculture or horticulturp; and 

i) any process for the medicinal, surgicf3l, curative, 

prophylactic or other treatment of hum2n beings or 

any process for a similar treatment of animals or 

plants to render them free of disease or to increase 

their economic value or that of other products .180 

Similarly inventions relating to atomic energy have also been 

excluQ~ed.181 I th f' t' 'f d 182 n e case 0 lnven lon concernlng 00 , 

medicine or drug183 and chemical processes (including alloys, 

optical glass, semiconductors and inter-metallic compounds), 

patent is not granted to the substance themselves. But the 

methods or process of manufacture of the above subst;=;nces are 

patentable. 184 

180. See section 3. 
181. Section 4. 
182. Section 2(l)(g). 
183. section 2(1)(1). 
184. Section 5. 
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One of the conditions precedent to granting patent 

is the disclosure of the inv~ntion. So it is made mandatory 

in the l\ct that applicant, a] ong wi th the application must file 

i · I It' f' . 185 a prov Slona or comp e e specl lcatlon. If the applicant 

has only filed provisional specification along with application, 

a complete specification is to be filed within twelve months. 186 

The specification must contFlin an elaborFlte description of the 

187 invention for which patent is sought. 

Thus in India, patent is granted for inventions which 

are new and useful to a true and first inventor on disclosure 

of his invention. The terms 'any manner of manufacture', 

'new-novelty', 'useful-utility' have been subjected to judi-

cial interpretation. To understand the actual meaning and 

content of patent right it is worth to have a discussion of 

these terms. 

'-illY manner of manufacture: 

Till the enactment of statute of Monopolies in 1623 

there was no specific criterion to determine the subject matter 

of patent monopolies. The King had the absolute right to grant 

the monopoly on any subject matter which he felt good for the 

188 improvement of the industry in the realm. For the first time 

185. Section 7(4). 
186. section 9 (1) • 
187. section 10. 
188. See E.W.HuJme, 12 L.O.R. 141. 
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it \.,.as stiJted in the statute of l'-1onopolies that the grant had 

to be issued for the ,·,orking or making of '<my manner of new 
189 

manufacture'. This continued to be the criterion for the 

subject matter of patent both in England and in India til~ 

But the term 'any manner of manufacture' hns been left undefined. 

In olden days an art substantially and essentially newly invented 



commercial succ(>~~ c<:m be obt"ineo, hut on vlhf:'ther 

by such directions the effects which the piltentce 

professed to produce could he produced, <'iDd on the 

practical utility of those effects .•• to judge of 

utility the directions in the amended specification 

must be followed, ('mo, if the result is that the 

object sought to be attained by the patentee can be 

attained, rind is prLlctically useful at the time \-.'hen 

the patent is gr2nted, the test of utility is satis

fied. 226 

Thus it is clear that the invention to be patentable need not 

have a commercial pecuniary ~3uccess. The approach It/as follm:ed 

. T ri' 1 227 J. n _ n,l a a so. In the modern patent legislation there are 

express provisions as to the need of utility.2?8 But till 

recently this had not been included in the definition of 

'invention'. In the Patent Act, 1970 it has been expressly 

stated in the definition of 'invention' that it must be useful. 

So it is now statutorily recognized that there must be some 

utility in the invention to deserve patent. The degree of 

utility required to fulfil this test is not settled. ~'lhether 

this relates to any industrial application or not is yet to be 

settled. 

226. Id. at 431. 
227. See Inc?_ian_yacuu'!1~£ak~_Co._L~d. v. ~~~.Luard, ]I,.I.R. 1926 

Cal. 152; Vidya Prakash v. IJ.:7s.Shah Ch,3ran Singh, A.I.R. 1943 
Lah. 247; F2rbwerker~oechst hktienaesellscha{tVormals 
Heister Lucius cmdEurnTng a Corporation et~ v. Unichem 
Laboratories, .l>,.I.R. 1969 Born. 2-S5;--Mls-:Bl.-sh\·.'anath Prasad 
Raohey ShY2m v. r--1js .Hindustan r'~etal Industrie s,A-=-r:-~1982 
S • C:J. 444 ~- - ---.-----

228. See section 26(f) of Indian Patents and Designs Act, 1911: 
section 64 (1) (g) of Patents Act, 1970. 
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In the 1977 P~tcnt Act of U.K., it has beon speci-

fically stated th~t the invention must be capable of industrial 

] . . 229 app .1cAtlon. This seems to be a new development of the con-

cept of utility. Now it may be safely concluded that jn England 

also utility is insisted upon as a criterion for the grant of 

pc3tent 2nd that too of industrial applicAtion. If the invention 

has no industrial application it is not possible to get patent 

in England. Any hm-l, our law has not developed on those lines. 

Developments may perhaps demand amendment of our law also. 

From the above analysis it is clear that in India 

patents are issued only to inventions. For constituting a 

subject matter as invention, it has to fulfil the test of 

novelty, utility etc. It was based on the above tests, mAny 

items have been identified as patentable subject matter and 

included in the definition of inventions. Many new items 

have been included interpreting the terms 'process', 'method 

or manner of manufacture', 'alleged inventions' etc. as inventions. 

We are now witnessing a technological revolution all 

over the Horld. Owing to this some nGW fonns of inventions 

are gaining acceptance for patentability. Computer programmes 

and man-made living micro-organisms are the two controversial 

items which have been included as subject matter of patents in 

recent years. The law in the area still remains unsettled. 

229. Patents Act, 1971, section 1 (1) (c). 



The Courts j n Indi a hiwe yet to grar"Jple wi th such is~uC's. In 

future h<1vi ng reg,"'lrd to the f(1st grm-lth of techno] ogy pressure 

may be mounting on to tailor our laws also to suit the needs of 

the India of the twenty-fJrst century. 

Patentability of computer-related invention and man-

mode living micro-organism have been examined and accepted by 

the Supreme Court of Uni ted States. An eX<1mination of brief 

history will help to identify the problems attendant with the 

grant of patents to these items. 

\:fuen the computer technology Has in its infancy, the 

patent application moved for computer programmes and cornputer-

related inventions were rejected, based on the 'mental steps 

d ., 230 octrlne • According to this doctrine, if the method of 

calculation involved some mental calculation patent was denied 

on the ground of statutory prohi~Jition. In computer related 

. . l' } 231 11 . h 1 f lnventlon, a gorltlm usua y constltutes t e nove eature. 

230. See generally, McClashkey, "The Mental Process Doctrine: Its 
Origin, Legal Basis 2nd Scope", 55 Iowa L. Rev. 1149 (1970). 

231. 1m algorithm is defined to mean, (l}--Astatement of the 
steps to be followed in the solution of a problem. (2) A 
procedure, process, or rule for the solution of a problem in 
a finite number of steps. The process may be carried out 
according to a precise prescription or problem description, 
leading, under fixed or variable conditions, to definite 
resul t. 1m algori t.hm may be a set of computational rules 
for the solution of a mathematically expressed problem or for 
eval·I.Ftting a function; for ex.=:mple a statement of an ari th
metic procedure for evaluating sin x to a given precision. 
Thus, the algorithm is a st2tement of the step-by-step pro
cedure for solving complex problems by simple steps". f-1.ltJeick, 
standard Dictionary of Computers and Information Processing 
TIne( e-21-. -T97~n-~p.21-,-quoFed·-Tn"-Jeffr-eY-A~imenauer-;-"Patent
ability of COITIputer-relC'ted Inventions: A Criticism of the 
PTO's View on Algorithms", 54 The George \';,"'shington Law 
n. ev i ew 871, 872 (1 9 P 6) • -------- ----. -.---------
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patentabil i ty W;J.S deni ed on the ~!round t~h(l t ."11 gor i thrn ".'as onl y 

a mathemotical calculation, which was not p;~t('nt,Jble uncler the 

~;tatute. 

It W~8 on Gottschalk v. Benson232 that the Supreme 

Court examined the issue for the first time. The Court of 

Customs and Patent Appeals (CCPA) reversed the Patent and Trade 

Mark Office (PTO) denial of patent protection for Benson's 

method of converting numeric21 information [rom binary-coded 

decimal numbers into binary numbers, 1;lhich could then be used 

to programme a computer. The Court denied patent on the ground 

that the claimed progr.-,mming algori thm was not a I process I as 

defined by the patent Act, and reasoned that an algorithm, or 

mathematical fonnula, \,'as analogous to law of nature which was 

233 not patentable. 

Th . .. ~ d' k I k 234 e lssue was agaln conSloere 1n Par er v. F 00 .• 

The applicant here sought patent protection for a method of 

updating alarm limits used in connection with catalystic con-

version process. This was employed in a novel algorithm. The 

Court rejected the claim on the score that it ",as only a mcntal 

operati on and did not come vd thin tIle statutory defini ti on. 

Based on the above decisions a two-pronged test was 

introduced by the Court of Customs and Patent l-l.ppcClI in 

232. 409 U.S. 63 (1972). 
233. Id. at 67. 
234. 437 U.S. 584 (1978). 
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invention could be pa.tentahle. This was summrtrized by Rodou 

thus: 

1) The patent cLlim must first be evalu;:d.::ed to 

determine if it directly or indirectly recited an 

algorithm vJhich is defined as a procedure for 

solving a given type of mathematical p~obIEm; 

2) Then, if it was found to relate to an clgorithm, 

t.he claim \·las analyzed to determine whether, in 

its entirety, lhe claim vl110lly preempted the use of 

that algorithm, ~nd was therefore unpatentable 

sUbject-matter. 236 

Patent was usually denied to computer-related invention and 

program~es based on these tests. 

It was in Diamond v. Diehr237 that the Court for 

the first time recognized a computer·.related invention as a 

patentable subject matter. The invention claimed was a 

process for moulding raH, uncured synthetic rubber into cured 

precision products. The cont.ribution constitute the process 

of constantly measuring the actual temperature inside the 

mould. These temperature measurements being automatically 

fed into a computer "-'hich recalculated the cure time by use 

235. 573 F.2d 1237 (C.C.P.A. 1978). 
236. l ... ndrew G .Rodau, "Protecting Computer Soft.'oJare: !,fter l,pple 

Con'tputer, Inc. v. Franklin Compui::;er Corp., 714 F.2d 124-6-
T3rd Cr~83). boc·s-Copyright Provide the Best Protect
ion", 57 Tem:nle LaVl Ouarterly 527, 529 (1984). 

. '.-.-~.-~-.'-.---... ---237. 450 U.S. 175 \1';,81). 
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of the mathematical equation and ultimately signalled a device 

to open the press at the correct moment. Rehnquist, J. 

delivering the opinion of the Court distinguished the claim 

in the case with that of Benson238 and Flook. 239 According to 

the Court, the protection sought was for a process of curing 

synthetic rubber. 240 The process included a well known equation 

and the use of a digital computer. Allowing patent claim, the 

Court reasoned that ~a claim drawn to subject matter otherwise 

statutory does not become non-statutory simply because it uses 

a mathematical formula, computer program, or digital computer". 241 

The Court added that the claim Dust be considered as a whole. 

In determining the patentability, according to the Court, the 

claim must be examined to ascertain whether it contained a 

mathematical formula. If it is an abstract formula patent can-

not be granted. The Court, however stated that "when a claim 

containing a mathematical formula implements or applies that 

formula in a structure or process which, when considered as a 

whole, is performing a function which the patent law were 

designed to protect (e.g. transforming or reducing an article 

to different state or thing), then the claim satisfies the 

requirements of S.101".242 Based on this reasoning, the claim 

243 in this case was held patentable. Many cases were decided 

by the C.C.P.A. based on the above cases and modified the two-

244 step analysis laid down in In re Freeman. The refined two-

step analysis is as follows: 

238. 409 U.S. 63 (1972). 
239. 437 U.S. 584 (1978). 
240. 450 U.s. 175, 187 (1981). 
241. Ibid. 
242. ~at 192. 
243. See In re Tanne~, 681 F.2d 787 (C.C.P.A. 1982). In ~e Abele, 

684 F.2d 902 (C.C.P.A. 1982) and In re Meyer, 688 F.2d 789 
(C.C.P.A. 1982) quoted in 57 Temple Law Quarterly 531 (1984). 

244. 573 F.2d 1237 (C.C.P.A. 1978). 



..• -Lhe clajm in question l11ust fir~~t be l:~v;Jlu;Jted to 

detcrmine v.'hether it cle;:lrly inclu(Jes a mrithemdtical 

algorithm in the form of a ma-Lhema-Licnl formula or 

procedure for solving a mathema-Lical problem; 
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secondly, if such a mathema-Lic~l formula or procedure 

is included, then the claim JIlust be further cmalyzed 

to det.crmi ne whe ther it .i ncl udes only -Lhe ma-Lhem.:1-Lic~l 

algorithm and is therefore unpatentable subject-matter, 

or whe-Lher it encompasses an application of the algo

rithm that includes statutory subject-matter and is 

therefore patentable. 245 

The test is nO\\1 bejng used by the Court of Appeal for -Lhe 

Federal Circuit 246 in determining -Lhe patentability of computer-

1 ~. . 247 
re atea lnventlons. Only invention which satisfies the test 

is given patent. This mi::,};es it clear that all computer progra-

ml1es are not patent.:"ble. Though the test ,-,'as laid dm .... n, patent 

applications are still being rejected by the Patent Office, 

based on the law laid down in Flook. 248 This creates much 

difficulty in the united Stctes as to the patentability of 

computer programrnes. The difficul ty is to dra\-J a line demarcat-

ing pat.entable and unpatentc:ble COiilpu-Ler programmes. 

Fno-Lher ne\"! item th2t has been accepted as a patent-

able subject matter was the live, hUGan-made micro-organism. 

-------.. --.-.--

245. See Andrew G.Rodau, op.cit., p.S31. 
246. Subs-Lituted for C.C.P-:A-.--
247. See South Corp. v. U.S., 690 F.2d 1368 (Fed.Cir. 1982). 
248. See JeffreY-A:Simen2uer, op.cit., pp.897-909. 
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It has bc=cn generally regcJrded that living things are outside 

the purview of patent system. This is based on the principle 

that such things are product of natural phenomena, common to 

all and are not capable of being given monopoly. But \·.'hen 

living organisms are made by human beings, the question arose 

whether it could be treated as an invention for patentability. 

The U.S. Supreme Court in Diamond v. 249 
Chak~_?barty , for the 

first time accepted such an invention as patentable. Chakrabarty 

filed a patent application for a claim of his invention of a 

bacterium frum the genus PseUGomonas containing the[ein at least 

two stable energy generating plasrnids, each of said plasrnids 

providing a separate hydrocarbon degradative pathway. This 

human-made genetically engineered bacterium is capable of break-

ing oown multiple components of crude oil. Because of this 

property, which is possessed by no naturally occurring bacteria, 

Chakrabarty's invention is believed to have significant value 

for the treatment of oil spills. 250 His claim for patent of 

bacteria \-las rejected by the Patent Office on the following 

b·!o ground s : 

1) that micro-organisms are products of nature a.."1d 

2) that as living things they are not patentable 

subject matter under 35 USC S.101.
251 

-------_. 

249. 447 U.S. 303 (1980). 
250. Jd. at 305. 
251. Id. at 306. 
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But the Court of Customs and Patents Appeal allowed the claim. 

The Government appealed to the U.S. Supreme Court. After exarnin-

ing the legislative history and decisions, the Court held that 

the subject matter was patentable. To reach the conclusion the 

Court heavily relied on the Committee Report of the Congress on 

the 1952 Act. According to the Report, statutory subject matter 

'include3 anything under the sun that is made by man'. Based 

on this, Chief Justice Burger observed: 

Judged in this light, respondent's micro-organism 

plainly qualifies as patentable subject matter. 

His claim is not to a hitherto unknown natural pheno

menon, but to a non-naturally occurring manufacture 

or composition of matter--a product of human ingenuity 

'having a distinctive name, character and use: 252 

The contention based on plant Patent Act, 1930 and Plant Variety 

Protection Act, 1970, which exclude patentability of micro-

organism, was rejected by the Court, on the score that they 

253 meant only for natural products. Thus for the first time, 

live human-made organisms were treated patentable. The reactions 

to the decision were mixed. Some criticized it as a decision 

l ' id t' 254 hil h t d it od on po 1CY cons era 10ns w e ot ers suppor e as go 

for improving research in the area. 255 

252. Id. at 309. 
253. Id. at 311-315. 
254. See Frank P.Darr, "Expanding Patent Coverage: policy Impli

cations of Diamond v. Chakrabarty", 42 Ohio State Law Journal 
1040 (1981). 

255. G.Scott Rayson, liThe patentability of Living Matters: Hey 
Waiter, What's Chakrabarty's Psedomona's Bacterium Doing 
Back in the Supreme Court's SOUp?", 37 Washington and Lee Law 
Review 183 (1980); Comment, liThe Patentability of Living .. 
Or?2nisms Under 35 U.S.C. S.101 In re Bergy 91 Harv.L.Rev. 
1357 (1978). ' 
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In the midst of the controversy based on Chakrabarty 

decision, the Patent Office recently (16th J,pri I, 1987) issued 

an order recognizing pcltentabili ty of new forms of animal life 

t d i h h I ' i 256 ~ J h' I' d t d crea e : roug gene sp lC ng. UnGer c lS po lCY a op e 

by the Patent and Trade 1-1ark Office of the Federal Department 

of Commerce, it vi()uld be permissible to patent animal with nevi 

cl1aracteristics, provided that these are -the result of reprodu-

, hI' '] d' '" 257 ctlve tec no ogles, lncu lng genetlc englneerlng. Thus 

i"\merica became the first country to render admissible the 

patenting of animals vIi -th new traits created by man and not 

evolved as the conseq:uence of nctural processes. 

In England the present Patent i;ct has expressly 

sti'l.ted that 'programme for a computer' is not an invention 

f ·-1 f t t 258 or L 1e purpose 0 - pa en • There is no express provision 

in the Indi;:m Ac: excluding or incl uding computer progrommes. 

If the legislature is not going to express the governing 

policy courts will have to interpret the term 'process' or 

'method or manner of manufacture' in the definition of invention 

in the Act to include or exclude patentability of computer 

programme. It appears that at least some kinds of computer 

256. 

257. 
258. 

See, Current Topics, "The PatGnting of Animal Forms with 
New Tr':lits" I 61 l'~ust.L.J. 324 (1987). 
Id. at 325. 
Section 1 (2) (c) of patent Act, 1977 (U.K.). 
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progr.::unmes have to be recognized for patentability. This is 

SO because copyright provisions now included are insufficie~t 

to protect adequately all forms of computer programne. Sir~-

larly absence of express prohibition in the Act as to paten~-

abili ty of live hwnan-mcde micro-org,cmisms may lead the 

judiciary to interpret the definition of invention in future 

to gr6nt patents to such inventions as well. 

It is evident from the above inquiry of the 

philosophical basis of the patent system, that the public 

interest plays a significant role in recognizing and accept-

ing it. It originated Hith the idea of protecting the soc':"E:-:'y 

and still continues to be so. Industrial growth was the pri.:-e 

concern v!hen the concept originated. Though for a considerc.:::::'e 

period this interest \·las shado'vJed by other interests, the 

recent development in England insisting on industrial utility 

of the invention for patentability ShOHS that this regains 

importance. Similarly, protection of individual interest of 

the inventor was not taken care of originally. By the develc;-

ment of the patent system, it was realised that individual 

interest of the inventor must be protected in the larger in~e~es~ 

of the society. Thus the patent system attained a stage in 

which both individual interest and social interest are adequ~~e::'7 

taken care of. 



TRADE r'1AP.K 

Trade mark has often been identified 2nd grouped 

olong \-1i th copyright and patent as a form of i ntellect.ual 

property. Copyright and patent have been recognized on t~e 

basis of the public benefit 2nd intellectual labour put l!1 

by the hrnnan beings. Trade mark gained recognition as Sl~~~-

fying property right inasmuch as the owner of Ule trade rrc.:::-~-: 

acquired a 'value' in the mark by his constant use. Thou~~ 

generally speaking, trade· mark has nothing to do with the 

intellectual labour of a man, it has always been recognized 

as a species of incorporeal property. It appears that sin:e 

it is an incorporeal property and has some features simi12r 

to those of copyright and patent it has been tagged alonq 

with them. 

The origin of trade mcrk lavl may be traced back 

to the history of marking of property. Harks used to be 

affixed on property as well as on person from olden days. 

Branding cattles, putting marks on pottery, bricks, files, 

259 cloths, books, etc. \-lere very common in ancient days. 

The sole purpose at that time vlas to identify the ovmershi.:) 

259. See Sidney A .Dii1mond, "The Historical Development of ':'.:::-:::.::s 
Iv1arks", 65 Trade !·1ark Reporter, 267 et seq; EdvJard::. 
Rogers, "Some Historical Natter Concerning Trcde Mad:.s", 
62 Trade Mark Reporter, 239; Gerald Ruston, "On the C':::-:-;;:!1 
of Trad-e lv1arks"':~5 Trade HaFk Rep_orter, 127. 
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f t d "- t 't ,,260 t 1 hId' o proper y an cO race 1 s or1<]ln. I a SO e pc 1n 

261 some cases to pay '",ages to the person \-lho made the goods. 

It was used in trade to help the illiterate clerks to identify 

the goods of their owners ond to trace out the goods in case 

of shipwreck or pirocy.262 

By the st~rting of guilds during the mediev~l period 

marking of property had a new purpose. They insisted for a 

compulsory marking of property manufactured by their artisans. 

This was primarily done to fix responsibility on the person 

} 1 d d 1 , h d' 263 W10 1a ma e poor qua 1ty merc an 1se. The practice had 

in fact led to the emergence of modern trade mark system. 

sidney A. Dii3.mond summarizes the development p)us: 

In sUlTl...mary, the guild morks which Here the principal 

development of the medieval period very largely were 

compulsory morks \",hose primary purpose was to fix 

the bl;;me for inferior workmanship. They evolved 

into trade marks in the modern sense when goods began 

to be shipped for substantial distance. There no 

longer Has direct contact bet'v.'een the consumer and 

the artisan in his workshop. Preferences for p.:trti

cular workmanship began to develop and, as in modern 

times, the trade mark on the goods made it possible for 

the consumer to identify a product with its source. 264 

260. Id. at 269-270. 
261. 10'. at 2 70 • 
262. See Frank I.Schechter, "The Rational Basis of Tracle I"lark 

Protection", 40 Harv.L.Rev. 813, 814. 
263. Ibid. See also Edward S.Rogers, "The Landh;;m l-,.ct and the 

Social Function of Trade Marks", 14 La\V and Contemporary 
Problems, 173 (1949); sidney l\.Diamond, op.cit.~ pp.277-80. 

264. Sidn-e-YA.Di2mond, .<?p.dt., p.280. - ---
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The growth of modern methods of manufacturing, 

replacing the hand-work new methods of distribution of goods 

through advertisement etc. gave a new direction to the develop-

ment of trade mark. In modern days goods are manufactured by 

persons other than the real inventor. Products are transferred 

to distant places for marketing. It is not often possible for 

the consumer to know the real source of the goods. Large 

scale advertisements are given as to the nature and quality of 

the goods. Trade mark plays a vital role \'lith multifarious 

purposes jn the present cor~erci2l world. In this process 

cons~~ers and traders first used trade mark as identifiers of 

h f ds h ,. h' 265 t e source 0 goo rat er tnan lts owners lp. But in the 

spate of increased com~ercial transactions the goods were 

purchased by the consu~er on the basis of marKs rather than 

the source. This trend has been noted by Frank I.Schechter 

thus: 

It indicates, not that the article in question comes 

from a definite or particular source, the character

istics of which or the personalities connected vlith 

Hhich are specifically knO\·m to the consumer, but 

merely that the goods in connection v.ri th v!hich it is 

used emanate from the sc.me--possibly anonymous-

source or have reached the consumer through the same 

channels as certain other goods that have already 

given the consumer satisfaction, and that bore the 

s~ne trade mark. 266 
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The trade mark in this context aS~UInes a new role in the 

business world. It envisages new purposes ~nd relationships. 

As to the new relationship of trade mark wi th its m·mer and 

consumer, Schechter says: 

The trade m."lrk is a valuable, even though 2nonymous, 

link betwe(~n t.he o"mer of 1:.he mark and the consumer. 

It is not merely his cOiTmlercial signature but j.s a 

creative 'silent sales man' through which direct 

contact bebveen t.he m·mer of the ma.rk and the con

swner is obtained and maintcdned. 267 

Thus the mark helps the trader to establish a c;ood market of 

his goods wi th the consumer. In the modern sense it has al\-Jays 

been treated as a creator of goodwill to the owner of the mark. 

Apart from this, the trade mark ha.s a social function 

to perform. Since the consumer in modern times depend on the 

mark for selecting the goods, the trade mark has now the function 

of protecting the public interest. By using a false trade mark 

the user not only cheats the mmer of the trooe mark, but also 

the consuming publ ie. Thus it has bio-fold function to perform. 

This js reflected in the legislation also. Senator Pepper noted 

thus: 



particul ar traoe mi'trk \vhich it favourably knows, it 

will get the product which it asks for and wants to 

get. Secondly, ~lere the owner of a trade mark has 

spent energy, time, Clnd money in presenting to the 

public the product, he is protected in his investment 

from its misappropriation by pirates and cheats. This 

is the well established rule of law protecting both 

the public i1nd trade mark O\,-ner. 268 
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It is this dual i ty which help trade marks to be tied vJi th copy-

right and patent. 

Even before the enactment of separate legislation 

affording protection to trade mark, English courts, based on 

the common law principles, extended protection to trade marks. 

It Has only in the middle of 19th century, the Chancery Court 

first issued injunction to protect trade mark treating it as a 

species of incorporeal property. 269 Before this attempts \-iere 

made by court of equity and COTrJnon lavl courts to afford protect

ion to trade marks. 270 The equity courts first refused to 

protect it though it recognized thi'lt a tr<=lc1er has a right to 

use a trade mark. In BL=mchard v. Hill271 Lord Chancellor 

.-----------------

268. Quoted in Edv:ard S. Rogers, "The Lanham ,\ct and the Soci2l 
Function of Trade-Marks", 14 La", and Contemporary Problems 
173, 181 (1949). See also Kenneth~·.Vandevelde, OP:Clt-.-,-
p.341. -- ---

269. See General Electric Co. v. The General Electric Co.Ltd., 
[1972-1-2 AllE.R. 50-;7-,-518. ----.---.. --. 

270. For a detailed discussion see S.Venkateswaran, The Law of 
Trade and Merchandise 1'1arks in India (r-1adras: MIJ-:;'--Law-
PublTsfie rS-;-f9T1),pp~T19-2~----

271. (1 742) 2 A tk yn s. 484: 26 E. R. 692. 



HClrdHicke observed: 

Every particular trader has some particular mark 

or stamp; but I do not know of any instance of grant

ing an injunction here, to restrain one trader from 

using the same mark as another; and I think it would 

be of mischie~ous consequence to do it. 272 
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But later based on the legal norms ngainst deception and fraud, 

courts showed its willingness to protect tr0de mark. For 

example, Lord rlansfield, C. J. in Singleton v. Bol to..~ 273 said: 

•.• if the defendant had sold a medicine of his m-m 

under the plaintiff I s name or mark, thAt "·JOuld be a 

fraud for which an action would lie. 274 

Relying on this principle by the beginning of 19th century, 

275 courts of equity granted injunction in many cases. This was 

276 folloHed by the common 12w courts also. 

277 In Mi~lingto~ v. Fox the Chancery Court for the 

first time gr2nted perpetual injunction against the false use of 

tr20e mark treating it as species of incorporeal property. The 

---------------------- ----- --------------.-------

272. 26 E.R. 692, 693. 
273. (1783) 3 Dougl 293: 99 E.R. 661. 
274. Ibid. 
275. See Hogg v. Kirby, (1803) 8 Ves. Jun. 215 :32 E.R. 336; 

Cretl"v!ell v. Lye, (1810) 17 Ves. 335 etc. See Venkates\.-J2r;::;n, 
op. ci t. -;-pp. 12i~2 2. 

276. See Sykes v. Sykes, (1824) 3 B & Cr. 541: 107 E.R. 834. 
2,77. (183"sl-3-My. &Cr: 338: 40 E.R. 956. In this case the 

plaintiff had been carrying on the business of manufr)ctur
ing steel for sale in the name 'Crowley Millington.' The 

(cont.o ••• ) 
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Court held that the OFner had a right to the exclusive use of 

the trade mark. Though there was no fraudulent intent or 

use of the mark in the case, the Court grr1nted a perpetual 

injunction recognizing the right of the trade mark owner. 

Since the property right on the title \-las accepted by the 

defendants, t.11e Court did not discuss in detail the basis for 

the prot_ecti on. 

It ,,'as Lord Langdale, M.R., who spelt out the 

currently accepted basis of the protection afforded to trade 

The principle \-Jas laid dOv!11 as 

follows: 

A man is not to sell his o\-m goods under the pretence 

that they are the goods of another man; he cannot be 

permitted to practise such a deception, nor to use 

the means Hhich contribute to that end. He cannot 

therefore be allo\-:ed to use names, marks, letters, or 

(f.n.277 contd.) 

method was invented by one Crowley and the business was 
transferred to the plaintiff's predecessors. It was alleged 
that the defend;::mts used the marks in the steel manufactured 
by them. Although the defendant showed that he had never 
heard of the name of the plaintiff's firm, and that he had 
acted innocently, injunction VIas granted restraining the 
defendant from continuing to use the mark. 

278. (1842) 6 Beav. 66: 49 E.R. 749. One Mr.Leathart invented a 
grease or mixture for the hair, and the secret of making it 
was sold to the plaintiff. He gave the composition the 
name 'Perry's Medicated Mexican Balm'. The defendant starte 
selling similar composi tion in the name 'Truefi tt' s f'.~edicate 
f'.~exican Balm'. The plaintiff sought special injunction. 



other ~ndici~, by ""hich he may induce purchasers to 

believe, that the goods which he is selling are the 

manufacture of another person. I own it does not 

seem to me that a man can acquire a property merely 

in a name or murk; but \,'hether he has or not a pro

perty in the name or the mark, I have no doubt that 

another person has not a right to use that name or 

mark for the purposes of deception, and in order to 

attract to hiloself that course of trade, or thC3t 

custom, which Hithout that improper act, ,",ould have 

floHed to the person who first used, or was alone in 

the habit of using the particular name or mark. 279 

Expressing doubt as to whether there was property right in 

trade mark, the Court found its justification in affording 

297 

protection on the basis of the need for preventing deception 

and frRud. The Court considered the damage caused to the owner 

of the trade mark as well as to the public in justifying its 

intervention. Thus by considering the individual and public 

interest involverl, the principles of justice and equity were 

used to protect trade mark. 

The same principle was reemphasized by Lord Langdale 

in Croft v. D 
280 

aye Restraining the defendants from using the 

279. 49 E.R. 749, 752. Per, Langdale, M.R. 
280. (1843) 7 Beav. 84:-49 E.R. 994. Here an action ,",as by the 

executors of Day, the '·:ell-known blacking maker, to restra
in the defendant, his nephew from selling blacking manu
factured by him, in bottles having the labels similar to 
that of the firm of Day 2nd Martin. 
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mark similar to that of Day and Martin Co., the Court 

reasoned: 

You may express the same principle in a different form, 

and say that no man has a right to dress himself in 

colours, or adopt 2nd bear symbol s, to ""hich he has no 

peculiar or exclusive right, and thereby personate 

another person, for the purpose of inducing the public 

to suppose, ei ther th,3t he is that other person, or 

that he is connected "'ith and selling manufacture 

of such other person, ",hile he is really selling his 

O\v"D. It is perfectly manifest, that to do these things 

is to commit a fraud, and a very gross fr2ud. 281 

Thus it is clear that it was by equating it \"i~ch fraud and 

deception that the Court intervened and the relief granted 

for the violation of trade mark. There was considerable doubt 

as to the nCl.ture of property right involved in trade mark. 

There was a tendency to equate this \\lith that of copyright 

and patent, because of the monopoly granted to its use. Courts 

though on earlier occasions tried to equate it with copyright 

and patent, subsequently held in categorical terms that t~ere 

".:ere subtle di fferences arr!ong these. 

The question whether there is property right in 

trade mark was first considered by the English court in Hall v. 

282 
Barr~. As per the conditions in the Cl.rticles of 

281. 49 E.R. 994, 996. See also Farina v. Silverlock, (1856) 6 
De. G • M. and G. 21 4: 43 E. R. 121 4 • -- ---------

282. (1863) 4 DEG.J. and S.150: 46 E.R. 873. 
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partnership between Hall 2nd Barrows, the surviving partner 

h<~d the option to take all property of the partnership giving 

the legal representatives of the deceased partner the value of 

the share due to him, in case either of them died during the 

pi'lrtnership and failed to nominate the son of the deceased to 

succeed. Hall died and his son was not nominated. The amount 

was calculated excluding ~le value of the goodwill and trade 

mFlrk of the business. 'The IJJaster of Roll s incl uded goodwi II, 

but excluded trade mark on the ground that it was not property. 

On appeal, the Chcmcery Court treated it as property and directed 

the inclusion in the valuation list. The reasoning of the 

Court was expressed by Lord Chancellor VJestbury as follows: 

... 1 am of opinion that these initial letters, 

surmounted by a crOHn, have become and are a trade 

mark property so Celled, that is, a brand "'hieh 

has reputation and currency in the market as a 

",ell-known sign of quality; ~nd that, as such, the 

trade mark is a valuable property of the partner

ship as an addition to the Bloomfield works and, 

may be property sold v-li th the works, and, therefore, 

properly inclUded as a distinct subject of value in 

the valuation to the surviving partner. 283 

Thus the Court considered the reputation gained by the o\·mer 

of the trade mark as to the quality of the goods by the constant 

use of the trade mark as basis for treating trade mark as 

property. 

---------.----

283. 46 E.R. 873, 876. 



As to the question of jurisniction of courts to 

grant injunction, it was held: 

Imposi tion on t.he publlc is indeed necessary for the 

Plaintiff's title, but in this way only, that it is 

the test of th~ invasion by the Defendant of the 

P2lintiff's right of property; for there is no injury 

if the mark used by the Defendant is not such as is 

mistaken, or is likely to be mist2ken, by the public 

for the mark of the Plaintiff; but the true ground of 

these Courts' jurisdiction is property, 2nd the nece

ssity of interfering to protect it by reason of the 

inadequacy of the legal remedy.284 
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The question received adequate examii12tion by House 

of Lords in The Leather Cloth Co. (Ltd.) v. The tmerican Leather 

285 cloth Co. (Ltd.) • Lord Cranworth recognized the property 

. h' , k b f" h . h 286 r1g t 1n traoe mar y a process 0 compar1son W1t copyr1g t. 

Emphasizing the monopoly element in copyright and tri":lde mark, 

his Lordship argued: 

The right to a trade mark is a right closely resembl

ing, though not exactly the same as, copyright. The 

word 'property', when used with respect to an author's 

right to the productions of his brain, is used in a 

sense very different from \oJhat is meant by it when 

--- -----.---.--------- -------_._------

284. Id. at 877. 
285. IT E.R. 1435: (1865) XI H.L.C. 523. Here the appellants 

were cloth merch;omts using the trcde mark of Crocketts Co. 
Defendants also used a simila.r mark using the word 
Crocketts. 

286. Id. at 1440. 



applied to a house or a watch. It means no more than 

thi'lt the author has the sole right of printing or other

wise multiplying copies of his work. The right which a 

manufacturer has in his trade mark is the exclusive 

right to use it for the purpose of ina icating ,-;here, or 

by whom, or at wha.t manufactory, the article to which it 

is affixed vJas manufactured. If the word 'property' is 

aptly used with reference to copyright, I see no reason 

[or doubting that it may 'vi th equal propriety be applied 

to trade marks. 287 

Though the conclusion that trade mark contained the elements 

of property rights is correct, it appears that the reasoning is 

against the basic philosophy of protection afforded to these 

two rights. It is true that there is monopoly in both cases. 

The monopoly is given to the copyright o~ner recognizing his 

intellectual creation based on the intellectual labour. Gene-

rally speaking there is no question of intellectual creation in 

trade mark. The justification for monopoly is based on the 

value obtained by its constant use. There is also difference 

between the nature of monopoly given to these rights. In case 

of copyright there is only a limited monopoly. But in the case 

of trade mark the m-mer gets a perpetual right to use the mark 

for a particular goods. Apart from this, the only common ground 

is the protection of public interest involved in both rights. 

287. 11 E.R. 1435, 1440. See also Thomas Somerville v. Paolo 
Sc}lernbri, (1887) A.C. 453 (p.c.1. 
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l~ccepting -Lhe proposi tion of Lord Vlesthury in 

288 
Hall v. BarrOHS that there is property right in trade mark, 

289 
\'J. Page Hood, V. C. expl ained further in Ainsworth v. "Jalmsley 

the exact nature of property right involved in trade mark thus: 

288. 
289. 

290. 

This court h2S taken upon itself to protect a men in 

the use of a certain trade mark as applied to a parti

C1.l1ar description of article. He has no property in 

that mark per s~, any more than in any other fanciful 

denomination he may assume for his own private use, 

otherwise than with reference to his trade. If he 

does not carryon a trade in iron, but carries on a 

trade in linen, and st2mps a lion on his linen, another 

person may stamp a lion on iron; but when he has 

appropriated a mark to a particular species of goods, 

and caused his goods to circulate with this mark upon 

them, the court h2~' said that no one shall be at 

liberty t.o defraud t.hat man by using that mark, and 

passing off goods of his manufacture as being the 

goods of tl-Je owner of that mark. And inasmuch as the 

Court protects the O\·mer of the mark, he is entitled 

to authorize another, v)hen he hands over his business 

to him, to place that mark on his goods. That is a 

right which, being protected by this Court, may be 

disposed of for value, may be bought and sold, and 

is, tllerefore, in that sense of the word, property. 290 

(1863) 4 DEG.J. and S.150: 46 E.R. 873. 
(1866) 1 Eq. 518. The plaintiff was a manufacturer of 
thread and had a good repute. Defendants made threads of 
inferior quality and marketed it using the marks of 
plaintiff. 
(1866) 1 Eq. 518, 524-525. 
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It seems clear that though the law recognizes perpetual property 

right to the sole use of trade mark, it is limited to the parti-

cular type of goods to which it is used, and is restricted to the 

field of trade. 

The difference between the nature of property right 

in trade mark, copyright and patent was stated by the Court of 

291 Appeal in ~inger Manufactur~ng Co. v. Lo~£. Lord Justice 

James, speaking for the Court, distinguished: 

That being, as it appears to me, a comprehensive state

ment of what the law is upon the question of trade mark 

or trade designation, I am of opinion that there is no 

such thing as a monopoly or a property in the nature of 

a copyright, or in the nature of a patent, in the use of 

any name. h~atever name is used to designate goods, any

body may use that name to designate goods; always subject 

to this, that he must not, as I said, make directly, or 

through the mediwn of another person, a false represent

ation that his goods are the goods of another person. 292 

This ,\ .. las accepted by the House of Lords also in Redc!away v. 

293 Banham. h'hile granting injunction restraining the defendant 

291. 

292. 
293. 

(1880-81) 18 Ch. 395. The plaintiff used the vord 'singer' 
as a designation to all the sewing machines manuf2ctured by 
them. They used different specific words along with 'singer' 
for different types of machines. The defendants, another 
company, in Engl and used the 1 abel 'singer machi ne s' in the ir 
sevllng machine. 
U880-81) 18 Ch. 395, 412-13. 
L1896] A.C. 199. The plaintiff was a manufacturer of belting, 
and sold it in the name 'Camel Hair Bel ting'. Defendant after 
making the belting using yarn of Camel's hair used the ni3me 
'Cc,mel Hair Belting' for hi s products. Held that t.he pI ainti ff 
was entitled to injunction. 
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from using the words 'Camel Hair' which was the trade mark of 

the plaintj ff based on the 1;:1\.., laid down in Singer ~case, the 

House doubted the use of the word 'property' in its true sense 

to refer to trade mark. However, it was accepted that some 

rights incidenti'll to property were present in trade mark. 294 

Follm..,ing the reasoning resorted to by the English 

courts, the u.s. Supreme Court also held that there was property 

right in trade mark though it "Jas quite di fferent from thAt of 

patent and copyright. The nature of property right involved in 

trade mark ;:;nd the basis for its protection Has first analysed 

b th ' 'd '1 t f 295 y - e u.S. Supreme Court ln Unlte States v. Eml S e ens. 

There v:ere three cases of S?Jlle nature and Here heard together. 

In these famous trade mark cases criminal prosecution was ini-

tiated as per the provisions of the Act of Congress for infringe-

ment of trade mark. Vlhile examining the consti tutional validity 

of the legislation, Justice Miller distinguished the rights in 

trade mark from that in copyright and patent thus: 

The ordinary trade mark has no necessary relation to 

invention or discovery. The trade mark reco~~ized by 

the CO,TliTlOn 1a\", is generally the growth of a considerable 

294. Id. at 209. 
295. 100 u.s. 82 (1879). For a detailed discussion of the develop

ment of trade mark in Junerica, see, Beverly w. Patti shall, 
liTHO Hundred Years of r.:rnerican Tri'lde Mark Law", 68 T.M.R. 121. 



period of use, r~ther than a sudden invention .••• The 

wri tings \\Thich are to be protected are the frui ts of 

inte---=ll~ctual labor, embodied in the form of books, 

prints, engravings and the like. The tr2de mark may 

be and, generally, is, the adoption of something 

already in existence as the distinctive symbol of the 

party using it. At co~non law the exclusive right to 
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it grows out of the use of it, and not its mere adoption. 

By the Act of Congress this exclusive right attaches 

upon registration. But in neither case does it depend 

upon novelty, upon invention, upon discovery, or upon 

any \vork of the brain. It requires no fancy or imagi

nation, no genius, no laborious thought. It is simply 

founded on priority of appropriation. 296 

The view taken by the English court that there is property right 

in trade mark has been followed in India also. Our courts in 

many cases held that there was property in trade mark.
297 

Having regard to the case len., in England, America 

and India, it may now be concluded that there is some kind of 

property right in ·trAde mark, though it is not similar to that 

in copyright, patent or other corporeal property. It is the value 

-----------

296. Id. at 82-99. This was followed in Hanover star Milling Co. v. 
D:"D.Metcalf, 240 U.S. 403 (1915) and in United Drug Co. v. 
Theodore Rectanus Co., 248 u.S. 90 (1918). 

297. See Orr-Ewing v. Grant, Smith & Co., 2 Hyde 185: f.'!ohamed 
Ishaq v. Arif Kha~98-P~L.R-.-1902: L.G2neshi Lal-~~n\var 
Kl1ant.'Jahboob & Co., A.I.R. 1933 All.-49S-: Von VJulfingv-.
Jivandas & Co., A.T.R. 1926 Born. 200: Imper-ial Tobacco Co. v. 
!,-~BonEa.n, A. I.R. 1924 Cal. 216 etc. -.---
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gained by ;:m ovmer of trade mark through constcmt use of it in 

business by way of reput2tion obtained in the market as to the 

quality of goods produced. This gives the trade mark the status 

of property. The nature of property ri~lt involved in this 

species of incorporeal property is a 1 imi ted one. The ovmer has 

the exclusive right in perpetuity to use the m2rk for tr2de 

purposes. The right is limited only to a particular type of 

goods. This is acquired because of the constant use. However, 

at present it cannot perhaps be said that the criterion for 

gr<=:nting tr2de m<3.rk is its const<3nt use inasmuch as the current 

practice is to give a trade rn2rk to a product immediately after 

its registration though it had never been used prior to the 

registration. 

By recognizing the property right in trade mark, 

courts recognized the individual interest involved in it. Thus 

along with public interest ""hich has been recognized 2S a basis 

for protecting trade mark, courts also recognized the individual 

interest of the user of trade mark. Hm-!ever, limi ting the right 

of monopoly in trade mark only to the particular goods demonstra

tes that the individual interest is recognized only incidental 

to public interest. It is with this idea of giving additional 

protection to the public that trcoe mark is nov! reco1]nized 

i~nediately after registration. 
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The first legislative cttempt to codify the lCiw of 

trade mark in Eng12nd was made in 1875. The l,ct ""as pdmarily 

intended for the registrcltion of trade mark. Though the Act 

insisted registration of trade mark for getting legal remedies, 

the common lew basis for recognition of trade-mark--prior public 

use--was not changed. The Act did not authorize the registration 

of a prospective trade mark before it had been actually used as 

such or after it had ceased to be used. 29B Registration of the 

trade mark was merely treated as evidence of a little acquired 

299 at common laH by actual public use of the trade mark. 

But when the Act of 1905 was enacted there was a 

ch2nge in the position. The basic change \"as t~e recognition 

of absolute title of the O\mer by registri'ltion. For the fi rst 

t ' k d t b d '0 d f ' t t' 300 lme mar s propose 0 e use were conSl ere or regls ra -lone 

Even without the actual use of the mark one could acquire trade 

m2rk right by mere re(;Jistration. Thus the basic common 1a\., rule 

that a property right in trade mark can only be acquired by 

constant use was diluted to a considerable extent. 

The term trade mark h2s not been defined till the 

~nactment of the trade mark legislation. There was no earnest 

attempt by courts to define it. l-. person had the right to use 

-------- --------

298. The Trade Mark Registration ,z"ct 1875, section 1. 
299. section 2. See also observation of Lord Diplock in General 

Electric Co. v. The General Electric Co.Ltd., [1972]-2 Ail
E~R:-507-;~20. --~ ----------

300. The Tr~de Mark Act, 1905, section 34. 
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any mark distinctive from an already used mark. The major 

outcome of the first trade murk legislation was a comprehensive 

definition of the term 'trade mark'. The Act of 1875 defined 

trade mark as follows: 

A trade mark consists of one or more of the following 

essential particulars; that is to say; 

A name of an individual or firm printed, impressed, 

or woven in some particular Gnd distinctive manner; or 

A written signature or copy of a written signature 

of an individual or firm; or 

A distinctive device, mark, heading, label, or 

ticket; and there may be added to anyone or more of 

the said particulars any letters, words, or figures, or 

combination of letters, words or figures; also 

Any special and distinctive word or words or combi

nation of figures or letters used as a trade mark before 

the passing of this Act may be registered as such under 

this Act. 301 

l-Jhen the law relating to trade mark, patents and designs were 

codified in 1883 some changes were introduced in the definition 

of I tr2de mark I. The new definition included I invented words I 

and 'word or words having no reference to the ch2racter or quality 

302 of the goods and not being a geographical name l as trade mark. 

301. The Trade Mark Registration Act, 1875, section 10. 
302. The Patent, Designs and Trade Marks Acts (1883-1902), 

(46 2nd 47 Vict. c.S7), section 64. 
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with the passing of the Act of 1905 the law of trade 

mark started to assume its modern form. The term 'mark' and 

'trade mark' were given new definitions. As per the Act mark 

means: 

A mark shall include a device, brand, heading, label, 

ticket, name, signature, word, letter, numeral, or 

any combination thereof. 303 

This even now continues as the definition of mark without any 

change in England and in India. 

But the tel.ll1 trade mark has been given a new meaning. 

Trade mark was defined as: 

A trade mark shall mean a mark used or proposed to be 

used upon or in connection vJi th goods for the purpose 

of indicating that they ere the goods of the proprietor 

of such trade mark by virtue of manufacture, selection, 

certification, dealing with, or offering for sale. 304 

This makes it clea.r that the purpose of the trade mark was to 

identify the source of the goods and its quality. It also 

indicated the connection between the owner of the trade mark 

and the goods. 

303. The Trade Mark Act, 1905 (5 Edw. 7, c.15). Section 3. 
304. Ibid. 
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Though an elabori"te defini tion "las given to the 

the terms 'mark I and 'trade mark', only fev' marks v.'hich satisfy 

the conditions laid down in section 9 of the Act was given 

. t t' 305 regls-ra 10n. 

The law in England was again changed 2nd the present 

Act was passed in 1938. As per this Act: 

"trade mark" means, except in relation to a certifi

cation trade mark, a mark used or proposed to be used 

in relation to goods for the purpose of indicating, or 

so as to indicate, a connection in the course of trade 

between the goods and some person h2ving the right 

ei ther as proprietor or 2S registered use!: to use the 

m2rk, h'hether with or v.ri t~lOut any indication of the 

identity of that person, and means, in relation to a 

certification tr2de mark, a mark registered or deemed 

to have been registered under section thirty-seven of 

this Act.
306 

305. section 9 read: "A registrable trade mark must contain or 
consist of at least one of the following essential parti
culars:- (1) The ni'lllle of a company, individUal, or firm 
represented in a special or particular manner; (2) The 
signature of the applicant for registration or some prede
cessor in his business; (3) An invented word or invented 
words; (4) A "iord or ".'ords hewing no direct reference to 
the character or quality of the goods, and not being accord
ing to its ordinary signification a geographic21 name or a 
surn2me; (5) ."l;,.ny other distinctive m2rK, but a nc:me, signa
ture, or word or words, other than such as fall within the 
descriptions in the 2~bove paragraphs (1), (2), (3) and (4), 
shall not, except by order of the Board uf Trade or the 
Court, be deemed a distinctive mark ••• ~ 

30~. The Trade Mark Act, 1938, section 68(1). 



'"'>ccording to the dcfini tion a mark will be trcclted tredc mark 

even if the identity of the owner of the merk is not disclosed. 

This is in conformity with the most modern function of trade mark 

as the identifier of the quality of the goods r~ther than its 

origin or source. The register of trade mark is also divided 

into two parts--Part A and Part B. Separate conditions are laid 

down for getting registrations in these parts. 307 

In India the term 'trade mark' was first defined 

through the Penal Code. Section 478 of the Code, as it Has 

originCllly enacted, defined trede mark as folloVls: 

A mark used for denoting that goods h2ve b~en made 

or manufactured by a particular person, or at a 

particular time or place, or that they are of a 

particular quality, is called a trade mark. 

It seems that the idea was to find out the source or quality of 

the goods rather than its ownership. Since the term 'mark' was 

not defined in the Code, it app2ars that there was no restriction 

at that time as to the nature of t:he mark. According to the 

definition, a mark becomes trade mark only if the article in which 

the mark is affixed is actually m2nufactured by t.he m,mer of the 

trade mClrk. 

307. See sections 9 and 10. 



This definition was amended and broadened by the 

amendment to the section introduced through section 3 of the 

Indian Merchandise Marks Act, 1889 (Act IV of 1889) .308 By the 

section marks used to articles that were not actually manu-

factured by the ov'Oer of the mark Here included as trade mork. 

;.part from this, the definition was extended to incl ude all marks 

registered by the thon existing English law on trade marks, and 

also to unregistered marks protected by English loW. Thus the 

definition was broadened to include all types of marks existing 

at that time. 

The section (~ection 3 of Merchandise Marks Act, 

1889) was repealed by the Repealing l\ct of 1938. By amending 

the Merchandise Marks Act 1889 in 1941, a new definition was 

introduced to section 478 of the Penal Code. 309 The definition 

was S2.me as that of the definition in the first Indian Trade 

._---_._-_._--------------------------------------

308. Section 478 re;3d: "A mark used for denoting that good s are 
the manufacture or merchandise of a particular person is 
called a trade mork, and for the purposes of this Code the 
expression I trade mark I includes any trade mark which is 
registered in the register of trade marks kept under the 
Patents, Designs and Trade Marks Act 1883 and any trade mark 
,",hieh, either with or without registration, is protected by 
law in any British possession or foreign state to ~lich the 
provisions of the one hundred and third section of the 
Patents, Designs ~nd Trade Mark Act 1883 are, under order in 
council, for the time being applicable". \'ihi tley Stokes, 
A Supplement to the AnglO-Indian Codes (Oxford: The Clarendon 
Press, 1889), pp. 5-6. 

309. See section 12 of the Indian r-';erchandise Marks (PJTlendment) 
Act, 1941 (Act No.II of 1941). 



l'~arks Act of 1940. section 478 of the Penal Code was repealed 

Vlhen the present Trade 2nd l·~erchandise Marks Act \'las enacted in 

1958. An elaborate definition \'las included in the Act. 310 

Even though the term 'trade mark' had been defined 

and the trade marks were protected through Penal Code since 

1860, there was no legislation till 1940 for registration of 

trade m(jrk. The comrnon 1avl principles vlere used to afford 

protection. 311 Many attempts made Here since 1877 to en2~ct a 

comprehensive trGde mark legislation in India. 312 The Bills 

introduced in 1879, "nd 1880, could not be passed beccuse of the 

't' f th ' I 't' I d' 313 OppOSl lon 0 - e cOmmerCla communl y ln n lao By the 

grm!th of commerce and trade in India, different organisations 

had passed resolutions demanding the enactment of a trade mark 

legis1ation. 314 Realizing the necessity, Government of India 

prepared a memorandum in 1937 and circulated among the provincial 

governments. After making neces5ary che_nges b;-;sed on the opinion 

of the provincial governments,the first legislation was enacted 

on 1940. !iO\<lever difficulties arose in the enforcement of this 

-------------------------------------------------- ----

310. See infra n.315. 
311. See,-Biltish American Tobacco Co.Ltd. v. ~·~ahboob Buksh, 

(1911) I.L.R.38Caf-.-ffO;-EansarI_Das v.Emperor, A.I.R. 
1928 Lah. 186; Von \)u1fing v. Jlvzmdas & Co.,-A.I.R. 1926 
Born. 200; JavlalaPrasad v~ 1'1unnalai-Serowjee, (1910) I.L.R. 
37 Cal. 204-;--A[xIUTK6reem Sha111S-;:'. A@uT-Karer>m Sahib, 
A.l.R. 1931 I>:ad-. 461 etc. ------

312. See S.Venkatesv-Jaran, The La\'i of the Trade and Herchandise 
Marks in India (t-1adras: Law Publishers, 1937), p.10. 

313. Ibid. 
314. -Ibid. 
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legislation. After independence the Government of India 

appointed a Select Committee to revise the Trade Marks Act, 

1940. Based on their report the present Trude and Merchandise 

Marks Act, 1958 Has passed repealing the Trade !'1arks Act, 1940 

and the Indian l'-1erch2ndi se I'larks Act, 1889. 

In the Act of 1958 the definition of trade mark 

reads as follows: 

Trade mark mec,ns:- (i) in relation to Chapter X (other 

than s.81), a registered tr2de mark or a mark used in 

relation to goods for the purpose of indicating or so 

as to indicate a connection in the course of trade bet

ween the goods and some person having the right as 

proprietor to use the mark; and (ii) in relation to 

the other provisions of this Act, a mark used or proposed 

to be used in relation to goods for the purpose of indi

cating or so 2S to indicate a connection in the course of 

trade between the goods cmd some person having the right, 

either as proprietor or as registered user, to use the 

mark whether with or without any indication of the identi

ty of that person, and includes a certification trade 

mark registered as such under the provisions of chapter 

VIII. 315 

315. Trade and Merchandise Marks Act 1958, section 2(v). 
The te:tlTl trace mark vlas defined in section 2 (1) of the Act of 
1940 as follows: "Tr2de mark means a mark used or proposed 
to be used in relation to goods for the purpose of indicating 
or so as to indicate a connection in the course of trade bet
ween the goods 2nd some person having the right, either as 
proprietor or as registered user, to use the mark whether 
with or without any indication of the identity of that 
person". 

The term 'mark' is defined thus in section 2 (f): "t1ark 
includes a device, brc,nd, heading, label, ticket, l1i3lTle, 
signature, \-lOrd, letter or numeral or any combination thereof". 

(contd •.• ) 



Following the pattern of English Act, the Act also 

contains provision for registrution of trade mark on the basis 

of their nature. The register of tracle mark is divided into two 

parts [or registration--Part A ~nd Part B. certain conditions 

are laid down to get registr0tion in these parts. To get registra-

tion in Part A, the trade mark must have at least one of the 

following particulars: 

a) the nilllle of a company, individual or firm represented 

in a special or particular manner; 

b) the signature of the applicant for registration of 

some predecessor in his business; 

c) one or more invented ~ords; 

d) one or more vords having no direct reference to the 

character or quality of the goods and not being, 

according to its ordinary signification, a geographi

cal n2me or a surname or a personal name or any COITllGon 

abbreviation thereof or the name of a sect, caste, or 

tribe in India; 

) h d · .. k 316 e any ot er lstlnctlve mar • 
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As per sub-section (2) to get registration for a 

name, signut.ure or word other than specified in t.he above 

t · t h di" 317 sec lon, mus ave stlnctlveness. 

To get registration in Part B of the register, the 

mark in relat:ion to the goods in respect of vJhich it is proposed 

to be registered must be distinctive. In case it is not distin-

ctive, it must be capable of distinguishing goods with which 1...he 

proprietor of a trade mark is or may be connected in the course 

of trade from goods in the C2se of which no such connection 

b . t 318 su SlS • 

Thus the test of 'distinctiveness' is used t.o identify 

the appropriate marks for getting registration. The above analysis 

of the 12vl of trcde mark demonstrates that though trade mark has 

been identified along with other intellectual properties, it has 

no relationship with the basis of protection afforded to intel-

lectual properties. It is nmV' well settled that trade mark 

contains a species of property. Just like in the copyright i:md 

patent it is the public interest along with the individual inte-

rest \lhich form the basis of according protection to this form of 

property. 

Though the interest involved in protection of trade 

mi'lrks cen be distinguished from the interests protected by copy-

right and patent, there is no denying the fact that there is a 

-------------------

317. Sections9(2) and 9(3). 
318. sections 9 (4) and 9 (5) • 



common element of property right in all these items of intellect

ual property. 

In all these three items of intellectual property, 

there is a common thread running through the fundamental

conceptual-level. For example, \-Ihen one examines the rationale 

of protecting copyright, one realises that protection is granted 

to copyright not only to confer some special rights to the ini

tiator of the idea contained in the book but to safeguard the 

interest of the public in making the book available for its 

benefit in posterity. That is the main reason why the copyright 

is limited to a specified period. Similarly, patent system has 

also been introduced not only to protect the right of the inventor, 

but to afford ample chance to the public to get benefitted by the 

invention. It is worth-mentioning that patent system had its 

origin in the anxiety of the CrO~l to start new industrial 

ventures. The conceptual foundation of tr2de marks also presents 

a similar situation. It is more to protect the society from being 

deceived rather than to protect the pecuniary benefit accruing to 

the individual businessman that trade mark had been developed. 

On a closer analysis one may notice that the conceptual 

foundation of property right as such has now undergone change as 

made out in Chapters I and II. Property right is given to the 

individual not to safegu2.rd his interest alone. He is alloued to 

hold property for corrmon good. In other \lords, in recognizjng 
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property rights law takes care of the public interest rather 

than the individual right. If this is .'30, there is no gain

saying the fact th?t copyright, patent and trade m;:::rk hl'ould 

constitute property. Viewed in this perspective, there is no 

theoretical inconsistency as is usually made out, in recogniz

ing these items as property needing protection on the basis on 

which traditional forms of property are protected. 



Chapter V 

CRIMINAL LAW AND INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY: 

CURRENT PRACTICE 

Just as in the case of corporeal property, it is in 

public interest that criminal law is commanded to aid enforce

ment authorities for the protection of intellectual property. 

As has been discussed in the earlier chapters, it is the public's 

concern to see that the right of an individual in a particular 

thing is safeguarded. In order to carry out this function, 

criminal law looks at the interest an in<Jividual has on the 

property. Practical considerations make it to honour possession 

of movable property as the evidence of the interest the indivi

dual has on the property. However, in the case of intellectual 

property, possession cannot be the criterion: its ownership is 

the main concern. Thus though the very basis of protection 

afforded by criminal law to the property interests of the indi

viduals is the public interest, i.e. safeguarding the property 

for the public benefit as well as the benefit of the individual 

who has a special interest by way of ownership, authorship or 

possession, the possibilities of criminal law in affording 

adequate protection to the category of intellectual property 

have not been adequately explored. This is true in the case of 

copyright, patent or trade mark as explained below. 

319 
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COPYRIGHT 

Civil law had been affording protection to the authors 

, Ii t' 1 In ear er lmes. The courts had been employing common law 

remedies for this purpose. The ineffectiveness and inadequacy of 

these civil remedies led to the enactment of the first legislation 

of copyright---Statute of Anne 1 709--wi th alternate remedies in the 

2 nature of penalties, confiscation of infringed copies etc. Crimi-

nal law as such was not employed to ensure protection of interests 

in this field. However, the spate of technological developments 

has had its impact, and of late the possibilities of employing 

criminal law came to be tapped. still, the punishment and penalt-

ies prescribed in those days were of mild nature. 

Legislation in the field of copyright in India started 

with the English legislative efforts. Following the English 

pattern, the Indian Copyright Act also contained criminal law 

remedies for infringement of copyright. The statutes of 1847 and 

1914 contained provisions similar in nature to English Act. 

Since the provisions in these enactments could not 

keep pace with the developments that had been taking place, the 

1. See The Stationer Co. v. Parker, (1685) Skin. 233; The Company 
of stationers v. Seymour, 29 Car.2 (1677):1 Mod.Rep. 256; 
Ponder v. Bradyl,:fl~~2, B.R.; Lilly's Entries, 67; Miller v. 
KTilcaTd, H.L. -r/50; Tonson v. walker, (1752) 3 Swan 672 etc. 
quoted in Millar v. Taylor, (1769~ Burr. 2303: 98 E.R. 201, 
208-16. 

2. See Millarv. Taylor, (1769) 4 Burr. 2303. 



legislature had to bring out a new legislation in 1957. Criminal 

law provisions have been incorporated profusely in this Act. The 

Act of 1957 was amended in 1983 and 1984; elaborate provisions 

were included by treating all forms of infringement of copyright 

as offences, and giving police special powers to take action. 

stringent punishments are also provided for to arrest infringe-

mente It is interesting and fruitful to have a bird's eye view 

of the functioning of the enacbnent. 

According to the Copyright Act, 1957, any person who 

knowingly infringes or abets the infringement of the copyright 

in a work or any other right conferred by the Act is treated as 

an offender. He is punishable with a minimum punishment of six 

months imprisonment which may extend to three years, and a fine 

3 between fifty thousand rupees and two lakhs rupees. Though 

minimum punishment has been prescribed, courts have been given 

the po,,'er to award a lessor punishment after stating special 

reasons in the judgment. Possession of a plate for the purpose 

of making infringing copies of any work with copyright is an 

offence punishable with imprisonment upto two years and with 

f ' 4 lne. Apart from this, making false entries in copyright regi-

ster and producing false entry or writing of the register as 

3. Section 63 reads: "l'.,ny person who knowingly infringes or abets 
the infringement of--(a) the copyright in a work, or (b) any 
other right conferred by this Act, shall be punishable with 
imprisonment for a term which shall not be less than six 
months but which may extend to three years, and with fine 
which shall not be less than fifty thousand rupees but which 
'may extend to two lakh rupees." 

4. Section 65. 
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evidence are also made offences punishable under the Act. 5 

Similarly, making false statement to deceive any authority 

6 executing the provisions of the Act is also punishable. Con-

struction of a building infringing copyright is, however not 

an offence under this Act. 7 

To contain the problem of video piracy, special 

provision has been included in the Act. According to the new 

provision, taking video films or records in contravention of 

the provisions of the Act is an offence punishable with impri-

t f t t th d f
o 8 sonmen or a erm up 0 - ree years anlne. A company, as 

well as the person in charge of the company at the time of 

commission of the offence, is also liable for punishment under 

the Act. 9 

The Act also envisages special provisions and 

devices for its effective enforcement. Special powers are 

given to the police officers. A police officer on his satis-

faction that there has been a violation of the Act can without 

warrant, seize infringed copies and plates used for making 

5. Section 67. 
6. Section 68. 
7. Section 63, Explanation. 
8. section 68(A) lays down: "Any person who publishes a record 

or a video film in contravention of the provisions of 
Section 52A shall be punishable with imprisonment which may 
extend to three years and shall also be liable to fine". 
Section 52-A deals with particulars to be included in records 
and video films while publishing it. 

9: Section 69. 
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infringed copies. 10 These copies must be produced before a 

magistrate at the earliest. After making necessary inquiry 

the magistrate can deliver them to the interested parties who 

11 apply for their release. The court is also duty bound to 

deliver such things to the true owner irrespective of the fact 

tha.t the accused is punished or not. 12 The power to try the 

offences under the Act is vested with first class magistrates. 13 

The provisions are indicative of the legislature's 

concern for the prevention of copyright violations. The pre-

scription of minimum punishment and the wide powers given to 

the police officers show the legislative determination to deal 

with copyright violations strongly. Though the punishment was 

enhanced to three years, it is not made clear whether the 

offence is cognizable or not. Though the police has the power 

to search and seize the infringed copies without warrant, it 

is not clear whether the accused can be arrested ,,,,i thout 

warrant. According to the general pattern of Cr.P.Code since 

the punishment prescribed is three years, it appears that the 

offence may be treated as cognizable and non-bailable. In 

spite of the existence of these provisions in the statute Book 

for a long time, only very few cases have been reported in 

these areas. Probably, the police is reticent in enforcing 

10. Section 64(1). 
11. Section 64 (2) • 
12. Section 66. 
13. Section 70. 
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these provisions. Or the victIms of these offences might not 

be active in getting these provisions enforced adequately. Or 

such cases might not be travelling to the appellate courts. Be 

that as it may, the few decisions which have been reported are 

also not indicative of any enthusiasm on the part of the judi

ciary in enforcing them effectively. 

The requirement of men~ rea is insisted upon in the 

case of offences under the Copyright Act. The use of the vlord 

'knowingly' makes it clear that the offender must have a guilty 

mind to commit the offence under the Act. It is also evident 

that mere knowledge of violating copyright is sufficient to 

constitute the offence under the Act. However, the judiciary 

has not been reading men~ rea as it is generally understood in 

criminal jurisprudence in interpreting the Copyright Act. For 

example, the reading of 'knowingly' in section 63 of the Act by 

the Allahabad High Court may be examined. In Sheo Ratan 

Upadhya v. Gopal Chandra Nepali14 the appellant was the copy

right holder of the book Shri Mahabharat written in Nepali by 

his father. The book Has first published in 1929 and the author 

died in 1950. The respondents published the book making some 

alterations and omissions in the name of one Krishna Prasad 

Regini. The appellant filed a complaint under section 63 alleg

ing infringement of copyright. The accused contended before 

14. A.T.R. 1965 All. 274. 



the Magistrate that they had published the book on a bona fide 

belief that they have acquired the copyright. The Magistrate 

acquitted the accused for lack of knowledge to constitute mens 

rea. On appeal, it was contended before the High Court that the 

ingredient of mens re~ required under the section would be satis-

fied if a person knowingly published or printed work in which 

another had a copyright. After examining section 63 15 of the 

Copyright Act, the Court held that the words used vleL-e "knowingly 

infringes •.• the copyright in a \'lOrk" and not "knowingly publi shes 

or prints a work in which there is a copyright".16 So the accept-

ance of the contention that knowingly published or printed a work 

in which copyright subsisted amounted to an offence would be 

"to modify the language of section 63 which is not possible for 

any court of law to do".17 This seems to be an interpretation 

which has taken the wind out of the sail. It is evident from 

section 14 that it is the exclusive right of the author to 

publish his work. Anyone who publishes the work without his 

permission would thus infringe his copyright. The Court does 

not seem to have given much thought to the implications of the 

other connected provisions. 

In this case it was also contended that the existence 

of the copyright must be presumed to be known to everyone, and 

15. See supra, n.3 and the text accompanying it. 
16. A.I.R. 1965 All. 274, 275. 
17. Ibid. 
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one who violates it must be treated as a person infringing it 

knowingly. This was repelled by the Court saying: 

Such an argument, if accepted, would result in casting 

upon ;::m accused person, in every case in which the 

initial existence of copyrights of the complainant is 

not established, to prove that he did not possess the 

copyright. This meAns that a person who publishes or 

prints a work in which there is or may be a copyright 

does so at his own peril and risk. He must first 

ascertain the exact legal position about the existence 

of the copyright and his right to publish, or else he 

automatically commits an offence under S.63 of the 

Copyright Act by mere publication or printing. This 

view would exclude the existence of a bona fide belief 

or mistake of fact as to sufficient defence to a 

prosecution under S.63 of the Copyright Act. 18 

The appeal was dismissed on the ground of lack of sufficient 

evidence to prove knowledge of accused. The view taken by the 

Court does not appear to be conducive to the proper enforcement 

of the provisions of Copyright Act. It is not understood how 

the defence of mistake of fact could be excluded even if the 

Court takes the view that everyone knows the existence of copy-

right. To say the least, this is an unreasonably restrictive 

in terp retation. 

Need for conclusive proof of knmvledge of the accused 

in case of infringement \Vas stressed by the Kerala High Court 

18. A. I • R. 1965 All. 274, 276. 



also in Cherian P.Joseph v. K.Prabhakaran Nair. 19 Here the 

books written by the complainant in English were translated 

into Malayalam and published by the accused without the per-

mission of the complainant. The accused was acquitted by the 

trial court. On appeal the High Court on comparison of the 

books found that the books to be translation of the English 

books. But the Court refused to reverse the lower court for 

lack of conclusive proof of knowledge of the accused. Justice 

Govinda Menon observed: 

Section 63 of the Act postulates a knowledge on the 

part of the accused that the Malayalam translations 

were really piratical reproductions of the complain

antIs books. It is true that the possibilities are 

that he must have known l but in a case of an appeal 

against acquittal unless there is clear and conclusive 

proof of the knowledge the accused cannot be found 

guilty of the offence. 20 

It appears that the courts have not been giving effect 

to the legislative intention in these decisions. The general 

apathy towards such violations and the unwillingness to treat 

such violations as criminal offences carrying punishments would 

have made the courts to be over cautious in their approach and 

19. A. I • R. 1967 Ke r • 234. 
20. Id. at 235. The alleged offence being translation of a 

bookl the accused ought to have adduced some evidence to 
prove good faithl i.e. he had made reasonable enquiry about 
the matter. 
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too technical in their interpretation. Moreover, the feeling 

that it is only the individual's property right which is 

affected by such violations must also have influenced the judi-

ciary to be reluctant in spreading the net of criminal law in 

a hitherto purely private domain. 

Another question that came for consideration of ~he 

courts was \-Jhether registration of copyright was mandatory for 

filing criminal complaint under the Act. The Madras High Court 

. k t d bh . 21 . d h t . ln Ven a a Rao v. Pa mana a RaJu , examlne t e ques lone 

In 1906 and 1908 a book of folklore stories in Telugu was 

published in two parts. The second edition was also published 

in 1914. In 1925 the defendant published and sold the books 

without permission. When the complainants filed a criminal 

case against the defendant, it was argued that since the books 

were not registered under the copyright Act no action would 

lie. The complaint was filed under section 7 of the Copyright 

Act, 1914. Accepting the argument, the Magistrate acquitted 

the accused. On revision the High Court reversed. After 

exa~ining the provisions of the Act of 1911 (England), the Court 

held that since there was no provision for registration the 

action could be taken even if the books were not registered. 

The mandatory provision for registration in the Indian 

21. A.l.R. 1927 Mad. 981. 
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Copyright Act, 1847 22 was held not applicable in the 

since the Act had been repealed by Act 3 of 1914. 23 

case 

This trend was follmved in subsequent cases also by 

other High Courts. The Patna High Court in Radha Krishna 

Sinha v. state of Bihar24 held that registration was not manda-

tory under the provisions of the Copyright Act, 1957 for invok-

ing penal provisions under the Act. The Court relied on various 

decisions of other High Courts wherein it was held that regi-

t t ' t dt f f'l' 'il 25 s ra 10n was no man a ory or 1 lng C1V cases. 

The Andhra Pradesh High Court in Muppala Rang~

nayakamma v. smt.K.Ramalakshmi 26 elaborately considered whether 

registration was a prerequisite for initiating criminal 

22. 

23. 
24. 

25. 

26. 

section 14 of the Indian Copyright Act, 1847 read: " •.• no 
proprietor of copyright shall maintain, under the provisions 
of this Act, any action or suit at law or in equity, or any 
summary proceedings in respect of any infringement of such 
copyright, unless he shall, before commencing such action, 
suit or proceeding, have caused an entry to be made in the 
book of registry, provided always that the omission to make 
such entry shall not affect the copyright in any book, nor 
the right to sue or proceed in respect of the infringement 
thereof except the right to sue or proceed in respect of 
the infringement thereof under the provisions of this Act". 
A.I.R. 1927 Mad. 981, 982. 
1979 Cri.L.J. 757 (Pat.). See also §ovt. of West Bengal v. 
Nitya Gotal Basak, 1985 Cri.L.J. 202 TCal.). 
Cases re ied are Satsang v. Kiron Chandra, A.I.R. 1972 Cal. 
533; M/s.Manojah Cine Productions v. A.Sundaresan, A.T.R. 
1976 Mad. 22 etc. 
1986 Cri.L.J. 522 (A.P.). 
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proceedings. After examining sections 4427 and 45 28 of the 

Copyright Act, 1957, the Court observed: 

The object behind the enactment of Sec.44 of the said 

Act was not to make registration compulsory or manda

tory for the purpose of enforcement of copyright. It 

provided an option. It was, therefore, not obligatory 

for an author to get the copyright registered under 

Sec.44 of the said Act for the purpose of acquiring 

rights conferred by it .•.• lf the legislature intended 

to make the requirement of registration mandatory, the 

language of Sec.44 would have been different. It could 

be on the lines of section 69 of the Partnership Act. 

There is no provision in the Act depriving an author of 

the rights conferred by this Act on account of non

registration of the copyright. 29 

It seems that the interpretation by the courts that registration 

is not mandatory for invoking the criminal jurisdiction for pre-

venting infringement of copyright is correct in the light of the 

present staturory provisions. Only the Act of 1847 contained 

27. Section 44 reads: "There shall be kept at the Copyright 
Office a register in the prescribed form to be called the 
Register of Copyrights in which may be entered the names or 
titles of works and the names and addresses of authors, 
publishers and o\-mers of copyright and such other particulars 
as may be prescribed". 

28. Section 45 (1) reads: "The author or publisher of, or the 
owner of or other person interested in the copyright in, any 
work may make an application in the prescribed form accompa
nied by the prescribed fee to the Registrar of Copyrights 
for entering particulars of the work in the Register of 
Copyrights •.•• " 

29. 1986 Cri.L.J. 522, 523-24, per, Sriramulu, J. 
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mandatory provision for registration. The Act of 1914 was 

silent about registration, and in the Act of 1957 registra-

tion is optional. But it appears that registration will be 

of much practical use for the enforcement of penal provisions 

in the Act. The Act confers on the police officer the power 

to search and seize infringed goods vii thout warrant. Of 

course, in case of disputes regarding copyright, the police 

officer has to ascertain the real owner of copyright. If 

registration is made mandatory it will help the police officer 

to identify the owner. It will help the owner of copyright 

also to prevent the unnecessary harassment of the police 

officer. In these circumstances it is suggested that the law 

should b2 amended to make registration mandatory. 

High Courts were unanimous in adopting the method for 

finding out whether there was infringement of copyright. 

According to various courts, it is the duty of a court to compare 

the originals with the infringed copies to find out whether 

there was infringement. The Jammu and Kashmir High Court 

had an occasion to examine whether some notes taken from the 

original book could be considered violation of copyright. The 

Court in Romesh Chowdhry v. Kh.Ali Mohamad Nowsheri 30 held 

30. A.I.R. 1965 J.& K. 101. In this case the J.& K. University 
had published certain books and prescribed it for certain 
courses. The accused published notes on these books includ
ing certain portions of the book. The University filed 
complaint under section 63 for infringement. 
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that the notes prepared by the accused from the original book 

vlere not infringement of copyright. The Court reasoned: 

It is well settled that in order to be actionable, 

the infringement must be a colourable imitation of 

the originals with the purpose of deriving profit. 

\\'e have gone through the notes prepared by the peti

tioner No.3 and published by petitioners Nos.1 and 2 

and we do not find anything in these notes to indi

cate that there is any colourable imitation of the 

original. 31 

Thus the Court compared the original with the notes to find out 

whether there was any infringement of copyright. This was 

followed by the Kerala High Court in Cherian P.Joseph v. 

K.Prabhakaran Nair32 discussed supra. The Court compared the 

books published in English with those published in Malayalam to 

find out whether the translation of the books amounted to 

infringement of copyright. 

The question whether an expert should be consulted to 

ascertain infringement of copyright came to be examined in 

33 Government of \'lest Bengal v. Ni tya Gopal Basak. In this case 

31. Id. at 101-02, per, Murtaza Fazl Ali, J. 
32. A.I.R. 1967 Ker. 234. The court acquitted the accused also 

on the ground that a civil suit was pending. See also 
Radha.Krishna Sinha v. state of Bihar, 1979 Cri.L.J. 757. 

33. 1985 Cri.L.J. 202 (Cal~Here the accused published a book 
similar in nature to the book of the complainant's Bengali 
book Adarshalipi 0 Saral Earna Parichay. 
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the Magistrate acquitted the accused. He inter alia held 

that in the absence of an expert opinion it was not possible 

for a court to come to a finding that the materials of the 

books were reproduced and printed by the accused. 34 The High 

Court negatived this. It held that the case could not be 

dismissed on the ground that expert opinion to decide whether 

there was any infringement was not available. The High Court 

compared the books and held that there was no infringement of 

. h 35 copyrl.g t. Thus it is the la", that a court has to compare 

the books to find out whether there is any infringement. It 

iS I however to be noted that all these cases were concerned 

with the infringement of copyright in books. The test of 

comparison may be appropriate only to find out infringement of 

copyright in books. But this would not be adequate in cases 

of video piracYI and copyright violations in computer programmes 

and other new intellectual properties. It appears that the 

assistance of an expert will have to be sought for by a court 

to find out whether there is any infringement of rights in 

these new forms of property. 

For the first time l the Allahabad High Court examined 

the question of right of a person to invoke criminal law juris-

diction to afford protection to copyright in Nagin Chand Jain v. 

36 state of U.P. The petitioner was the publisher of a physics 

34. The Court referred to Sita Nath Basak v. Mohini Mohan Singh l 

A.I.R. 1924 Cal. 595. 
35. 1985 Cri.L.J. 202 1 204. 
36. 1981 All. IJ • J. 1 272 . 
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text book High School Bhautiki authored by Shri Rajkumar and 

G.D.Mittal. The copyright was assigned to the petitioner in 

1968. The accused published a book New Pattern Gagan Guide, 

which according to the petitioner had infringed his copyright. 

He filed a complaint under section 63 before the Magistrate. 

The Magistrate found that the assignment was not proved, and 

37 held that the petitioner had no locus standi to file the case. 

This was approved by the Sessions Judge. In the High Court it 

was contended th2t assignment was not a condition precedent to 

initiate criminal proceedings and the prima facie infringement 

of copyright was sufficient to file a criminal complaint. The 

Court concluded that the party did not have the right to invoke 

criminal jurisdiction: 

Thus, it is the owner or assignee or licens2e of a 

copyright who can feel aggrieved on account of the 

infringement of that right in a particular work. 

S.63 of the Act is intended to safeguard the right 

and interest of such author, assignee or licensee. 

It is open to these persons to ignore infringement 

of their copyright in a work. Though S.63 of the 

Act does not contain any word suggesting that only 

the author or assignee or licensee of the copyright 

can take criminal action for infringement of copy

right, this section should be read to imply that 

37. The accused filed the true copy of the assignment and requested 
the court to summon the original which was in the possess
ion of Income tax authorities. This was rejected by the 
Magistrate. High Court held that the order was not a 
correct and proper one. 



the pirating person shall be liable to punishment 

for infringement only if such author or assignee 

or licensee seeks to claim protection of law. If 

such a person, notwithstanding the infringement, 

does not choose to take any action for the infringe

ment, there is no harm caused to anyone else. 38 

Justice R.B.Lal developed the point further: 

The infringement of copyright is not to be regarded 

335 

as an offence against the society at large, for which 

anyone may move the machinery of criminal la\-I. In 

fact, the infringement of copyright in a work suggests 

that the infringed work is of value to the society. 

Dissemination of parts of such a work by pirating the 

same by another author, can hardly have an adverse 

effect on the society. Piracy of a work can adversely 

affect the financial interests of the author or 

assignee or licensee and, therefore, he should alone 

be held entitled to claim the protection of criminal 
1 a',.., .39 

38. 1981 All L.J. 1272 1274-75, per R.B.Lal, J. 
39. Id. at 1275. In this context it may be noted that Copyright 

Act did not prescribe any special procedure for trying the 
offences committed under Act. According to section 4(2) of 
the Criminal Procedure Code, the provisions of Cr.P.Code 
have to be follm-led. Similarly, it is also to be noted that 
the Copyright Act did not restrict the rights of the parties 
to invoke criminal jurisdiction. In these circumcitances one 
has to look into the provisions of the Cr.P.Code regarding 
the right of the persons. It is expressly stated in section 
190 of the Cr.P.Code that any person can set the criminal law 
in motion. This line of approach has been adopted by the 
Supreme Court in a recent case involving trade mark violat
ion. Unfortunately there was no attempt on the part of the 
Court to enter into an inquiry on these lines. 
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As has been pointed out earlier these decisions reflect a 

lazy and lousy approach adopted by the judiciary towards the 

violations of Copyright Act. 40 This was characteristic of our 

judiciary in their approach to\o/ards white collar offences. We 

feel uncomfortable to describe such violat~ions as offences 

inviting punishments such as imprisonment. Such violations are 

also corrunitted by the v.,hite collar segment of our society. The 

situation again makes us reluctant and reticent in taking 

remedial action. It is really unfortunate to say that copy-

right violations are only violations of private nature where 

unaffected individuals should be chary about involving criminal 

law. Copyright protection is not only the concern of the copy-

right holder but also of the society at large, though the 

immediate victim is the owner. Many a thing which have not been 

intended by the author could be disseminated in the society by 

copyright piracy. He could be misquoted, quoted out of context 

wi th a vie\o/ to distortion of the meaning, and thus misleading 

the society. Moreover, protection of the individual's right is 

in the public interest. If a man's right in relation to a 

subject, in which the society is also interested, is violated 

it should be possible for any citizen to turn the wheel of 

criminal law--that too in a case where the statute has crimi-

nalized such violation. 

40. The same attitude may be seen in the decisions of Sheo 
Ratan Upadhya v. Gopal Chandra Nepali, A.l.R. 1965 All. 274; 
Cherian P.Joseph v. K.Prabhakaran Nair, A.I.R. 1967 Ker. 
234 etc. 
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The examination of case law "-lOuld show that the 

judiciary was not much concerned for the employment of criminal 

law to afford protection to copyright. Wherever possible the 

courts tried to protect the accused rather than trying to 

achieve the object of protecting the author's rights or safe-

guarding the public interest. It is true that majority of 

these decisions were handed over before the Copyright Act was 

amended providing stringent measures for protecting copyright. 

In the light of more violations against intellectual property 

in recent years, it is hoped that the jUdiciary may be more 

enthusiastic in enforcing the penal provisions of Copyright 

Act to fulfil the object of protecting public interest in the 

protection of copyright in books, video tapes, computer pro-

grammes etc. 

PATE~'T 

Criminal law has not been invoked to afford protection 

against infringement of patent rights. Even from the very 

beginning civil law alone has been used. This is the case with 

1 t 11 1 . 41 a mos a common aw countrles. Though a separate chapter, 

Ch.xX, has been included in the Indian Patent Act, 1970 detail-

ing penalties, for certain acts, there is no provision making 

42 infringement of patent rights an offence. The historical 

41. Hobart N.Durham (Ed.), World Patent Litigation (Washington: 
The Bureau of National Affairs, Inc., 1967). 

42. See sections 118-132. 
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origin of the patent system explains the reason for not seek

ing the help of criminal law. The concept was originated and 

developed with the idea of helping development of industry 

rather than affording protection to the proprietary right of 

the individual. The protection of intellectual labour of the 

inventor has not been recognized as an object when the concept 

originated. It was developed as a contractuctl relationship 

between the King and the person who agreed to start an industry 

with the invention in his hand. Till recently this continued 

to be the position. The recognition of intellectual labour of 

the inventor as an object of granting patent gained acceptance 

only recently. Naturally the chances for its violations were 

remote, and that explains the nonemployment of criminal law in 

this field. But now the position has undergone change. Protect

ion of intellectual property in patent is now getting recognized. 

In fact the main thrust of patent law is the protection of the 

rights of inventor. Apart from this, public interest is involved 

in protecting patents. For the industrial and technological 

growth of the country the inventions must be protected. Right 

from its very inception it was in the larger interests of 

society that patent was granted. In these circumstances it is 

felt that the aid of criminal law must also be sought for to 

afford protection to this form of intellectual property. Though 

majority of common law countries has not resorted to the aid of 

criminal law, many continental countries have been already 
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invoking criminal jurisdiction for protecting patent rights. 

countries like Argentina, Austria, Brazil, France, Germany, 

Italy, Japan, Mexico, Netherlands, Sweden, Switzerland etc. 

have invoked criminal law also for affording protection to 

43 Patents. Though in many countries civil action is preferred 

to criminal action, because of various practical reasons, in 

countries like Italy, Japan etc. criminal prosecution is 

44 commonly resorted to. Stringent punishments are also imposed 

in majority of the countries. 45 Once it is conceded that the 

individual, as well as the society, is concerned with the 

protection of patents, it is all the more necessary and appro-

priate that criminal lavl should be employed to afford maximum 

protection to the proprietary right of an individual in patents 

within the frame work of public policy. 

DESIGN 

There is no statutory provision in the Design Act, 

1911 enabling the authorities to invoke criminal law for afford-

ing protection to this form of intellectual property. Though 

the origin of design had its connection with copyright and the 

basis of protection is the same as that of copyright, criminal 

law has not been used to protect the property in designs. Apart 

from its relationship with copyright, design has been categorized 

43. See Hobart N.Durham, op.cit. 
44. Ibid. 
45. Ibid. 
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along with patent for according protection. It may be seen 

that design is protected only for a short period of five 

years. Since criminal law has not been invoked for protecting 

patent, design also was not protected by criminal law. After 

the enactment of Patent Act, 1970, Patent and Design Act, 1911 

was renamed Design Act, 1911. No attempt was made to remodulate 

the provisions. It is hoped that the legislature will intro

duce some penal provisions enabling the criminal justice system 

to take cognizance of the violations of design law ,-lith a view 

to the protection of the individual interests as "lell as the 

public interest involved in designs. 

TRADE MARK 

It has been discussed in the previous chapter that 

trade mark is not an intellectual property in the strict sense. 

But it VIas also noticed that this form of property has many 

similarities with intellectual property, and the basis for 

protection is safeguarding of public interest. Study of rele

vant case law in this area is fruitful and informative. 

Long before tlfe .enactment of a separate legislation 

for protecting trade mark, the assistance of criminal law \-las 

resorted to to afford adequate protection to this form of 

lroperty. This was evident from the provisions incorporated 

n the Penal Code by the frcmers. Several provisions for 
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protecting trade mark were included from the very inception 

of the Code. Till the enactment of the Trade and r-1erchandise 

Marks Act, 1958, these provisions continued to be in force 

giving effective protection to trade marks. According to the 

provisions of the Code, as it was enacted in 1860, using false 

trade mark 46 with an intention to deceive or injure any person 

ff " h bl i h"" t d f" 47 t was an 0 ence punls a e w t lmprlsonmen an lne. Coun er-

48 feiting of trade mark used by any other person as well as 

fraudulent making and possessing of die, plate or other instru

ments for counterfeiting trade mark 49 were also offences 

punishable under the Code. Similarly, knowingly selling goods 

46. Section 480, I.P.C., as it was originally enacted read: 
"T,011hoever marks any goods, or any case, package, or other 
receptacle containing goods, or uses any case, package, or 
other receptacle with any mark thereon, with the intention 
of causing it to be believed that the goods so marked, or 
any goods contained in any such case, package or receptacle 
so marked, were made or manufactured by any person by whom 
they were not made or manufactured, or that they were made 
or manufactured at any time or place at which they were not 
made or manufactured, or that they are of a particular 
quality of which they are not, is said to use a false trade 
mark". See Standish Grove Grady, The Indian Codes (London: 
Wildy & Sons, 1871), p.73. 

47. Section 482 read: "Whoever uses any false trade mark or any 
false property marK, with intention to deceive or injure 
any person, shall be punished with imprisonment of either 
description for a term which may extend to one year, or with 
fine, or with both". See Standish Grove Grady, op.cit., p.73 

48. Section 483 read: "Hhoever, with intent to causedamage or 
injury to the public or to any person, knowingly counter
feits any trade or property mark used by any other person, 
shall be punished with imprisonment of either description 
for a term which may extend to two years, or with fine, or 
with both". Ibid. 

49. Section 485. 
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marked with counterfeit trade mark with intent to deceive, 

injure or damage any person was an offence punishable with 

50 imprisonment and fine. This shows that framers of the 

Code gave much importance to the protection of this form of 

property. It is a matter of importance that requirement of 

~ rea was much stressed by the use of vlords like intention-

ally, knowingly, fraudulently etc. 

These provisions were amended in 1889. The amend-

ments were introduced through section 3 of the Indian Merchan-

dise Marks Act, 1889. The major change introduced was the 

shifting of burden of proof to the accused in certain offences. 

According to the new section, a person who used false trade 

mark shall be punished unless he proved that he acted without 

intent to defraud. 51 Same was the case with a person selling 

goods marked with counterfeit trade mark. The amended section 

486 read as follows: 

Whoever sells, or exposes, or has in possession for 

sale or any purpose of trade or manufacture, any 

goods or thing with a counterfeit trade mark or pro

perty mark affixed to or impressed upon the same or 

to or upon any case, package or other receptacle in 

which such goods are contained, shall, unless he 

proves--

50. section 486. 
51. Section 482 read: "Whoever uses any false trade mark or 

any false property mark shall, unless he proves that he 
acted without intent to defraud, be punished with imprison
ment of either description for a term which may extend to 
one year, or with fine or with both" (emphasis mine). 
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(a) that, having taken all reasonable precautions 

against committing an offence against this section he 

had at the time of the commission of the alleged offence 

no reason to suspect the genuineness of the mark, and 

(b) that, on demand made by or on behalf of the pro

secutor, he gave all the information in his pO\'ler with 

respect to the persons from whom he obtained such goods 

or things, or 

(c) that otherwise he had acted innocently, be 

punished with imprisonment of either description for a 

term which may extend to one year, or with fine, or "vi th 

both. 52 

This appears to be a new provision introduced into the general 

framework of the Penal Code. It appears to be somewhat a 

deviation from the well accepted general rule that it is the 

duty of the prosecution to prove the case. The introduction of 

this change within the Penal Code shifting the burden of proof 

to accused is indicative of the earnestness of the lawmakers 

to catch and bring to book the violators of trade marks. 

When the first trade mark Act was passed in 1940 no 

special provisions were introduced to afford remedies for 

violation of trade mark. The Penal Code provisions were invoked 

to provide criminal law remedies for violation of trade marks. 

But when the present Trade and Merchandise Marks Act was enacted 

in 1958, the Penal Code provisions were repealed, and new and 

52. (Emphasis mine). 
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elaborate provisions were included in the Act itself to 

afford criminal laVl remedies. It appears that these provi-

sions also reflect the same spirit of the then existing Penal 

Code provisions. Chapter X of the present Act deals with the 

offences, penalties and procedure regarding the violation of 

trade marks. A review of this chapter would reinforce the 

view. 

In section 78 of the Act all possible violations of 

trade mark are categorized and put together as offences. Thus 

falsification of trade mark, falsely applying trade mark to 

goods, making, disposing or possessing materials for falsifi-

cation of trade mark, applying the false trade description to 

goods, giving false indication as to country of manufacture, 

tampering or altering the indication of origin of goods etc. 

are offences punishable with imprisonment and fine. The 

accused has to prove that he had acted without intent to 

d f d f . d' ., t 53 e rau or aVOl lng punlsnmen • 

Penalty for selling goods with false trade mark 

is provided for in section 79. This section is similar in 

nature to section 486, I.P.C. In addition to the previous 

Penal Code provisions, the present Act makes false represent-

ation of a trade mark which has not been registered, as 

53. section 78. 
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registered, an offence. 54 Similarly falsification of entries 

in the register, and producing false copy of entry in the 

register for evidence are also offences punishable with impri

sonment and fine. 55 

The Act also contains provisions for forfeiture of 

goods. A court convicting or acquitting the accused on lack of 

proof of intention, has to direct the forfeiture of all goods 

56 and things connected with the case to the government. A company 

which commits the offence under the Act, as well as the person 

in charge of the company at the time of corrmission of the offence, 

is punishable under the Act. The person in charge may avoid 

responsibility if he is able to prove that he had no knowledge 

about the offence. 57 

The power to take cognizance under the Act is given 

to the Sessions Judge or First Class Magistrate. A court can 

take cognizance of cases connected with falsification of 

i t 1 i 1 . t f h . 58 reg s er on y on wr tten comp aln 0 t e Reglstrar. 

Analysis of the provisions in the present Act makes 

it clear that the legislature has tried its best to protect 

54. section 81. 
55. section 83. 
56. Section 85. 
57. Section 88. 
58. section 89. 
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trade mark. Almost all possible violations against trade 

mark have been criminalized. Though the mental element is 

insisted upon, the burden of proof stands shifted to the 

accused. 

Be that as it may, it appears that even after the 

lapse of a long period of time, irrespective of the fact that 

new types of offences are included in the Act, the quantum of 

punishment remains the same. It is a well accepted fact that 

the offences against this form of property is increasing day 

by day. Since the offences are noncognizable, the police 

officer cannot arrest a person or search and seize goods with

out warrant. Lack of these poT,·rers naturally affect the law's 

efficacy. In the light of modern developments, it is felt 

that the law has to be amended with deterrent punishment and 

more powers conferred on authorities to take quick action. 

The offences have to be made cognizable and nonbailable. The 

police must also be armed with power to search and seize the 

goods without warrant. 

There have been a number of cases decided by various 

courts on various aspects. On examination of the cases, it is 

found that the judiciary has taken on many occasions effective 

measures. They have also placed correct interpretation of 

provisions to give full protection to this form of property. 
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One of the questions that carne before the Supreme 

Court was concerned with the right of a person to initiate 

criminal prosecution under the Trade and Merchandise Marks 

Act, 1958. As discussed above, except for certain matters 

connected with the falsification of entries in the register, 

the Act is silent about the person who has to initiate proceed-

ings. In these circumstances one has to travel through Cr.P.Code 

provisions to find out the procedure. The question was examined 
59 

by the Supreme Court in State of U.P. v. Ram Nath and Vishwa 

Mitter v. 60 O.P.Poddar. In Ram Nath, M/s.Habib Bank Ltd. was 

producing coins and pieces of gold of various shapes and size 

for sale commonly known as 'Habib ka Sona' and 'Sher Chap 

Pansa' with trade marks. The Inspector of Trade Marks on 

behalf of the Director of Industries wrote a letter to the 

Additional City Magistrate alleging that M/s.Panna Lal Durga 

Prasad were producing similar coins and pieces of gold applying 

a trade mark deceptively similar to that of Mis. Habib Bank 

Ltd. He also requested to take necessary action under sections 

78 and 79 of the Trade and Merchandise Marks Act. Magistrate 

directed the police to register a case. Based on this the 

police collected evidence and the case was charged. An appli-

cation for stay of proceedings stating that the accused stopped 

producing the coins and the criminal prosecution need not be 

proceeded with was filed. It was also contended that since the 

59. A.I.R. 1972 S.C. 232. 
60. A.I.R. 1984 S.C. 5. 
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trade mark of M/s.Habib Bank Ltd. was abandoned for more than 

five years, the accused could not commit the offence under the 

Act. The application was rejected by the Magistrate. Against 

this a revision was filed before the Sessions Judge and he 

referred the matter to the High Court. The High Court inter 

alia held that since the complaint had not been filed by the 

proprietor of the trade mark, the prosecution of the accused 

on the complaint of the Trade Mark Inspector was not tenable 

under sections 78 and 79 of the Act and quashed the proceedings. 

When the matter was brought before the Supreme Court, after 

referring to sections 82, 83 and 89 of the Act dealing with 

the power of the court to take cognizance,the Court observed: 

Merely because sub-section (1) of S.89 refers to the 

manner of taking cognizance in respect of offence 

under the section specified therein, it does not 

preclude cognizance of other offences specified in 

chapter X from being taken under the procedure 

prescribed by the Criminal Procedure Code. 61 

After referring to the provisions of Criminal Procedure Code 

dealing with investigation of noncognizable offences, the Court 

d th . h t 62 reverse e Hlg Cour . 

The position was further clarified by the Supreme 

rt i . h' dd 63 Cou n V1S wa Mltter v. C.P.Po are Here the dealer and 

61. A.I.R. 1972 S.C. 232, 236. 
62. Ibid. 
63. A.I.R. 1984 S.C. 5. 
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pOvler of attorney holder of Mis .Mangalore Ganesh Bee'dies Work 

filed a complaint before the Pathankot Magistrate alleging the 

unauthorized use of their trade mark--motif of Lord Ganesh and 

the numeral 15011. The Magistrate after inquiry directed to 

issue process to the accused. The accused moved the High Court 

of Punjab and Haryana to quash the proceedings. The High Court 

directed the Magistrate to consider the issue afresh. He re-

considered the case and held that there was no case and dis-

missed the complaint on the ground that the complainant was 

not competent to file complaint since he was not the holder of 

trade mark. Revision against this order was dismissed in limine 

by the High Court. The Supreme Court reversed. After examining 

sections 4(2) and 190 of the Criminal Procedure Code, it was 

observed: 

Therefore, from a combined reading of Section 4(2) 

with S.190 of the Cr.P.C., it transpires that upon 

a complaint filed by a person setting out facts 

therein which constitutes the offence before a 

Magistrate specified in Section 190, the Magistrate 

will be competent to take cognizance of the offence 

irrespective of the qualifications or eligibility of 

the complainant to file the complaint. It must, 

hO\-Tever, be conceded that where a provision to the 

contrary is made in any statute, which may indicate 

the qualification or eligibility of a complainant 

to file the complaint, the Magistrate before taking 

cognizance is entitled and has pOlder to inquire 

whether the complainant satisfies the eligibility 

criteria. 64 

64. Id. at 7 per,Desai, J. 
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Based on this principle, the Court examined the provisions 

in the Trade Marks Act and observed that the restriction was 

there only regarding sections 81 and 82, where cognizance could 

be taken only upon a written complaint of the Registrar. Since 

there was no such restriction expressly made with respect to 

other provisions of the Act, the Court concluded that section 

190 read with section 4(2) of the Cr.P.Code would permit anyone 

to file complaint under section 78 of Trade and Merchandise 

Marks Act. 65 

It seems that both these decisions are in tune with 

the policy of affording maximum effective protection to trade 

mark by ~lay of invoking criminal jurisdiction. 

The effectiveness of the law has further been 

enhanced by the shifting of burden of proof to the accused. 

Concerning the discharge of the burden, the courts have made 

certain observations. For example, the Punjab and Haryana High 

Court in Ajith Singh v. Charan Singh pardeshi66has categorically 

stated that the burden was not that heavy. The facts show that 

the complainant, Ajith Singh, was the managing partner of the 

65. Id. at 8. It has to be noted here that neither the lower 
courts nor the Supreme Court referred to the observation of 
Justice Jaganmohan Reddy in Ramanath at arriving this 
conclusion. 

66. A.I.R. 1974 P.& H. 116. See also Hazarimal L.Shah v. 
Philips India Ltd., (1968) 2 l'1.L.J. 523. 



firm \'1attam Singh & Sons manufacturing agricultural machinery 

with the registered trade mark 'Do Chiri'. It was alleged by 

the complainant that the accused firm manufacturing similar 

items was using trade mark 'Do Kabutar' deceptively similar to 

that of the complainant. The Magistrate convicted the accused. 

On appeal, the Sessions Judge acquitted the accused on the 

ground that the trade mark was not deceptively simila~, and 

there was honest concurrent use of the mark. In the High Court 

it was inter alia contended by the complainant that the accused 

had not proved that he had used the trade mark without intent 

to defraud or with the assent of the complainant. To this the 

Court replied: 

It \,las, however, not necessary for the accused to 

produce evidence aliunde in defence to prove that 

he had been applying the trade mark of 'Do Kabutar' 

to his goods with the assent of the complainant or 

without intent to defraud. He could prove the said 

matters from the prosecution evidence, from the 

material elicited by him in cross-examination of 

witnesses for the prosecution or from the circum~ 

stances of the case. The quantum of proof required 

from him is not proof beyond reasonable doubt. It 

is sufficient if he can show that preponderance of 

probabilities warrants a decision of the said matters 

in his favour.67 

The reasoning seems to be in consonance with the general trend 

taken towards the accused in criminal cases. 

67. A.I.R. 1974 P.& H. 116, 119. 



The prerequisite of registration for taking criminal 

action under the Act was examined by the Madras High Court 

which concluded that registration was not a sine q~ non for 

taking action- under section 79 of the Act. In In re S.T. 

Shanmugham6~ the petitioners vlho were doing beedi business were 

found in possession of beedi bundles bearing false trade mark 

of one Kareem Beedi factory. They were convicted by the Magi-

strate. On revision it was argued by the accused in the High 

Court that since the trade mark was not registered as per the 

provisions of the Act no action could be taken under section 79 

of the Act. After examining the definition of trade mark and 

section 79, the Court concluded: 

It would thus appear that for sale or exposing for 

sale or for having in one's possession for sale or 

for any purposes of trade, any goods or thing with 

any false trade mark or false trade description, to 

be penalised under S.79 of the Act, registration of 

the trade mark or trade description is not necessary. 

"Trade Mark" as now defined, comprises both registered 

and unregistered trade mark in use for purpose of 

Chapter X, other than S.81. 69 

The contention that according to section 50, the registration 

made before the Act will cease to have effect after three 

years was not considered though there was no evidence to prove 

68. A.I.R. 1965 Mad. 214. 
69. Id. at 215. 
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that the trade mark of Kareem Beedi Factory was renewed, 

70 after the expiration of three years. The Court also did 

not consider the effect of section 2771 of the Act where it 

was specifically stated that no person should be entitled to 

initiate any proceeding to prevent infringement of an un-

registered trade mark. 

The Supreme Court in state of Utter Pradesh v. Ram 

Nath 72 also has not elaborately examined the issue. As a pass-

ing observation after examining the definition of trade mark 

the court said that an offence under sections 78 and 79 relates 

73 to both registered and unregistered trade marks. 

It is true that the definition of 'trade mark' for 

the purpose of Chapter X (offences) includes not only registered 

marks but also marks used to goods but not registered. But 

section 27 of the Act specifically says that no person shall be 

entitled to institute any proceedings to prevent infringement 

of an unregistered trade mark. Similarly, it is made clear by 

70. Ibid. 
71. Section 27 reads: "(1) No person shall be entitled to insti

tute any proceeding to prevent, or to recover damages for, 
infringement of an unregistered trade mark. (2) Nothing 
in this Act shall be deemed to affect right, of action 
against any person for passing off the goods as the goods 
of another person or the remedies in respect thereof". 

72. A.I.R. 1972 S.C. 232. 
73. Id. at 235. 
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74 
section 50 of the Act that the registration of trade mark 

already existing before the Act shall cease to have the effect 

after the expiration of three years. Viewed in this perspective, 

it appears that the legislature intended to make registration 

mandatory for invoking remedies under the Act. Since the mean-

ing of the term 'trade mark' for the purpose of criminal pro-

ceeding includes unregistered marks also, it gives an impress-

ion that the aforesaid mandatory provisions are applicable only 

to civil cases. This appears to be the reasoning adopted by 

courts also. Though the interpretation may be justified, for 

effective enforcement of penal provisions, making registration 

mandatory will be of great help to the police to identify the 

owner of trade mark. In this case it is also worthwhile to 

remember that courts have taken a similar view with reference 

to copyright violations also. 75 

Our courts in many cases examined the meaning of 

deceptive similarity, the test to be applied to find out the 

violation. The question whether actual deception is necessary 

to constitute the offence has also been gone into by the Courts. 

Based on the old Penal Code provisions, the Calcutta High Court 

76 in Lakhan Chandra Basak v. King Emperor held that actual 

74. Section 50 reads: "Notwithstanding anything contained in any 
law for the time being in force or in any contract or agree
ment, every registration made before the commencement of this 
Act of a registered user shall cease to have effect after the 
expiration of three years from such commencement". 

75. See supra text accompanying n.29. 
76. A.T.R. 1925 Cal. 149. See also Madan Lal Arora v. State, 

A.I.R. 1961 Cal. 240, 247. 
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deception was not necessary. Here the complainants were 

dealers in umbrella, and their trade mark ,,'as counterfeited 

by the accused. He was convicted by the Magistrate. It was 

argued before the High Court that there was only insufficient 

evidence to prove that the accused had actually deceived any 

person, and so could not be convicted. The Court ruled: 

As a result of perusing the evidence, I think that 

there is evidence to support the Magistrate's find

ings and to justify the conviction. There is, it is 

true no evidence of any person being actually deceived, 

but I do not think that this is necessary for a con

viction. There is the evidence that the mark used by 

the accused was likely to deceive and I think from a 

comparison of the two marks that this is clearly so.77 

The Supreme Court in state of Uttar Pradesh v. 

Hafiz Mohd. Ismai1 78 examined the question of imitation required 

to constitute deceptive similarity. The accused were charged 

for counterfeiting the wrappers of 'Sunlight' and 'Lifebuoy' 

produced by Lever Brothers Ltd., India. They were convicted by 

the Magistrate and the conviction was upheld by the Sessions 

Judge. But the High Court set aside the conviction on the score 

77. ld. at 151. 
78. A.I.R. 1960 S.C. 669. See also Noor Mahomed Haji Usman v. 

State, A.I.R. 1956 Born. 700; Madan Lal Arora v. state, A.I.R. 
1961 Cal. 240; Hariprasad Lal Chand v. Nanoo Khan Hussain 
Bux, A.I.R. 1968 M.P. 234; Ajit Singh v. Charan Singh 
pardeshi, A.I.R. 1974 P.& H. 116. 
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that the wrappers used '~lere not colourable imitation of the 

products of Lever Brothers Ltd. After examining the ingredients 

of section 28 of I.P.C. defining counterfeiting, Justice Wanchoo 

observed: 

Ordinarily counterfeiting implies the idea of an 

exact imitation; cut for the purpose of the Indian 

Penal Code tr.ere can ce counterfeiting eventhough 

the imitation is not exact and there are differences 

in detail between the original and the imitation so 

long as the resemblance is so close that deception 

may thereby be practised .••• This analysis of section 28 

shows that there is no necessity of importing words 

like 'colourable imitation' therein. In order to 

apply it, what the court has to see is whether one 

thing is made to resemble another thing, and if 

that is so and if the resemblance is such that a 

person might be deceived by it there will be a pre

sumption of the necessary intention or knowledge to 

make the thing counterfeit unless the contrary is 

proved. 79 

After comparing the original and counterfeited wrappers, the 

Court held that the vie' . ., taken by the Magistrate and Sessions 

Judge that there was resemblance to deceive was correct. 

The above analysis of case law shows that when 

compared to copyright, patent and design, protection afforded 

to trade mark is more effective. Though the punishment imposed 

79. A.I.R. 1960 s.c. 669, 670-71. 
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is surely not severe, the burden of proof is shifted to the 

accused. The requirement that the aggrieved person alone 

should initiate criminal prosecution is also absent. This 

difference is accounted for by the origin and development of 

trade mark law within the framework of the Penal Code. 80 

An examination of the provisions of the legislation 

protecting intellectual property, however reveals that the 

present protection afforded to this form of property through 

criminal law is inadequate. For copyright, criminal law has 

been invoked for protection. Patent and design, though recog

nized and protected as intellectual property, the assistance of 

criminal law has not been extended. Even in the case of copy-

right it is felt that the present provisions are inadequate to 

contain the everincreasing phenomena of piracy. Though string-

ent punishments are introduced recently, judicial attitude 

still manifests a lazy and lousy approach. No adequate steps 

have been taken by the legislature to solve the problem of 

video piracy or piracy of computer pr00rammes, and other new 

forms of property. An attitude still reflects both on the part 

of legislature and judiciary to treat this as a civil matter, 

and to handle it through civil law. The public interest involved 

and the importance of the protection of these forms of property 

for the development of socipty have not been adequately 

80. See supra, text accompanying n.46 et ~. 
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appreciated in proper perspectives. This attitude is dis

cernible if one tries to compare the attitude of judiciary 

and legislature in protecting this form of property and other 

forms of property. We have already seen th2t effective pro

visions have been ~ade in the Penal Code to protect corporeal 

property. Same is the case with trade mark also. It appears 

that the apathy towards intellectual property is due to the 

lack of awareness of public interest involved in protecting 

intellectual property. The best example is the observation 

of Allahabad High Court in Nagin Chand Jain ~1 stating that 

only copyright holder can initiate a criminal prosecution. It 

is well accepted that criminal jurisdiction is invoked to 

protect societal interest rather than individual interest. 

It is also true that individual interest will always be taken 

care of while protecting societal interest. Had the legisla

ture and judiciary viewed protection of intellectual property 

also from this correct perspective, the present position would 

have been improved long ago. Having regard to the scanty and 

scarce enforcement of the current penal provisions it is felt 

that a comprehensive legislation utilizing the possibilities 

of criminal law and providing for the protection of all forms 

of intellectual property is essential. 

81. 1981 AII.L.J. 1272, 1275. 



CONCLUSION 

Though there is a chapter in the Penal Code exclu

sively to deal with offences against property the concept of 

property was left undefined probably in the hope that the 

judiciary would supply it with proper meaning and content in 

accordance with the needs of the time. In fact an analysis 

of the case law produced by the judiciary would inevitably 

lead one to the conclusion that the judiciary has lived upto 

the expectations of the framers of the Code. Not only did 

courts give meuning to the concept but also by its flexible 

interpretation enclosed a large area of property interests 

within the fold of the concept of property. 

It is quite interesting and fruitful in this context 

to inquire into the jurisprudential basis of the concept 

of property. On an examination of the origin of the 

institution of property it is found thut the concept of pro

perty has been identified as the satisfaction of the self of 

an individual in the society. In other words, it has been 

taken as an extension of the personality of the 

This explanation of the concept of property is 

individual. 

really in 

consonunce with the meaning provided to it by courts in the 

course of their judgments though there wus no attempts on 

359 
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the part of the courts to enter into a theoretical discourse 

on the concept of property as such. This concept has indeed 

given courts ample freedom to stretch it to the maximum 

extent to include the emerging new forms of property. Thus 

a thing having any value to the individual has been recognized 

as property for affording protection. It was also made clear 

that the property sought to be protected must be in the 

possession or ownership of a person. This further signifies 

the basic theory of recognition of property as an extension 

of the personality of an individual. 

The same philosophy has been followed in recognizing 

personal property. The political system has to recognize a 

limited extent of personal property for the development of the 

personality of the individual in the society. This in turn 

will help the society also to develop. Our Constitution 

rightly signifies this as the basis of institution of private 

property. Analysis of the constitutional provisions revealed 

that our constitution while recogni7.ing the need for protect

ing a certain limit of personal property for the proper develop

ment of the personality of the individual in the society, gives 

much stress on the need for retaining property for the common 

good. 

Viewed in this perspective, the recognition of 

limited right to the individuals in their intellectual creations 
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is in conson2nce with the theory of institution of property. 

The examination of the origin and development of intellectual 

property indicates that it was based on the public interest 

that these forms of property had been recognized and accepted 

by the society. While copyright was recognized for the 

cultural growth of the nation, patent received recognition 

for the industrial and technological growth of the society • 

. '---··,..,.h ('"'(,)Dvright had its genesis in 
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and the cases which camE:> on their anvil have, it C1ppears, pre-

pared the jUdiciary to assume a constructive role. The 'more 

activist' judges looking forward to abolish poverty have in 

their arsenal the dynamic concept of protection of life and 

liberty in Art.21 of the Constit_ution. They have already succeE:·d·-· 

ed in est0blishing tha·t life includes livelihood. 113 They will 

surely, it appears, intrude into the terrain of property rig1!t.s 

with the aid of Art.21. The seeds have already been sown by 

th b i . t . . b . 114 e Born a:I H <;;11 COUL In !l_asa~_~~~-=~. The Court in that case 

with the aid of Art. 21 interpreted the word 'la ... ,' in Art.300A 

to mean 'just fair and reas0nable'. Although the Supreme Court 

has tried to arrest this trend its observations are pregn0nt 

with a more liberal view on the application of Art.21: 

Art.21 essentially deals with personal liberty. It 

has little to do with the right to own property as 

such. Here we are not concerned with a case where 

!.!1e, .. 5!_~PEJy:~~.!-.~on_S!_~.J~}:~~i?~E~:Y .~<)~)..:.~_~."=~~_!-c::> __ dc:PEL~~-
!:_~ol) __ s! f_.! i fe __ <?.£.l:..:i~~E.~Y.._~£..}J:..vt:l: ib.?C?c:!. On the other 

hand land is being acquired to improve the living 

conditions of a lar<je number of people. To rely upon 

Art. 21 of the Constil_ution for striking down the pro-

visions of the Act amounts to a clear misapplication 

of the great doctrine enshrined in Art.21. 115 

113. 0lg~'!:5:lL is v. ~gml?~._MLl~~.:i£c.:'.:LC0r-E<:2E~~_~on, A. 1. R. 1986 
S.c. 180. 

114. Basantibai v. State of Maharashtra~ A.T.R. 1984 Born. 366. 
115. St_~.t=e ~l MC!b~lr?-shtIa v-.-BC!.~:;;-0~I!!~:~[ !10!~,jE~J<iL..~het_~f!.1 

(1986) 2 S.C.C. 516, 533, Venkatari:1miCl'b, J. (emphasi:.; mine). 
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These words do indicate that the court will cross the rubicon 

in case of necessity. This in tUrn may then lead to the 

completion of the reception process of the socialistic concept 

of property in India. And this process may need the help of 

criminal law for affording maximwn protection. 



Chapt.er III 

PROTECTIO' f O}' P: OPEHTY AN!) THE li'IJIAN PENAL COD~1~ 

IN'i'RODUCTION 

Like other similar penal codes, the Indian Penal 

Code also envisages protection of property. It makes special 

provisions for this purpose in two sepura·te chapters-·· 

Chapter XVII and Chapter XVIII. While the former deals with 

offences against property in general, the latter aims to pro-· 

tect certain special types of property. 

The provisions in these chupters seem to reflect 

the Victorian concept of property. They also se.m to envisage 

the tracH tional forms of property and offences committed 

against them. Hmlever , it has to be said to the credit of the 

fram·'~rs of the Code thdt the language employed in framing 

these provisions allow much flexibility in making it possible 

for the courts to apply them to the bvt..:ntieth century concept 

of property. For example, the Code has imaginatively left 

the terms like property, entrustment, possession, fraudulently 

etc. undefined. This has helped our courts to bring within 

its fold a large number of items of property. In fact the 

position helped to make the concept to move in tune with the 

1 changes of time. The courts went to the extent of defining 

1. For detailed discussion, see sup~~, Chapter I. 
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property in tenos of things having 'any vulue' to the person. 

State of 

categorically said: 

In OUi view, the word 'prop2rty' occurring in S.420 

I.P.C., docs not neccssurily l(\(~un that the thing, of 

which a delivery is dishonestly desired by the person 

who cheat:s, must have a money value or a market value, 

in the hand of the person cheated. Even if the thing 

has no money value, in the hand of the person cheated 

but becomes a thinq _~~_ya],-,-!.e.i:.~ "t:!::=_._b"c!E.\(.1_of_:t:h_~.J>~J:-:.~C?~1 

~b.~_'!I.':.l'y_S~~E<2:?~es:,;_~~..n_<.?_~_~.!., as a result of the cheat

ing practised by him, it would still fall within the 

connotation of the terIn 'property' in S.420 I.P.C. 3 

Only in offences like theft, criminal misappropria·-

tion of pl-operty, and offences against: property marks the term 

'movable property' is used. In all other of fences the term 

'property' is used. So the question arose in many cases whether 

the ternl 'property' used in these sections will include ~)th 

mov abl e and immo\! abl e prop2Ity. 'I'he courts in sorne CelS es coo--

fined it to imrnovlle property, but 011 other occclsions broadened 

it to include all types of property. 

2. A.I.R. 1969 S.C.40; see also N.r''l.Chakraborty v. state of 
WeE> t Bong.:'!l, A. 1. R. 197'1 S. C. li;=r4~whcre-P<lssport-wC:ls--Fiel d 
to be-property. 

3. A..I.R. 1969 S.C. 40, 43 (C'II:ph(l~ds mine). 
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4 
~!:!1?_~E~'£ examtned the ques tion whether the term 'property' 

used in section 401
5 

of the Code includes both movable and 

immovable property. In this case the accused removed some 

raf'cers from the hou.:ie left by the deceased. According to the 

Court the term used in section 404 is nol: expcessly limited to 

movable properLy alone. It was pointed out that the offence 

of crLminal misappropriation or conversion was possible in the 

case of immovable property as well. The Court added that since 

rafters, when severed from thE:~ hou:;e, became movahle property 

there was also dishonest misappropriation. 
6 

But this line of interpretation was not accepted by 

the Mad:iya Bharat High Court in 121:nl~iL v . .!5a~s:b5j~. 7 Here the 

accused entered into and took possession of a house o'NDec1 by 

the deceased in colI us ion wi t-11 the tenant who was in actual 

possession of the house. The complainant clalmcd 1e9cll title 

of the hou_se Oil the bas is of a will. After exumining sections 

403 and 401, the Courl: held that section 401 was included in 

4. A.T.R. 1925 AI1.673. See also Drl:"r:!_ar:tJ~ v. !:E~,!"_at __ ~ll_~~dl~~ 
Bi!'Hvas, A.T.R. 1934 Cal.<180, where th(~ Court held thc\t. the 
te"iTo --property used in section 411 in cl uded movabl e property 
also. The forceful entry into a ferry boat was held crimi
nal tre~;Pds~). In fvlanchersha ArdE~shir DevJerwalc=t v. Ismail 
Ihrdhim PaLel, A. T:R-:--rsl36Bofrl:-1-6-;:r,-- -the--frlgh-Cour t held--
th-Qt----tlle -te-r:-in property in sect 1.on 421 Pena 1. Code incl uded 
not onl y movable property but also a cho:,e-in-action. The 
right to cut trees was held to be property. 

5. Section 401 d~als with dis~mest misappropciation of property 
possessed by deccdsed p.~ rson at the tirn'~ 0 E his df!ath. 
Removing property before it reaches the hands of the legdlly 
entitled p.:rson is prohibited. 

6. A.I.I<. 1925 All.673, 671. 
7. A.I.R. 1956 H.U.<19 (Indore BL~nch). 
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8 
the Code to protect mov0hle property alone. Since house was 

not movable property section 401 was not attracted. This 

appears to be a very restricted inteqnet,ltion of the term 

'property', and it is not in tune with the general policy of 

of affording protecti.on to the property as reflected in the 

Code. 

The Calcutta. f15 gh Court also examined the term pro

perty in J~SLC~?:!~ __ .§_:!:.!~fI.0 v. 9_u~.en=~~rnpr~ .. , 5,9 in the contex t of 

section 405.
10 

In this case the accused, \"lho WC:tS an officer 

of a factory, let out SOll18 portion o[ the fact.ory's L_nd which 

was used for planting indigo, for cultivating other crops for 

his own benefit without the knowledge of the management. He 

was chClrgec1 and cunvicted for crlmi.nal breo.ch of trust by the 

lO\-ler courts. Before the High Court it was argued that breach 

of trust could not be committed in respect of immovable property 

Making an analogy with th~~ term property used in section 403 

and relying on B~'J. v. ~.iE~1}.?:.~I~ __ D~3!::~_~di1_s.11, the Courl opined 

that thc term 'property' used in section 405 also referreel to 

mov':Jbl<=! properly and an offence of criminal breach of trust 

could not be co'runi t tc~d j respect 0 [ imlnovi1ble property. 12 

8. Id. at 49-50. 
9. Tf895) I.L.R. 23 CC1I.172. 

10. Section 405 de<JIs vlith the offence of crirninal breach of 
trust. 

11. (1869) 6 Bom.T-l.C.R. (Cr.) 33. Here the Court held thdt 
sectlon 405 dld. not apply to inlinovdble property. 

12. (1895) I.L.R. 23 Cdl.372, 374. 
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'l'he Supn::!m~~ COllrt hc:t8 hOI"ever, in R.K.Dalmia v. 

the question whether breach of trust could be cOinmi tted in 

respect of funds of a company. Excmining the question, 

Justice Hal)hub3r DaYcll observed: 

vIc arc of opinion tha t there is no good reason to 

restrict the meaoin9 of the Vlord 'pl'operty' to 

movable property only ""hen it is used ",i thout any 

qualification in s.405 Or in other sections of the 

Indian Penal Code. vlhether tl,c; offence defined in 

a particular section of the Indian Penal Code be 

COiilJiLi tted in respect of any particular kind of 

property will depend not on the interpret~tion of 

the Hord 'property' buJc on the fact ,..;heth"r tha-t 

particular kind of property can be subject to the 

acts covered by that section. It is in this sen3e 

th:lt it may be said thi1t the "'iord • property' in a 

particular section covers only that type of property 

with respect to which the offence conternplc:tted in 

th'::lL section can be commit_t_ed. 14 

Thus the Couct has set at rest th~ controversy and i-t appears 

thcrt -the' interpr(!tcltion and rea;c;oniflg given are correcL. 

The chapters in the Code made special provi~ions 

to prevent dclmal)P3 to property. The offences dealt with in 

these chapt(=!rs are t.hose agclinst unlaHful deprivation of 

13. A.l.R. 19G2 S.C. 1821. 
14. Ir]. at 1833. 
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property frolll the possessor by another throu9h mt'~3ns which 

are considered unl ;:(Hful • Depending on the mode of depri va

tion, different offences have been created and punishments 

prescribed. 

One Hay of deprIvation of prolJerty is by taking 

the property without the consent of the possessor or taking 

by putting the possessor in fear or using force after obtain

ing the consent by threateninq him. The offences of theft, 

extortion, robbery and decoity are designed to protect 

property from such deprivations. While law of theft prohi

bits taking property without consent of the possessor, law of 

extortion prevents taking property by putting the person in 

fear. The aggravated form3 of the above offences committed 

by using force are de~lt with by the law of robbery and 

decoity. 

Property can also be deprived of by means of mis

appropriation. This involves the conversion of another's 

proper ty d ishon c:s t: ly. The property reClch,~.s the hanc1s of 

the accuspd by Hay of entrustment or by innocent act. The 

subseclurc:nt conversion of such property by the accused consti

tutes misnppropri<Jtion. '1'he offences of crimi.n <" misappro

priation and breach of trust have been created to take care 

of such situ~t1. on3. While the oEfence of bcc~ch of trust 

rcqulrcs en trll~:; trnent of proper ty wh teh is stlbscquc n t ly 
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misappropriated, in the c~se of criminal misappropriation, 

the property reaches the hands of the accused by some other 

peaceful means. 

The laH of cheating is design~!d to pro-tect deprivat--

ion of property by deception. This involves making of a false 

representation to the person in possession of property and 

thereby inducing him to deliver it. Causing destruction to 

propc rty by way of wrongful loss O!' damage constitutes another 

type of deprivation of property which criminal law seeks to 

prohibit. Unla\,!fully entering into the property or la.wfully 

entering and unlawfully remaining with intention to cause 

annoyance, insult etc., are also within the purvie\." of the 

criminal law. The law of mischief ~lich is designed to prevent 

destruction of property protects not only individual property 

but also puhlic property. The offence of crimina.l trespass 

has been created to deal wiLh unlc-H·:ful entry into thc! property 

of another. 

Apart from thts the Code also incorporatps provisions 

to prevent the deprivation of property by mean~; of forgery. 

Chapter XVIII of the Code is specidlly meant to prevent such 

offences. Violation of property rights by way of false property 

marks, counterfeiting of coins, currency, benam! transactions 

etc., hilve been specifically brought within the purview of 

crIminal law for affording protection. 



ei ther actual or intended. The word 'de fraud', which 

is not. define,1 in the'! Code, mayor may not imply 

deprivation, actual or intended. The Collector was 

undoubtedly deceived. He had refused to pay upon the 

receipt of Ramdihal and would not have paid out for 

the flCt that the receipt purported to be though in 

fact it was not, signed by all the persons entitled 

to the money; but in the general acceptation of the 

word he was not defrauded. 142 

143 
Relying on the decisions of Reg. v. Langhurst and I~~ 

I th B 14 4 h ' , " I ' t ' t h ld -,00 __ ~wa ,w ere1n 1n SJ m1 ar c1rcwns ance 1 was e 

that there was no fraudulent intention, the Court concluded 

that the accused also had no intention to defraud the Collector. 

The Court also added that the payment of money could not be 

said to have caused or was likely to cause damage or harm to 

the Collector in body, mind or reputation since he was bound 

d l ' h 1 h ' 1 145 to elver t e money to tle person aut or~zeG. 

Here it appears that the Court failed to appreciate 

the conduct of the accused in deceiving the Collector to get 

the money. It may be true that the minor vlho had wi thdraHn the 

petition had no grievance for the improper and illegal way in 

which the money was taken. But the Court should have taken into 

142. Id. at 779. 
143. Unreported, quoted in Mayne's Criminal Law of India (2nd ed.), 

p.786. 
144. (1889) 11 W.R.(Cr.) 24. 
145. (1905) I.L.R. 32 Cal. 775, 780-781. 



Subrahrnania Ayyar and Davies, JJ. wrote dissenting 

judgments stressing the importance of the presence of the element 

of 'loss' or 'injury' in 'fraud'. They resorted to the defini-

tion of Stephen and the observation of Justice Banerjee based on 

Stephen' s definition i n .Q~e~!l-~22£es~ v. Muharr~r.e_c!~~~~dJ:5.b.~_~156 

to arrive at this conclusion. The learned Judges refused to 

infer any sort of injury to the University by the conduct of the 

accused to bring it under fraud. Subrahmania Ayyar, J. distin-

1")7 
guished the present case with the deci sions of T~shack - and 

Abba <=;: Al1,158, th f 11' d ~ 1n e o. _ oW1ng wor s: 

For the risk of injury to life and property resulting 

from a person not possessing sufficient skill, train

ing etc., for exercising the callin0 of a master mariner 

or of an engineer, being in chrtrge of a ship or danger

ous machinery, is so manifest and serious that no 

reasonable man can questioll its reality or gravity. But, 

surely, there is no comparison between such risk and the 

detriment supposed to accrue to the public from a candi

date not of good character, appearing for the Matricula

tion Examination as if he were possessed of such 

character, or from evasion of the conditions prescribed 

by the Uni vers1 ty as to pre--Matriculation stud Les, 

granting tlF1t the system in vogue as to that eXctrninution 

is f1<:n-,less .159 
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Here the accused Has charged for theft of an idol from a temple. 

He later irrunersed it in water. It was inteE alia argued that 

there was no dishonest intention since the accused had not 

obtained any gain out of his act. Justice Beri concluded: 

In order to ascertain the existence or otherwise of 

dishonest intention it is not necessary that there 

must be a ",rongful gain to the thiee it does not 

matter whether the intention of the thief was or was 

not to derive profit from the property; it is suffi

cient if the removal of movable property causes wrong-

f 1 1 h 201 u oss to t e owner •••. 

Thus it is the law that either wrongful gain or wrongful loss 

is sufficient to constitute 'dishonestly'. The word 'or' used 

in between wrongful gain and wrongful loss in section 24 is 

indicative of the intention of the legislature about the require-

ment of dishonest intention. 

Another question that came up for consideration was 

whether there must be an actual wrongful gain or wrongful loss 

to constitute dishonestly. The Full Bench of Allahabad High 

C t · h'" 202. d hi t' our ln Kas 1 Ram Mellta v. Emperor examlne t s ques 10n 

201. Id. at 193. 
202. A.I.R. 193'1 1\11. 499 (F.B.). Here the cornplainant, Mohan Lal, 

received a bearer cheque and was given to the General Matches 
Agency, Dehra Dun in payment of some outstanding liabilities 
without endorsement. But this was mistakenly delivered to 
Jai Singh, the proprietor of General Trading Co. and he 
handed it over to Kashi Ram Mehta, the Mnnagcr of the Indian 
N~tional Bank of Industries Ltd. and was cnshed. BoBl were 
prosecuted for criminal misaprropriation of property. See 
also ChUC1k~ v. EmE~Yo~:, A.I.R. 1931 All. 258. 
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it , ... as st<:1ted in the statute of t-1onopolies that the grant had 

to be issued for the ,·:orking or making of 'ctny manner of new 
189 

manufacture'. This continued to be the criterion for the 

subject matter of patent both in Englund and in India til~ 

But the term 'any manner of manufacture' has been left undefined. 

In olden days an art substantially and essentially newly invented 

alone was considered as a manufacture. An improvement upon an 

existing art or a process for the manufacture of an art were not 

190 considered as 'any manner of manufacture'. But by the passage 

of time courts have included these items slso within the term 

'manufacture' .191 In R. v. "lheeler 19; Abbott, C.J. defined manu-

facture thus: 

Something of a corporeal and substantial nature, some

thing that can be made by man from the matters subjected 

to his art and skill, or at least some new mode of 

employing practically his art and skill, is requisite 

to satisfy this word. 193 

The English court has interpreted the term and included many 

items manufactured. They also excluded many things as not manu-

factured and not patentable. In the patent legislation the term 

189. Section 6 of Statute of l,'!onopolies, 1623. See supra n.150. 
190. See E.W.Hulme, 16 L.Q.R. 44, 56. 
191. R. v. Ylheeler, 2 B:& Ald. 345; Ralston v. Smith, (1865) 11 H.L. 

223; Boulton v. Bull, 2 H.Bl. 463 etc; quoted in Terrell, op.cit 
p .14. 'rhe test applied in olden days was the 'vendible product 
test' laid dovm by t-10rton, J. in G.E.C's j,pplication, 60 R.P.C. 
According to this test, if the product,resultlngfrom the 
method or process is a vendible product, the method or process 
will be treated as a manner of mctnufacture. See for a detailed 
discussion, Terrell, 0e.cit., p.14 ~t seq. 

192. 2 B.& Ald. 345. 
193. Id. at 350: 106 E.R. 39?, 395. 
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'invention' has bCf'n defined so as to j nclude all the items 

recognized by court as pdtentable. The items which were excluded 

by the jUdiciary as not patentable were included in the statute 

stating expressly as not patentable. 

In India also some difficulty was felt as to the 

determination of the subject matter of patent. The term 

'invention' was defined in the Invention ~nd Designs Act, 1888 

to mean any manner of new manufacture and jncluding an improve

ment. 194 The term 'manufacture' was defined in the Indian Act 

1888 as follov1s: 

Manufacture includes any art, process or :nanners of 

producing, preparing or making an article, and also 

any article prepared or produced by manufacture. 

The Allahabad High Court in ~he Elgin Mills Co. v. The Muir 

'II 195 'd h' , Ml ~ Co. examlne t e mcanlng of the term }_nvention and 

the criteria for treating an improvement as invention. Here 

one Noble, employee of Elgin Mills Co., obtained a patent in 

respect of a kind of tent called 'the native cavalry trooper's 

pall, and was sold to the employer. The patent was challen~ed 

by the respondent on the score that it was not an invention, 

194. See section 4(1) of Invention and Designs Act, 1888. (Act 
No.V of 1888) quoted in The Elgin 11ills Co. v. The Muir 
l"lills Co., (1895) I.L.R.--T7 An:-:-490-;--492. It was the 
S2I11e as the Engl i sh !-"ct of 1883. 

195. (1895) I. L • R. 1 7 All. 490. 
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and t.he specificat.ion Has incl uded knovdngly thilt the invention 

was not nCH. It was contended by the appellant that the inven-

tion ..... as an improvement of the exi sti ng type of tent. The new 

improvement, according to t.hem combined cheapness, portability 

and adaptability. After examining the statutory provision and 

English case law, the Court held that the particular combination 

in this case was not an improvement to constitute a patentable 

, t' 196 lnven lone Justice Aikman observed: 

••• to justify the grc: 11t of the exclusive privilege 

of a patent, there must be a certain amount of inven

tion of inventive faculty displayed. 197 

since there was no such inventive faculty displayed in the 

case, the improvement was not considered an invention. The 

cheapness, portability and adapt2bility claimed by the patentee 

were held not sufficient to satisfy the test. 198 Though the law 

vlas codi fied in 1911 no substanti2l change has been introduced 

199 to solve the definitional problem. 

The term 'manuf2cture' was again subjected to judicial 

interpretation in Lallubhai Chakubhai JariHala v. Chimanlal 

Chunilal & co. 200 Justice B.J.W2dia of Bombay High Court after 

196. Id. at 495. 
197. Id. at 496. 
198. Ibid. 
199. section 2(8) of the Indian Patents and Designs Act, 1911. 
200. A.I.R. 1936 Bom. 99. Here the plaintiff was the holder of 

a patent for an improved process of treating dried fruits. 
Defendants Here betal-nut merchants, and the plaintiff 
alleged that the defendants had been using his process 

(contd ... ) 



elaborately considering the existing law observed: 

'r-lonufacture' therefore comprehends not only the 

production of an article, hut also the means or 

method of producjng it, so that a new process or 

the improvement of an old process Ci:m be a manu facture 

wi thin the meaning of the l->oct. The word 'art' is 

sometimes used as an equivalent of manufacture. The 

subject-matter of a patent must be a new mnnufacture 

or art, for, if there is no new manufacture or art, 

there is no sUbject-matter and therefore no invention. 

The question whether there is an invention is a 

question of fact in each case. A new and useful 

application of on old principle may be good subject

matter. An improvement on something known may also 

afford subject-matter; so also a new combination of 

different matters already kno~TI. A paten~able combi

nation is one in which the component elerllents are so 

combined as to produce a new result or to arrive at 

an old result in a better or more expeditious or more 

economical manner. If the result produced by the 

combination is either a new article or a better or 

a cheaper article than before, the combination may 

afford subject-matter for a patent. The mere collo

cation of two or more things however without some 

exercise of the inventive faculty in combining them 

is not subject-matter for a patent. In the case of a 

combination the inventor may have taken a great many 

things vJhich are COlnrnon knowledge and acted on a 

(f.n. 200 contd.) 
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for treatment of betel-nuts and selling it in the market. 
It \"las contended by .J...:.he defendant that the process paten
ted by the plainti ff was not a nevi invention. Held that 
the process was an improvement of an existing system and 
patentable. But the suit was dismissed since infringe
ment was not proved. 



number of principles which are well known. If he 

has tried to see vJhich of them, when combined pro

duce a new and useful result, and if he succeeds in 

ascertaining th2t such a result is arrived at by a 

particular combinntion, the combination will, genc-
201 rally speaking, afford subject-matter for a patent. 

It appears clear that an inventive faculty must be present in 

the thi.ng manufactured to consti t_ute it to be a patentable 

invention. Thus the criterion laid dOHn by Justice Aikman 

of JI.llahC1bad High Court in Elgin M~l:}~~o. 202 was reemphasized 

by the Bombay High Court also. 203 The Supreme Court, in its 

most recent encounter with a similar case has also accepted 

this principle of 'inventive step' to find out whether there 

is an invention. In I"ils. 8i shwal!ath---.!'rasad Radhey Shyam v. 

1'1/s. Hindustan Metal Industries 204 Justice R. S. Sarkaria, 

----- --------------

201. A.I.R. 1936 Bom. 99, 104-05. 
202. The Elgin Mills Co. v. The Muir r-'J~lls Co., (1895) I.L.R. 

l7'AIl. 490. -
203. A.l.R. 1936 Bom. 99. The principle was followed in Vidya 

Prakash v. Messers. Shah Charan Singh, A. I. R. 1943 L-ah .247 ; 
Ganendro Nath Baner]i v. Dhanpal.-bas-Gupta, A.I.R. 1945 
Oudh 6-; TheBombay Agarwal co-~, Akola v. Ramchand Divlan
chand, A:r.R~953 Nag:-1S4;-ParEWerke Hoechst Aktiengesells 
Chaft Vormal s_~~i ste~_I:>_':lci~~_:3.E9_ Bu~ning __ ~_ Corp. etc. v. 
Unichem Laboratories, A.I.R. 1969 Bom. 255; r"iTs.Shining 
Industries v. MIs. Shri Krishna Industries, A.l.R. 1975 All. 
231:-Press Metal-corporation Ltd. v. Noshir Sorabji Poch
khanawalla,~I~R-.-1983~om~-r44 etc. 

204. A.I.R-:-f982 S.C. 1444. In this case, the respondent vlas 
manufacturer of brass and German silver utensils. Instead 
of the old method of making dishes, they introduced an 
improvement of the method of manufacture, and a patent \\'as 
obtained in 1952. They alleged the infringement of the 
patent by the appellants before the Court. The trial Judge 
(Single Judge of the H.C.) dismissed the suit, but the 
Division Bench reversed. The Supreme Court upheld the Single 
Judge. Held, that there \,,'as no inventive step in the improve
ment. The improvement patented was held only workshop 
improvement. 



speaking for the court205 , observed: 

It is important to bear in mind that in order to 

be patentable an improvement on something known 

before or a combination of different matters already 

known, should be something more than a mere viorkshop 

improvement; and must independently satisfy the te~t 

of invention or an 'inventive step' To be patent-

able the improvement or the combination must produce 

a new result, or a new article or a better or cheaper 

artj.cle than before. The combination of old known 

integers may be so combined that by their working 

inter-relation they produce a ne'd process or improved 

result. Mere collection of more than one integers 

or things, no!....}nvolving_~h~ ex~rci~~of any inventive 

faculty, does not qualify for the grant of ~atent.206 

The test to find out whetherlhe 'manner of manufacture' is 

patentable invention is the presence of 'inventive step' or 

'inventive faculty'. The employment of the independent thought, 

ingenuity and skill of the inventor must be there to satisfy 

the test. The definition of the term 'manufacture' has been 

broadened to include many thing s ,·!hich sati sfy the test. Having 

regard to this development a new definition was included in the 

Act of 1970. 

205. For himself and V.D.Tulzapurkar and A.P.Sen, JJ. 
206. A.I.R. 1982 s.c. 1444, 1448 (emphasis original). 



Novelty: 

Another requirement of ~n invention to be patentable 

is that the invention must be ne ... ,. Thus novel ty of the invcn-

tion pI ays an import;mt role in the grant of p~ tent. The 

element of novelty was introduced for the first time by the 

st t t f · l' 207 a u-e 0 Monopo leSe In olden days in England the test 

applied to see wh ther there VIas novelty Has to t?x.=)mine whether 

the invention was in practice or used by anyone during the 

f 
208 

memory 0 a mcm. The examination of prior use was also 

limited within the realm. The stress was on the formation of 

. d t th th . t' 209 a new ln us ry ra - er - an a new )_nven lone It \Vas Lord 

Mansfield, in Liardet v. 210 
J~1ns~ who gave a meaningful inter-

pretation to the term 'novelty'. }'Iccording to him "the issue of 

,,;ant of novelty must be supported either by proof of continuous 

and successful prior user of the invention, or, that the sub

stance of the invention ,,,as COfTUT!on knmvledge in the trade". 211 

Hm'Jever, this was not follm'ied and avoided by introducing new 

tenns in the contract beb:cen the CrO\·m and patentee when the 

212 patent monopoly was granted. 

The test applied in recent times 'vIas to leok wljether 

there ",as a prior publication or prior use of the invention. The 

---------- ------ -----------

207. Section 6 of the Statute of Monopolies states that patent 
must be given to any manner of new manufacture. 

208. See E.Vl.Hulme, 16 L.O.R. 44, 56-:--
209. See E.W.Hulme, 18 LoO.R. 280, 280-82. 
210. t'lorn}~Xost, Feb.~-,-1778, extracted in E.vl.Hulme, 

18 L.O.R. 280, 283-87. 
211. Id. --;3.1:287 • 
212. Ibid. 
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courts in Englnnd have int0rpretcd the term prior publication 

to mean the publication of the invention in a manner which 

t th bi . f' t' 21 3 was open '0 . e pu lcor lnspec lone The actual knowledge 

of the publication was held not required to constitute prior 

publication. The tenn prior user also was interpreted to mean 

public use. Selling of the product in a secret way was also 

h Id . 214 
e as prlor user. 

In India also one of the conditions for grant of 

patent is the novelty of the subject matter. Just as in 

England the test applied in India also involves an inquiry as 

to i\'hether there i\'as 'prior publication' or 'public use'. The 

question arose I~ the matter_of ~Lhe Inventions and Designs 

Act, 1888 and In the matter of an Alleged Inve~tion of A.E. 

Short215 was whether the secret use of a process of manufacture 

--- .-.----- -----_._-----

213. See Harris v. Rothwell, 35 Ch. D. 416 : 3 R.P.C. 383; 
PickaDd-V: Prescott~-g- R.P.C. 195; V.D.Ltd. v. Boston 
Deep Sea Fishing Co.Ltd., 52 R.P.C.3-Cr3-.-See also-Terrell, 
op.cit., pp.116-19. 

214. See-carpenter v. Smith, 1 vl.P.C. 530; Stead v. lffiderson, 
2 H.P:-c-:-J.51; Bristol-Ivjyers Co.'s Appn., [1975] R.P.C. 127, 
etc. See also Terl:e1T~6p--:-clt.,-'pp.-fT9-21. 

215. (1896) I.L.R. 23 Cal. 70"2"': In this case one M.K.lmgelo and 
Short had been doing business 2nd manufacture of Shellac 
for a long period. They had been selling Shellac produced 
by a process invented by them. The process was for the 
conversion of clean lac and seedlac into Shellac. The pro
cess and machinery were kept secret. Short applied for a 
patent which was objected by John Carapiet under S.30 of 
the l,ct. 



before applying for p~tcnt <,,;-c'un"':ed to user. 1,fter refcrri ng 

to the English C2ses Justice Sale obRerved: 

If the public vending for profit of the 2rticle 

produced by the process is a public use of the 

process, although the process itself is kept secret, 

then this question r.lU!5t be 2nsHered in the affir

mative. 216 

Thus selling of product pro~uced by a secret method was held 

as !)ublic user.
217 

The ju:::ti fic<'ition for this stCind, according 

to the Court, Vl2S th2t "if ~:-.e -=-nventor could sell his inven-

tion, keeping the secret to :-:i!~,~el-.!, and \ihen it '.-!as likely to 

be discovered by another, t::.':.:e out a patent, he might h2ve 

practically a monopoly for a ITuch larger peried than fourteen 

218 years". 

But this strict ~~:e leid down by the Calcutta High 

Court 'i'as di luted by the SO:-;<~=-Y nigh Court in La 11 ubhai 

Chakubh2i J2riwa12 v. sh2~21~as S~nkalchand Sh2h. 219 Accepting 

216. Id. at 711. ~he Eng~_s~ 

3Ell.& BI. 256; '';'ood 
h'ard, M. & ,.;. 544-.--

cases referred are Health v. Smith, 
Z irc1ier, HoI t 58; !.t;organ v. Sea 

217. Here the Court hE 1j "'c~"""2':. since Short 'W2S selling the product 
for profit for the las~ t~n years, he was a user of the 
invention. (1896) I._.~. 23 Cal. 702, 712. See also 
Gopilal v. LakhpEt Ra-=-, ~.I.R. 1923 P.C. 103. 

218. (1896) I.L.R.23 Cal. -02, 711 (emphasis original) 
219. A.I.R. 1934 EO:T:. 407. Eere the plaintiff, a Chemist, \-las 

doing business ~nd was ~orking in the experiment branch of a 
Company. On the re~~E~"'c of one Harkchand Shivji Co., 
plaintiff found out a system for producing ,·.'hite almonds 
and sold to them. Ear:·:c!-:=.nd sold it to Chunnilal. They 
appointed one c1,emis t -,"cr-:-:-.cni ,·:ho ,.,Iorked alona wi th the 

(conte ..• ) 
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the principle that sale of products made in secret for profit 

amounted to public user, the Court added that if the process 

applied was not traceable by the examination of the product in 

the market, the secret use could not be held as public user. 

Justice Beaumount reasoned: 

Whether a process has been publically used or not 

is, as all the cases show, a question of fact. I 

have no doubt that in numerous cases the sale of 

an article manufactured under a secret process may 

amount to a public user of the process, because the 

article may be of such a character that anybody buy

ing it and getting it examined by experts can ascert

ain the secret of its manufacture, and if the article 

is of that character, the sale of the article in 

public would, in my opinion, involve a disclosure of 

the secret of manufacture and thus amount to public 

user of the process •••• It seems to me that, at any 

rate in a case in which the Indian Patents and 

Designs Act applies, if you have an article manu

factured under a secret process and that article is 

of such a character that nobody by examining it can 

find out the secret of that manufacture, then the 

sale of that article in public cannot amount to 

public user of the process. 220 

(f.n.219 contd.) 
plaintiff and knew about the process. Varmani agreed to help 
the defendant Co., to bleach almond using the plaintiff's 
process. The plaintiff applied for patent and was granted 
When the defendants with the help of Varmani started producing 
white almond, plaintiff filed a suit for infringement. It was 
contended by the defendants that the specification filed was 
not an invention inasmuch as there was public use of the inven
tion previously. This was negatived and injunction was granted. 

220. Id. at 411. Here the process applied was to treat the almond to 
oecome more whiter and soother could not be traced out by exa
mining the white almond the aprocess applied was held not publi 
user. (Justice Rangnekar concurred). See also Lallubhai 
Chakubhai Jariwala v. Chimanlal Chunilal & Co., A.I.R.1936 Born. 
99; Ganendro Nath Baner v.D anpa Das Gu~ta, A.I.R. 1945 Oudh 
6; T e Born at garwa o./Akota v. Ramchan Oiwanchand, A.I.R. 
1953 Nag. 15 • 
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Novelty is also lost if the invention is publically 

known by prior publication. It is not necessary that the public 

or the persons connected ~ith the trade must have an actual 

knowledge of the invention. h.vc.ilability of the pUblication for 

public reference is sufficient to constitute prior pUblication. 

T}1US in Lallubhai Chakubh3! Jari\o.'2la v. Chimanlal Chunilal & co. 221 

the Bombay High Court held: 

As to the sufficiency of the publication it is nece

ssary that the publication of the knowledge must be 

within the realm, and so far as we are concerned, it 

must be a pUblication in 3ritish India ••.• It may not 

be necessary that members of the public should have 

actually read it. It is enough if ihe pUblication is 

accessible to the public without much trouble, e.g. 

if the document is to be fCUI1d in the lib!_-ary of the 

Government Patent Office in calcutta, or on the shelves 

of a public library in a~y ~no~TI place in India, or of 

a library appertaining to an educational or scientific 

institution and easily accessible. 222 

As to the sUfficiency of the kr,o;.;ledge, the Court further 

observed: 

with regard to the sUfficiency of the knowledge, the 

earlier pUblication must give the requisite knowledge 

clearly, and it is not enough that it merely gives the 

------------

221. p .. I.R. 1936 Born. 99. See for facts ~~J2.!"?:' n.200. 
222. Id. at 108. £...~r 8.J.;·;acia, J.: see also r·jon~an_to Comp~ v. 

Coramandal Indcg Procucts (p) Ltd., A.I.R. 1986 S.C. 712. 
Similar view wa~pre5sed by-the Supreme Court. 



means of att~ining such knowledge. It must give 

sufficient information to a workman skilled in the 

particular Clrt or crClft jn order to enable him to 

carry out the jnvention. 223 
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It appenrs that a strict rule as to novelty is followed in our 

country. Here prior pUblication or prior use is sufficient to 

negative the novelty of the invention. ~fuether it is actually 

kno~~ to the public or not is immaterial. 

Utility: 

utility of the invention constitutes another criterion 

for the grant of patent. The requirement of the usefulness of 

the invention for \-lhich patent monopoly was grunted was not 

expressly stated in the patent grants or statutes in the olden 

days. But the condition in the patent grants that an industry 

t be t t d 'th' th 'd 'b d 224 1 1 h mus _ s 2r e \-l1 ln e perlo prescrl e c ear y s .ows 

that usefulness of the invention was always considered before 

the grant v.'as given. The quantum of usefulness required to 

grant patent \-las explained by Leindley, L.J. in Lane Fox v. 

Kensington and Knightsbridge Electric Lighting co. 225 as follm:s: 

The utility of the alleged invention depends not on 

whether by follov!ing the directions in the complete 

speci fication all the resul ts nm·l necessary for 

223. Id. at 108. 
224. E-:-\·J. Hulme, 12 L. Q • R. 141, 153. 
225. [189/.] 3 Ch. 424-.-
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along with patent for according protection. It may be seen 

that design is protected only for a short period of five 

years. Since criminal law has not been invoked for protecting 

patent, design also was not protected by criminal law. After 

the enactment of Patent Act, 1970, Patent and Design Act, 1911 

was renamed Design Act, 1911. No attempt was made to remodulate 

the provisions. It is hoped that the legislature ,,:ill intro

duce some penal provisions enabling the criminal justice system 

to take cognizance of the violations of design law \·,ith a view 

to the protection of the individual interests as ... lell as the 

public interest involved in designs. 

TRADE MARK 

It has been discussed in the previous chapter that 

trade mark is not an intellectual property in the strict sense. 

But it vias also noticed that this form of property has many 

similarities with intellectual property, and the basis for 

protection is safeguarding of public interest. study of rele

vant case law in this area is fruitful and informative. 

Long before ute ,enactment of a separate legislation 

for protecting trade mark, the assistance of criminal law vIas 

resorted to to afford adequate protection to this form of 

property. This was evident from the provisions incorporated 

in the Penal Code by the frcmers. Several provisions for 
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protecting trade mark were included from the very inception 

of the Code. Till the enactment of the Trade and Nerchandise 

Marks Act, 1958, these provisions continued to be in force 

giving effective protection to trade marks. According to the 

provisions of the Code, as it vIas enacted in 1860, using false 

trade mark 46 with an intention to deceive or injure any person 

was an offence punishable with imprisonment and fine. 47 Counter-

48 feiting of trade mark used by any other person as well as 

fraudulent making and possessing of die, plate or other instru

ments for counterfeiting trade mark 49 were also offences 

punishable under the Code. Similarly, knowingly selling goods 

46. Section 480, I.P.C., as it was originally enacted read: 
"Whoever marks any goods, or any case, package, or other 
receptacle containing goods, or uses any case, package, or 
other receptacle with any mark thereon, with the intention 
of causing it to be believed that the goods so marked, or 
any goods contained in any such case, package or receptacle 
so marked, were made or manufactured by any person by whom 
they were not made or manufactured, or that they were made 
or manufactured at any time or place at which they were not 
made or manufactured, or that they are of a particular 
quality of which they are not, is said to use a false trade 
mark". See Standish Grove Grady, The Indian Codes (London: 
Wildy & Sons, 1871), p.73. 

47. Section 482 read: "Whoever uses any false trade mark or any 
false property mark, with intention to deceive or injure 
any person, shall be punished with imprisonment of either 
description for a term which may extend to one year, or with 
fine, or with both". See Standish Grove Grady, op.cit., p.73. 

48. Section 483 read: "Hhoever, with intent to cause damage or 
injury to the public or to any person, knowingly counter
feits any trade or property mark used by any other person, 
shall be punished with imprisonment of either description 
for a term which may extend to two years, or with fine, or 
with both". Ibid. 

49. Section 485. 
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is in consonance with the theory of institution of property. 

The examination of the origin and development of intellectual 

property indicates that it was based on the public interest 

that these forms of property had been recognized and accepted 

by the society. While copyright was recognized for the 

cultural growth of the nation, patent received recognition 

for the industrial and technological growth of the society. 

It is to be noted that though copyright had its genesis in 

the common law concept of property, the right was limited by 

the statutes for the betterment of the society. This is true 

with the case of trade mark also. The basis for its recognit

ion was the protection of society from deception by the un

authorised use of trade marks. In all these cases the rights 

of the individual have been recognized and protected to a 

limited extent. It was on the basis of the intellectual 

labour of the individual that property right was recognized 

in the products of intellectual labour, such as copyright. The 

individual is permitted to utilize the property interest for 

his benefit for a certain period. After the statutory period 

is over, copyright goes to the society. This indicates that 

the society looked upon copyright as property because it was 

considered as the extension of the personality of the indivi

dual or as the satisfaction of the self of the individual. Thus 

the individual rights are recognized as incidental to the 

public interest. The individuals are permitted to hold 
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property to a limited extent for their benefits within the 

framework of common good of the society. After sometimes it 

is held in common. 

Criminal law is being employed usually when the 

public interest rather than the private interest is likely to 

be affected. While redressal of private grievances are in the 

domain of civil law, public grievances are to be attended by 

the criminal law. Sometimes redressal of the private grievances 

is in the interest of the public. In such cases also criminal 

law has to be employed. This approach is amply reflected in the 

provisions of the Indian Penal Code. This can be adopted in the 

case of intellectual property also. Just as in the case of 

corporeal property both private interest and public interest are 

involved in protecting intellectual property. While the law 

determines the proprietary right of the individual in copyrights 

and patents, the fact that both are meant for the society is 

very well recognized by law. As such violation of the rights 

may affect the public interest as well. It is therefore in the 

fitness of things if criminal law is employed for their protect-

ion. 

On examination of the provisions in the Penal Code, 

it is found that these provisions are inadequate to protect 

the new forms of progerty emerging out of the technological 
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development especially in the area of intellectual property. 

This is because the existing provisions were enacted with a 

view to protecting only the then existing forms of property. 

This situation called for separate legislation for protecting 

these forms of property. 

The legislature responded with the enactments cover

ing copyright, design, patent, trade mark etc. But these 

legislation are found inadequate to catch up with the pace of 

technological development. They are neither capable of cover

ing the new forms of property such as performers' right, 

computer programme, man-made living organism etc. nor contain

ing the problems attendant with their violations. Many a new 

forms of property are now outside the purview of these pieces 

of legislation. 

The possibilities of criminal law in protecting these 

forms of property have not been properly explored. Disregarding 

the public interest involved in recognizing and protecting these 

forms of property legislatures as well as the judiciary try to 

deal with them in the domain of civil law. Patent and design 

are still outside the purview of criminal law. The attempt 

made by the legislature to bring copyright under the protective 

cover of criminal law has been frustrated. Though additional 

care was taken in the case of trade mark, the results are not 

encouraging. The apathy seems to have arisen from the lack of 

awareness of the importance in protecting these forms of 

property. 
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Having regard to the technical nature of the 

offences and the ways of committing them it seems necessary 

that we should develop expertise in investigating the 

offences in the field of intellectual property. The tradi

tional machinery is of no avail. Nor are the rules of 

evidence adequate and efficacious in proving the offences. 

The punishments are also not adequate. The disabilities 

imposed by the civil law are also not deterrent. 

In these circumstances a comprehensive legislation 

incorporating proper definitions of new forms of property. 

machinery for investigation and trial of the offences. special 

rules of evidence which would answer the needs of the techno

logical developments and adequate deterrent punishment includ

ing reparation of the victims by the offenders etc. is the 

desideratum. 
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